
 
 
     
        

 
 
 
         
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
         
 

  
 
   

   
 

   
  

   

   

 
  

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

  
  

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

February 1, 2024 

VIA EMAIL & 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
avargas@oce.pr.gov 
Angel Vargas Carcana 
Oficina del Contralor Electoral 
235 Ave. Arterial Hostos 
Edificio Capital Center 
Torre Norte Piso 7 
San Juan, PR 00918 

RE: MUR 8204 (Pre-MUR 668) 

Dear Mr. Carcana: 

This is in reference to the matter involving alleged violations of the Federal Election 
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, by Salvemos a Puerto Rico, a political committee registered 
with the Federal Election Commission (“Commission”), and other persons, which your office 
referred to the Commission on January 21, 2021.  On January 23, 2024, the Commission 
reviewed the information contained in the referral and decided to open a Matter Under Review 
(MUR).  The Commission considered the allegations contained in your referral, but there was an 
insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe that Fundación Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 
Foundation For Progress, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting 
their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another and an insufficient number 
of votes to dismiss the allegation that Fundación Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, 
Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to 
effect contributions in the name of another.  In addition, there was an insufficient number of 
votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Salvemos a Puerto 
Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his official capacity as 
Treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution in the name of 
another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing inaccurate 
disclosure reports.  There was also an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of 
prosecutorial discretion the allegations that the following persons violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by 
making a contribution in the name of another:  Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta; Andrew Keys; AP 
Engineering, Inc.; Augustos McCloskey; BAE FE, LLC; Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC; 
Essential Insurance Services, Inc.; Jaap, LLC; LAS Enterprises; Little Pictures Corp.; Michael 
McCloskey; National Strategies Group, LLC; NGX Military Store; Northshore Management 

MUR777200484
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MUR 8204 (Pre-MUR 668) 
Angel Vargas Carcana 
Page 2 

Corp.; and Richard Machado-Gonzalez.  Accordingly, on January 23, 2024, the Commission 
closed the file in this matter. One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission’s 
decision will follow. 

Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See 
Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702  
(Aug. 2, 2016). 

We appreciate your cooperation in helping the Commission meet its enforcement 
responsibilities under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.  If you have any 
questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1314 or 
lbird@fec.gov. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa J. Stevenson 
Acting General Counsel 

By: Charles Kitcher 
Associate General Counsel for Enforcement 

MUR777200485
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	Structure Bookmarks
	From: 
	Jorge Davila 

	To: 
	Enforcement Complaints 

	Subject: RE: Notice of Complaint 
	Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2020 12:01:46 PM 
	Attachments: MUR 7772 
	salvemos puerto rico complaint.pdf 
	VIDEO-2020-07-30-22-41-17.mp4 

	Office of General Counsel 
	This email is to file a complaint against Salvemos Puerto Rico & Pedro Pierluisi campaign due to the following: 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(1) and is based on information providing reason to believe that Pedro Pierluisi’s campaign committee for Governor of Puerto Rico, “Comité Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.”. and the “Salvemos a Puerto Rico, PAC”, an IRC 501(c)(4) organization have violated the requirements of the Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”), 52 U.S.C. § 30101, et seq. regarding prohibited coordination be
	Please, find the attached file relevant to the case. 
	If you require any further information, feel free to contact us by phone to (939)337-2020 or via email . 
	wvgobernadora2020@gmail.com
	wvgobernadora2020@gmail.com


	Best, 
	Jorge Davila 
	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMJSSJON 
	COMITE AMIGOS WANDA V AzQUEZ Ave. Roosevelt 1127 San Juan, Puerto Rico 00917 
	Jorge Davi la Ave. Roosevelt 1127 San Juan, Puerto Rico 00917 
	V. MUR No. 7772 
	COMITE AMIGO PEDRO PIERLUISI, INC. PO BOX 920485 San Juan, PR 00902 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, PAC 1001 19th St. N Suite 1200 Arlington, VA 22209 (571) 384-7941 
	FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS PO BOX 10195 San Juan Puerto Rico 00908 
	FOUNDACION PRO IGUALDAD PO BOX 10195 San Juan Puerto Rico 00908 
	COMPLAINT 
	COMPLAINT 
	I. This complaint is filed with the Federal Election Commission ("FEC" or "Commission") pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(I) and is based on information providing reason to believe that Pedro Pierluisi's campaign committee for Governor of Puerto Rico, "Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.". and the "Salvemos a Puerto Rico, PAC', an IRC 501(c)(4) organization have violated the requirements of the Federal Election Campaign Act ("FECA"), 52 U.S.C. § 30 IO I, et seq. regarding prohibited coordination between camp
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Specifically, "Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, Inc." campaign and "Salvemos a Pue110 Rico, PAC", disguised nearly $250,000 dollars of campaign spending by presumably laundering the funds through two nonprofits organizations headed by Pierluisi's best friend, Joseph Fuentes. Available infonnation indicates that some Pierluisi staff such as Luis Anthony Pacheco are presumably working under the direction and control of Pierluisi campaign manager Caridad Pierluisi, and they are using the same slogans that "Salve

	3. 
	3. 
	Section 50 I (c)(4)-I (a)(2)(ii) of the Federal Revenue Code of 0986 (IRC) provides that promotion ofsocial welfare 


	does not include direct or indirect participation in political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. Thus, an organization exempt under Section 501(c)(4) may engage in political campaign activities if those activities are not the organization's primary activity. In contrast, organizations exempt under Section 501(c)(3) 
	are absolutely prohibiting form engaging in political activities, and may, in addition, be subject to tax under Section 
	4955 of the lRC if they make any political contributions. 
	4.eIf the Commission, upon receiving a complaint has reason to believe that a person has committed, or is about toecommit, a violation of [FECA] ... [t]he Commission of such alleged violation .... " 52 
	shall make an investigation

	U.S.C. § 30109(a)(2) (emphasis added); see also 11 C.F.R. § l l l.4(a). 

	FACTS 
	FACTS 
	5.e
	5.e
	5.e
	"Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi" is the official campaign committee for the candidacy of Governor of Puerto RicoeRico of Mr. Pedro Pierluisi.e

	6.e
	6.e
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico is a Super Pac registered before the FEC in May of 2020 and is spending heavily onecampaign ads for Pedro Pierluisi and against his opponent in the Puerto Rico Primaries. The Super Pac was registeredeby Mr. Joseph Fuentes in Virginia. Mr. Fuentes is a lifelong Pierluisi friend, confirmed by Mr. Pierluisi in mediae


	interviews
	1

	• 
	7.e
	7.e
	7.e
	PRP INC PAC, was first registered in February 24, 2016 by Mr. Joseph Fuentes. Pedro Rafael Pierlusi sons AnthonyePierluisi and Michael Pierlusi donated to PRP INC PAC 

	8.e
	8.e
	Foundation for Progress is a nonprofit corporation created under the Laws of Pue1to Rico on June l 0, 2020 at 9:08e


	pm.3 
	9.eFundaci6n Pro Igualdad, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation created under the Laws of Puerto Rico on June 10, 2020 ate
	9:15epm.•e
	10.Foundation for Progess and Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad where registered before the Puerto Rico Corporations Registry 7eminutes apart, under the same mailing address, a PO Box, no physical address, and phone numbers not related to theecorporations. No President or Secretary of the Board of Directors are named in the Articles of Incorporation, meviolation of Puerto Rico Corporate law.e
	11.On or about June 25, 2020, Salvemos a Puerto Rico received a $75 thousand-dollar donation from Foundation foreProgress and a $175 thousand-dollar donation from Fundaci6n Pro lgualdadper FEC filings.e
	5 

	12.e
	12.e
	12.e
	On or about May 19, 2020, Salvemos a Pue1to Rico was registered as a Super PAC under the name PRP, INC. PAC,ewhich coincidently spell Mr. Pierluisi's initial (Pedro Rafael Pierluisi). On or about May 27, 2020, Mr. Fernandezesubmitted an amendment to the FEC to change PRP, INC. PAC to Salvemos a Pue1to Rico PAC."e

	13.e
	13.e
	Available evidence presumably indicates that Pierluisi staffer Luis Anthony Pacheco is using the same slogan ase


	7
	7

	Salvemos Pue1to Rico PAC, "Un verdadero estadista".e
	14.On July 31, 2020, the "Centro de Periodismo lnvestigativo" reported that "Super Pac y campanas en redes 2020: las mil y una forma de burlar la fiscalizaci6n". The online news paper went to report the scheme used by the Super Pac Salvemos Puerto Rico, to help his old-time friend Pedro Pierluisi.X 
	Gloria Ruiz Kuilan, El Nuevo Dia news paper reporter, video interview with Pedro Pierluisi. FEC FORM 3X REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS Government of Puerto Rico Certificate of Incorporation ofa Non-Stock Corporation Foundation for Progress 
	Gloria Ruiz Kuilan, El Nuevo Dia news paper reporter, video interview with Pedro Pierluisi. FEC FORM 3X REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS Government of Puerto Rico Certificate of Incorporation ofa Non-Stock Corporation Foundation for Progress 
	2 
	https://docguery.fec.gov/pdf/603/201607059020112603/201607059020112603.pdfflnavpanes
	https://docguery.fec.gov/pdf/603/201607059020112603/201607059020112603.pdfflnavpanes

	=
	O 
	3 


	•eGovernment of Puerto Rico Certificate oflncorporation of a Non-Stock Corporation Fundacion Pro Igualdade
	•eGovernment of Puerto Rico Certificate oflncorporation of a Non-Stock Corporation Fundacion Pro Igualdade
	5 
	https://docguc1y.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/l 418344/ 
	https://docguc1y.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/l 418344/ 



	•e& 
	https://docguc1y
	https://docguc1y
	. fcc.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/l 406660/

	https://docgue1y.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/l 414600/e
	https://docgue1y.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/l 414600/e


	Luis Anthony tweets & Salvcmos Pue,10 Rico slogan ··un vcrdadcro cstadista". 
	Luis Anthony tweets & Salvcmos Pue,10 Rico slogan ··un vcrdadcro cstadista". 
	7 


	•h
	•h
	ttps ://period ismo i nvesti gat i vo.com/202 0/0 7 / su per-pacs-y-cam panas-en-redes-2020-las-mi 1-y-una-formas-de-burl ar -I a-ti sea Ii zaci on/e

	15. After our complaint at the Puerto Rico Electoral comptroller. The Electoral Comptroller requested the Department of 
	State of Puerto Rico to start an investigation regarding Foundation for Progress and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, because they were registered in violation of Puerto Rico, Act. No. 164-2009. 
	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	The information and evidence gathered in the course of that investigation determined that both "Nonprofits" Foundation for Progress and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, were created unlawfully.Ł 

	17. 
	17. 
	In August 4, 2020 the Department of State of Puerto Rico cancelled Foundation for Progress and Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad,1° 



	SUMMARY OF THE LAW 
	SUMMARY OF THE LAW 
	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	FECA reqmres that each treasurer of a political committee file reports of receipts and disbursements with the Commission. 52 U.S.C. § 30104(a)(l). Such reports must disclose the name and address of each person to whom operating expenditures or other disbursements in excess of $200 are made, "together with the date, amount, and purpose" of those operating expenditures or other disbursements. 52 U .S.C. § 30 I 04(b )( 5)(A ), (b )( 6)(8)( v ). 

	19. 
	19. 
	Public reporting requirements like these helps inform the public about "where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent." Buckley, 424 U.S. at 66. Such reporting serves important infom1ational i1terests; as the Court has explained, "transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions." Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 370. 
	!



	CAUSES OF ACTION COUNT I: PEDRO RAFAEL PIERLUISI URRITIA AND SALVEMOS PUERTO RICO PRESUMABLY VIOLATED FECA'S REPORTING REQUIREMENTS BY LAUNDERING UNLIMITED DISBURSEMENTS THROUGH SALVEMOS PUERTO RICO. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	FECA and Commission regulations require that authorized committees itemize each disbursement in excess of $200, 

	together with the "purpose" of the disbursement. 52 U.S.C. § 30 I 04(b )(5), (b)(6)(B)(v); 11 C.F.R. § I 04.3(b)(4)(i). 

	21. 
	21. 
	There is reason to believe that Foundation for Progress and Fundacion Pro lgualdad were created with the purpose of promoting in some way the common good and general welfare of the people of the community. To meet this requirement, IRC 501 ( c )( 4) organizations engage in educating the community but in this case the only purpose of these two nonprofits were to donate directly to "Salvemos Puerto Rico" so they can spend heavily on campaign ads for Pedro Pierluisi and against his opponent in the Puerto Rico 
	50l(c)(3) organizations.
	11 


	22. 
	22. 
	The following examples illustrate how political campaign intervention principles apply in the context of an organization claiming exemption under IRC 50l(c)(4), Endorsing candidates, creating negative campaign ads clearly is political campaign intervention. It's a fact that Foundation for Progress and Fundacion Pro Igualdad can donate as a 


	0 
	0 
	0 
	rico-sc-rcgistraron-ilegalmcntc/ 
	https://pcriodismoinvcstigativo.com/2020/08/cstado-cncucntra-guc-las-corporacioncs-fantasmas-guc-donaron-a-salvcmos-a-pucrto



	'" Department of State Cancellation of Foundation for Progress and Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad 
	At one time, educational and research activities conducted to achieve specific goals were deemed to promote social welfare purposes under IRC 501(c)(4), but not to further "exclusively" educational purposes under IRC 50l(c)(3). For example, in Rev. Rul. 60-193, 1960-1 C.B. 195, modified, Rev. Rul. 66-258, 1966-2 C.B. 213, modified and superseded, Rev. Rul. 76-456, 1976-2 C.B. 151. an organization conducted educational programs to encourage greater interest and participation in governmental and political aff
	11 

	described in IRC 50I (c)(3 ), but were merely ancillary to the organization's non-educational purposes. Rev. Rul. 66-258, however, indicates the activities described in Rev. Rul. 60-193 were "educational" under IRC 50l(c)(3), in addition to qualifying under !RC 50l(c)(4). Accordingly, aside from "action organization" issues. little difference exists between the types of "educational" activities considered exempt under the two sections. 
	50 l ( c) 4, but in this case the primary purpose of this organization was to put dark money to Salvemos Puerto Rico 
	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	According to IRS regulations, a social welfare organization "must operate primarily to further the common good and general welfare of the people of the community (such as by bringing about civic betterment and social improvements)." Because that furthering of common good may require some degree of activism or advocacy, the IRS has detetmined that "Seeking legislation germane to the organization's programs is a pennissible means of attaining social welfare purposes." Involvement in political campaigns is not
	No. 164-2009, as amended, "General Corporations Act".
	13 


	24. 
	24. 
	Foundation for Progress and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, willfully made and caused contributions to Salvemos Puerto Rico in excess of the limits of the Puerto Rico Campaign Finance act and the Election Act, and did so by making and causing coordinated expenditure contribution in the fonn of expenditures for specific advertising attacking candidate Wanda Vazquez Garced to air negative ads and support Pedro Rafael Pierluisi Urrutia campaign. 

	25. 
	25. 
	Therefore, there is reason to believe that Pedro Rafael Pierluisi Unutia and Joseph Fuentes, using "Salvemos Puerto Rico", violated The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, Title 52, United States Code, Sections 30IO I, et seq,. ("Election Act") (formely Title 2, United State Code, Sections 431, et seq.) limited conuption and the apperace of corruption. 



	PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
	PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
	26. 
	26. 
	26. 
	Wherefore, the Commission should find reason to believed that Pedro Rafael Pierluisi Urrutia and Joseph Fuentes have violated 52 U.S.C. § 30 IO I, et seq, and conduct an immediate investigation under 52 U.C.S § 30 I 09 (a)(2). 

	27. 
	27. 
	Further, the Commission should seek appropriate sanctions for any and all violations, including criminal and civil penalties sufficient to deter future violation and an injunction prohibiting the respondents from any and all violations in the future, and should seek such additional remedies as are necessary and appropriate to ensure compliance with the 


	FECA. 
	FECA. 

	Ł'fOmmited, 
	J;Łavila 
	" For other examples of participation or intervention in political campaigns, see Rev. Rul. 76-456, 1976-2 C.B. 151 (publicizing names of political candidates signing and rcti.Ising to sign code of fair campaign practices); Rev. Rul. 78-248, 1978-1 C.B. 154 (ce11ain voter's guides); and Rev. Rul. 80-282, 1980-2 C.B. 178 (same); Association of the Bar of the City of New York v. Commissioner, 858 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 490 U.S. I 030 ( 1989) (non-partisan candidate rating). 
	Puerto Rico Electoral Comptroller letter to the Puerto Rico Department of State. 
	VERIFICATION 
	VERIFICATION 
	The complaints listed below hereby verify that the statement made in the attached Complaint are, upon their information 
	and belief, true. 
	and belief, true. 

	Sworn pursuant to I 8 U.S.C. § 100 I. 
	For Complainant Jorge Davila 
	Sworn to and subscribed before me this 31 day ofJuly 2020. 
	$ 
	$ 
	.... "" 
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	,0
	0 00 
	-
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	EXHIBITS 
	EXHIBITS 
	815/2020 73542.jpg 
	Figure
	GLORIA RUIZ KUILAN 
	endi~
	endi~
	•a1➔1t•J•1HD 
	Figure
	Image# 201607059020112603 PAGE1/12 
	r FEC FORM 3X 
	r FEC FORM 3X 
	r FEC FORM 3X 
	REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS For Other Than An Authorized Committee 
	7 Oflice Use On 


	1. NAME OF TYPE OR PRINT 'Y Example: If typing, type 
	12FE4MS
	COMMITTEE (in full) over the lines. 
	I I I I I I I I I t 
	I ' 
	Figure

	I I I I I I
	Figure

	I ' 
	Hf1 19th St N Suite 1200 
	I

	1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
	ADDRESS (number and street) 

	.,, 
	I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
	Check if different than previously 
	Artington 
	Artington 
	reported. (ACC) 

	I I I I I I I I I I I I ' 
	Figure
	2. FEC IDENTIACATION NUMBER T CITY• STATE• ZIP CODE • 
	2. FEC IDENTIACATION NUMBER T CITY• STATE• ZIP CODE • 
	3. IS THIS NEW AMENDED
	C00611079 
	C 

	X
	REPORT (N) OR (A) 
	4. TVPE OF REPORT (bl Monthly Feb 20 (M2) May 20 (MS) Aug 20 (MB) Nov 20 (M11) 
	(Choose One) 
	(a) Q.Jarterly Reports: 
	April 15 Ouarterty Report (01) 
	July 15
	X 
	Quarterly Report (02) 
	October 15 Quarterly Report (03) 
	January 31 Year-End Report (YE) 
	July 31 Mid-Year Report (Non-election Year Only) (MY) 
	Termination Report (TEA) 
	(Nor>-€.ladion
	Report 
	Year Onv)
	Due On: Mar 20 (M3) Jun 20 (M6) Sep 20 (M9) Dec 20 (M12) 
	(Non.£1ac:lion Vear Olly) 
	Apr 20 (M4) Jul 20 (M7) Oct 20 (M10) Jan 31 (YE) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	12-Day PRE-Election Report for the: 
	Primary (12P) Convention (12C) 
	General (12G) Special (12S) 
	Runoff (12A) 

	TR
	Election on 
	I.I 
	u 
	D 
	V 
	1' 
	y 
	y 
	in the State of 


	(d) 
	(d) 
	(d) 
	30-0ay 

	TR
	POST-Election 
	General (JOG) 
	Runoff (JOA) 
	Special (30S) 

	TR
	Report for the: 

	TR
	•• 
	ll 
	D 
	D 
	y 
	y 
	., 
	y 
	in the 

	TR
	Election on 
	State of 


	" II 
	5. Covering Period 04 01 2016 through 06 30 2016 
	I certify that I have examined this Report and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true, correct and complete. Type or Print Name of Treasurer Joseph Fuentes::..________________________________ 
	Joseph F11e111es
	Signature of Treasurer /Elutronically Filed/ Date 07 05 2016 
	NOTE: Submission of false, erroneous, or incomplete information may subject the person signing this Report to the penalties of 2 U.S.C. §437g. 
	FEC FORM 3X 
	Officel 

	Use Rev. 12/2004 
	_J
	Only ..____..____________.____...______.____..______,
	L 
	FE6AN026 
	Image# 201607059020112604 
	Image# 201607059020112604 


	SUMMARY PAGE
	SUMMARY PAGE
	r I
	OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
	OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
	FEC Form 3X (Rev. 02/2003) Page 2 
	Write or Type Committee Name 

	PRP, Inc PAC 
	PRP, Inc PAC 
	V V 
	Report Covering the Period: From: 04 01 2016 To: 06 2016 
	COLUMN A COLUMN B This Period Calendar Year-to-Date 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	(a) 
	Cash on Hand 
	'r' 
	V 
	V 

	TR
	January 1, 
	2016 

	TR
	(b) 
	Cash on Hand at 

	TR
	Beginning of Reporting Period ........... . 

	TR
	(c) 
	Total Receipts (from Line 19) ............ . 

	TR
	(d) 
	Subtotal (add Lines 6(b) and 

	TR
	6(c) for Column A and Lines 

	TR
	6(a) and 6(c) for Column B) .............. . 


	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	Total Disbursements (from Line 31) .......... . 

	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	Cash on Hand at Close of Reporting Period 

	(subtract Line 7 from Line 6(d)) ................ . 

	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	Debts and Obligations Owed TO the Committee (Itemize all on 

	Schedule C and/or Schedule D) ............... . 

	10. 
	10. 
	Debts and Obligations Owed BY the Committee (Itemize all on 


	Schedule C and/or Schedule D) ............... . 
	6550.00 
	137901.69 
	137901.69 

	144451.69 
	144451.69 

	144399.17 
	144399.17 

	52.52 
	0.00 
	0.00 
	This committee has qualified as a multicandidate committee. (see FEC FORM 1 M) 
	For further information contact: 
	For further information contact: 
	Federal Election Commission 999 E Street, NW Washington, DC 20463 
	Toll Free 800-424-9530 Local 202-694-1100 
	FE6AN026 
	163901.69 
	163901.69 

	163901.69 
	163901.69 

	163849.17 
	163849.17 

	52.52 
	_J 
	Image# 201607059020112605 
	Image# 201607059020112605 
	Image# 201607059020112605 

	r FEC Form 3X (Rev. 06/2004) 
	r FEC Form 3X (Rev. 06/2004) 
	DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE of Receipts 
	Page 3 
	7 

	Write or Type Committee Name 
	Write or Type Committee Name 

	PRP, Inc PAC 
	PRP, Inc PAC 


	Report Covering the Period: From: 04 01 2016 To: 06 30 2016 
	COLUMN A COLUMN B
	COLUMN A COLUMN B
	I. Receipts 
	Total This Period Calendar Vear-to-Date 
	Total This Period Calendar Vear-to-Date 
	11. Contributions (other than loans) From: 
	(a) Individuals/Persons Other Than Political Committees 
	137845.16 
	137845.16 
	163845.16

	(i) Itemized (use Schedule A) ........... . 
	56.53 56.53
	(ii) Unitemized .................................... . 
	(iii) TOTAL (add 
	(iii) TOTAL (add 
	163901.69 
	163901.69 


	Lines 11 (a)(i) and (ii) ................. ► 
	137901.69 

	0.00 0.00
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Political Party Committees ................. . 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Other Political Committees 


	0.00 0.00
	(such as PACs) ................................... . 
	(d) Total Contributions (add Lines 11(a)(iii), (b), and (c)) (Carry 
	137901.69 
	137901.69 
	163901.69 

	Totals to Line 33, page 5) .............. ► 
	12. Transfers From Affiliated/Other ' Party Committees ....................................... . 0.00 0.00
	• 
	0.00 0.00
	13. All Loans Received ..................................... 
	~ 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	Loan Repayments Received ...................... . 0.00 
	0.00 


	15. 
	15. 
	Offsets To Operating Expenditures (Refunds, Rebates, etc.) (Carry Totals to Line 37, page 5).............. . 0.00 0.00 

	16. 
	16. 
	Refunds of Contributions Made to Federal Candidates and Other Political Committees ................................... . 0.00 0.00 

	17. 
	17. 
	Other Federal Receipts (Dividends, Interest, etc.) ........................... . 0.00 0.00 

	18. 
	18. 
	Transfers from Non-Federal and Levin Funds 


	(a) Non-Federal Account (from Schedule H3) ............................ . 0.00 0.00 
	0.00 0.00
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Levin Funds (from Schedule HS) ........ . 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Total Transfers (add 1S(a) and 18(b)) .. 0.00 0.00 


	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	Total Receipts (add Lines 11(d), 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18(c)) ......... ► 137901 .69 
	163901.69 


	20. 
	20. 
	Total Federal Receipts (subtract Line 18(c) from Line 19) ......... ► 137901 .69 
	163901.69 



	_J 
	L 

	FE6AN026 
	Image# 201607059020112606 
	Image# 201607059020112606 
	' 






	DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE 
	DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE 
	-, 

	of Disbursements 
	FEC Form 3X (Rev. 02/2003) Page 4 
	COLUMN A COLUMN B
	COLUMN A COLUMN B
	II. Disbursements 
	Total This Period Calendar Year-to-Date 
	21. Operating Expenditures:
	(a) Allocated Federal/Non-FederalActivity (from Schedule H4) 
	0.00 0.00
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Federal Share ............................ . . 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Non-Federal Share ..................... . 0.00 
	0.00 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Other Federal Operating Expenditures ...................................... . 0.00 
	0.00 


	(c) 
	(c) 
	Total Operating Expenditures 


	0.00
	(add 21 (a)(i), (a)(ii), and (b)) ............. 
	(add 21 (a)(i), (a)(ii), and (b)) ............. 

	22. Transfers to Affiliated/Other Party 
	0.00 0.00
	Committees ................................................ . 
	23. Contributions to 
	Federal Candidates/Committees 
	0.00
	0.00
	and Other Political Committees ................ . 
	24. Independent Expenditures 0.00 0.00
	(use Schedule E) ...................................... . 
	25. Coordinated PaŁ Expenditures}Ł?.! .................................. .. 0.00 
	l
	ŁsŁ·Łci·eŁiŁ
	1 
	)
	0.00 

	0.00
	26. Loan Repayments Made ........................... . 
	0.00 

	0.00
	0.00
	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	Loans Made .............................................. .. 

	28. 
	28. 
	Refunds of Contributions To: 


	(a) Individuals/Persons Other 
	0.00 0.00
	Than Political Committees ................ . 
	0.00
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Political Party Committees ................ . 0.00 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	Other Political Committees 0.00 0.00

	(such as PACs) ................................. .. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Total Contribution Refunds 


	0.00 
	0.00 

	163849.17
	163849.17

	29. 
	29. 
	29. 
	Other Disbursements ............................... .. 
	144399.17 


	30. 
	30. 
	Federal Election Activity (2 U.S.C. §431 (20)) 


	(a) Allocated Federal Election Activity 
	(from Schedule H6) 
	0.00 0.00
	(i) Federal Share .............................. .. 
	0.00 0.00
	(ii) "Levin" Share ................................ . 
	(b) Federal Election Activity Paid Entirely 
	0.00 0.00
	With Federal Funds ................ . 
	(c) Total Federal Election Activity (add .. 
	0.00 0.00
	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	Total Disbursements (add Lines 21 (c), 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28(d), 29 and 30(c)) .. 
	163849.17


	32. 
	32. 
	Total Federal Disbursements 


	144399.17 
	144399.17 

	(subtract Line 21 (a)(ii) and Line 30(a)(ii) 
	from Line 31 ) .............................................. 
	163849.17 

	L _J 
	FE6AN026 
	Image# 201607059020112607 


	DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE
	DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE
	r --,
	r --,
	of Disbursements 
	FEC Form 3X (Rev. 02/2003) Page 5 
	Ill. Net Contributions/Operating ExCOLUMN A COLUMN B penditures Total This Period Calendar Year-to-Date 
	33. Total Contributions (other than loans) 
	137901.69 
	137901.69 
	163901.69

	(from Line 11 (d), page 3) .......................... 
	34. Total Contribution Refunds 
	0.00 0.00
	(from Line 28(d)) ........................................ 
	Net Contributions (other than loans) 
	137901.69 
	137901.69 
	163901.69

	(subtract Line 34 from Line 33) ................ 
	36. Total Federal Operating Expenditures 
	0.00 0.00
	(add Line 21 (a)(i) and Line 21 (b)) ......... Ł
	Ł 

	Offsets to Operating Expenditures 
	0.00 0.00
	(from Line 15, page 3) ............................... 
	38. Net Operating Expenditures 
	0.00 0.00
	(subtract Line 37 from Line 36) ..............1/".' 
	L _J 
	L _J 
	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	Image# 201607059020112608 
	Image# 201607059020112608 
	FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 6 OF 12 
	SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) 

	Use separate schedule(s) 
	(check only one) 
	for each category of the 
	ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 

	11b 11c 12


	11a
	11a
	l8i

	Detailed Summary Page 
	RRR 
	13 14 15 16 
	n17 
	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITIEE (la F"II) 
	NAME OF COMMITIEE (la F"II) 
	Ł PRP, Inc PAC 
	A. 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Alejandro Brito 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Alejandro Brito 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Alejandro Brito 
	Date of Receipt ' '·' D 0 ' 04 29 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4130-

	Mailing Address Las Cumbres Final 199 
	Mailing Address Las Cumbres Final 199 

	City 
	City 
	State Zip Code 

	Guaynabo 
	Guaynabo 
	PR 00969 
	I this PeriodAme Me.ma Item 50000.00

	FEC ID number of contributing 
	FEC ID number of contributing 
	C 


	. 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)
	B. Antonio Farnos Date of Receipt Mailing Address 51 E 92nd St. ' 05 31 2016 
	federal political committee. 
	Memo Item 
	Name of Employer uccupationI
	Brito Development Developer 
	Receipt For: 
	Receipt For: 
	Aggregate Year-to-Date 'Y
	Primary D General 
	B

	50000.00
	50000.00


	Other (specify) .,.. 
	.
	J 
	City 
	City 
	City 
	State 
	Zip Code 
	Transaction ID: SA11Al.4140 -

	New York 
	New York 
	NY 
	10128 
	Am< Merna' Item 
	t this Period 

	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name ot t::mployer 
	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name ot t::mployer 
	CIOccupation 
	50000.00 

	Self Employed Receipt For:BPrimary 
	Self Employed Receipt For:BPrimary 
	D General 
	Financial Consultant Aggregate Year-to-Date 'Y 

	Other (specify) 'Y 
	Other (specify) 'Y 
	75000.00 

	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)

	C. Joseph Fuentes 
	C. Joseph Fuentes 
	Date of Receipt 

	Mailing Address 
	Mailing Address 
	1881 N Nash St Unit 1012 
	' 

	TR
	05 
	31 
	2016 

	City 
	City 
	State 
	Zip Code 
	Transaction ID: SA11Al.4137 

	Arlington 
	Arlington 
	VA 
	22209 
	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name ot t::mployer 
	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name ot t::mployer 
	CIOccupation 
	6600.00 

	FFC 
	FFC 
	CPA 


	Receipt For: 
	Aggregate Year-to-Date 'Y 
	Primary D General 
	B

	6600.00
	Other (specify) .,.. 
	106600.00
	106600.00

	SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ 
	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	Ł I ' 
	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 12/2015 
	Image# 201607059020112609 
	SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 7 OF 12 Use separate schedule(s) ITEMIZED RECEIPTS for each category of the 
	(check only one) 

	11a 
	f8i
	RR 
	R

	11b 11c 12
	Detailed Summary Page 13 14 15 16 
	n7 
	1

	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 
	) 
	PRP, Inc PAC 
	A. 
	B. 
	C. 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Mounir Jose 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Mounir Jose 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Mounir Jose 
	Date of Receipt < , \' V 05 24 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4132-

	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street Suite 303 
	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street Suite 303 

	City San Juan 
	City San Juan 
	State Zip Code PR 00907 

	t this PeriodAme Me.ma' Item 20000.00' Memo Item Date of Receipt' , V I 05 24 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4134 
	t this PeriodAme Me.ma' Item 20000.00' Memo Item Date of Receipt' , V I 05 24 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4134 

	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name of l::mployer Self Employed 
	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. Name of l::mployer Self Employed 
	C uccupation BusinessmanI 

	Receipt For: Primary D General" Other (specify) T Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Rafael Oller 
	Receipt For: Primary D General" Other (specify) T Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Rafael Oller 
	Aggregate Year-to-Date T 20000.00 l ' 

	Mailing Address PO Box 16440 
	Mailing Address PO Box 16440 

	City San Juan 
	City San Juan 
	State Zip Code PR 00907 

	-t this PeriodAme Memo· l;m 300.00' Date of Receipt I 06 08 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4145 
	-t this PeriodAme Memo· l;m 300.00' Date of Receipt I 06 08 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4145 

	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. 
	FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. 
	C 

	Name of Employer Sono, S.E. 
	Name of Employer Sono, S.E. 
	Occupation BusinessmanI

	Receipt For:EJ Primary D General Other (specify) T Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Anthony Pierluisi 
	Receipt For:EJ Primary D General Other (specify) T Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Anthony Pierluisi 
	Aggregate Year-to-Date T 300.00 l 

	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street Suite 303 
	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street Suite 303 

	City San Juan FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. 
	City San Juan FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. 
	State Zip Code PR 00907 C 

	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 472.58' 
	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 472.58' 

	Name of Employer Coca Cola 
	Name of Employer Coca Cola 
	Occupation ManagerI

	Receipt For: Primary General Other (specify T[ 
	Receipt For: Primary General Other (specify T[ 
	Aggregate Year-to-Date T 472.58 


	20772.58
	20772.58

	SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ .
	.... 
	.... 

	' ' 
	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... . 
	.... 
	' 
	' 

	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 12/2015 



	Image# 201607059020112610 
	Image# 201607059020112610 
	SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 8 OF 12 Use separate schedule(s) 
	(check only one) 
	ITEMIZED RECEIPTS for each category of the 
	Detailed Summary Page 
	13 
	14 
	R
	R
	11c 12

	R 
	15 16 
	n7 
	1

	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 

	NAME OF COMMITTEE (lo F"II) 
	NAME OF COMMITTEE (lo F"II) 
	PRP, Inc PAC 
	A. 
	B. 
	C. 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Michael Pierluisi 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Michael Pierluisi 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Michael Pierluisi 
	Date of Receipt I.I ,., D D \' V 06 08 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4143 

	Mailing Address 250 Munoz-Rivera Ave #800 
	Mailing Address 250 Munoz-Rivera Ave #800 

	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00913 FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. C Name of Employer IOccupation O'Neil & Borges Lawyer 
	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00913 FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. C Name of Employer IOccupation O'Neil & Borges Lawyer 

	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 472.58 Memo Item Date of Receipt V 06 01 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4141 
	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 472.58 Memo Item Date of Receipt V 06 01 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4141 

	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' J Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Parry Singh 
	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' J Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Parry Singh 
	472.58. 

	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street St Suite 303 
	Mailing Address 1760 Loiza Street St Suite 303 

	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 FEC ID number of contributing Cfederal political committee. Name of Employer IOccupation Self-employed Investor 
	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 FEC ID number of contributing Cfederal political committee. Name of Employer IOccupation Self-employed Investor 

	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 5000.00 Memo Item Date of Receipt V 04 07 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4128 
	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 5000.00 Memo Item Date of Receipt V 04 07 2016 Transaction ID: SA11Al.4128 

	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Juan Jose Vilella 
	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Juan Jose Vilella 
	5000.00 

	Mailing Address Pmb 291 1353 Rd. 19 
	Mailing Address Pmb 291 1353 Rd. 19 

	City State Zip Code Guaynabo PR 00966 FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. C Name of Employer Occupation Villella Law Offices LawyerI 
	City State Zip Code Guaynabo PR 00966 FEC ID number of contributing federal political committee. C Name of Employer Occupation Villella Law Offices LawyerI 

	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 5000.00 Memo Item 
	Amount of Each Receipt this Period 5000.00 Memo Item 

	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' 
	Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f'B Primary D General Other (specify) 'f' 
	5000.00 


	SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ 
	SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ 
	SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ 
	Ii> 
	' 
	' 
	10472.58. 

	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	Ii> 
	' 
	l 
	137845.16. 

	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 12/2015 


	Image# 201607059020112611 
	Memo Item 
	SCHEDULE 8 (FEC Form 3X) I PAGE 9 OF 12 
	FOR LINE NUMBER:
	Use separate schedule(s) 
	(check only one) 
	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	for each category of the 
	27 28a 
	2
	28c
	28c
	Fxl 

	4 
	Detailed Summary Page 
	26 
	25 
	2Bb 
	2Bb 
	R 
	29 0b 
	3


	R 
	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributionsor for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITTEE (lo F,11) 
	Ł PRP, Inc PAC 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Date of Disbursement

	A. FFC 
	u ' r 
	Mailing Address 1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 04 16 2016 
	City State Zip Code 
	,Memoltem 
	T

	1.4160 
	Washington DC 20006 
	t-'urpose of Disbursement Amount of Each Disbursement this Period Candidate Name Category/ 2177.08Type I ' . Office Sought: House Disbursement For: Memo Item Senate B Primary D General-President Other (specify) .., State: District: 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	B. Date of Disbursement
	FFC 
	I.I t C I Ł 
	Mailing Address 1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 05 12 2016 
	City 
	City 
	State 
	Zip Code 
	Washington 
	20006 

	Transaction ID: 5829.4162 
	t-'urpose or uisbursement Amount of Each Disbursement this Period t,;andidate Name Category/ 1446.40Type } ) Office Sought: Ł Hoose Disbursement For: Senate El Primary D General President Other (specify) .., State: District: 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	C. Date of Disbursement 
	FFC 

	,I V
	t 
	Ł 

	Mailing Address 1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 05 24 2016 
	City State Zip Code 
	Transaction ID: 5829.4163
	Washington DC 20006 
	Purpose of Disbursement Amount of Each Disbursement this Period Candidate Name Category/Type 14500.00l Office Sought: Ł Ho,se Disbursement For: 0Senate B Primary D General President Other (specify) .., State: District: 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. 
	... 

	18123.48 
	' 

	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	... 

	, ' 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule B (Form 3X) Rev. 12/205 
	1

	Image# 201607059020112612 
	Image# 201607059020112612 
	Memo Item 


	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 
	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 
	FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 10 OF 
	FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 10 OF 
	12 

	Use separate schedule(s) 
	(check only one) 



	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	for each category of the 
	21b 22 23 2 26
	Detailed Summary Page 
	Fxl 
	Fxl 
	Fxl 
	2 

	27 28a 28b 2ac X 29 30b
	RRR 
	RRR 
	Fl 4 5 R 

	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITTEE (lo F,11) PRP, Inc PAC 
	) 

	A. FFC 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Date of Disbursement ,, t V I 06 09 2016

	Mailing Address 1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 
	Mailing Address 1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 

	City State Zip Code Washington DC 20006 
	City State Zip Code Washington DC 20006 
	T,Memo ltem 1.4174 Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 1001.69 I ' Memo Item Date of Disbursement ,.. J L 0 04 29 2016 

	Purpose of uisoursement 
	Purpose of uisoursement 
	Category/Type 

	c..;anclidate Name 
	c..;anclidate Name 

	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: f-.-Senate B Primary D General-President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)B. Grupo M Puerto Rico/ MEC 
	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: f-.-Senate B Primary D General-President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)B. Grupo M Puerto Rico/ MEC 

	Mailing Address 87 Tabonucco St 1506 
	Mailing Address 87 Tabonucco St 1506 

	City State Zip Code Guaynabo PR 00968 
	City State Zip Code Guaynabo PR 00968 
	Transaction ID: 5829.4165 Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 28515.00 , l J Date of Disbursement ,., • " ' ' 04 09 2016 

	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Category/Type 

	Cana1aate Name 
	Cana1aate Name 

	Office Sought: Ho,Ł Disbursement For: Senate B Primary D General Ł President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)C. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	Office Sought: Ho,Ł Disbursement For: Senate B Primary D General Ł President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)C. Producciones Guareber, Inc 

	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 
	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 

	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 Purpose of Disbursement Candidate Name 
	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 Purpose of Disbursement Candidate Name 
	Category/Type 
	Transaction ID: 5829.4159 Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 11050.00 , J

	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: Senate BPrimary D General-President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: 
	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: Senate BPrimary D General-President Other (specify) ..,.State: District: 


	40566.69
	40566.69

	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. . 
	.... 
	' 
	' 

	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... .
	I 
	.... 

	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule B (Form 3X) Rev. 12/2015 
	Image# 201607059020112613 
	Image# 201607059020112613 
	Memo Item 

	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 11 12
	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 11 12
	I PAGE 
	OF 

	FOR LINE NUMBER:
	Use separate schedule(s) 
	(check only one) 


	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	for each category of the 
	for each category of the 
	30b 
	21b 22 23 
	X 29
	Detailed Summary Page R 
	RR

	27 
	2ac
	2ac
	28a 
	28b 

	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
	or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITTEE (lo F,11) ) 
	PRP, Inc PAC 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Date of Disbursement

	A. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	ll l V r 
	,.1 

	04 21 2016
	04 21 2016
	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 

	City State Zip Code 
	City State Zip Code 
	Memo Item 
	T,


	1.4164
	San Juan PR 00907 
	t-'urpose or uisoursement Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 
	Cancliaate Name 
	Cancliaate Name 
	Category/ 
	4550.00
	I 
	' 


	.
	Type 
	Type 
	Office Sought: ci Ho,se 
	Disbursement For: 
	Memo Item 

	Senate 
	Primary D General President 
	B 

	Other (specify) .., State: District: 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Date of Disbursement
	B. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	d C I V 
	05 04 2016
	05 04 2016
	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 

	City State Zip Code 
	Transaction ID: S829.4175
	San Juan PR 00907 
	t->urpose of Disbursement 
	Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 
	Candidate Name 
	Candidate Name 
	Category/ 
	9100.00

	Type 
	' 
	Office Sought: Ho,se 
	Office Sought: Ho,se 
	Disbursement For: 

	J
	Senate 
	Primary D General 
	EJ
	EJ
	President 
	Other (specify) ..,

	....... 
	State: District: 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Date of Disbursement

	C. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	,.1 ' t c ( 
	05 26 2016
	05 26 2016
	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 

	City State Zip Code 
	Transaction ID: S829.4167
	San Juan PR 00907 
	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 
	Gandidate Name 
	Category/ 
	22000.00
	22000.00

	Type 
	' 
	Office Sought; ci Ho,se 
	Office Sought; ci Ho,se 
	Disbursement For: 

	J
	Senate 
	Senate 
	Primary D General 
	B 


	President 
	President 
	Other (specify) .., 

	State: District: 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. Ł 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. Ł 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. Ł 
	' 
	' 
	35650.00 

	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... Ł 
	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... Ł 
	, 
	' 
	. 

	FE6AN026 
	FE6AN026 
	FEC Schedule B (Form 3X) 
	Rev. 12/2015 


	Image# 201607059020112614 
	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 
	SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 
	FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 
	12 
	Use separate schedule(s) for each category of the 
	Use separate schedule(s) for each category of the 
	(check only one) 



	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
	29
	5 6 
	f;J
	2
	2

	R 
	b 22 23
	1 
	2

	27 
	24
	Detailed Summary Page 
	Detailed Summary Page 
	28a 
	R

	28b
	R

	R 
	R
	28c 
	30b 

	Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political committee to solicit contributions from such committee. 
	NAME OF COMMITIEE (In Full) 
	PRP, Inc PAC 
	B. 
	C. 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)A. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)A. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial)A. Producciones Guareber, Inc 
	Date of Disbursement !J " 0 . 05 31 2016

	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 
	Mailing Address 667 La Paz St 

	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 
	City State Zip Code San Juan PR 00907 
	Transaction ID: 5829.4172 Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 50000.00 J Memo Item Date of Disbursement ,., "' • r ' ., V .. 

	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Category/Type 

	Candidate Name B
	Candidate Name B

	Office Sought: Hoose Disbursement For: Senate B Primary D General President Other (specify) • State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Office Sought: Hoose Disbursement For: Senate B Primary D General President Other (specify) • State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

	Mailing Address 
	Mailing Address 

	City State Zip Code 
	City State Zip Code 
	Amount of Each Disbursement this Period ' . Memo Item Date of Disbursement '·' , y V Ł 

	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Category/Type 

	c;and1date Name 
	c;and1date Name 

	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: Senate B Primary LJ General .._ President Other (specify) • State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
	Office Sought: House Disbursement For: Senate B Primary LJ General .._ President Other (specify) • State: District: Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

	Mailing Address 
	Mailing Address 

	City State Zip Code 
	City State Zip Code 
	Amount of Each Disbursement this Period .' l Memo Item 

	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Purpose of Disbursement 
	Category/Type 

	Candidate Name B""""
	Candidate Name B""""

	Office Sought: Senate President State: District: 
	Office Sought: Senate President State: District: 
	Disbursement For: B Primary D General Other (specify) • 


	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. 
	SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. 
	.... 
	' 
	' 
	50000.00. 

	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... 
	.... 
	' 
	' 
	144340.17 

	FE6AN026 
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	Government of Puerto Rico 

	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	I, Elmer L. Roman, Secretary of State of the Government of Puerto Rico; 
	CERTIFY: That FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC., register number 445221, is a Domestic Corporation Non Profit organized under the laws of Puerto Rico on this 10th of June, 2020 at 09:08 PM. 
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned by virtue of the authority vested by law, hereby issues this certificate and affixes the Great Seal of the Government of Puerto Rico, in the City of San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, June 10, 2020. 
	Elmer L. Roman Secretary of State 
	1783006 -$5.00 
	Figure
	Government of Puerto Rico 
	Department of State 
	Transaction Date: 10.Jun-2020 Register No: 445221 Order No: 1783006 
	Government of Puerto Rico 
	Government of Puerto Rico 
	Certificate of Incorporation of a Non-Stock Corporation 
	Figure
	The name of the Domestic Corporation is: FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC. Desired term for the entity name is: Inc. 
	Figure
	Its designated office in the Government of Puerto Rico will be located at: 
	Street Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Mailing Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Phone {787) 752-9999 
	The name, street and mailing address of the Resident Agent in charge of said office is: 
	Name FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC. Street Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Mailing Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Email Phone (787) 752-9999 
	foundationforprogresspr@gmail.com 

	Figure
	This is a Non-Profit entity whose nature of business or purpose is as follows: 
	The Foundation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or such other purposes which will allow the Foundation to qualify as a tax-exempt organization under the provisions of Section 1101.01 (a)(2)(A) of 2011 of the Internal Revenue Code for a New Puerto Rico (the "PR Code") and/or 501(c)(4) of the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the 
	"US Code"), as such sections may be amended from time to time, or the equivalent sections of any law that may substitute or replace the PR Code and/or the US Code. 
	The principal category or purposes that are better described is as follows: 
	Social Services 
	The organization form that best identifies this corporation is as follows: 
	Foundation 
	Figure
	'I 
	The corporation shall not have the authority to issue any capital stock. 
	Figure
	The conditions of membership will be stated in the by-laws. 
	Certlicate or lncorporafon or a Non-Stock Corporafon Page 1 of 2 
	Certlicate or lncorporafon or a Non-Stock Corporafon Page 1 of 2 
	FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC. Domestic Coq,or.tlion 

	Figure
	The name, street and mailing address of each lncorporator is as follows: 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC. 

	Street Address 
	Street Address 
	PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 

	Mailing Address 
	Mailing Address 
	PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 

	Email 
	Email 
	fou ndationforprogresspr@gmai I.com 



	~rmmnt1 '. 
	~rmmnt1 '. 
	Figure
	Faculties will not end by presenting this Certificate. 
	Figure
	The term of existence of this entity will be: Perpetual The date from which the entity will be effective is: 10.Jun-2020 
	Figure
	Documen Date Issued 
	~iMi=Ml=P)tl•@•1§a@ID~•1;\1 
	~iMi=Ml=P)tl•@•1§a@ID~•1;\1 
	Figure
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I/We Rodriguez, Alexio mar, the undersigned, for the purpose of forming a corporation pursuant to the laws of Puerto Rico, hereby swear that the facts herein stated are true. This 10th day of June, 2020. 
	Certifocale a lncorpaalion of a Non-Slack Corporation Page 2 a 2 
	Government of Puerto Rico 


	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	I, Elmer L. Roman, Secretary of State of the Government of Puerto Rico; 
	CERTIFY: That FUNDACl6N PRO IGUALDAD INC., register number 445222, is 
	CERTIFY: That FUNDACl6N PRO IGUALDAD INC., register number 445222, is 
	a Domestic Corporation Non Profit organized under the laws of Puerto Rico on 

	this 10th of June, 2020 at 09:15 PM. 
	this 10th of June, 2020 at 09:15 PM. 
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned by virtue of the authority vested by law, hereby issues this certificate and affixes the Great Seal of the Government of Puerto Rico, in the City of San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, June 10, 2020. 
	Elmer L. Roman 
	Secretary of State 
	1783010-$5.00 
	1783010-$5.00 

	Figure
	Government of Puerto Rico Department of State 
	Transaction Date: 10-J1.11-2020 Register No: 445222 Order No: 1783010 
	Government of Puerto Rico 
	Certificate of Incorporation of a Non-Stock Corporation 
	~ c(il.)i•t•1t\ffl0m · • The name of the Domestic Corporation is: FUNDACl6N PRO IGUALDAD INC. Desired term for the entity name is: Inc. 
	Figure

	'I 
	Figure
	Its designated office in the Government of Puerto Rico will be located at: Street Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Mailing Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Phone (787) 755-8080 
	The name, street and mailing address of the Resident Agent in charge of said office is: Name FUNDACl6N PRO IGUALDAD INC. Street Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Mailing Address PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 Email Phone (787) 755-8080 
	fundacionproigualdad@gmail.com 


	ttiJmffimMt<m?f.'ti=@W41--r 
	ttiJmffimMt<m?f.'ti=@W41--r 
	ttiJmffimMt<m?f.'ti=@W41--r 

	This is a Non-Profit entity whose nature of business or purpose is as follows: 
	La Fundaci6n esta organizada y funcionara exclusivamente con fines beneficos y / o educativos, para la promoci6n del bienestar social en el Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico o cualquier otro prop6sito que permita a la Fundaci6n callficar como una organizaci6n exenta de impuestos bajo las disposiciones de la Secci6n 1101.01 (a) (2) (A) del 2011 del C6digo de Rentas lntemas para un Nuevo Puerto Rico (el "C6digo PR") y / o 501 (c) (4) del C6digo de Rentas lntemas de los Estados Unidos de 1986 ( el "C6digo d
	The principal category or purposes that are better described is as follows: 
	Social Services 
	The organization form that best identifies this corporation is as follows: 
	Foundation 
	l@@tj~-~ 
	l@@tj~-~ 
	Figure
	The corporation shall not have the authority to issue any capital stock. 
	Figure
	Certificate a Incorporation ofa Non-Stock Corpora lion Page 1 of 2 
	Certificate a Incorporation ofa Non-Stock Corpora lion Page 1 of 2 
	FUNOACl6N PRO IGUALOAO INC. Domestic Co,po,allon 

	The conditions of membership will be stated in the by-laws. 
	Figure
	The name, street and mailing address of each lncorporator is as follows: 
	Name 
	Name 
	Name 
	FUNDACl6N PRO IGUALDAD INC. 

	Street Address 
	Street Address 
	PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 

	Mailing Address 
	Mailing Address 
	PO BOX 10195, SAN JUAN, PR, 00908 

	Email 
	Email 
	fundacionproigualdad@gmail.com 


	~~Iii!~ I • 
	r=.! --
	-



	ri@f#ii#•mtZtl 
	ri@f#ii#•mtZtl 
	-

	Faculties will not end by presenting this Certificate. 
	Figure
	Figure
	The term of existence of this entity will be: Perpetual The date from which the entity will be effective is: 1 0..Jun-2020 
	Figure
	Document Date Issued 
	Document Date Issued 
	Figure
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I/We Rodriguez, Alexiomar, the undersigned, for the purpose of forming a corporation pursuant to the laws of Puerto Rico, hereby swear that the facts herein stated are true. This 10th day of June, 2020. 
	Certif1eate of Incorporation ofa Non-Stock Corporation Page 2 of 2 
	8/Sf.2020 FEC Disclosure Form 3X for SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 

	FEC FOR1\13X 
	FEC FOR1\13X 
	REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS For Other Than An Authorized Committee FILING FEC-1418344 
	1. SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 
	100119TH ST N SUITE 1200 ARUNGTON, Virginia 22209 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	FEC Committee ID#: Coo746594 

	3. 
	3. 
	This committee has NOT qualified as a multicandidate committee (see FEC Form 1M) 

	4. 
	4. 
	ReportType = JUL QUARTERLY Filed: 07/09/2020 


	SUMMARY PAGE 
	DETAILED SUMMARYPAGE 
	Schedule A Filings {ITEMIZED RECEIPTS) 
	Schedule A Filings {ITEMIZED RECEIPTS) 
	S\J~\/H\111\.K\ J'l\G..i '. 
	5. Covering Period 05/19/2020 Through 06/30/2020 
	Column A 
	Column A 
	Column A 
	Column L3 

	This 
	This 
	Vear To 

	Period 
	Period 
	D 

	6. (a) cash on hand, January 1, 2020 
	6. (a) cash on hand, January 1, 2020 
	0.00 

	(b) Cash on hand at Beginning of Reporting Period 
	(b) Cash on hand at Beginning of Reporting Period 
	0.00 

	(c) Total Receipts (from line 19) 
	(c) Total Receipts (from line 19) 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 

	(d) Subtotal (6(b) + 6(c) for A, 6(a) + 6(c) for B) 
	(d) Subtotal (6(b) + 6(c) for A, 6(a) + 6(c) for B) 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 

	7. Total Disbursements 
	7. Total Disbursements 
	7.00 
	7.00 

	8. Cash on Hand at Close of Reporting Period 
	8. Cash on Hand at Close of Reporting Period 
	250000.00 
	250000.00 

	9. Debts and Obligations Owed TO the Committee 
	9. Debts and Obligations Owed TO the Committee 
	0.00 

	Itemize all on SCHEDULE C or SCHEDULE D 
	Itemize all on SCHEDULE C or SCHEDULE D 

	10. Debts and Obligations Owed BY the Committee 
	10. Debts and Obligations Owed BY the Committee 
	0.00 

	Itemize all on SCHEDULE C or SCHEDULE D 
	Itemize all on SCHEDULE C or SCHEDULE D 


	Treasurer: JOSEPH A FUENrES Date Signed: 07/09/2020 
	https://doc:query.fec.govkgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 
	https://doc:query.fec.govkgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 

	8/5/2020 FEC Disclosure Form 3X for SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 
	(End Summary Page, FEC FORM 3X) 

	>E AILhD Ł 1vL 1.\R'' PAliE 
	>E AILhD Ł 1vL 1.\R'' PAliE 
	Of Receipts And Disbursements 
	Of Receipts And Disbursements 
	Column A This 
	Period 
	I. Receipts 
	11. Contributions ( other than loans) From: 
	(a) Individuals/Persons Other than Political Committees (i) Itemized 
	250000.00 

	(ii) Unitemized 7.00 
	(iii) Total (ll(a)(i) + ll(a)(ii)) 
	250007.00 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Political Party Commitees 0.00 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Other Political Committees (such as PACS) 0.00 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Total Contributions (ll(a)(iii) + (b) + (c)) 
	250007.00 



	12. Transfers From Affiliated/Other Party 
	0.00 
	Committees 
	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	All Loans Received 0.00 

	14. 
	14. 
	Loan Repayments Received 0.00 

	15. 
	15. 
	Offsets to Operating Expenditures (Refunds, 


	0.00 
	Rebates, etc) 
	16. Refunds of Contributions made to Fed. 
	0.00 
	Candidates and other Political Committees 
	17. Other Federal Receipts (Dividends, Interest, 
	0.00 
	etc) 
	18. Transfers from Non-Federal and Levin Funds 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Non-Federal Account (SCHEDULE H3) 0.00 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Levin Funds (SCHEDULE HS) 0.00 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Total Transfers ( 18(a) + 18(b) ) 0.00 


	19. Total Receipts (ll(d) + 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 
	19. Total Receipts (ll(d) + 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 
	250007 .00 

	16 + 17 + 18) 
	20. Total Federal Receipts (19 -18(c)) 250007 .00 
	II. Disbursements 
	21. Operating Expenditures 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Shared Federal/Nonfederal Activity (SCHEDULE H4) 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Federal Share 0.00 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Nonfederal Share 0.00 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	Other Federal Operating Expenditures 7.00 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Total Operating Expenditures (21(a)(i) + (a) 


	7.00 
	(ii) + (b)) 
	22. 
	22. 
	22. 
	Transfers to Affiliated/Other Party Committees 0.00 

	23. 
	23. 
	Contributions to Fed. Candidates/Committees 


	0.00 
	and Other Political Committees 
	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	Independent Expenditures (SCHEDULE E) 0.00 

	25. 
	25. 
	Coordinated Expenditures Made by Party 


	0.00 
	Committees (SCHEDULE F) 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 

	Column B Calendar Year 
	7.00 
	250000.00 

	0.00 
	250007.00 

	0.00 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 

	0.00 
	0.00 
	0.00 0.00 
	0.00 
	0.00 
	0.00 0.00 0.00 
	250007 .00 
	250007 .00 
	0.00 0.00 7.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
	8/5/2020 FEC Disclosure Form 3X for SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 
	Column A 
	Column A 
	Column A 
	Column B 

	TR
	This 
	Calendar 

	TR
	Period 
	Year 

	26. Loan Repayments Made 
	26. Loan Repayments Made 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	27. Loans Made 
	27. Loans Made 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	28. Refunds of Contributions To: 
	28. Refunds of Contributions To: 

	(a) Individuals/Persons Other Than Political Committees 
	(a) Individuals/Persons Other Than Political Committees 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(b) Political Party Committees 
	(b) Political Party Committees 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(c) Other Political Committees (such as PACs) 
	(c) Other Political Committees (such as PACs) 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(d) Total Contribution Refunds (28(a) + (b) + (c)) 
	(d) Total Contribution Refunds (28(a) + (b) + (c)) 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	29. Other Disbursements 
	29. Other Disbursements 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	30. Federal Election Activity 
	30. Federal Election Activity 

	(a) (i) Allocated Federal Election Activity -Federal Share (SCHEDULE H6) 
	(a) (i) Allocated Federal Election Activity -Federal Share (SCHEDULE H6) 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(a) (ii) Allocated Federal Election Activity -Levin Share (SCHEDULE H6) 
	(a) (ii) Allocated Federal Election Activity -Levin Share (SCHEDULE H6) 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(b) Federal Election Activity Paid Entirely with Federal Funds 
	(b) Federal Election Activity Paid Entirely with Federal Funds 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	(c) Total Federal Election Activity ( 30(a) (i)+30(a)(ii)+30(b) ) 
	(c) Total Federal Election Activity ( 30(a) (i)+30(a)(ii)+30(b) ) 
	0.00 
	0.00 

	31. Total Disbursements ( 21(c)+23+24+25+26+27+28(d)+29+30(c) ) 
	31. Total Disbursements ( 21(c)+23+24+25+26+27+28(d)+29+30(c) ) 
	7.00 
	7.00 

	32. Total Federal Disbursements (31-21(a)(ii)-30(a) (ii)) 
	32. Total Federal Disbursements (31-21(a)(ii)-30(a) (ii)) 
	7.00 
	7.00 

	III. Net Contributions/Operating Expenditures 
	III. Net Contributions/Operating Expenditures 


	33. Total Contributions (other than loans) (ll(d)) 34. Total Contribution Refunds (28(d)) 0.00 0.00 35. Net Contributions (other than loans) (32 -33) 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 
	250007.00 

	36. Total Federal Operating Expenditures (21(a)(i) 
	36. Total Federal Operating Expenditures (21(a)(i) 
	7.00 7.00 
	+ 21(b)) 

	37. 
	37. 
	37. 
	Offsets to Operating Expenditures (15) 0.00 0.00 

	38. 
	38. 
	Net Operating Expenditures 7.00 7.00 



	(End Detailed Summary Page, FEC FORM 3X) 
	(End Detailed Summary Page, FEC FORM 3X) 
	Generated Wed Aug 5 10:20:05 2020 
	Generated Wed Aug 5 10:20:05 2020 
	Federal Election Commission, 999 E Street, NW, Washington, DC 20463 (800) 424-9530 In Washington (202) 694-1100 For the hearing impaired, TTY (202) 219-3336 Send comments and suggestions about this site to: . 
	webmaster@fec.gov

	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1418344/ 

	8/5/2020 Form 1 for PRP PAC 



	FEC I· ORl\I 
	FEC I· ORl\I 
	1 

	STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION 
	STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION 
	FILING FEC-1406660 
	FILING FEC-1406660 
	1. PRPPAC 1001 19th St N 
	Suite 1200 
	Arlington, VA 22209 
	Email: joey@fuentes-fernandez.com;joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	2. Date: 05/19/2020 
	3. FEC Committee ID#: Coo746594 
	This committee supports/opposes more than one Federal candidate and is NOT a separate segregated fund or a party committee. 
	Affiliated Committees/Organizations NONE 
	Custodian of Records: 
	Joseph Fuentes 
	1001 19th St N 
	Suite 1200 
	Arlington, VA 22209 Phone # (571) 384-7941 
	Treasurer: 
	Joseph Fuentes 
	1001 19th St N 
	Suite 1200 
	Arlington, Virginia 22209 Phone # (571) 384-7941 
	Designated Agent(s): 
	Joseph Fuentes 
	1001 19th St N 
	Suite 1200 
	Arlington, Virginia 22209 
	Title: CPA-Treasurer 
	Phone # (571) 384-7941 
	Banks or Depositories Citibank 
	1775 Pennsylvania Ave NW Washington, DC 20006 
	Signed: Joseph Fuentes Date Signed: 05/19/2020 
	FORMTEXT-1 FORMTEXT-2 
	FORMTEXT-1 FORMTEXT-2 

	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1406660/ 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1406660/ 

	8/5/2020 Form 1 for PRP PAC 
	(End FEC FORM 1) 
	Generated Wed Aug s 10:21:00 2020 
	Federal Election Commission, 999 E Street, NW, Washington, DC 20463 (800) 424-9530 In Washington (202) 694-1100 For the hearing impaired, TTY (202) 219-3336 Send comments and suggestions about this site to: . 
	webmaster@fec.gov

	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1406660/ 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1406660/ 

	8/5/2020 Form 1 for SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 

	FEC FORl\l 
	FEC FORl\l 
	1 

	STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION 
	STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION 
	FILING FEC-1414600 
	FILING FEC-1414600 
	1. SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO 1001 19th St N Suite 1200 
	Arlington, VA 22209 Email: joey@fuentes-fernandez.com;joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	2. Date: 05/19/2020 
	2. Date: 05/19/2020 
	3. FEC Committee ID#: Coo746594 
	This committee supports/opposes more than one Federal candidate and is NOT a separate segregated fund or a party committee. 

	Affiliated Committees/Organizations 
	Affiliated Committees/Organizations 
	NONE 








	, __ 
	, __ 
	Custodian of Records: 
	Custodian of Records: 
	Joseph Fuentes 1001 19th St N Suite 1200 Arlington, VA 22209 Phone # (571) 384-7941 

	Treasurer: 
	Treasurer: 
	Joseph Fuentes 1001 19th St N Suite 1200 Arlington, Virginia 22209 Phone # (571) 384-7941 

	Designated Agent(s): 
	Designated Agent(s): 
	Joseph Fuentes 1001 19th St N Suite 1200 Arlington, Virginia 22209 Title: CPA-Treasurer Phone # (571) 384-7941 

	Banks or Depositories 
	Banks or Depositories 
	Citibank 1775 Pennsylvania Ave NW Washington, DC 20006 
	Signed: Joseph Fuentes Date Signed: 06/23/2020 Official Committee URL: 
	www.salvemosnr.com 
	www.salvemosnr.com 


	NOTE: URL is different than previously reported 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1414600/ 
	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C007 46594/1414600/ 

	Generated Wed Aug 5 10:21:39 2020 
	Federal Election Commission, 999 E Street, NW, Washington, DC 20463 (800) 424·9530 In Washington (202) 694·1100For the hearing impaired, TTY (202) 219·3336 Send comments and suggestions about this site to: webmaster@fec.gov. 
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	8/5/2020 PHOT0-2020-07-30-19-49-05.jpg 
	8/5/2020 PHOT0-2020-07-30-19-49-05.jpg 
	Figure
	Luis Anthony @LuisAnthony... •6/28/20 


	El equipo electoral @pnp_pr de nuestro pr6ximo gobernador @pedropierluisi esta aceitado esta afinadito, estamos listos, bien organizados, para las primarias del 9 de Agosto de 2020. La base y LA MAYORIA estan con Pierluisi ES UN VERDADERO ESTADISTA DESDE LA CUNA. #Presente IE=~ 
	El equipo electoral @pnp_pr de nuestro pr6ximo gobernador @pedropierluisi esta aceitado esta afinadito, estamos listos, bien organizados, para las primarias del 9 de Agosto de 2020. La base y LA MAYORIA estan con Pierluisi ES UN VERDADERO ESTADISTA DESDE LA CUNA. #Presente IE=~ 
	Figure
	Pierluisi News and 9 others Q5 t.l. 38 C}79 
	Pierluisi News and 9 others Q5 t.l. 38 C}79 
	815/2020 PHOTO-2020-07-30.19-49-40.jpg 
	815/2020 PHOTO-2020-07-30.19-49-40.jpg 
	Pedro R. Pierluisi O @pedro.... 6/28/20 
	' .} jYa se siente el triunfo en el norte de la Isla~ Hoy estamos recorriendo las Municipios de Dorado, Vega Alta y Vega Baja junta a nuestro liderato de la palma. ilistos para el gran triunfo este proximo 9 de agosto! 
	' .} jYa se siente el triunfo en el norte de la Isla~ Hoy estamos recorriendo las Municipios de Dorado, Vega Alta y Vega Baja junta a nuestro liderato de la palma. ilistos para el gran triunfo este proximo 9 de agosto! 
	Q33 t_l,94 Q278 
	Q33 t_l,94 Q278 
	Luis Anthony 
	• 

	@LuisAnthony40 


	Replying to @pedropierluisi 
	Replying to @pedropierluisi 
	.... El equipo electoral de nuestro pr6ximo gobernador @pedropierluisi esta aceitado esta afinadito, estamos listos y bien organizados, para las primarias del 9 de agosto de 2020. La base y la mayorfa estan con Pierluisi ES UN VERDADERO ESTADISTA DESDE LA CUNA. fJ 
	PHOT0-2020-07-30-19-50-28.jpg 
	8/5/2020 
	Pedro R. Pierluisi O @pedro... • 6/27/20 



	~ jManana nos vamos de Rally! Saca tu bandera, prepara tu vehfculo de motor para y acompananos a partir de la 1:oo pm junta a Chabelo Malina. jTe Esperamos! 
	~ jManana nos vamos de Rally! Saca tu bandera, prepara tu vehfculo de motor para y acompananos a partir de la 1:oo pm junta a Chabelo Malina. jTe Esperamos! 
	Figure
	Q30 tl,76 ()206 
	Q30 tl,76 ()206 



	LuisAnthony
	LuisAnthony
	• 

	@LuisAnthony40 
	•

	Replying to @pedropierluisi 






	;:J-PUERTO RICO TIENE UN FUTURO BRILLANTE con el Ex Comisionado Residente En Washington De Ledo. Pedro Pierluisi Urrutia, Vota el 9 de Agosto de 2020 en las primarias PNP, por un Verdadero lfder, un Verdadero Estadista de cuna desde siempre, de acci6n. de resultados visibles. 
	;:J-PUERTO RICO TIENE UN FUTURO BRILLANTE con el Ex Comisionado Residente En Washington De Ledo. Pedro Pierluisi Urrutia, Vota el 9 de Agosto de 2020 en las primarias PNP, por un Verdadero lfder, un Verdadero Estadista de cuna desde siempre, de acci6n. de resultados visibles. 
	ACTUALIDAD 
	Super Pacs y campalias en redes 2020: las mil y una formas de burlar la fiscalizaci6n 
	Super Pacs y campalias en redes 2020: las mil y una formas de burlar la fiscalizaci6n 
	Un Super Pac que lmpulsa una campaiia en contra de la Gobernadora y fue registrado por un donante y allegado de Pedro Pierlulsi recibi6 $250 mil en donativos de dos fundaciones fantasma. 
	-e)o..rnans Suarez" I Publicodo: 25 dejulio 2020 DIDS 1111 PM IActuolizodo 2de ogoslo 2020 o IDS 12:26PM 
	Figure
	as restriccionesadoptadas por plataforrnas corno Facebooke lnstagram para lacornpra de anuncios politicos en sus redes sociales en busca de mayor transparencia durante esteciclo electoral se quedan conas ante la proliferac:i6n de cuentascreadasen las redessociales por grupos que buscan hacercampaiiaoatacara uncandidatosin que seconozca quienes las manejano de d6nde sale el dineroque las financia. 
	L

	Algunos de estos grupos han pagadoanuncios en las redes, televisi6ny vallas publicitarias sin estar registrados en la Oficina del Contralor Electoral por ser Super Comites de Acci6n Politica (Super Pacs) inscritos en otrasjurisdicciones en Estados Unidos. Al igual queottos que si est.in registrados en Pueno Rico, pueden gastar grandes sumas de dinero, sin limite. 
	Un Super Pac de recientecreaci6n en Pueno Rico recibi6 dos transferenciasde $250,000 de dos corporaciones sin fines de lucro fantasmas rcgistradasel mismo dia con la misma direcci6n postal y sin nombre de algun agente residente, segun se refleja en el Registro de Corporaciones del Depanamento de Estado. 
	DemomC'nto jrrumpcm Idpilntc11ld dd televisorunaknagcn en bliJnco y nc:wm de IdgobcmiJdora, tvanda VJZ4ucz. 1nnrd0umcnrc r csaxhc1 &J vozde un /ocutor qiMdn "hqgmt~q~tiffl~grilnd~ hdbiliddlkspiltammtiry~ng.a1'Mn, srguidod~e.vtractosd~vdrias MtlPvis tisa /am.1ndat;,rj.J lrMgo<k jJrammt;,rcomogobl!m.ldora ~n las ~•st!BUrdbdnot~n« aspiradon~po/Micas. EJanurr»t~rmina con~~sttibJ/lo ,.En tv.Jnd.J V.izqUC!'Z nos~pl)l!(M ctttr", piJI.Jbrasq~ tc1mbiinap.>TPCM M liJponada tk Idp.igiru,~F~rleSJlvemn&.1Puerro Ricon,m 
	depniode,st~dilo. 
	Con apenas unos cientos de seguidores, esta p.igina administrada desde Virginia ha gastado hasta $10,496 en publicidad en Fac:ebooke lnstagram para promocionar videos contra la Gobernadora coo el potencial de alc:anzar a millones de personas, lll: acuerdo oon la informaci6n WC publica Facebook (hlic~ J1www.facfhook...rni-n/acl·dlihr.1r,J> 
	Sa)vemos aPu,:rto Rjco 0JUP:(!WWWHl'!laJ9SPC£01D0es un Super Comite de Acci6n Politica que se dedica a hacer campaiias 
	independientcs a favor o en contra decandidatoso panidos politicosque fue registradoen la Comisi6n Federal de Elecciones 
	(FEC) con sede en Virginia, por el CPA Joseph Fuentes, conocido como Joey Fuentes Fernandez quien ha estado vinculado al 
	candidato primarista (hups:JJwww.t'lnuC'Wldlll.comh'HllkiAS(polltlc.1(VldtM{P£dro•pttr1ukl•NO•ts•rldk-ulo•yo•M•ttn1p•nW•9u...-.-.,rr-con-~ 
	-

	~lagobemaci6n por el Panido Nuevo Progresista, Pedro Pierluisi El pasado 25 de junio, gstg Sypgr pac a,:Jbjo dp,; 
	S115 000 y $25 ooo nmm ®""'·•PIICl•-"'"'/fll•(d(ia7.daywortcskll8}:11<wSV<CLDuFNG81<M£wh,g,.slurlngl de Fundaci6n Pro 
	donatillos.de 

	lgualdad, lnc.y Foundation For Progress, Inc., respectivamente. 
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	Durante el pasado ciclo electoral, Fuentes Fernandez registro en la FECel Super Pac PRP, INC. PAC. Entre susdonantes riguran Michael Pierluisiy AnthonyPierluisi, hijos delcandidato. Entre el uo de eneroy els de octubre de 2016, este Super Pac repono en gastos. El nombre del Super Pac coincide con las siglas de Pedro R Pierluisi. 
	S163,924.17 

	Con esasmismas siglasse origino el pasado 19 de mayo Salvemos a Pueno Rico. Segun los documentos de la FEC, Fuentes Fernandez sometio una enmlenda el r, de mayo para cambiar el nombre de PRP PAC a Salvemos a Puerto Rico. 
	Las dos "fundaciones" que donaron a Salvemos a Pueno Rico fueron registradas en el Departamento de Estado como corporaciones sin fines de lucro el pasado 10 de junio con apenas unos minutos de diferencia. Comparten la misma direccion postal yen ningunode los documentos se hace constar el nombre de sus incorporadores ni quienes componen su junta directiva. Tampoco hay una direccion fisica como requiere la ley. 
	Fuentes no contesto llamadas ni mensajesen ninguno de los dos telefonos a los que se le llamo. Pedro Pierluisi envio una reaccion escrita: "Mi campalla no liene absoluramente nada que ver con los PACs que han mencionado". Alladio que esta enfocado en presentar una campar'\a "posiliva y de propuestas, que es lo que ha esrado publicandose ranto en las redes sociales yen mis paginas de internet, comoen losmediostradicionales". 
	Al pedir una reaccion a Pierluisi sobre las dos "fundaciones" de las que no hay rastroy que donaron $250,000 al PAC que lo apoya, solo dijo: "No tengo informacion alguna sobre eso". 
	S.ilvemas .i Pu•no Rico 
	I l II I M
	• 1Cada vez que habla MIENTEI 1Sacala el 9 de agos101 
	oere1 MOrates ano 292 olllers. 221 Comments 235 snares 
	r/) Like 0 Comment 
	En entredicho la legalidad de las "fundaciones" 
	De acuerdo con el experto en derecho corporativo, Mariano Negron Portillo, al rnomento de inscribir una corporacion, tiene que consignarse la direccion postal yla fisica con calle, mimeroy el municipio donde esta ubicada la oficina designada de la corporacion en Pueno Rico, asi como el nombre del agente residence en esa oficina. Tarrbien se puede usar la direccion del agente residence, pero es requerido que haya una direccion fisica registrada que sirva para ernplazar o citar en caso de una dernanda, por lo
	"Hayuna funcion del Depanamento de Esrado de examinar el documentoycerciorarse de que esta confonne con la ley. Si no, 
	nose le concede la franquicia corporativa al peticionario, entonces la corporacion no seria valida. El Depanamento no puede 
	cenificar que existe juridicamente y que esta en conformldad con la ley", sosruvo Negron Ponillo. 
	En el record de las enlidades, hay solo dos correos electronicos con el nombre de cada organizacion ydos mimerosde telefonos. El telefono que aparece para Foundation For Progress, estaba a nombre de un Wendy's en Carolina, y no funciona. Mientras que el telefono para la Fundacion Pro lgualdad, Inc. nadie lo contesta. 
	Por ser un Super Pacregistrado en la FEC, Salvemosa Puerto Riconoliene que estar registradoen laOficina del Contralor 
	Electoral (OCE) local, sino informar del gasto de campal\a efectuado en Puerto Rico, segun explico al CPI el Contralor Electoral, 
	Walter Velez. Tampoco tienen que rendir informes a la OCE, ya que la FEC remitira los informes que someran ante la enti<lad 
	electoral federal que rellejen gastos en Puerto Rico. 
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	"En el caso especifico de las organizaciones politicas establecidas 
	einscritas en otra de las jurisdiccionesde los Estados Unidos de America, sus EstadosoTerritorios, y quetengan la intenci6npero no elprop6sitoprincipal de realizardonativoso gastos con fines elector ales en PuenoRico, tales organizaciones, d<!bcran 
	presentar ante el ContralorElectoralcopiafidedigna de las credencialesque lasacreditan como tal en lajurisdicci6n estatal de 
	origen dentro del termino de diez(10) diaslaborables, de haber 
	realizado su primer donativo o gasto con fines elector ales en Pueno Rico, o para referendums, plebiscitos, consultasal 
	electorado yelecciones especiales", Ice la Ley para la Fiscalizaci6n del Financiamiento de lasCampaiias Politic as. 
	Alas empresas, negocios, bufetes y toda entidad privada, incluyendo a organizaciones y sindicatos, les cobija la Primera 
	Enmienda a la Constituci6n de los Estados Unidos que protege la libertad de expresi6n, por lo que pueden gastar ilimitadamente durante las campaiias politicas a favor o en contra de 
	candidatos, segun decidi6 cl Tribunal supa,np de EFJO/ rncl rasp Citizens lk)ited y FECen 2mg 
	(bUM (m,criod'5moitwl!'5itlg."lrhlo£ompo,$/'1[R-ill'ttvan-e-n-putrto-rica-lo$-don;mfH-kld!-p"1de-nte-$-d4!'-<"ara•a•l,_•N'cdont~-,n16[l, 
	Tras la decision judicial, lascorporaciones pueden panicipar del proceso politico de dos formas: creando un comite de Condos segregados para realizar donativos de hasta $2,800 directamente a los aspirantes o panidos politicos; opueden gastar todo el dinero que quieran ilimitadamente en campaiias independientes no coordinadas con loscandidatos. De acuerdo con un estudio 
	publicado en el 2015 por el Brennan Center for Justice, el principio de "no coordinaci6n" de lascampar1ases una ficci6n. 
	Paglnas web an6nlmas 
	Los PAC son solo un ejemplo de c6mo los candidatos politicos y allegados de los comites de campaiia utilizan mecanismos para influenciar lascampaiias electorales. Pero las plataformas sociales y lasherramientas disponibles en internet para hacer campaiia o atacar al adversario sin que se puedacorroborar la identidad de los autores tambien est.in de moda. 
	Otra novedad de esta campaiia se refleja en la creaci6n de paginas de internet que aparentan ser de noticias, pcro usan 
	informaci6n falsa o engaiiosa para confundir al elector incauto. 
	Por ejemplo, La Fonaleza Inform a (huo<. Uwww.la£ori,l•ulnforrn.1.rom1l se pre sen ta en internetcomo un nuevo peri6dico digital. El 
	inicio de este sitioen la web tiene a una fotografia de la gobernadora, Wanda Vazquez Garced con la "noticia" mas reciente: tres 
	p~rrafos que acompaiian el titular "Surgen varios empleados positivos de coronavirus en La Fonaleza". Nadie firma ninguna de las "noticias" que aunque tienen varias categorias todas est.in dirigidas a denunciar actuacionesde la Gobemadora y su equipo de campaiia. TampOIX> haycorreo electr6nico, direcci6n o telefono contacto. Solo una pestaiia en la que explican que es "un nuevo medio interactivo compuesto por reponeros comprometidoscon la transparencia y la libenad de prensa". Noaparece un 
	solo nombre en la pagina y su registro en internet es an6nimo. 
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	"D..irante el proceso eleccionario estaremos reportando todo el acontecer noticioso e investigaremos hasta lie gar a toda la 
	verdad", dicen los creadores. 
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	De acuerdo a varios expertos en redes sociales y mercadeo digital, este tipo de estrategia pasa por debajo del radar sin que sea fiscalizada por la Oficina del Contralor Electoral, aunque se puedan considerar aportaciones o donativos politicos informales a un candidato. 
	Camblan las reglas de Juego para hacer politlca en redes soclales 
	A raiz del escandalo par la interferencia rusa en las pasadas elecciones estadounidenses mediante la creaci6n de cuentas falsas 
	en las redes sociales para influir en el debate politico a favor del entonces candidate a la presidencia Donald Trump, las 
	plataformas digitales han adoptado algunas medidas para validar el contenido de anuncios politicos. 
	La red social propietaria ademas 
	Facebook(h!.ms://www.facchook.com/busincss/ncws(bring!ng-morc-transP.arcncy-to-P.Qlitical-ads-in-2019 )_, 

	de lnstagram y WhatsApp, ha adoptado algunas restricciones para permitir la publicidad pagada de contenido politico, entre ellas la identificaci6n del candidate o comite asi como los administradores encargados de comprar los anuncios. 
	En el caso de Twitter, Snapchat y Spotify, la controversia provoc6 que prohibieran la publicidad politica. Por su parte, You tube 
	mantuvo la politica de permitir anuncios; pero contrario a Facebook, ha limitado la segmentaci6n de audiencias, lo que 
	imposibilita a un politico a personalizar el anuncio para que vaya dirigido a una audiencia en particular, explic6 al CPI el 
	estratega de mercadeo digital, Juan Carlos Pedreira. 
	"Cada usuario con la informaci6n que provee con su interacci6n en su cuenta de Facebook crea un perfil muy avanzado que permite disefiar una campafia publicitaria muy especializada ya sea por gustos, region, genero, edad, entre otros. Yo puedo subir a la plataforma de Facebook exactamente las personas a quienes quiero impactar con mi campafia publicitaria a favor o en contra de un candidate. Hasta el pasado ciclo electoral, cualquier persona con una tarjeta de credito podia pautar anuncios a favor o en cont
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	La respuesta de Facebook fue establecer una plataforma donde se pueden hacer busquedas de las paginas de los politicos, su historial de anuncios, en cual de las redes sociales se estan anunciado, y al menos perfiles generales de los manejadores de la cuenta. Ademas, cada politico u organizaci6n politica que pretenda comprar anuncios de asuntos politicos tiene que registrarse requiriendo que la cuenta tenga un sitio web a su nombre, un correo electr6nico atado a esa web, telefono publico y una direcci6n post
	Ademas, Facebook tambien obliga a que se identifiquen las personas que manejan la cuenta con una identificaci6n oficial, pero 
	esta informaci6n no es publica para los usuarios. Facebook solo publica el lugar de origen de la cuenta y cuantos 
	administradores tiene. 
	"Facebook te autoriza a comprar anuncios a nombre de una cuenta politica enviando por correo tradicional un c6digo para 
	confirmar que eres la persona que maneja la cuenta y ahi te autoriza como individuo a comprar publicidad", exp!ic6 por su 
	parte el estratega de comunicaci6n politica, Luis S. Herrero. 
	Con SU 
	Biblioteca de Anuncios (
	httr.s./(www.facebook.com/ads/llbraryfl. 


	Facebook ha intentado 
	active status=all&ad type-,: P.Qlitical apd issue ads&countrY.=PR&imP.ression search field=has imnrei.sions lifNime)_, 

	manejar el tema de la transparencia de los contenidos politicos sin resolver a fondo el problema de los contenidos y publicaciones de temas electorales que cualquier usuario, creando una cuenta, puede compartir. 
	"Al politico de Puerto Rico se le puede hacer un poquito mas dificil esconderse hacienda grupos de interes y poniendo pautas digitales, porque hay una mayor [exigencia de] transparencia. Tambien le va a permitir al Oficina de! Contralor Electoral tener una mayor visibilidad para fiscalizar la publicidad digital ya que en la Isla sigue predominando Facebook con cerca de 1.9 millones de usuarios versus 400 mil que puede tener Twitter", asegur6 Pedreira. 
	Cuentas falsas o an6nimas en Facebook para hacer campalia politica 
	Par ser la red social de mayor influencia y alcance en Puerto Rico, Facebook todavia es el nicho digital perfecta para crear cuentas sin que se pueda verificar a que o a quien responden. Publican contenido para favorecer o atacar a un candidato o partido politico, e incluso algunos compran anuncios con estas cuentas falsas sin pasar por el proceso de los comites oficiales de los candidatos, sostuvo Herrero. 
	Con el fondo negro y enonnes Jetras blanc as subrayando en rojo la palabra 'corruptos' se presenta en Facebook 
	§lli!Y.IJ.abo .<:in corwn.tos 

	Esta Cuenca cre.1da el 16 de julio de 2020 mantuvo activo un an undo 
	fh!!P.." /llmw f.vt'bi.l0k.rom{G11,1J11,1ho-Sln-Corrup1os-m14J!!'L4fl'1...Q.Jl1.S.ŁP.i!Et.' lmt.'mal). 

	pagado en esa red social yen lnstagram de un vfr:Jeo que comienza con la voz distorsionad.1 J' la famosa careta utilizada por el personaje Anonymous para 
	dc1r paso a la voz de/ a/ca/de Angel Perez en un anuncio de campafia con imagenes de la ciudad que contradicen su mensaje. La pub/icaci6n fijada en la 
	pagina es una foto que Jee: "GUAYNABO CADA VEZ ESTA MAS INSEGURO Y SIN A YUDA por la incapacidad de Angel Perez !!"1/Todos Jos dias hay tiroteos, 
	mucrtcs, robos. Guay11abe1io, pi£'nsa bi£'11 antc.Łs d£' VoTAR", acompa1iado de varias imiigc.•nt.•s de Guaynabo incluy,•ndo una de/ A/cJ/dc, dt.'stacando su 
	sue/do de S9,ooo mensua/es. Todas las publicaciones est.in vincu/adas a criticar la gesri6n gubemamenca/ de Pt!rez. La p.igina web 110 tiene ninguna 
	noticia, sino pura propaganda. Como est a, hay varias p.iginas con ataques al Alcalde. 
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	La cuenta de Facebook Guavnahnsin Commtos Cbtms·ttw,.,,w (acdloofs ccmro,,avoabo-~ln:Cornoos-IO½LOOM999Z55l roaon1yo 
	publicidad contra Perez hasta hace unosdias, aunque dice serun medio de comunicaci6n. En esa misma red social tambien esta la pagina Guaynabo esun Meme{hllp< /JWWW.lr<book.crm/(llAY""hnE.<llnM,m,/1t,1:py C) gue se describe como un lugar desatira, pero todo loque public a es contra el Alcalde. La campaiia contra Perez sedesarrolla envariascuentasque com par ten 
	publicaciones similares. El tono de la campaila en esa ciudad, donde el contrincante es el hijo del ex alcalde Hector Oneill, ha 
	subido de tono, al puntogue Pire:z oublicO fbuns·/a,,,,,,,,y caccbookcPDtzts102,229815LStpog~Usw6Qo1mn62991?d=n) la semana pasada 
	que habian creado una pagina falsa con su nombre y la misma foto de la suya para escribir comentarioscon palabras soeces. 
	"Facebook tiene un sisterna para detectarasuntos politicos en las
	Cou\l~S. 
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	cuentas, ciertas imagenes y palabras, pero en realidad depende 
	~~"'" 

	Afflfl'C.U..,~Y•~~dll<~lolll~-~ 
	flll),,l«t too.~IIIC'IO t'nUl\..l~G!)()Ma v.mo,~npead.a masde que la genre se qut!je", indic6 Herrero. -'ufl.e,k1l'OOot,.~ ft""1111AO MCWIOO•t ""-SJOOllfflO~ ~••n.w.ttt•c.GMI. 
	La red social, queen Puerto Rico cuenta con casi dos millones de usuarios y 2,600 millones a nivel mundial, ha dicho: "Estamos creando herramientas de aprendizaje automatico y sumando el talento de mas personas para que nos ayuden a encontrar a los anunciantes politicos que debieron pasar poreste proceso de autorizaci6n, pero no lo hicieron. Sabemos que no podremos detectar todos losanuncios que deberian tener la etiqueta, por lo que alentamosa todos los quevean un anunciopolitico sin dicha etiqueta a que l
	Herrero sostuvo que la estrategia de pagar anuncios en redes sin registrarse como un cornice o candidato puede sermas efectiva en contiendas pequeiiascomo lasmunicipales ya que cuando un 
	usuario se queja, Facebook elimina la pagina. El problema esta cuando nose pautan anuncios, pero se dedican a hacer campaila en contra o favor de candidatos, lo que compar6 con las pasquinadas an6nimas atacando a candidatos en lascarnpailas politicas analogas. 
	"Esuna transformaci6n de las carnpailas negativasque se hacian con rotulaci6n y pasquinaje an6nimo. Ahora creas una pagina en una red social y puedes publicar sin fi>tros todo tipo de ataque sin que se sepa quien esta detras de esa cuenta", plante6 Herrero. 
	El profesor y especiatista en redes sociales, Jose Hernandez Falcon, dijo que el derecho constitucional a la libenad de expresi6n perrnite ese tipo de publicaciones. Dijo que aunque no es un asunto nuevo, ya que desdeque internetse populariz6, en Pueno Rico ha habido sitios y cuentas de medios sociales creadas para ridiculizar personas, para parodiar personalidades y compailias. No obstante, en la arena politica, es necesaria una mayor fiscalizaci6n, destaco. 
	"No esta siendo fiscalizado como se debe hacer y mucho menos se busca quien esta detras de esascuentas. Antes se hacia en parodias ocon marionetas, ahora esa craves de una cuenta de Twittero en Facebook", dijo Hernandez Falcon. 
	En junio, Mark ZUckerberg anuncio gue FaceboQk(hl1n:,.1Jwww.btKlntioc;c:IMld« 
	Mm/rudtt"tb@tg-foet"bodc.-wtll-:tUow-uc;«c;-1t'l-mrn-otr

	poll1lc>l•ad<•2020-6I habilitara un mecanismo para que losusuarios puedan desactivar anuncios politicos canto en esa red social como en lnstagram. "Si yo noquieroveranuncios politicos facilmente con un 'click' debo poderinvisibilizarlo", indico Hernandez Falcon. 
	"Nos estamos enfrentando a una realidad, por los adelantos tecnol6gicos, en la que se pueden crearno solo noticias falsas sino contenido, manipulandoaudios incluso, que puede provocar que los ciudadanos caigan en la manipulaci6n de la desinforrnaci6n", alen6 Pedreira. 
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	SOBREEL CPI El CPI reconoce que el requisito fundamental para una verdadera democracia es que la ciudadania este bien inforrnada y que existan entidadcs independientes con la capacidad de fiscalizar los poderes que accionan en la sociedad, sean publicos o privados. 
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	CONTACTENOS Si tiene una so!icitud de investigaci6n, queja, aclaraci6n, 'orejita', prueba, inquietud, u observaci6n sobre alguna informaci6n publicada por el Centro de Periodismo 
	Investigativo, escriba al correo electr6nico info@periodismoinvestigativo.com. 
	Investigativo, escriba al correo electr6nico info@periodismoinvestigativo.com. 

	Telefono: 787-751-1912 ext. 3022 Facebook: Centro de Periodismo lnvestigativo Twitter: @cpipr D1reci6n postal: P.O. Box 6834 San Juan PR 00914-6834 
	Email: info@periodismoinvestigativo.com 

	DONAC/ONES Los donativos que recibe el Centro de Periodismo Investigativo est.in exentos de contribuciones en Puerto Rico y Estados Unidos. 
	(CJ Copyright 2020 iCopia nuestras hlstorias! Puedes copiar y republicar nuestras historlas gratultamente siempre y cuando nos des credito o hagas un enlace directo a nuestra pagina. No puedes editatlas, 
	alterarlas a venderlas. El trabajo del CPI esta protegido por las leyes de propiedad intelectual de Puerto Rico y por una licencia de Creative Commons. Aqui (http://www.creativecommonspr org/) est.in las detalles. 
	Para cualquier pregunta a solicitud de permiso especial, escribenos a info@periodismoinvestigativo.com. 
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	ACTUALIDAD 

	Estado encuentra que las corporaciones fantasmas que donaron a Salvemos a Puerto Rico se registraron ilegalmente 
	Estado encuentra que las corporaciones fantasmas que donaron a Salvemos a Puerto Rico se registraron ilegalmente 
	por ~Damaris Suarez Wy. Omaya Sosa Pascual WI hace 6 horas 
	Figure
	Captll'a de la pagina de Salvemos aPuerto Rico 
	I Departamento de Estado de Puerto Rico determin6 que las corporaciones sin fines de lucro Fundaci6n Pro Igualdad, Inc. y Foundation For Progress, Inc., que donaron $250,000 al Super Pac Salvemos a Puerto Rico , que hace campaii.a en contra de la gobernadora y candidata primarista Wanda Vazquez, fueron inscritas sin cumplir con los requisitos de la Ley General de Corporaciones por lo que son nulas, confirmaron tres fuentes al Centro de Periodismo Investigativo (CPI). Ambas corporaciones aparecen como cancel
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	Una investigaci6n del CPI (http..§.llP.eriodismoinvestigativo.com/2020/07.Lfil!P.er-P.acs-y..:. 
	Una investigaci6n del CPI (http..§.llP.eriodismoinvestigativo.com/2020/07.Lfil!P.er-P.acs-y..:. 
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	semana que este Super Pac fue registrado con sede en Virginia por un donante y 
	allegado de Pedro Pierluisi, y que hace campafia independiente en Puerto Rico. El 
	Super PAC recibi6 
	el 2s s;lgjunio Rasado dos transferencias que sumaban $25Q,ooo 

	!Rm7.sWvfXtWZOrTF8km/view?usP.=sharing), 
	!Rm7.sWvfXtWZOrTF8km/view?usP.=sharing), 
	httP.s://drive.gQQgle.com/fi1e/d/1DQY.Pkma6c6gnK 


	provenientes de estas dos corporaciones sin fines de lucro fantasmas que habian 
	sido registradas el mismo dia, con minutos de diferencia, con la misma direcci6n 
	postal y sin nombre de algun agente residente, segun se refleja en el Registro de 
	Corporaciones del Departamento de Estado. 
	Una de las fuentes sostuvo que, de encontrarse que hubo la intenci6n de burlar los 
	estatutos para disfrazar donativos creando corporaciones fantasmas esto pudiera 
	tener consecuencias legales. El asunto terminaria bajo la evaluaci6n de la Comisi6n 
	Federal de Elecciones (FEC) ya que el Super Pac esta inscrito en esa entidad federal. 
	El asunto es investigado por la Oficina del Contralor Electoral (OCE) luego de que Jorge Davila, director de campafia de la Gobernadora Wanda Vazquez Garced, presentara una querella alegando que ambas corporaciones sin fines de lucro se crearon ilegalmente con el prop6sito de esconder donativos de campafia en contra de la Gobernadora. Como parte de la pesquisa, el contralor electoral Walter Velez, le habia solicitado al Departamento de Estado que evaluara "los registros de las mencionadas corporaciones yen 
	Segun las fuentes del CPI, el Departamento de Estado inform6 este lunes a la OCE 
	que, al momenta de registrarse, ambas entidades incumplieron con los requisitos 
	por lo que seran declaradas nulas. El secretario de Estado, Elmer Roman no 
	respondi6 una solicitud del CPI y se limit6 a decir que el proceso se encuentra bajo 
	investigaci6n. Sin entrar en los detalles de este caso en especifico, explic6 que a 
	toda entidad, de ser declarada nula, se le envfa una comunicaci6n. No dijo si la 
	inscripci6n ilegal tiene consecuencias. 
	"Actualmente, se esta realizando un proceso investigativo y evaluativo por parte de 
	la Division Legal por lo cual en esta etapa, no podemos divulgar informaci6n 
	mediante la cual se pudieran lesionar cualquier derecho que en su dia pudiera 
	asistirle a cualquiera de las partes,,, dijo mediante declaraciones escritas Marilu 
	Santiago, portavoz del Departamento de Estado. Afiadi6 que cuando una entidad es 
	declarada nula, "se en via una comunicaci6n a la corporaci6n al respecto 
	declarada nula, "se en via una comunicaci6n a la corporaci6n al respecto 
	11• 
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	"Estoy impedido de hacer comentarios par haber una investigaci6n en curso", sostuvo Velez par su parte. 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico es un Super Comite de Acci6n Politica que se dedica a hacer campafias independientes que fue registrado en la Comisi6n Federal de Elecciones (FEC) con sede en Virginia, par el CPA Joseph Fuentes, conocido coma Joey Fuentes 
	Fernandez quien ha estado 
	vinculado al candidato grimarista 

	.(p_
	h tq:1s: //www.el n uevod ia.com /no ticias /p_o Ii ti ca /videos /p_ed ro-
	i er l u isi -eso -es-rid i cu lo -y_o-no-tengo

	gobernaci6n par el Partido Nuevo Progresista, 
	nada -Ł ue-ve r -con -eso -266668/) a la

	Pedro Pierluisi. La OCE investiga otra querella par supuesta coordinaci6n de este Super Pac con el comite del candidato a la Gobernaci6n para hacer campaiia en 
	contra de Vazquez Garced. 
	Aunque Salvemos a Puerto Rico esta registrado en Virginia, la Oficina del Contralor 
	Electoral le requerira -coma a todo comite-en su proceso de evaluaci6n de las 
	informes de ingresos y gastos, la procedencia de estas dos transferencias 
	electr6nicas. Velez indic6 que durante el proceso de fiscalizaci6n de todo comite de 
	campafia, incluso su Oficina tiene la facultad para requerir informaci6n a las 
	instituciones bancarias sabre las cheques emitidos. 
	"No te puedo adelantar porque estarfa entrando en la parte investigativa. Si te puedo decir -en terminos generales-que la Ley requiere que se informe quienes jurisdicci6n, la Comisi6n Federal de Elecciones (FEC) nos remiten las informes. No estoy hablando de Salvemos a Puerto Rico, sino de todo comite, si nosotros encontramos que debemos indagar sabre algun gasto o donativo si lo podemos requerir", sostuvo el Contralor Electoral. 
	donaron a la campaii.as politicas. En el caso de un Super Pac registrado en otra 

	Las dos "fundacionesque donaron a Salvemos a Puerto Rico fueron registradas en el Departamento de Estado coma corporaciones sin fines de lucro el pasado 10 de junio con apenas unos minutos de diferencia. Comparten la misma direcci6n postal yen ninguno de las documentos se hace constar el nombre de sus incorporadores ni quienes componen su junta directiva. Tampoco hay una direcci6n fisica coma requiere la ley. 
	» 

	En el record de las entidades, hay solo dos correos electr6nicos con el nombre de 
	cada organizaci6n y dos numeros de telefonos. El telefono que aparece para 
	Foundation For Progress, estaba a nombre de un Wendy's en Carolina, y no 
	funciona. Mientras que el telefono para la Fundaci6n Pro Igualdad, Inc. nadie lo 
	contesta. El telefono que aparece para Foundation for Progress en el registro de la 
	corporaci6n es el 787-752-9999. 
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	Durante el pasado ciclo electoral, Fuentes Fernandez registr6 en la FEC el Super Pac PRP, INC. PAC. Entre sus donantes figuran Michael Pierluisi y Anthony Pierluisi, hijos del candidato. Entre el no de enero y el 5 de octubre de 2016, este Super Pac Pedro R. Pierluisi. 
	report6 $163,924.17 en gastos. El nombre del Super Pac coincide con las siglas de 

	Con esas mismas siglas se origin6 el pasado 19 de mayo Salvemos a Puerto Rico. Segun los documentos de la FEC, Fuentes Fernandez someti6 una enmienda el 27 de mayo para cambiar el nombre de PRP PAC a Salvemos a Puerto Rico. 
	Por ser un Super Pac registrado en la FEC, Salvemos a Puerto Rico no tiene que estar registrado en la Oficina del Contralor Electoral (OCE) local, sino informar del gasto de campafia efectuado en Puerto Rico, segun explic6 al CPI el Contralor Electoral, Walter Velez. Tampoco tienen que rendir informes a la OCE, ya que la FEC remitira los informes que sometan ante la entidad electoral federal que reflejen gastos en Puerto Rico. 
	El CPI reconoce que el requisito fundamental para una verdadera democracia es que la ciudadanfa este bien informada y que existan entidades independientes con la capacidad de fiscalizar los poderes que accionan en la sociedad, sean publicos o privados. 

	HISTORIA 
	HISTORIA 
	HISTORIA 

	JUNTA DE DIRECTORES 
	JUNTA DE DIRECTORES 

	MIS/ON Y VISION 
	MIS/ON Y VISION 

	f._QUIPO DE TRABAJO 
	f._QUIPO DE TRABAJO 
	f._QUIPO DE TRABAJO 

	Si tiene una solicitud de investigaci6n, queja, aclaraci6n, 'orejita', prueba, inquietud, u observaci6n sobre alguna informaci6n publicada por el Centro de Periodismo Investigativo, escriba al correo 
	electr6nico info@periodismoinvestigativo.com. 

	Telefono: 787-751-1912 ext. 3022 Facebook: Centro de Periodismo Investigativo Twitter: @cpipr Direci6n postal: P.O. Box 6834 San Juan PR 00914-6834 
	Email: info@periodismoinvestigativo.com 

	Los donativos que recibe el Centro de Periodismo Investigativo estan exentos de contribuciones en 
	... 
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	SOBREEL CPI 
	CONTACTENOS 
	DONACIONES 
	Puerto Rico y Estados Unidos. 
	© Copyright 2020 iCopia nuestras historias! Puedes copiar y republicar nuestras historias gratuitamente siempre y cuando nos des credito 
	o hagas un enlace di recto a nuestra pagina. No puedes editarlas, alterarlas o venderlas. El trabajo del CPI esta protegido par las leyes de propiedad intelectual de Puerto Rico y par una licencia de Creative Commons. los detalles. Para cualquier pregunta o solicitud de permiso especial, escrfbenos a . 
	Aquf (http://www.creativecommonspr.org/) estan 
	info@periodismoinvestigativo.com
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	Figure
	Gobierno de Puerto Rico 
	Departamento de Estado 
	San Juan, Puerto Rico 
	Yo, ELMER L. ROMAN GONZALEZ, Secretario de Estado del Gobiemo de Puerto Rico, 
	CERTIFICO: Que, "FUNOACION PRO IGUALDAD, INC., con numero de registro 445222, una entidad que se registr6 coma una corporaci6n domestica sin fines de lucro, organizada bajo las leyes del Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico, ha sido cancelada, segun lo dispuesto en las Artfculos 1.01 y 1.02 de la Ley General de Corporaciones, Ley Num. 164 del 16 de diciembre de 2009, segun enmendada, ya que la misma no cumpli6 con las requisites exigidos par esta ley para su incorporaci6n. 
	El citado Articulo establece aquellos requisites mfnimos que contendra todo certificado de incorporaci6n. Luego de realizar una investigaci6n sabre la corporaci6n, concluimos que nose cumpli6 con las requisites mandatories y/o indispensables. En primer lugar, ta direcci6n fisica de ta oficina designada y del agente residente fueron completadas con direcciones postales. Ademas, se nombr6 coma incorporador a ta misma entidad cuya incorporaci6n se pretendia, par lo que dicha entidad carece de capacidad jurfdic
	Figure
	ELRG Reg.445222 
	EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL, firmo el presente y hago estampar el Gran Sella del Gobiemo de Puerto Rico, en ta ciudad de San Juan, hoy, 4 de agosto de 2020. 


	~~AJE7 
	~~AJE7 
	SECRETARIO DE ESTADO 
	Government of Puerto Rico 


	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 
	I, Elmer L. Roman, Secretary of State of the Government of Puerto Rico; 
	CERTIFY: That FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC., register number 445221, 
	CERTIFY: That FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS INC., register number 445221, 
	is a Domestic Corporation Non Profit organized under the laws of Puerto Rico 

	on this 10th of June, 2020 at 09:08 PM. 
	on this 10th of June, 2020 at 09:08 PM. 
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned by virtue of the authority vested by law, hereby issues this certificate and affixes the Great Seal of the Government of Puerto Rico, in the City of San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, June 10, 2020. 
	Elmer L. Roman 
	Secretary of State 
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	'-iO B l E R N () D E Pl. 1~, RTO RI C 0 
	'-iO B l E R N () D E Pl. 1~, RTO RI C 0 
	l1 r,crn:l de Contralor Electoral 
	30 de julto de 2020 
	Hon. Elmer L. Roman Gonzalez Secretario de Estado eroman{@estado.org_ov 
	SOUCITUD DE INFORMACl6N, OCE-Q-2020-005 
	Estimado senor Secretario: 
	la Oficina del Contralor Electoral (en adelante uOCE'') es la entidad gubernamental encargada de fiscalizar el financiam1ento de las campanas politicas en Puerto Rico, segun las disposiciones de la Lev 222-2011, segun enmendada. Recientemenle se present6 ante la Secretaria de la OCE una solic1tud de invest1gaci6n juramentada, la cual fue acog1da como la querella de referenda, copia de la cual se adJunta. 
	En la querella se alega, en lo pertinente yen sintesis, que dos corporaciones domesticas sin fines de lucro, con fines soc,ales, que figuran como donantes de un com1te de gastos independientes registrado ante la Federal Election Commission (pero que esta haciendo gastos electorales en Puerto R,co a favor v en contra de cand,datos locales), fueron registradas ante el Departamento de Estado en contra de las disposiciones de la Ley General de Corporaciones. Ley 164-2009, segun enmendada. 
	Ante esta situac16n, le solicitamos evalue los regIstros de las mencionadas corporaciones y en caso de tomar una acci6n ofic,al sobre el asunto, le agradecere nos nottfique para tomarlo en cons1derac16n en nuestra invest,gacion. 
	lgualmente, le sohc,tamos nos rem,ta en formato pdf copia de toda la mformacion y documentos que consten en los records del Departamento de Estado sobre las corporaciones Foundation for Progress, registro Num. 445221 v Fundad6n Pro lgualdad, registro Num. 445222. Dicha solicitud puede ser canalizada a traves del correo electronico: a~un 
	toslegal,~s@oce.pr.gov 

	De tener cualqu1er duda o pregunta sabre este asunto, no dude en comunicarse conmigo. 
	Cordia lmente, 

	~A 
	~A 
	~~~

	Walter Velez Martinez Contralor Electoral 
	~· ...,., 
	I 
	I 
	Anejo 

	:. 
	: 

	'. ~ . 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	August 7, 2020 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 


	Joseph Fuentes, Treasurer Salvemos A Puerto Rico 1001 19 Street, N, Suite 1200 Arlington, VA 22209 
	th

	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Fuentes: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Salvemos A Puerto Rico and you in your individual and official capacity as treasurer may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.  
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Salvemos A Puerto Rico and you in your individual and official capacity as treasurer in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the Gener
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/website_notice_regarding_status_of_FEC_operations_3-17-20.pdf, the office’s mailroom is not processing correspondence at this time and, therefore, we strongly encourage you to file your response via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	August 7, 2020 
	foundationforprogresspr@gmail.com 
	foundationforprogresspr@gmail.com 
	foundationforprogresspr@gmail.com 


	Foundation for Progress, Inc. P.O. Box 10195 San Juan, PR 00908 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Sir/Madam: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Foundation for Progress, Inc. have may violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 7772. Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.  
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Foundation for Progress, Inc. in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/website_notice_regarding_status_of_FEC_operations_3-17-20.pdf, the office’s mailroom is not processing correspondence at this time and, therefore, we strongly encourage you to file your response via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	August 7, 2020 
	fundacionproigualdad@gmail.com 
	fundacionproigualdad@gmail.com 
	fundacionproigualdad@gmail.com 


	Fundacion Pro Igualdad Inc. P.O. Box 10195 San Juan PR, 00908 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Sir/Madam: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Fundacion Pro Igualdad Inc. may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 7772. Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.  
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Fundacion Pro Igualdad Inc. in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration           Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration           Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal           1050 First Street, NE           Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/website_notice_regarding_status_of_FEC_operations_3-17-20.pdf, the office’s mailroom is not processing correspondence at this time and, therefore, we strongly encourage you to file your response via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	Digitally signed by Kathryn Ross 21 :29:41 -04'00' 
	Date: 2020.08.24 

	From: 
	From: 
	From: 
	Katherine N. Reynolds 

	To: 
	To: 
	CELA 

	Cc: 
	Cc: 
	Charles R. Spies 

	Subject: 
	Subject: 
	Designation of Counsel Form/ Extension Request MUR 7772 

	Date: 
	Date: 
	Monday, August 24, 2020 6: 13:54 PM 

	Attachments: 
	Attachments: 
	Designation of Counsel MUR 7772-signed.pdf 


	Good evening-
	Please see attached for the Designation of Counsel for Salvemos A Puerto Rico. We also would like 
	to request a 30-day extension for submitting a Response to the Commission. That would change the 
	deadline to September 23. 
	Thank you, and please let me know if you have any further questions. 
	Katie 

	Katherine N. Reynolds Associate Attorney 
	Katherine N. Reynolds Associate Attorney 
	International Square Phone 202-659-6944 
	1825 Eye St NW. 
	Fax 844-670-6009 Suite 900 
	Email KReynolds@dickinsonwright com
	Email KReynolds@dickinsonwright com
	Washington, D.C. 20006 
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	The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s), and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments, destroy any printouts that you may have made and notify us immediately by return e-mail. 
	Neither this transmission nor any attachment shall be deemed for any purpose to be a "signature" or "signed" under any electronic transmission acts, unless otherwise specifically stated herein. Thank you. 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 


	Statement of Designation of Counsel 
	Statement of Designation of Counsel 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness Note: You May E-Mail Form to: 
	CELA@fec.gov 

	CASE: 
	CASE: 
	-------Name of Counsel: Charlie Spies, Katie Reynolds Firm: Dickinson Wright PLLC Address: 1825 I Street NW Suite 900 Washington, DC 20006 Telephone: (202) 466 5964 Fax: ( 844) 670 6009 The above named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	7772
	-

	Date 
	Date 
	Figure
	RESPONDENT: Salvemo (Committee Name/Company Name/Individual Named In Notification Letter} 
	A Puerto 
	x. 
	x. 
	x. 
	2.4. z.o 



	MAILING ADDRESS: , oo, \ ~¼ ~~ i'--1 S v\\-cz. \ 2..00 
	Figure
	'->' 
	Telephone:(ff): l.-o") -i<o I -Iq <.> \ (W): 
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(l2)(A). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person receiving the notification or the person with respect to whom the investigation is made. 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	August 24, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	Charlie Spies Katie Reynolds Dickinson Wright, PLLC 1825 I Street, NW, Suite 900 Washington, DC 20006 
	RE: MUR 7772 Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes, Treasurer 
	Dear Mr. Spies and Ms. Reynolds: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on August 24, 2020. After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel has granted the requested extension.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business September 23, 2020. You may contact me if you have any 
	questions at 202-694-1539 or by e-mail at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	From: To: Subject: MUR 7772 Date: Monday, August 24, 2020 5:52:25 PM Attachments: 
	Alejandro J Figueroa 
	CELA 
	FFP - FEC Response 08.24.20v2.pdf 

	On behalf of Foundation for Progress, Inc., attached please find a formal request for extension of time to respond to the referenced Complaint. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned 
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	Sincerely, AF 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa 
	Managing Partner 

	Miramar Group, LLC 
	Miramar Group, LLC 
	PO Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00908 
	Tel. 787-934-0805 
	CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This electronic transmission contains information belonging to Miramar Group, LLC, which is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail or telephone that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system. If you have received this transmission in error, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance 
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	August 24, 2020 



	CONFIDENTIAL – VIA E-MAIL 
	CONFIDENTIAL – VIA E-MAIL 
	CONFIDENTIAL – VIA E-MAIL 

	Jeff S. Jordan 
	Assistant General Counsel 
	Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission Washington, D.C. 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 



	RE: MUR 7772 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	We are in receipt of your letter dated August 11, 2020 and have reviewed the frivolous Complaint referenced therein. We have been engaged as counsel to Foundation for Progress, Inc., (“FFP”) in connection with this matter. In light of the circumstances described below, FFP hereby respectfully requests an extension of time to respond and formally request the summary dismissal of the Complaint. 
	As a threshold matter, it must be stressed that the Complaint must be scrutinized taking into account that it was filed by Mr. Jorge Dávila-Torres, who was the Campaign Director for the gubernatorial primary campaign of Puerto Rico’s constitutional governor, Wanda Vázquez-Garced, who lost the primary on August 16, 2020 by a substantial margin. The instant Complaint, as FFP intends to demonstrate, forms part of a campaign of harassment, intimidation and free speech violations against an entity that engaged i
	MIRAMAR GROUP, LLC | PO BOX 10051, SAN JUAN, PR 00908 | 787.934.0805 
	As the undisputed facts show, without any prior notice or due process guarantees, effective on July 10, 2020, the Complainant, Mr. Jorge Dávila, in his capacity as Campaign Director, issued a press conference in which he alleged that FFP and the Super PAC, Salvemos a Puerto Rico, had undertaken coordinated communications in violation of applicable federal statutes. On that same day, the Secretary of State for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, who is a direct subordinate of Governor and ex Candidate Wanda Váz
	In light of said gross constitutional violations, FFP filed a Request for Preliminary Injunction, a Request for Permanent Injunction and Complaint for Declaratory Judgement in State Court (San Juan, PR) against the Puerto Rico State Department and the Secretary of State. FFP alleges that Department of State illegally, arbitrarily and capriciously canceled the Certificate of Incorporation of the FFP, said government action having the intention and/or effect of illegally suppressing the legitimate exercise of
	The San Juan Superior Court scheduled an Injunction hearing on the aforementioned matter for Wednesday August 26, 2020 at 1:30 PM. The undersigned counsel respectfully understands that the outcome of the aforementioned state court legal action is highly relevant for purposes of the legal defenses that FFP intends to raise in the instant proceeding, since it will show (i) that the Puerto Rico Government has taken retaliatory and unconstitutional adverse actions against FFP merely for the reason that the enti
	In view of the importance of the state court action to an adequate response on FFP’s part to the referenced Complaint, we respectfully request that an extension of time to respond be granted until the Puerto Rico San Juan Superior Court has issued a ruling on the requested legal remedies. The undersigned counsel will promptly inform the Federal Elections Commission about any ruling in the case. 
	MIRAMAR GROUP, LLC | PO BOX 10051, SAN JUAN, PR 00908 | 787.934.0805 
	The present request is filed in good faith, without any intent to delay and with the sole purpose of guaranteeing FFP’s rights. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Alejandro J. Figueroa Counsel to Foundation for Progress, Inc. 
	MIRAMAR GROUP, LLC | PO BOX 10051, SAN JUAN, PR 00908 | 787.934.0805 
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	On behalf of Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad, Inc., attached please find a formal request for extension of time to respond to the referenced complaint. 
	Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned 
	Sincerely, 
	AF 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa 
	Managing Partner 

	Miramar Group, LLC 
	Miramar Group, LLC 
	PO Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00908 Tel. 787-934-0805 
	CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This electronic transmission contains information belonging to Miramar Group, LLC, which is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail or telephone that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system. If you have received this transmission in error, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	August 25, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa Miramar Group, LLC PO Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00908 
	RE: MUR 7772 Foundation for Progress, Inc. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 
	Dear Mr. Figueroa: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on August 24, 2020. After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel has granted the requested extension.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business September 25, 2020. You may contact me if you have any 
	questions at 202-694-1539 or by e-mail at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
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	INTERNATIONAL SQUARE 1825 EYE STREET ,NW, SUITE 900 WASHINGTON , DC 20006 
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	September 23, 2020 
	Jeff S. Jordon, Esq. Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street NE Washington, DC 20463 
	VIA E-MAIL: 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 


	Re: 
	MUR 7772: Response for Salvemos A Puerto Rico 

	We write on behalf of Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes, in his official capacity as Treasurer, (collectively “the Respondent”) in response to a complaint alleging that the Respondent violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1974, as amended (“FECA”) and Commission regulations by coordinating communications with Comité Amigos Pedro Pierluisi (“the Campaign”), the campaign committee for Pedro Pierluisi’s bid for Governor of Puerto Rico. The Commission has no jurisdiction over this issue, as the 
	I. . 
	Facts and Legal Analysis

	Salvemos A Puerto Rico is an independent-expenditure-only political committee registered with the Federal Election Commission.On June 25, 2020, Respondent received two separate contributions from two different entities: Foundation for Progress ($75,000) and Fundaci Pro Igualdad ($175,000), both 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations (collectively “The Foundations”). Subsequent to receiving those contributions, Respondent made two expenditures, one for political consulting services and the other for media co
	1 
	2 

	ARIZONA  CALIFORNIA  FLORIDA KENTUCKY MICHIGAN NEVADA OHIO TENNESSEE TEXAS TORONTO WASHINGTON DC 
	their initial filings with Puerto Rico.  However, on September 1, 2020, the Foundations’ corporate statuses were restored, with the Judge in the matter stating that there was circumstantial evidence that showed that the State Department's action to cancel the corporate registrations of the Foundations were “an act of retaliation for the content of the political message” the Foundations were supporting.
	3 

	The Complaint claims that Respondent has several ties to the Campaign. First, it alleges 
	that Fuentes is close personal friends with Pierluisi.  Second, it states that Pierluisi’s sons, 
	Anthony and Michael Pierlusi donated to a previous independent-expenditure-only political committee, PRP INC PAC,operated by Fuentes.  Last, it claims “available evidence presumably indicates” that a Campaign staffer, Luis Anthony Pacheco, tweeted the same general slogan previously used by Respondent: “Necesitamos un verdadero estadista.” 
	4 

	Based on this information above, the Complaint alleges that the Respondent is impermissibly coordinating with the Campaign, and that the Respondent was being used to “funnel funds” from 501(c)(4) organizations to the Campaign.  However, there are two significant issues with these accusations: (1) the Commission does not have jurisdiction over this Complaint, as the allegations do not involve a federal candidate for office; and (2) this allegation is inaccurate, speculative, and without merit. 
	An expenditure or communication is considered coordinated under Commission regulations if it is made “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate, a candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents.”Based on the statutory text alone, it is abundantly clear that this Complaint should be dismissed.  
	5 

	First, the Commission lacks jurisdiction over the facts at issue in this matter. Under Commission regulations, a candidate is defined as “an individual seeking nomination for election, or re-election, to a federal office who receives contributions or makes expenditures that exceed $5,000.”Further, FECA defines a “federal office” as the office of President or Vice President, or of Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress.Pierluisi, the candidate at issue, is running
	6 
	7 
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	Even assuming arguendo that the Commission has enforcement jurisdiction and FECA applies to the described activity, the Complaint’s allegations are not accurate.  Respondent 
	2 
	legally accepted contributions from the Foundations, and then made two expenditures, one for political consulting and the other for media consulting services, completely independent of the Campaign.  The Respondent has been in full legal compliance with applicable FECA and Commission regulations and will report these expenditures with the Commission in a timely manner on its next quarterly report. 
	Additionally, the Complaint has not provided a shred of evidence that any of Respondent’s activities were done “in cooperation, consultation, concert with, or at the request or suggestion of” Pierluisi or any of the Campaign’s agents.  In fact, the Campaign is not mentioned having any affiliation with Respondent other than so-called “close personal ties” with Mr. Fuentes, Respondent’s treasurer, and a Campaign staffer that happened to use the same phrase in a tweet that had previously used by Respondent.  
	With regards to Mr. Fuentes’ personal relationship with Pierluisi, a friendship with a candidate does not equate to a campaign finance violation.  There is no evidence to indicate that Mr. Fuentes was in any way an agent for the Campaign while serving as Treasurer for Respondent. An “agent” is defined as “any person who has actual authority, either express or implied, to engage in [certain] activities on behalf of the candidate or officeholder.”“Actual authority” is created by “manifestations of consent (ex
	9 
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	On the issue of the Campaign staffer’s use of Respondent’s supposed catch-phrase, “Necesitamos un verdadero estadista,” this is nothing more than speculation on the Complainant’s end. Respondent does not have a “slogan” or “catch phrase,” and the mutual use of such phrase to describe Pierluisi by Respondent and the Campaign staffer was purely a coincidence. The phrase “necesitamos un verdadero estadista” translates to “we need a true statehooder,” which is used frequently to describe Puerto Rican candidates
	11 

	See generally Culture Desk, Yes We Can, A History,THE NEW YORKER (Nov. 3, 2008) (calling “Yes We Can” President Obama’s “catchphrase” and “slogan.”). 
	11 

	3 
	Finally, and most importantly, the Complaint still needs to show that Respondent’s acceptance of the contributions and its subsequent expenditures were made in concert with, or at the request or suggestion of the Campaign. While the Complaint is extensive, that necessary information to warrant an investigation is nowhere to be found. 
	II. 
	Conclusion. 

	Ultimately, the Complainant is hoping that the Commission will create substance of its threadbare and unsupported Complaint.  That is not the Commission’s job. The Commission may find “reason to believe” only if a Complaint sets forth sufficient specific facts which, if proven The Complaint provides no facts beyond its own assumptions and speculation to show that Respondent engaged in any violation of FECA or Commission regulations.  Therefore, we ask the Commission to dismiss this Complaint and promptly cl
	true, would constitute a violation of FECA or Commission regulations.
	12 

	Respectfully submitted, 
	Charlie Spies Katie Reynolds 
	Counsel to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	Statement of Reasons of Commissioners Mason, Sandstrom, Smith, and Thomas at 1, MUR 4960. 
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	See FEC Form 1, Salvemos A Puerto Rico (last updated June 23, 2020), available at . These payments will be on the Respondent’s October Quarterly Report.  Contrary to the Complainant’s assertions, the Respondent has not made any independent expenditures supporting the Campaign. 
	See FEC Form 1, Salvemos A Puerto Rico (last updated June 23, 2020), available at . These payments will be on the Respondent’s October Quarterly Report.  Contrary to the Complainant’s assertions, the Respondent has not made any independent expenditures supporting the Campaign. 
	See FEC Form 1, Salvemos A Puerto Rico (last updated June 23, 2020), available at . These payments will be on the Respondent’s October Quarterly Report.  Contrary to the Complainant’s assertions, the Respondent has not made any independent expenditures supporting the Campaign. 
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	https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00746594/1414600
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	See Fundaci Pro Igualdad and Foundation for Progress v. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Case No. 04243 (Sept. 1, 2020), attached as Exhibit A.
	See Fundaci Pro Igualdad and Foundation for Progress v. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Case No. 04243 (Sept. 1, 2020), attached as Exhibit A.
	See Fundaci Pro Igualdad and Foundation for Progress v. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Case No. 04243 (Sept. 1, 2020), attached as Exhibit A.
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	We will not waste the Commission’s time by discussing PRP, INC PAC in the body of the Response. However, the Complaint has used PRP INC. PAC as “evidence” for its coordination claim, by claiming that PRP “presumably” stood for named after Pedro Rafael Pierluisi.  This is inaccurate.  PRP stands for Progreso de Puerto Rico, and was in no way affiliated with Pierluisi.  We are happy to provide the Commission with documentation to show as much if the Commission needs it. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.3
	We will not waste the Commission’s time by discussing PRP, INC PAC in the body of the Response. However, the Complaint has used PRP INC. PAC as “evidence” for its coordination claim, by claiming that PRP “presumably” stood for named after Pedro Rafael Pierluisi.  This is inaccurate.  PRP stands for Progreso de Puerto Rico, and was in no way affiliated with Pierluisi.  We are happy to provide the Commission with documentation to show as much if the Commission needs it. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.3
	We will not waste the Commission’s time by discussing PRP, INC PAC in the body of the Response. However, the Complaint has used PRP INC. PAC as “evidence” for its coordination claim, by claiming that PRP “presumably” stood for named after Pedro Rafael Pierluisi.  This is inaccurate.  PRP stands for Progreso de Puerto Rico, and was in no way affiliated with Pierluisi.  We are happy to provide the Commission with documentation to show as much if the Commission needs it. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.3
	We will not waste the Commission’s time by discussing PRP, INC PAC in the body of the Response. However, the Complaint has used PRP INC. PAC as “evidence” for its coordination claim, by claiming that PRP “presumably” stood for named after Pedro Rafael Pierluisi.  This is inaccurate.  PRP stands for Progreso de Puerto Rico, and was in no way affiliated with Pierluisi.  We are happy to provide the Commission with documentation to show as much if the Commission needs it. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.3
	We will not waste the Commission’s time by discussing PRP, INC PAC in the body of the Response. However, the Complaint has used PRP INC. PAC as “evidence” for its coordination claim, by claiming that PRP “presumably” stood for named after Pedro Rafael Pierluisi.  This is inaccurate.  PRP stands for Progreso de Puerto Rico, and was in no way affiliated with Pierluisi.  We are happy to provide the Commission with documentation to show as much if the Commission needs it. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.3
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	11 C.F.R. §§ 109.3(b) and 300.2(b)(3). Explanation and Justification (E&J): Definitions of ‘‘Agent’’ for BCRA Regulations on Non-Federal Funds or Soft Money and Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, FEC (2006), available at . 
	11 C.F.R. §§ 109.3(b) and 300.2(b)(3). Explanation and Justification (E&J): Definitions of ‘‘Agent’’ for BCRA Regulations on Non-Federal Funds or Soft Money and Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, FEC (2006), available at . 
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	https://transition.fec.gov/law/cfr/ej compilation/2006/2006-1.pdf
	https://transition.fec.gov/law/cfr/ej compilation/2006/2006-1.pdf








	  
	  
	  

	COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE SAN JUAN PART 
	FUNDACIÓN PRO IGUALDAD, INC., FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS, INC., through their authorized representative Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán 
	PLAINTIFF PARTY 
	 
	COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO; STATE DEPARTMENT 
	DEFENDANT PARTY 
	CIVIL NO.: SJ2020CV04243 
	SESSION ROOM: 907 
	RE: DECLARATORY JUDGMENT; PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION 
	RESOLUTION AND ORDER 
	The Court has before its consideration a request for preliminary injunction filed by Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. Foundation and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. for the purpose of ordering the State Department to immediately restore the certificates of incorporation of the claimant entities that were issued on June 10, 2020. As alleged, the then Secretary of State, Mr. Elmer Román González, cancelled those certificates with the intention and effect of illegally suppressing the free exercise of political exp
	After examining the request for preliminary injunction under remedy of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, infra, and the applicable constitutional rules, we conclude that the claimant has demonstrated that it is likely to prevail in its claim and that, if the remedy requested is not granted in the face of the imminence of the holding of an election event, this case could become academic. It arises from the file and the facts determined at this stage of the procedures that, although the certificates of incorporatio
	Therefore, in order to restore the fundamental right to freedom of expression that shelters those entities and for the purpose of preventing the constitutional damage caused by such governmental action from being aggravated during the remaining proceedings of the case, the Court issues the preliminary injunction requested by the applicant. In particular, the Secretary or acting Secretary of 
	State is ordered to immediately restore registration certificates for Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 1 
	State is ordered to immediately restore registration certificates for Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 1 

	Certified to be a true and exact translation from the source text in Spanish to the target language English. 21/SEPTEMBER/2020 Translations & More: 787-637-4906 
	 Pura Reyes Gilestra-ATA # 244688/NAJIT # 3449  
	Foundation for Progress, Inc. If there are any deficiencies in the administrative record of such corporate entities, it must then issue a notification and grant them the opportunity to be heard, in accordance with the requirements of due process of law. 
	Below, we outline the relevant procedural actions regarding the matter brought before this court for our consideration. 
	 
	On August 13, 2020, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc., through their authorized representative Mr. Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán ("plaintiff"), filed a sworn complaint against the Department of State of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the then Secretary of that entity, Mr. Elmer Román González, in his official capacity. In summary, they argued that this government agency arbitrarily canceled, in violation of due process of law, the corporate registration of the plaintiff entities
	Thus, after examining the lawsuit filed in this case, and in accordance with Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA Ap.V, on the same day the Court issued an Order and Citation in which it scheduled a hearing via video conference for August 26, 2020, for the purpose of determining whether the preliminary injunction remedy should be granted, which it warned could be consolidated with the permanent injunction hearing. The Court requested that plaintiff personally serve the defendant with said Order and Summons a
	In turn, by means of said Order and Citation, the plaintiff was required to prove to the Court the personal service of these documents prior to the celebration of the referred hearing, in the same manner allowed for the service and amendment of the summons under Rules 4.7 and 4.8. We note that Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, provides that notice shall be made in the same manner as provided in Rule 4.4, supra, by delivering to the adverse party a copy of the order together with a copy of the petition fo
	The next day, the plaintiff filed a Motion Certifying Service of Summons and Notice of Order. In this motion, it stated that on August 14, 2020 "the defendant's summons was served with a copy of 
	the Complaint and all its attachments. Moreover, a copy of the Order and subpoena issued on August 2 
	the Complaint and all its attachments. Moreover, a copy of the Order and subpoena issued on August 2 

	Certified to be a true and exact translation from the source text in Spanish to the target language English. 21/SEPTEMBER/2020 Translations & More: 787-637-4906 
	 Pura Reyes Gilestra-ATA # 244688/NAJIT # 3449  
	Figure
	13, 2020 was served together with the Instructions on Videoconferencing, as ordered by the Court". In addition, it indicated that "in compliance with Rule 4.4(g) of Civil Procedure (32 LPRA App. V), the Secretary of the Department of Justice was notified by delivery of the copy of the summons and Complaint, with all attachments, as filed with the Department of State. A copy of the Order and subpoena was also delivered along with the Instructions on Video Conferencing, as filed with the Department of State.”
	After several procedural steps taken by the plaintiff that are not pertinent at this time, on the same day of the injunction hearing -and about an hour and a half prior to the hearing -"the Government of Puerto Rico, itself and on behalf of Department of State," appeared for the first time in this case through a Motion to Dismiss. See entry No. 16 of the electronic file, filed at 11:48 a.m. In essence, defendants argued that they were not submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court, since they asserted that
	Additionally, defendants argued that the plaintiffs lacked standing to sue because these were entities that never acquired legal personality, thus the lawsuit was not justiciable. In connection with this approach, which seeks to demonstrate the lack of legal standing of the plaintiff, the State asserted that the plaintiffs "intend to ignore-as they did when they completed the failed Certificate of Incorporation-the statutory provisions relating to the incorporation of a corporation" under the umbrella of th
	-

	3 Certified to be a true and exact translation from the source text in Spanish to the target language English. 21/SEPTEMBER/2020 Translations & More: 787-637-4906 
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	Finally, the State requested that the captioned claim be dismissed pursuant to the provisions of Rule 10.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, particularly on the following grounds (2) lack of jurisdiction over the person; (5) failure to assert a claim justifying the granting of a remedy; and, (6) failure to accumulate an indispensable party. 
	Upon receipt of that motion and another motion filed by the defendant to quash a subpoena addressed to the former Secretary of State, the Court issued an Order that same day stating that "both motions filed by the defendant in the past few minutes shall be discussed at today's video conference hearing.” 
	At the aforementioned hearing, the legal representatives of the plaintiff and of the State appeared, the latter without submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court. The Court warned that, since the Motion to Dismiss had been filed shortly before the hearing and was outside the time period provided for in the Order and Citation, it had not yet had the opportunity to examine its arguments with the thoroughness that this warranted. Furthermore, we emphasized that even though the motion to dismiss had been file
	In view of this clarification, the Court granted both parties ample opportunity to state their position on the jurisdictional issues invoked by the State in the motion to dismiss, as well as on the preliminary injunction requested by plaintiff and the evidence they requested we take into consideration for these purposes. 
	In relation to the merits of the request for injunction, it emerged from that hearing that here was no controversy between the parties regarding the authenticity and admissibility of the attachments that accompanied the lawsuit, in reference to the different documents issued by the State Department during the administrative process regarding the incorporation and subsequent cancellation of the plaintiff corporations. In addition, the Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts filed by the plaintif
	controversy presented, although it did express object with respect to the certain facts proposed by the 4 
	controversy presented, although it did express object with respect to the certain facts proposed by the 4 
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	plaintiff. 
	In order to allow us to carefully examine the parties' submissions at the above-mentioned hearing along with the entirety of the documents in the electronic file, including the motion to dismiss filed by the Commonwealth shortly before the hearing, we reserve our determination on such disputes. 
	Thus, after a rigorous analysis of the jurisdictional issues invoked by the State and the answers given by the plaintiff in the aforementioned hearing, on August 27, 2020, we issued a Resolution and Order. In summary, we resolved that the State was right in its jurisdictional argument of lack of an indispensable party in view of the applicable procedural rules, since in any case it is the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico that has the capacity to sue and be sued when allegations are made to question or challenge 
	In turn, we provided that the manner of acquiring jurisdiction over the Department of State was governed solely by the provisions of Rule 4.4(f) of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. In other words, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was to be included as a defendant and to effectuate the process of serving the summons -and also the Order and Citation issued under Rule 57.2-on that indispensable party "delivering a copy of the summons and complaint to the Secretary of Justice or his designee. Rule 4.4(f) of Civil P
	Now, in the Resolution and Order of August 27, 2020, we clarified that the absence of an indispensable party in a lawsuit does not imply that a case should be automatically dismissed without further consideration. After all, Rule 18 of Civil Procedure, supra, provides that "any party may be added or removed by order of the court, on the initiative of the court or through a motion by a party at any stage of the proceedings under conditions that are fair.” 
	In light of this, by means of the referred Resolution and Order we granted the plaintiff a term of 24 hours to file an amended complaint that would include as defendant the indispensable party that had not been included in the complaint, namely the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and to submit the corresponding summons form for its issuance by the Clerk. We warned that once this occurred, in view of the nature of the allegations in the complaint and the fundamental constitutional rights invoked by the plaintif
	In compliance with this mandate, on August 27, 2020 the plaintiff filed an amended complaint 5 
	In compliance with this mandate, on August 27, 2020 the plaintiff filed an amended complaint 5 
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	for the sole purpose of adding the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as a defendant. It should be noted, 
	however, that all allegations regarding the facts demonstrating the cause of action are analogous to 
	those asserted in the original complaint. In addition, the same documents of the original complaint 
	were attached to the amended complaint, including -at the request of the party and by authorization 
	the Court-the affidavit signed on August 12 , 2020 by Mr. Álvaro Pilar Vilagrán.Likewise, the 
	1

	plaintiff filed a summons form addressed to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the Secretary 
	of Justice. 
	After reviewing the amended complaint, we issued an Order that same day authorizing the 
	amendment of the allegations and ordering the Clerk to issue the attached summons. See entry No. 
	26 in the electronic file. In addition, pursuant to Rule 68.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, we shortened 
	the applicable terms and granted the defendant until August 31, 2020 to appear in writing and show 
	cause why the preliminary injunction requested by the plaintiff should not be issued, pursuant to Rule 
	57 of Civil Procedure, supra.
	2 

	On the other hand, we requested the plaintiff to personally serve said Order on the defendant, 
	together with a copy of the Amended Complaint and its attachments and of the summons, as well as 
	of the Original Complaint, the Motion for Judicial Notice of Adjudicating Facts and the Motion for 
	Proof of Representative Capacity, with their corresponding attachments, as provided in Rule 4.4 of 
	Civil Procedure, supra. In the interest of promoting the fair, speedy, and cost effective resolution of 
	the captioned proceeding and the exercise of due diligence parties in a case that raises fundamental 
	constitutional rights, the Court shortened the term provided in Rule 4.3 (c) of Civil Procedure, supra, 
	and established a 24-hour deadline for the plaintiff to personally notifythe aforementioned 
	3 

	nic file. In this regard, it should be borne in mind in any event that Rule 57.1 of Civil Procedure, supra, requires only an affidavit for consideration of a provisional injunction issued without prior notice to the adverse party. On the other hand, a request for a preliminary injunction such as the one before us must be accompanied by "any document or affidavit necessary for its resolution, such as, for example, all documentary evidence which, together with the affidavits , if any, support the petition. D.
	1 
	See entries 21 and 22 of the electro
	2 
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	documents and prove that they have been served on the defendant in the manner set forth in Rule 4.7 of the 
	Civil Procedure, supra. 
	The record shows that on August 28, 2020 the plaintiff personally served the summons and the 
	referenced Order to show cause to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the Secretary of Justice. In 
	addition, the plaintiff stated that he filed the amended complaint along with all of its attachments, as well as 
	a copy of the original complaint and all of its attachments, including the affidavit that accompanied it. 
	On August 31, 2020, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico appeared through a Motion to Dismiss 
	Amended Complaint. First, it stated that it had been summoned in accordance with applicable law and that 
	the jurisdictional issues had been corrected; correspondingly, it requested that the case be dismissed on 
	substantive merits.
	3 

	The defendant reiterated its statements regarding the fact that the plaintiff foundations lacked active 
	legitimation because they did not exist, since their incorporation did not comply with the minimum and 
	indispensable requirements of the General Corporations Law. Defendant stated that plaintiffs did not suffer 
	specific damages, since having been notified of the cancellation, they could have registered again according 
	to the law in order to continue expressing themselves freely. Defendant also emphasized that since plaintiffs 
	do not exist or have legal personality, they are not covered by constitutional rights such as due process of 
	law and freedom of expression. 
	On the same date, the defendant also filed an Opposition to Motion for Judicial Awareness of 
	Adjudicative Facts. In summary, it held that it was opposed to this court taking judicial knowledge of the 
	facts proposed by plaintiff in said motion, because it understood that these are unrelated or impertinent to 
	the controversy at hand, and therefore do not constitute adjudicative facts. 
	Shortly thereafter, the plaintiff filed a Brief Reply to the "Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint 
	and Opposition to Application for Judicial Awareness of Adjudicative Facts." In particular, it held that the 
	defendant's argument that the plaintiff foundations do not have standing to sue is simplistic and circular, 
	since it would imply that the plaintiff would be in a state of defenselessness before a government action 
	aimed at stripping it of its legal personality without granting it due process of law. As to the opposition to 
	our taking judicial notice of certain proposed facts, it argued that these are pertinent to the controversies and 
	litigious matters at hand, and being supported by official documents before a federal agency (FEC), their 
	content is undisputable and easily corroborated. 
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	Therefore, we consider that both the preliminary injunction request presented by the plaintiff and the motion of dismissal presented by the defendant have been submitted. II. 
	Having evaluated the amended complaint and the motion to dismiss with the accompanying attachments, the documents included with the Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts filed by the plaintiff and the opposition filed by the defendant,as well as the arguments of the plaintiff foundations and of the Commonwealth at the hearing held on August 26, 2020, the Court makes the following findings of fact under Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, supra: 
	4 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico is a Political Action Committee (P.A.C.) registered with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) under number C00746594.
	5 


	2. 
	2. 
	This political action committee published political ads disfavoring the candidacy of the Hon. Wanda Vázquez Garced of the New Progressive Party for Governor, in the context of the recently held primary elections in Puerto Rico.
	6 


	3. 
	3. 
	On June 10, 2020, the plaintiffs Fundacin Pro Igualdad, Inc. and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. registered with the Department of State as domestic nonprofit corporations organized under the laws of Puerto Rico.
	7 


	4. 
	4. 
	The Certificate of Incorporation of a Corporation Not Authorized to Issue Capital on behalf of both foundations was filed and signed on June 10, 2020 under penalty of perjury by Mr. Alexiomar Rodriguez " in accordance with the law of Puerto Rico.
	8 


	5. 
	5. 
	In both certificates of incorporation, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. were designated as the resident agent and incorporator of these entities, respectively, and a PO Box was provided as their physical and mailing address.
	9 


	6. 
	6. 
	On June 10, 2020 and after payment of the fees, the then Secretary of State, Elmer L. Román González, issued under his signature and seal two Certificates of Registration, in which he certified that the Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc and the Foundation for Progress, Inc., respectively, are domestic nonprofit corporations organized under the laws of Puerto Rico.
	10 


	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	4 As to the documents attached to the 
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	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	According to the income and expense filed by the political action committee Salvemos a Puerto Rico before the Federal Elections Commission, the plaintiff Foundaci por Igualdad, Inc. made a contribution in the amount of $ in favor of the political action committee Salvemos a Puerto Rico, while the plaintiff Foundation For Progress, Inc. made a contribution in the amount of $ in favor of the same committee. Both donations were made on June 25, 2020.
	75,000.00
	175,000.00
	11 


	8. 
	8. 
	On July 30, 2020, the Comptroller of Elections sent a communication to the Secretary of State, in which he referred to the fact that he had received a sworn request for an investigation stating that the plaintiff foundations were making electoral expenditures in Puerto Rico, despite the fact that they were registered in violation of the provisions of the General Corporations Law.
	12 


	9. 
	9. 
	On July 31, 2020, the campaign director of the Hon Wanda Vázquez Garced, Mr. Jorge Davila, signed a Sworn Complaint at the Federal Elections Commission that was filed with the FEC on August 5, 2020, alleging violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) and the Federal Revenue Code (FRC).
	13 


	10. 
	10. 
	In the communication sent to the Secretary of State by the Electoral Comptroller, it appears that -after complainant Jorge Davila filed a complaint with the Office of the Comptroller of the Elections-that entity requested the Department of State to evaluate the compliance of Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. with the provisions of the General Corporations Law, Law No. 164 of 
	December 16, 2009, as amended.
	14 


	11. 
	11. 
	On August 4, 2020, at 3:36pm, both petitioning foundations filed with the Department of State a Certificate of Change of a Corporation's Designated Office and a Certificate of Change of a Corporation's Resident Agent. On these certificates of change, a physical office address and a separate entity was 
	provided as their resident agent.
	15 


	12. 
	12. 
	These four changes of certificates were signed by Mr. Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán, as an authorized 
	officer of the claimant foundations.
	16 


	13. 
	13. 
	Despite having submitted the certificates of change of designated office and change of resident agent, the documents were not incorporated into the file of the aforementioned corporations, as it emerges 
	from the electronic Registry of Corporations managed by the Department of State.
	17 



	judicative Facts and Motion for Certification of Representative Capacity, Exhibit 1. 12 Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Certification of Representative Capacity, Attachment 2, 
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	Figure
	14. On August 4, 2020, at 7:46 p.m. and 7:49 p.m., the Department of State issued two certifications signed by then-Secretary Elmer L. Roman Gonzalez by which he cancelled the certificates of incorporation of both Foundation for Progress, Inc. and Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. "as provided in Articles 1.01 and 1.02 of the General Corporation Law [...] because the entity did not meet the requirements for incorporation.”
	18 

	15. As also indicated identically in both documents: 
	The aforementioned Article establishes those minimum requirements that every certificate of incorporation shall contain. After conducting an investigation on the corporation, we conclude that the mandatory and/or indispensable requirements were not met. First, the physical address of the designated office and the resident agent were completed with postal addresses. In addition, the same entity whose incorporation was intended was appointed as incorporator, so that such entity lacks legal capacity to act as 
	incorporator.
	19 

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	The Department of State did not officially notify the plaintiff corporations of any defects or errors in the documents submitted prior to the cancellation of their corporate registration. Likewise, it did not require the correction of any document submitted for the incorporation process prior to the cancellation of the mentioned certificates. 

	17. 
	17. 
	As of the date of cancellation of the certificates of incorporation of the petitioning foundations, they were actively participating in the publication of advertisements and contributions to political action committees, which expressed disapproval of the governor and gubernatorial primary candidate, Hon Wanda Vazquez Garced, to occupy the position she aspired to.
	20 


	18. 
	18. 
	The cancellation of their certificates of incorporation had the effect of preventing the plaintiff entities from continuing to participate in the political process. 

	19. 
	19. 
	On August 5, 2020, Mr. Jorge Davila, campaign director for the Hon. Wanda Vazquez Garced, filed with the Federal Election Commission the complaint that he signed under oath on July 31, 2020. 


	This sworn complaint refers to the investigation conducted by the Department of State and includes as attachments some documents that were generated after the date of his oath, such as the certificates of cancellation of the plaintiff entities that were issued by the Secretary of State on August 4, 2020.
	21 

	18 See Attachments 6 and 12 to the amended complaint; Attachments IV and V to the defendant's motion to dismiss. 
	19 See Attachments 6 and 12 of the amended complaint. 
	20 See paragraph 17 of the amended complaint and Attachment 13 of the amended complaint. 
	21 Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Proof of Representative Capacity, Attachment 2, pp. 
	3, 47. 
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	Figure
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	There is no specific administrative process or remedy for requesting a review of the cancellation of incorporation records -in the circumstances in which it occurred in this case -with the Department of State itself. 

	21. 
	21. 
	The gubernatorial primaries -for which the petitioning foundations made campaign expenditures and contributions -were held on August 9 and 16, 2020. 


	22. After the filing of the captioned lawsuit, Mr. Elmer Román González resigned as Secretary of State. 
	23. The plaintiffs, as they have done previously, intend to continue to freely and voluntarily exercise their rights of political expression, in view of the general elections scheduled for November 3, 2020 in the jurisdiction of Puerto Rico.
	22 

	In light of the above findings of fact, we shall proceed to examine the law applicable to preliminary injunction request before the consideration of this Court. III. 
	Rule 53 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V, R.53, provides that the issuance of a preliminary injunction shall be governed solely by Rule 57 and special laws applicable in any case where the principal remedy sought is a permanent injunction. In turn, in the context of a lawsuit whose principal purpose is not the granting of an injunction, the issuance of an order to do or desist from doing as a provisional and supplementary remedy to secure judgment shall be governed by the provisions of Rule 56. 
	On the other hand, the preliminary injunction is an extraordinary resource in equity that today is governed in procedural terms by the provisions of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V, as well as by Articles 675 to 695 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA §§ 35-66. According to the Supreme Court's decision, the requirements for its issuance are stricter and more rigorous than those provided by Rule 56 on provisional remedies in securing a judgment. See Asoc. de Vecinos de Villa Caparra v. Asoc. F
	In essence, the main purpose of this recourse is to maintain the status quo between the parties until the trial is held on its merits, in order to avoid the actions of the defendant turning the eventual judgment into an academic one, or causing the petitioner significant damages during the course of the case. Cobos Liccia v. De Jean, 124 DPR 896 (1989) Mun. de Loiza v. Sucn. Marcial Suárez, 154 DPR333 (2001); Municipality of Ponce v. Rossell, 136 DPR 776 (1994). In Puerto Rico, the granting of an injunction
	22 See paragraph 19 of the amended complaint and Attachment 13 of the amended complaint. 11 
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	Figure
	That discretion shall be exercised by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. 
	Mun. de Ponce v. Rossell supra. 
	In determining whether or not to issue the preliminary injunction , the court must weigh the 
	following criteria: (1) the nature of the damages that may be caused to the parties if the injunction is granted 
	or denied ; (2) its irreparability or the existence of an adequate legal remedy; (3) the likelihood that the 
	party seeking the injunction will eventually prevail upon resolution of the case; (4) the likelihood that the 
	case will become academic if the injunction is not granted ; and (5) the possible impact on the public 
	interest of the remedy sought. Rule 57.3 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V; Pérez Vda. Muz v. Criado, 
	151 DPR 355 (2000); Mun. de Ponce v. Rossell, supra. Such requirements must be present in order for 
	the Court to grant a request for injunction and it is the plaintiff’s duty to prove their existence. P.R. 
	Telephone Co. v. Superior Court
	, 103 DPR 200 (1975).
	23 

	However, not all of the above criteria need to be present to grant a remedy such as the one requested. 
	Rather, these factors must be applied taking into consideration the specific situation before the Court. It is 
	a remedy in equity and its granting rests on the exercise of sound judicial discretion, which will be exercised 
	by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. Autoridad de Puerto Rico v. 
	Superior Court, 103 DPR 903 (1975). Judicial discretion is the fundamental factor in determining the 
	balance of expediency. 
	To establish the balance of interests between the parties, it is necessary to take into consideration 
	if the plaintiff will suffer irreparable damages if the preliminary injunction is not issued before the merits 
	of the controversy are resolved. Wright &Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 2948, p.431. 
	Regarding this, Moore states "what constitutes a showing of irreparable harm in particular cases is, of 
	course, highly circumstantial." Moore's Federal Practice, § 65.04(1), p. 65-42. The job of the judge of the 
	facts in cases in which a provisional remedy is requested must be characterized by flexibility and creativity: 
	"In exercising its discretion the court ordinarily takes into consideration the relative importance of the rights 
	asserted and acts sought to be enjoined, the irreparable nature of the injury allegedly following from the 
	denial of preliminary relief, the probability of ultimate success or failure of suit, and the balancing of 
	damage and convenience generally." West's Federal Practice Manual, Vol. (1970). Sec. 7654, p. 630. 
	edure, supra, provides that 
	23 In turn, Rule 57.2(b) of Civil Proc

	Before or after the commencement of the hearing to consider a preliminary injunction petition, the court may order 
	that the trial on its merits be consolidated with such a hearing. Even if no consolidation is ordered, any evidence 
	admitted at the preliminary injunction hearing that is admissible at trial on the merits becomes part of the case file and 
	does not have to be presented again on the day of the trial. The court, upon issuing its decision, shall immediately 
	issue an order, specifying the facts it has determined to be proven at that stage and ordering further proceedings that 
	are fair in the lawsuit. 
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	Therefore, the Supreme Court has been emphatic in requiring primarily that before issuing an injunction, whether preliminary or permanent, the courts consider the existence of some other effective, complete and adequate remedy in law. If it exists, then the damage will not be considered irreparable. Perez v. Muniz v. Criado, 155 DPR 355 (2000), citing A.P.P.R. v. Superior Court, 103 DPR 903 (1975); Franco v. Oppenheimer, 40 DPR 153 (1929); Martinez v. P.R. Ry. Light & Power Co. 18 DPR 725 (1912). For exampl
	Indeed, the guiding principle in granting an application for an injunction is the existence of a real threat of suffering some harm for which there is no adequate remedy in law. See Franco v. Oppenheimer, 40 DPR 153 (1929); Martinez v. P.R. Ry. Light & Power Co. 18 DPR 725 (1912). Although there is no definition of the concept of "adequate remedy in law," the Supreme Court has developed certain parameters to guide it. It is considered that there is no adequate remedy in law, if: 
	(1) the remedy provided for in the ordinary, judicial or administrative proceedings is not sufficiently prompt and adequate to prevent the granted remedy from being academic when the final judgment is rendered, Compaa Popular de Transporte v. Suárez, 52 DPR 250 (1937); (2) the remedy in damages cannot compensate the plaintiff because the latter is exposed to irreparable damages, Loíza Sugar Company v. Hernaiz y Albandoz, 32 DPR 903 1924); (3) the petitioner is exposed to a multiplicity of litigations -not t
	The determination of what constitutes an adequate remedy in law will depend on the facts and circumstances of each particular case. Auth. of Lands v. Moreno Dev. Corp. 174 DPR 409 (2008). The granting of an injunction rests on the exercise of sound judicial discretion that be exercised by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. Mun. de Ponce v. Governor, 136 DPR 776 (1994). Since this is a remedy that in the ordinary procedure is not obtained until it is the plenary trial, i
	1975).
	24 

	24 In that regard, in an opinion issued in 1830, Justice Baldwin expressed the following: 13 
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	There is no power the exercise of which is more delicate, which requires greater caution, deliberation, and sound discretion, or more dangerous in a doubtful case, than the issuing an injunction; it is the strong arm of equity, that never ought to be extended unless to cases of great injury, where courts of law cannot afford an adequate or commensurate remedy in damages. The right must be clear, the injury impending or threatened, so as to be averted only by the protecting preventive process of injunction: 
	It is known that in order for the party claiming to have suffered actual harm must prove it. Mere allegations are not sufficient to prove that an injury was suffered. Thus, it is a well-established rule in our jurisdiction that allegations do not constitute evidence. It is imperative that it be proven with reliable evidence that the person did in fact suffer an injury that impaired his/her rights. The plaintiff cannot merely rest on its allegations, but must put the court in a position to determine, without
	It is known that in order for the party claiming to have suffered actual harm it must so prove it. Mere allegations are not sufficient to prove that an injury was suffered. Thus, it is a well-established rule in our jurisdiction that allegations are not proof. It is imperative that it be proven with reliable evidence that the person did in fact suffer an injury that impaired his rights. The plaintiff cannot merely rest on its allegations, but must put the court in a position to determine, without having to 
	Finally, the permanent injunction is the remedy that is issued in "the final judgment rendered in the suit after the trial on the merits. See David Rivé Rivera, El injunction en Puerto Rico, 53 REV. JUR. UPR 341, 352, 354 (1984); see also, 11A Wright& Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2941 (3d ed.) ("A preliminary injunction is effective until a decision has been reached at a trial on the merits. A permanent injunction will be issued only after a right thereto has been established at a trial on the m
	[T]his is a resolution issued by the court before the trial is held on its merits and, usually, after a hearing in which the parties have the opportunity to present evidence in support of and against the issuance of the judgment. The main purpose of this resource is to maintain the current state of affairs until the trial is held on its merits. The purpose of 
	14 
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	this is to ensure that the defendant does not use his or her conduct to promote a situation that would make the court's final decision academic. Eventually, the applicable substantive law in question will be heard in a plenary trial, as in any other type of action. Next Step Medical v. Bromedicon, 190 DPR 474, 486 (2014). 
	On the other hand, the Supreme Court has been emphatic in stating that when the administrative 
	forum is not vested with legal authority to grant a remedy, the petitioner can go directly to the judicial 
	forum to present his claim. Guzmán et al. v. ELA, supra, at 715. For example, in the context of a claim 
	for damages, our highest judicial forum has stated that the award of damages by an administrative 
	agency must be specially recognized in its organic law or when the award constitutes a remedy that 
	promotes the public policy that the agency must implement. Id. 
	In accordance with the procedural rules set out above, the Court is in a position to rule on the 
	preliminary injunction application filed by the plaintiff 
	IV. 
	A. Active legitimation of a corporate entity and due process of law 
	As a matter of threshold, the defendant in this case argued that the plaintiff entities never came 
	to legal life, since the defects in their certificates of incorporation caused the incorporation itself of 
	these entities to constitute a legal event or business nulo ab initio. In that sense, the defendant argued 
	that the co-plaintiffs never existed as corporate entities and, therefore, argued that they lacked standing 
	or substantive constitutional rights to bring the claims of caption. Since it is the same approach aimed 
	at both challenging the active legal standing of the co-plaintiffs as well as to justify -on the merits 
	-

	the validity of the contested government actions, we will consider these issues together. 
	Certainly, the courts only have the authority to resolve cases and disputes that are justiciable. 
	"The doctrine of justiciability imposes certain limitations on our legal system’s exercise of judicial 
	power so that the courts can determine the appropriate moment for their intervention. Speaker of the 
	House v. Governor, 167 DPR 149, 157 (2006)." [A] case is not justiciable when the parties do not have 
	active standing, when the case is not mature, when a political question arises, or when the dispute has 
	become academic. Id. Thus, we must examine whether appropriate to dismiss the captioned case due 
	to the lack of standing of the co-plaintiffs, in accordance with the standard of adjudication applicable 
	under Rule 10.2 of Civil Procedure. 
	Standing "is the legal reason that assists the plaintiff to appear in court and obtain a binding 
	sentence". Rafael Hernández Col, Civil Procedural Law § 1002 (2010). This requirement seeks to 
	ensure "that the plaintiff is one whose interest is such that, in all likelihood, he will pursue his cause 
	of action vigorously and bring the issues in dispute to the attention of the court.” Hernández Agosto v. 
	Figure

	Romero Barcel, 112 DPR 407, 413 (1982). To satisfy the requirement of legitimate standing, a party 
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	must demonstrate that (1) it has suffered clear and palpable harm; (2) the harm is real, immediate, and 
	precise, not abstract or hypothetical; (3) there is a reasonable causal relationship between the action 
	being brought and the alleged harm; and (4) the cause of action must arise under some law or the 
	Constitution. Thus, in those lawsuits where there is no real dispute between the litigants, the courts 
	must immediately order the dismissal of the case. ELA v. Aguayo, 80 DPR 552, 562 (1958). 
	With respect to the legal provisions relevant to the creation of a corporation or legal entity in Puerto Rico, Article 1.01(C) of the General Corporations Act establishes that the incorporation of a corporate entity is materialized and becomes effective "by the filing with the Department of State of a certificate of incorporation to be granted, certified, filed and registered pursuant to Article 1.03" of the Act. LGC, 14 LPRA sec. 3503. In this regard, Article 1.03 of the Act establishes the form and requir
	Subparagraph (A) of this article establishes who must sign any corporate document filed with the Department of State. On the other hand, with respect to documents that the law requires to be certified for filing, subsection (B) provides the forms in which such certification must be made. Similarly, Section 1.03(C) clarifies the obligations that arise from any requirement under the General Corporation Law for a particular document to be filed with the Department of State. To that end, Section 1.03(C) provide
	Subparagraph (C)(4) of the aforementioned Article 1.03 allows the Secretary of State to register 
	a document at a later date and time, to the extent practical and if requested on or before filing. However, 
	it should be noted that the aforementioned subsection (C)(4) expressly prescribes the course of 
	action to be taken by the Secretary of State in the case with a document containing an error or 
	having any imperfection in its content. In such cases, according to said article 1.03(C)(4 ), the 
	Secretary may refuse to accept such defective document and may withhold it and keep it in 
	abeyance "until a new corrected document is filed within five (5) days after notice of the abeyance, 
	in which case the Secretary shall use the date and time of filing of the original document as 'the date 
	of filing.’” LGC, Sec. 1.03(C)(4), 14 LPRA sec. 3503 (emphasis supplied). This subsection further 16 
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	provides that "[t]he Department of State shall not issue a certificate of compliance while a corporation has any document on hold.” Id. To complement the above, subsection (F) of Article 1.03 allows for the correction of a document filed when it constitutes "an inaccurate report of the corresponding corporate action or was issued, stamped, or certified, erroneously or defectively.” Id. 
	Regulation 8688 reiterates this procedure to address and correct imperfections in documents filed before the Department of State. To that end, Article 11 of the referenced regulations allows the Secretary of State or designated official to refuse to register a document because it contains an error, omission or imperfection in its content. Reg. No. 8688, Art. 11. Note that both Article 1.03(F) of the General Corporations Law and Article 11(b) of Regulation 8688, provide that corrections of defective document
	As examined, the General Corporation Law does not provide authority to the Secretary of State to unilaterally cancel without prior notice a corporate entity after the Secretary himself issues the certificate of incorporation of such entity. The law also does not prescribe an administrative proceeding before the Department of State for the correction of any defect in a certificate of incorporation, subsequent to the issuance of the certificate by the Secretary of State, the outcome of which may result in the
	In fact, it should be noted that the General Corporations Law only empowers the Secretary of State to cancel or revoke the certificate of incorporation of a corporate entity after registration, inscription, and issuance of same by the Secretary when (1) the corporation does not appoint a new resident agent due to the resignation the previous resident agent, pursuant to Section 3.06 the Law, and when (2) the annual report required by law is not filed two consecutive years .LGC, Sections 3.06, 15.02, 14 LPRA 
	For example, with respect to the resignation and appointment of a resident agent, Section 15(b)(ii) of Regulation 8688 provides that, "[i]f the corporation designates a new resident agent within 
	thirty (30) days after the filing of the certificate of resignation of the resident agent, the Secretary shall 17 
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	void the Certificate of Incorporation … if it is a domestic entity.” Reg. No. 8688, sec. 15. Similarly, with respect to the failure to file annual reports, sec. 23 of the regulations provides that, in first place, when an entity fails to comply with the submission of the annual report, the Secretary may impose a fine. Id. Sec. 23(a). Second, the entity may request a payment plan to satisfy the fine imposed and the annual report filing fee. Id. Sec. 23(b)(i)(a). The Secretary shall evaluate the proposed plan
	However, in order to do so, the Secretary must first notify the corporation of the noncompliance and of the intention to cancel the certificate of incorporation or of authorization to do business in Puerto Rico. Id. Sec. 23(a)(b)(i)(d). This notification must be made by electronic mail to the resident agent’s last known address. If the digital file does not have the resident agent’s e-mail, the notification will be sent to the mailing address contained therein. The entity must become current with the paymen
	-

	On the other hand, it should noted that Article 9.13 of the General Corporations Law, 14 LPRA § 3713, gave the Superior Chamber of the Court of First Instance the power to revoke or cancel any certificate of incorporation by reason of abuse, misuse or disuse of corporate powers, privileges or franchises. That provision requires that such actions to seek such revocation or cancellation be brought in court by the Commonwealth .In addition to the above-mentioned statutory and regulatory provisions, the Court h
	through the Secretary of Justice
	through the Secretary of Justice

	25 

	Once the document has been registered, recorded and issued by the Secretary of State, by mandate of law, it is presumed that the incorporation of the legal entity organized by means of said certificate is valid and correct. Therefore, paragraph (a) of Article 1.5 of the General Corporations Law provides that "[o]nce the certificate of incorporation is granted, ... and the fees required by law are paid, the person or persons who associate themselves in this way ... shall constitute, as of the date of said fi
	Note that the epithet lawsuit is not the procedure referred to in the aforementioned Article 9.13 of the General Law on 
	25 

	Corporations, supra. 
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	since this provision expressly establishes that "[t]he issuance of the certificate of incorporation by the 
	Secretary of State shall constitute conclusive evidence that all the conditions required by this Law for 
	incorporation have been satisfied, except in proceedings initiated by the Commonwealth to cancel or 
	revoke the certificate of incorporation or to dissolve the corporation.” Id. Thus, the cited provision reiterates 
	what is established by Article 1.04 of the General Corporations Law, which states that "[t]he copy certified by 
	the Secretary of State of a certificate of incorporation or of any other certificate filed with the Department 
	of State, as required by this Act, shall be prima facie evidence of (1) grant and production; (2) 
	performance of all acts necessary to make the document effective; and (3) any other acts permitted or 
	required by the document. 14 LPRA § 3504. 
	In this case, the plaintiffs Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. were 
	registered with the Department of State on June 10, 2020 as domestic nonprofit corporations under the 
	laws of Puerto Rico, as evidenced by the Secretary of State's issuance of the corresponding certificates of 
	registration. Pursuant to aforementioned Articles 1.04 and 1.05 of the General Corporation Law, supra, the 
	certificates of incorporation -signed and stamped by the Secretary of State -are presumed to be valid and 
	correct. Once this occurred, a proprietary interest was generated in favor of the plaintiff foundations, 
	and any divestment of such proprietary interest must comply with due process of law.
	26 

	Undoubtedly, the proprietary interest or vested right that derives from a government certification-such 
	as the one issued by the then Secretary of State in this case -is analogous to that generated by a license, 
	authorization or permit issued by a government entity, after an application has been considered and approved. 
	As explained by the Supreme Court, "while an application for a building permit does not grant an acquired right 
	for approval, once said the permit has been issued and the applicant acts in accordance with the granted permit 
	and incurs substantial expenses, it has acquired a right." San Geronimo Caribe Project v. ARPE, 174 DPR 640, 
	659 (2008). 
	We are aware that in its motion to dismiss, the defendant minimized the importance on the legal effect 
	that the issuance of such certifications could have had in arguing that the plaintiffs “obtained a Certificate of 
	Registration by means of the Department of State’s electronic platform, knowing that their application did not 
	However, the fact is that said document is an official certification issued 
	comply with the legal requirements.
	27 

	under the signature and seal of the Secretary of State. 
	. 319 (1976), the U.S. Supreme Court established the criteria to be considered determining whether any protected rights exist and what process should be used prior to deprivation of such interests. These are: (1) the individual interest affected by must be determined; (2) the risk of an erroneous determination depriving the individual of the protected interest through the process used and the likely value of additional or different safeguards; and (3) the government interest protected summary action and the
	26 
	In Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S
	Figure
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	Regardless of the technical capabilities that the referenced electronic platform may have to discern whether a document filed by an applicant complies with the law or has deficiencies, the Court cannot ignore that the General Corporations Law requires that the referenced Certificates of Incorporation be presumed valid and as prima facie evidence that all the conditions required for incorporation have been satisfied, "except in proceedings initiated by the Commonwealth to cancel or revoke the certificate of 
	In such circumstances, "[a]ny time an individual's interest in liberty or property is at stake, it must be determined what process is due, which will depend on the circumstances, while safeguarding that it is a fair and impartial, non-arbitrary process. Almonte et al. v. Brito, 156 DPR 475, 481 (2002). Although the procedural due process standards are applied with greater flexibility in proceedings before administrative agencies, the relevance of competing interests has required extending to such procedural
	v. Shelvin, 407 U.S. 67, 81-82 (1972) ("If the right to notice and a hearing is to serve its full purpose, then, it is clear that it must be granted at a time when the deprivation can still be prevented. …. But no later hearing and no damage award can undo the fact that the arbitrary taking that was subject to the right of procedural due process has already occurred."). 
	Notwithstanding the foregoing, it arises from the findings of facts above that, without prior notice and without complying with any of the administrative procedures arising therefrom in accordance with the law and the regulations mentioned above, the respective registration certificates were cancelled on August 4, 2020 by the then Secretary of State. Likewise, it is an incontrovertible fact that the Department of State never officially notified the existence of defects in the documents filed for the registr
	heard or to request a revision of such administrative action. 20 
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	In short, it is evident that the injury to the constitutional rights of the plaintiff foundations in the face of the election processes -who had acquired a proprietary interest in doing business in Puerto Rico as set forth in the above findings of fact-, constitutes real, immediate, clear and concrete damage. The causes of action for declaratory judgment and the injunctive relief requested, under the constitutional provisions limiting the scope of government action, are reasonably related to the constitutio
	B. Freedom of speech and expression 
	The First Amendment to the United States Constitution and Section 4 of Article II of the 
	Constitution the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, LPRA Volume 1, establish the fundamental right to 
	freedom of expression and association. In fact, the Supreme Court of Puerto has emphasized that 
	Among the individual freedoms, freedom of expression is probably the most essential, once the right to life and physical liberty is guaranteed. It has as its foundation freedom of conscience, on which both freedom of religion and freedom of expression of thought are based, and involves the attempt to legally protect the free development of the personality through the most effective and habitual means of exteriorizing the contents of conscience. The New Constitution of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, U.P.R., 1954,
	p. 250. It is a guarantee aimed at protecting the right of individuals to express the contents of their conscience as they wish, while at the same time establishing the indispensable premise for the formation of public opinion, on whose regime the democratic government is founded. 
	To think and express thought freely, by the spoken or written word, is not only in human nature, but the unique means of human progress. The immediate consequence of the natural freedom of thought is that men come together for the purpose of public and private life, formulate their thoughts and express them freely seeking to persuade their fellows. 1 Diary of Sessions of the Constituent Convention 389 (1951), quoting Baldorioty. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educacin, 156 DPR 754, 766-69 (2002). 
	Undoubtedly, freedom of expression enjoys a particular primacy in our democratic constitutional order, and therefore requires its most zealous protection. Id.; Emp. Pur. Des., Inc. v. H.I.E.TEL., 150 DPR 924 (2000); Coss and U.P.R. v. C.E.E., 137 DPR 877, 886 (1995); Rodriguez v. Sec. de Instrucci, 109 DPR 251, (1979); Mari Bras v. Casas, 96 DPR 15 (1968). Although it is not an absolute right, any limitation or restriction on freedom of expression will be interpreted restrictively, so as not to encompass mo
	Certainly, in analyzing disputes arising under the right to freedom of expression, it is necessary to distinguish between regulations that address the content of expression and regulations of time, place 
	and manner of expression, which are content neutral. .Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educaci, supra 21 
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	(citing K. Sullivan and G. Gunther, First Amendment Law, New York, Ed. Foundation Press, 1999, p. 193; R. Serrano Geyls, Derecho Constitucional de Estados Unidos y Puerto Rico, San Juan, Ed. P.R., 1998, Vol. II, p. 1278 et seq). 
	On the one hand, regulation that is content-oriented or discriminates due to a point of view has to be subjected to strict judicial scrutiny. Whoever defends the regulation has the burden of proving that it is strictly necessary to advance a compelling state interest. Id.; Muz v. Admin. Deporte Eccuestre, supra. This would apply when a regulation limits the content of an expression or when it favors a certain expression over another, because of the ideas or points of view that are transmitted. Similarly, st
	On the other hand, when the regulation in dispute appears to be neutral, but limits the right to freedom of expression in terms of time, place and manner of expression, the applicable judicial scrutiny will depend on the forum to which it refers. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educaci, supra; Coss and 
	U.P.R. v. C.E.E., supra; Pacheco Fraticelli v. Cintron Antonsanti, 122 DPR 229 (1988). In such cases, strict scrutiny is applicable in traditional or designated public forums, or traditional or reasonableness scrutiny in non-traditional public forums. Id. 
	In the case at hand, it should be noted that the right to freedom of expression covers legal persons as well as individuals. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educacin, supra, p. 766. In turn, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that this right is most relevant in the context of political expression related to an electoral campaign. Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010). In addition, the right to political expression held by corporations -and individuals -manifests itself in various way
	Finally, it should be noted that in the face of a claim of freedom of expression, the courts must examine with more rigor and haste the procedures established by the State that could have an impact on this fundamental right. Professor Henry Paul Monaghan explained in in an influential article on this subject published in the Harvard Law Review: "The first amendment due process cases have shown that first amendment rights are fragile and can be destroyed by insensitive procedures; in order to completely fulf
	procedural system which protects those rights". H. P. Monaghan, First Amendment "Due Process", 83 22 
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	Harv. L. Rev. 518, 551 (1970). 
	In this case, the plaintiff foundations are challenging the constitutionality of a government action that impacted their right to freedom of expression, but not of a particular regulation. Nevertheless, it is a clearly established rule of federal constitutional law that, if the government action in dispute was intended to or had the effect of suppressing, deterring or punishing political expression against the government, this is presumed to be unconstitutional and must be subject to strict scrutiny. See Ro
	Similarly, it is unconstitutional for the government to condition or revoke the issuance of government permits, licenses, or benefits for the purpose of punishing or intervening with the exercise of freedom of expression, particularly in the context of political expression. See Board of County Comm'rs v. Umbehr, 518 U.S. 668 (1996); Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593 (1972). If it is concluded that the government action in dispute was in retaliation against the complainant for exercising his fundamental rig
	v. City of Somerville, 878 F.2d 513, 521 (1st Cir. 1989). 
	In view of this constitutional doctrine, it is pertinent to emphasize that it arises from the facts determined under Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, supra, that the action of the Secretary of State in canceling the registration of both plaintiff foundations had the effect of impeding them from continuing to exercise the right to freedom of expression in the political context of an electoral battle. By cancelling the government certifications that acknowledged them as legal entities, the Department of State prev
	United States and Section 4 of Article II of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. See 23 
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	also, Citizens United v. F.E.C., supra. 
	Moreover, it appears circumstantially and predominantly from the documents evaluated by the Court, as well as from the facts determined by the Court under Rule 57, that such government action was -in all likelihood -an act of retaliation for the content of the political message of the campaign ads financed by the plaintiff corporations against the Governor. Note that the Governor's campaign director, Mr. Jorge Davila, in his sworn complaint before the Federal Elections Commission on July 31, 2020 to denounc
	Undoubtedly, the plaintiff demonstrated a high probability of prevailing, in accordance with the 
	standards of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, in its claim that the action of the then Secretary of State to cancel 
	the certificates of incorporation of the plaintiff foundations -without prior notice to the affected party-
	constituted a reprisal for the content of the political expression. Such action was clearly unconstitutional and 
	the public interest tilts the balance in favor of a preliminary injunction to restore the status quo in the next 
	stages of the case of caption. This becomes even more imperative in light of the allegation that it is the 
	intention of the plaintiff foundations to continue to exercise their right to political expression in the face of 
	the general elections to be held in the coming months, so that if a preliminary injunction is not granted, they 
	would suffer irreparable harm and the controversy could become academic. 
	In addition, there is no adequate remedy in law since no administrative mechanism to review the 
	government actions challenged by the plaintiff arises from the General Corporation Law or the Department 
	of State's current regulations. Note that none of the certifications by which the then Secretary of State canceled 
	the plaintiff foundations contain any warning of the availability of judicial review of those administrative 
	actions.
	actions.
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	 mind that the court has the power to relieve a petitioner from having to exhaust any or all of the administrative remedies provided when requiring their exhaustion would result in irreparable harm to the petitioner and the balance of interests does not justify the exhaustion of such remedies and when the substantial violation of constitutional rights is alleged, which merits prompt claim; among others. See Guzmán et al. v. ELA, 156 DPR 693, 711 (2002). 
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	In any case, it must be borne in
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	However, we emphasize that the defendant maintains that the plaintiff foundations have 
	another adequate remedy in law consisting in that they could be incorporated again. See Motion to 
	Dismiss Amended Complaint, p. 38. However, it is clear Citizens United v. Federal Election 
	Commission, supra. However, it is evident that this alternative does not provide an adequate remedy 
	given that it disregards the legal fiction of what constitutes a corporation under our current legal 
	framework. As a matter of law, the organization of other corporate entities with separate and distinct 
	legal personality does not constitute a remedy to the constitutional harm that has been brought upon 
	the plaintiff foundations, which are protected by the constitutional rights which were violated by the 
	government acts that give rise to this controversy. See Citizens United v. Federal Election 
	Commission, supra. 
	Finally, we reiterate that regardless of the deficiencies that could be identified in the certificates 
	of incorporation of the petitioning foundations, the then Secretary of State issued certificates of 
	incorporation by which he accredited that these corporations were duly organized under the laws of 
	Puerto Rico. Such certificates of incorporation were issued under the signature and seal of this public 
	official, thus generating a proprietary interest in favor of the petitioning foundations. It was precisely 
	by virtue of that government authorization that the petitioning entities made political donations and 
	participated in the debate of ideas in the context of a primary contest, acts that are protected by the 
	constitutional regulations mentioned above. 
	Therefore, once the existence of this proprietary interest was established in favor of the plaintiff, any attempt to divest that protected interest by cancellation had to meet the minimum requirements of due process of law. See San Geronimo Caribe Project v. ARPE, supra; Rivera Rodriguez & Co. v. Stowell Taylor, supra. In other words, it must notify the complainant of the adverse decision and the party must be provided with a real and meaningful opportunity to be heard before a determination to divest the c
	V. 
	In view of the foregoing, the present Resolution and Order issues the preliminary injunction requested by the plaintiff and the acting Secretary of State is ORDERED to immediately restore, under penalty of contempt, the certificates of registration of Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. while the remaining stages of the present case are tended to. Should [the Secretary of State] believe that there is a deficiency in the administrative record of such 
	corporate entities, it shall subsequently issue a notice and give them an opportunity to be heard, 
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	Figure
	in accordance with the requirements of due process of law. 
	In compliance with Rule 57.4 of the Civil Procedure, supra, a bond of $500.00 is set for the plaintiff for the payment of costs and damages that may be incurred or suffered by any party during the term of the preliminary injunction issued in this case. 
	In turn, for the reasons set forth in this Resolution and Order, the motion of dismissal filed by the defendant on August 31, 2020 is hereby declared Denied. Consequently, we grant a term of 30 days to answer the amended complaint and order the continuation of the proceedings. 
	NOTIFY. 
	In San Juan, Puerto Rico, September 1, 2020. 
	s/ALFONSO S. MARTÍNEZ PIOVANETTI SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
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	 did not request another hearing, in accordance with what had been indicated to it that it could make this necessary in the Order of August 27, 2020. In any event, the arguments on the merits of the lawsuit included in this motion to dismiss are essentially the same as those that said party had already presented in its first motion and oral appearance at the hearing held on August 26, 2020. 
	 did not request another hearing, in accordance with what had been indicated to it that it could make this necessary in the Order of August 27, 2020. In any event, the arguments on the merits of the lawsuit included in this motion to dismiss are essentially the same as those that said party had already presented in its first motion and oral appearance at the hearing held on August 26, 2020. 
	3 We emphasize that the defendant
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	COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE SAN JUAN PART 
	FUNDACIÓN PRO IGUALDAD, INC., FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS, INC., through their authorized representative Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán 
	PLAINTIFF PARTY 
	 
	COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO; STATE DEPARTMENT 
	DEFENDANT PARTY 
	CIVIL NO.: SJ2020CV04243 
	SESSION ROOM: 907 
	RE: DECLARATORY JUDGMENT; PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION 
	RESOLUTION AND ORDER 
	The Court has before its consideration a request for preliminary injunction filed by Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. Foundation and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. for the purpose of ordering the State Department to immediately restore the certificates of incorporation of the claimant entities that were issued on June 10, 2020. As alleged, the then Secretary of State, Mr. Elmer Román González, cancelled those certificates with the intention and effect of illegally suppressing the free exercise of political exp
	After examining the request for preliminary injunction under remedy of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, infra, and the applicable constitutional rules, we conclude that the claimant has demonstrated that it is likely to prevail in its claim and that, if the remedy requested is not granted in the face of the imminence of the holding of an election event, this case could become academic. It arises from the file and the facts determined at this stage of the procedures that, although the certificates of incorporatio
	Therefore, in order to restore the fundamental right to freedom of expression that shelters those entities and for the purpose of preventing the constitutional damage caused by such governmental action from being aggravated during the remaining proceedings of the case, the Court issues the preliminary injunction requested by the applicant. In particular, the Secretary or acting Secretary of 
	State is ordered to immediately restore registration certificates for Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 1 
	State is ordered to immediately restore registration certificates for Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 1 
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	Foundation for Progress, Inc. If there are any deficiencies in the administrative record of such corporate entities, it must then issue a notification and grant them the opportunity to be heard, in accordance with the requirements of due process of law. 
	Below, we outline the relevant procedural actions regarding the matter brought before this court for our consideration. 
	 
	On August 13, 2020, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc., through their authorized representative Mr. Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán ("plaintiff"), filed a sworn complaint against the Department of State of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the then Secretary of that entity, Mr. Elmer Román González, in his official capacity. In summary, they argued that this government agency arbitrarily canceled, in violation of due process of law, the corporate registration of the plaintiff entities
	Thus, after examining the lawsuit filed in this case, and in accordance with Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA Ap.V, on the same day the Court issued an Order and Citation in which it scheduled a hearing via video conference for August 26, 2020, for the purpose of determining whether the preliminary injunction remedy should be granted, which it warned could be consolidated with the permanent injunction hearing. The Court requested that plaintiff personally serve the defendant with said Order and Summons a
	In turn, by means of said Order and Citation, the plaintiff was required to prove to the Court the personal service of these documents prior to the celebration of the referred hearing, in the same manner allowed for the service and amendment of the summons under Rules 4.7 and 4.8. We note that Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, provides that notice shall be made in the same manner as provided in Rule 4.4, supra, by delivering to the adverse party a copy of the order together with a copy of the petition fo
	The next day, the plaintiff filed a Motion Certifying Service of Summons and Notice of Order. In this motion, it stated that on August 14, 2020 "the defendant's summons was served with a copy of 
	the Complaint and all its attachments. Moreover, a copy of the Order and subpoena issued on August 2 
	the Complaint and all its attachments. Moreover, a copy of the Order and subpoena issued on August 2 
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	Figure
	13, 2020 was served together with the Instructions on Videoconferencing, as ordered by the Court". In addition, it indicated that "in compliance with Rule 4.4(g) of Civil Procedure (32 LPRA App. V), the Secretary of the Department of Justice was notified by delivery of the copy of the summons and Complaint, with all attachments, as filed with the Department of State. A copy of the Order and subpoena was also delivered along with the Instructions on Video Conferencing, as filed with the Department of State.”
	After several procedural steps taken by the plaintiff that are not pertinent at this time, on the same day of the injunction hearing -and about an hour and a half prior to the hearing -"the Government of Puerto Rico, itself and on behalf of Department of State," appeared for the first time in this case through a Motion to Dismiss. See entry No. 16 of the electronic file, filed at 11:48 a.m. In essence, defendants argued that they were not submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court, since they asserted that
	Additionally, defendants argued that the plaintiffs lacked standing to sue because these were entities that never acquired legal personality, thus the lawsuit was not justiciable. In connection with this approach, which seeks to demonstrate the lack of legal standing of the plaintiff, the State asserted that the plaintiffs "intend to ignore-as they did when they completed the failed Certificate of Incorporation-the statutory provisions relating to the incorporation of a corporation" under the umbrella of th
	-
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	Finally, the State requested that the captioned claim be dismissed pursuant to the provisions of Rule 10.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, particularly on the following grounds (2) lack of jurisdiction over the person; (5) failure to assert a claim justifying the granting of a remedy; and, (6) failure to accumulate an indispensable party. 
	Upon receipt of that motion and another motion filed by the defendant to quash a subpoena addressed to the former Secretary of State, the Court issued an Order that same day stating that "both motions filed by the defendant in the past few minutes shall be discussed at today's video conference hearing.” 
	At the aforementioned hearing, the legal representatives of the plaintiff and of the State appeared, the latter without submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court. The Court warned that, since the Motion to Dismiss had been filed shortly before the hearing and was outside the time period provided for in the Order and Citation, it had not yet had the opportunity to examine its arguments with the thoroughness that this warranted. Furthermore, we emphasized that even though the motion to dismiss had been file
	In view of this clarification, the Court granted both parties ample opportunity to state their position on the jurisdictional issues invoked by the State in the motion to dismiss, as well as on the preliminary injunction requested by plaintiff and the evidence they requested we take into consideration for these purposes. 
	In relation to the merits of the request for injunction, it emerged from that hearing that here was no controversy between the parties regarding the authenticity and admissibility of the attachments that accompanied the lawsuit, in reference to the different documents issued by the State Department during the administrative process regarding the incorporation and subsequent cancellation of the plaintiff corporations. In addition, the Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts filed by the plaintif
	controversy presented, although it did express object with respect to the certain facts proposed by the 4 
	controversy presented, although it did express object with respect to the certain facts proposed by the 4 
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	plaintiff. 
	In order to allow us to carefully examine the parties' submissions at the above-mentioned hearing along with the entirety of the documents in the electronic file, including the motion to dismiss filed by the Commonwealth shortly before the hearing, we reserve our determination on such disputes. 
	Thus, after a rigorous analysis of the jurisdictional issues invoked by the State and the answers given by the plaintiff in the aforementioned hearing, on August 27, 2020, we issued a Resolution and Order. In summary, we resolved that the State was right in its jurisdictional argument of lack of an indispensable party in view of the applicable procedural rules, since in any case it is the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico that has the capacity to sue and be sued when allegations are made to question or challenge 
	In turn, we provided that the manner of acquiring jurisdiction over the Department of State was governed solely by the provisions of Rule 4.4(f) of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. In other words, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was to be included as a defendant and to effectuate the process of serving the summons -and also the Order and Citation issued under Rule 57.2-on that indispensable party "delivering a copy of the summons and complaint to the Secretary of Justice or his designee. Rule 4.4(f) of Civil P
	Now, in the Resolution and Order of August 27, 2020, we clarified that the absence of an indispensable party in a lawsuit does not imply that a case should be automatically dismissed without further consideration. After all, Rule 18 of Civil Procedure, supra, provides that "any party may be added or removed by order of the court, on the initiative of the court or through a motion by a party at any stage of the proceedings under conditions that are fair.” 
	In light of this, by means of the referred Resolution and Order we granted the plaintiff a term of 24 hours to file an amended complaint that would include as defendant the indispensable party that had not been included in the complaint, namely the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and to submit the corresponding summons form for its issuance by the Clerk. We warned that once this occurred, in view of the nature of the allegations in the complaint and the fundamental constitutional rights invoked by the plaintif
	In compliance with this mandate, on August 27, 2020 the plaintiff filed an amended complaint 5 
	In compliance with this mandate, on August 27, 2020 the plaintiff filed an amended complaint 5 
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	for the sole purpose of adding the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as a defendant. It should be noted, 
	however, that all allegations regarding the facts demonstrating the cause of action are analogous to 
	those asserted in the original complaint. In addition, the same documents of the original complaint 
	were attached to the amended complaint, including -at the request of the party and by authorization 
	the Court-the affidavit signed on August 12 , 2020 by Mr. Álvaro Pilar Vilagrán.Likewise, the 
	1

	plaintiff filed a summons form addressed to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the Secretary 
	of Justice. 
	After reviewing the amended complaint, we issued an Order that same day authorizing the 
	amendment of the allegations and ordering the Clerk to issue the attached summons. See entry No. 
	26 in the electronic file. In addition, pursuant to Rule 68.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, we shortened 
	the applicable terms and granted the defendant until August 31, 2020 to appear in writing and show 
	cause why the preliminary injunction requested by the plaintiff should not be issued, pursuant to Rule 
	57 of Civil Procedure, supra.
	2 

	On the other hand, we requested the plaintiff to personally serve said Order on the defendant, 
	together with a copy of the Amended Complaint and its attachments and of the summons, as well as 
	of the Original Complaint, the Motion for Judicial Notice of Adjudicating Facts and the Motion for 
	Proof of Representative Capacity, with their corresponding attachments, as provided in Rule 4.4 of 
	Civil Procedure, supra. In the interest of promoting the fair, speedy, and cost effective resolution of 
	the captioned proceeding and the exercise of due diligence parties in a case that raises fundamental 
	constitutional rights, the Court shortened the term provided in Rule 4.3 (c) of Civil Procedure, supra, 
	and established a 24-hour deadline for the plaintiff to personally notifythe aforementioned 
	3 

	nic file. In this regard, it should be borne in mind in any event that Rule 57.1 of Civil Procedure, supra, requires only an affidavit for consideration of a provisional injunction issued without prior notice to the adverse party. On the other hand, a request for a preliminary injunction such as the one before us must be accompanied by "any document or affidavit necessary for its resolution, such as, for example, all documentary evidence which, together with the affidavits , if any, support the petition. D.
	1 
	See entries 21 and 22 of the electro
	2 
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	documents and prove that they have been served on the defendant in the manner set forth in Rule 4.7 of the 
	Civil Procedure, supra. 
	The record shows that on August 28, 2020 the plaintiff personally served the summons and the 
	referenced Order to show cause to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through the Secretary of Justice. In 
	addition, the plaintiff stated that he filed the amended complaint along with all of its attachments, as well as 
	a copy of the original complaint and all of its attachments, including the affidavit that accompanied it. 
	On August 31, 2020, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico appeared through a Motion to Dismiss 
	Amended Complaint. First, it stated that it had been summoned in accordance with applicable law and that 
	the jurisdictional issues had been corrected; correspondingly, it requested that the case be dismissed on 
	substantive merits.
	3 

	The defendant reiterated its statements regarding the fact that the plaintiff foundations lacked active 
	legitimation because they did not exist, since their incorporation did not comply with the minimum and 
	indispensable requirements of the General Corporations Law. Defendant stated that plaintiffs did not suffer 
	specific damages, since having been notified of the cancellation, they could have registered again according 
	to the law in order to continue expressing themselves freely. Defendant also emphasized that since plaintiffs 
	do not exist or have legal personality, they are not covered by constitutional rights such as due process of 
	law and freedom of expression. 
	On the same date, the defendant also filed an Opposition to Motion for Judicial Awareness of 
	Adjudicative Facts. In summary, it held that it was opposed to this court taking judicial knowledge of the 
	facts proposed by plaintiff in said motion, because it understood that these are unrelated or impertinent to 
	the controversy at hand, and therefore do not constitute adjudicative facts. 
	Shortly thereafter, the plaintiff filed a Brief Reply to the "Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint 
	and Opposition to Application for Judicial Awareness of Adjudicative Facts." In particular, it held that the 
	defendant's argument that the plaintiff foundations do not have standing to sue is simplistic and circular, 
	since it would imply that the plaintiff would be in a state of defenselessness before a government action 
	aimed at stripping it of its legal personality without granting it due process of law. As to the opposition to 
	our taking judicial notice of certain proposed facts, it argued that these are pertinent to the controversies and 
	litigious matters at hand, and being supported by official documents before a federal agency (FEC), their 
	content is undisputable and easily corroborated. 
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	Therefore, we consider that both the preliminary injunction request presented by the plaintiff and the motion of dismissal presented by the defendant have been submitted. II. 
	Having evaluated the amended complaint and the motion to dismiss with the accompanying attachments, the documents included with the Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts filed by the plaintiff and the opposition filed by the defendant,as well as the arguments of the plaintiff foundations and of the Commonwealth at the hearing held on August 26, 2020, the Court makes the following findings of fact under Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, supra: 
	4 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico is a Political Action Committee (P.A.C.) registered with the Federal Election Commission (FEC) under number C00746594.
	5 


	2. 
	2. 
	This political action committee published political ads disfavoring the candidacy of the Hon. Wanda Vázquez Garced of the New Progressive Party for Governor, in the context of the recently held primary elections in Puerto Rico.
	6 


	3. 
	3. 
	On June 10, 2020, the plaintiffs Fundacin Pro Igualdad, Inc. and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. registered with the Department of State as domestic nonprofit corporations organized under the laws of Puerto Rico.
	7 


	4. 
	4. 
	The Certificate of Incorporation of a Corporation Not Authorized to Issue Capital on behalf of both foundations was filed and signed on June 10, 2020 under penalty of perjury by Mr. Alexiomar Rodriguez " in accordance with the law of Puerto Rico.
	8 


	5. 
	5. 
	In both certificates of incorporation, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and the Foundation for Progress, Inc. were designated as the resident agent and incorporator of these entities, respectively, and a PO Box was provided as their physical and mailing address.
	9 


	6. 
	6. 
	On June 10, 2020 and after payment of the fees, the then Secretary of State, Elmer L. Román González, issued under his signature and seal two Certificates of Registration, in which he certified that the Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc and the Foundation for Progress, Inc., respectively, are domestic nonprofit corporations organized under the laws of Puerto Rico.
	10 


	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts, we take them into consideration not necessarily on the basis proposed by the plaintiff, but rather on the basis of the standard provided in Rule 57.2 of Civil Procedure, supra, and Rule 103(d)(2)(E) of Evidence, supra, for the purpose of a preliminary injunction. We reiterate that, at this stage of the proceedings, the Court may consider "affidavits, depositions, and any other documentary evidence which, although inadmissible at trial, may lead the court to 
	4 As to the documents attached to the 
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	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	According to the income and expense filed by the political action committee Salvemos a Puerto Rico before the Federal Elections Commission, the plaintiff Foundaci por Igualdad, Inc. made a contribution in the amount of $ in favor of the political action committee Salvemos a Puerto Rico, while the plaintiff Foundation For Progress, Inc. made a contribution in the amount of $ in favor of the same committee. Both donations were made on June 25, 2020.
	75,000.00
	175,000.00
	11 


	8. 
	8. 
	On July 30, 2020, the Comptroller of Elections sent a communication to the Secretary of State, in which he referred to the fact that he had received a sworn request for an investigation stating that the plaintiff foundations were making electoral expenditures in Puerto Rico, despite the fact that they were registered in violation of the provisions of the General Corporations Law.
	12 


	9. 
	9. 
	On July 31, 2020, the campaign director of the Hon Wanda Vázquez Garced, Mr. Jorge Davila, signed a Sworn Complaint at the Federal Elections Commission that was filed with the FEC on August 5, 2020, alleging violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) and the Federal Revenue Code (FRC).
	13 


	10. 
	10. 
	In the communication sent to the Secretary of State by the Electoral Comptroller, it appears that -after complainant Jorge Davila filed a complaint with the Office of the Comptroller of the Elections-that entity requested the Department of State to evaluate the compliance of Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. with the provisions of the General Corporations Law, Law No. 164 of 
	December 16, 2009, as amended.
	14 


	11. 
	11. 
	On August 4, 2020, at 3:36pm, both petitioning foundations filed with the Department of State a Certificate of Change of a Corporation's Designated Office and a Certificate of Change of a Corporation's Resident Agent. On these certificates of change, a physical office address and a separate entity was 
	provided as their resident agent.
	15 


	12. 
	12. 
	These four changes of certificates were signed by Mr. Alvaro Pilar Vilagrán, as an authorized 
	officer of the claimant foundations.
	16 


	13. 
	13. 
	Despite having submitted the certificates of change of designated office and change of resident agent, the documents were not incorporated into the file of the aforementioned corporations, as it emerges 
	from the electronic Registry of Corporations managed by the Department of State.
	17 



	judicative Facts and Motion for Certification of Representative Capacity, Exhibit 1. 12 Motion for Judicial Review of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Certification of Representative Capacity, Attachment 2, 
	11 Motion for Judicial Review of Ad

	p. 49; Attachment III of the defendant's motion for dismissal. 13 Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Proof of Representative Capacity, Exhibit 2, pp. 1-5 14 Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Proof of Representative Capacity, Attachment 2, pp. 3, 49. 15 See Attachments 3, 4, 9 and 10 of the amended complaint; Attachments VI and VII of the defendant's motion to dismiss. 16 See Attachments 3, 4, 9 and 10 of the amended complaint. 17 See Attachm
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	14. On August 4, 2020, at 7:46 p.m. and 7:49 p.m., the Department of State issued two certifications signed by then-Secretary Elmer L. Roman Gonzalez by which he cancelled the certificates of incorporation of both Foundation for Progress, Inc. and Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. "as provided in Articles 1.01 and 1.02 of the General Corporation Law [...] because the entity did not meet the requirements for incorporation.”
	18 

	15. As also indicated identically in both documents: 
	The aforementioned Article establishes those minimum requirements that every certificate of incorporation shall contain. After conducting an investigation on the corporation, we conclude that the mandatory and/or indispensable requirements were not met. First, the physical address of the designated office and the resident agent were completed with postal addresses. In addition, the same entity whose incorporation was intended was appointed as incorporator, so that such entity lacks legal capacity to act as 
	incorporator.
	19 

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	The Department of State did not officially notify the plaintiff corporations of any defects or errors in the documents submitted prior to the cancellation of their corporate registration. Likewise, it did not require the correction of any document submitted for the incorporation process prior to the cancellation of the mentioned certificates. 

	17. 
	17. 
	As of the date of cancellation of the certificates of incorporation of the petitioning foundations, they were actively participating in the publication of advertisements and contributions to political action committees, which expressed disapproval of the governor and gubernatorial primary candidate, Hon Wanda Vazquez Garced, to occupy the position she aspired to.
	20 


	18. 
	18. 
	The cancellation of their certificates of incorporation had the effect of preventing the plaintiff entities from continuing to participate in the political process. 

	19. 
	19. 
	On August 5, 2020, Mr. Jorge Davila, campaign director for the Hon. Wanda Vazquez Garced, filed with the Federal Election Commission the complaint that he signed under oath on July 31, 2020. 


	This sworn complaint refers to the investigation conducted by the Department of State and includes as attachments some documents that were generated after the date of his oath, such as the certificates of cancellation of the plaintiff entities that were issued by the Secretary of State on August 4, 2020.
	21 

	18 See Attachments 6 and 12 to the amended complaint; Attachments IV and V to the defendant's motion to dismiss. 
	19 See Attachments 6 and 12 of the amended complaint. 
	20 See paragraph 17 of the amended complaint and Attachment 13 of the amended complaint. 
	21 Motion to Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts and Motion for Proof of Representative Capacity, Attachment 2, pp. 
	3, 47. 
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	Figure
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	There is no specific administrative process or remedy for requesting a review of the cancellation of incorporation records -in the circumstances in which it occurred in this case -with the Department of State itself. 

	21. 
	21. 
	The gubernatorial primaries -for which the petitioning foundations made campaign expenditures and contributions -were held on August 9 and 16, 2020. 


	22. After the filing of the captioned lawsuit, Mr. Elmer Román González resigned as Secretary of State. 
	23. The plaintiffs, as they have done previously, intend to continue to freely and voluntarily exercise their rights of political expression, in view of the general elections scheduled for November 3, 2020 in the jurisdiction of Puerto Rico.
	22 

	In light of the above findings of fact, we shall proceed to examine the law applicable to preliminary injunction request before the consideration of this Court. III. 
	Rule 53 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V, R.53, provides that the issuance of a preliminary injunction shall be governed solely by Rule 57 and special laws applicable in any case where the principal remedy sought is a permanent injunction. In turn, in the context of a lawsuit whose principal purpose is not the granting of an injunction, the issuance of an order to do or desist from doing as a provisional and supplementary remedy to secure judgment shall be governed by the provisions of Rule 56. 
	On the other hand, the preliminary injunction is an extraordinary resource in equity that today is governed in procedural terms by the provisions of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V, as well as by Articles 675 to 695 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA §§ 35-66. According to the Supreme Court's decision, the requirements for its issuance are stricter and more rigorous than those provided by Rule 56 on provisional remedies in securing a judgment. See Asoc. de Vecinos de Villa Caparra v. Asoc. F
	In essence, the main purpose of this recourse is to maintain the status quo between the parties until the trial is held on its merits, in order to avoid the actions of the defendant turning the eventual judgment into an academic one, or causing the petitioner significant damages during the course of the case. Cobos Liccia v. De Jean, 124 DPR 896 (1989) Mun. de Loiza v. Sucn. Marcial Suárez, 154 DPR333 (2001); Municipality of Ponce v. Rossell, 136 DPR 776 (1994). In Puerto Rico, the granting of an injunction
	22 See paragraph 19 of the amended complaint and Attachment 13 of the amended complaint. 11 
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	That discretion shall be exercised by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. 
	Mun. de Ponce v. Rossell supra. 
	In determining whether or not to issue the preliminary injunction , the court must weigh the 
	following criteria: (1) the nature of the damages that may be caused to the parties if the injunction is granted 
	or denied ; (2) its irreparability or the existence of an adequate legal remedy; (3) the likelihood that the 
	party seeking the injunction will eventually prevail upon resolution of the case; (4) the likelihood that the 
	case will become academic if the injunction is not granted ; and (5) the possible impact on the public 
	interest of the remedy sought. Rule 57.3 of Civil Procedure, 32 LPRA App. V; Pérez Vda. Muz v. Criado, 
	151 DPR 355 (2000); Mun. de Ponce v. Rossell, supra. Such requirements must be present in order for 
	the Court to grant a request for injunction and it is the plaintiff’s duty to prove their existence. P.R. 
	Telephone Co. v. Superior Court
	, 103 DPR 200 (1975).
	23 

	However, not all of the above criteria need to be present to grant a remedy such as the one requested. 
	Rather, these factors must be applied taking into consideration the specific situation before the Court. It is 
	a remedy in equity and its granting rests on the exercise of sound judicial discretion, which will be exercised 
	by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. Autoridad de Puerto Rico v. 
	Superior Court, 103 DPR 903 (1975). Judicial discretion is the fundamental factor in determining the 
	balance of expediency. 
	To establish the balance of interests between the parties, it is necessary to take into consideration 
	if the plaintiff will suffer irreparable damages if the preliminary injunction is not issued before the merits 
	of the controversy are resolved. Wright &Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 2948, p.431. 
	Regarding this, Moore states "what constitutes a showing of irreparable harm in particular cases is, of 
	course, highly circumstantial." Moore's Federal Practice, § 65.04(1), p. 65-42. The job of the judge of the 
	facts in cases in which a provisional remedy is requested must be characterized by flexibility and creativity: 
	"In exercising its discretion the court ordinarily takes into consideration the relative importance of the rights 
	asserted and acts sought to be enjoined, the irreparable nature of the injury allegedly following from the 
	denial of preliminary relief, the probability of ultimate success or failure of suit, and the balancing of 
	damage and convenience generally." West's Federal Practice Manual, Vol. (1970). Sec. 7654, p. 630. 
	edure, supra, provides that 
	23 In turn, Rule 57.2(b) of Civil Proc

	Before or after the commencement of the hearing to consider a preliminary injunction petition, the court may order 
	that the trial on its merits be consolidated with such a hearing. Even if no consolidation is ordered, any evidence 
	admitted at the preliminary injunction hearing that is admissible at trial on the merits becomes part of the case file and 
	does not have to be presented again on the day of the trial. The court, upon issuing its decision, shall immediately 
	issue an order, specifying the facts it has determined to be proven at that stage and ordering further proceedings that 
	are fair in the lawsuit. 
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	Therefore, the Supreme Court has been emphatic in requiring primarily that before issuing an injunction, whether preliminary or permanent, the courts consider the existence of some other effective, complete and adequate remedy in law. If it exists, then the damage will not be considered irreparable. Perez v. Muniz v. Criado, 155 DPR 355 (2000), citing A.P.P.R. v. Superior Court, 103 DPR 903 (1975); Franco v. Oppenheimer, 40 DPR 153 (1929); Martinez v. P.R. Ry. Light & Power Co. 18 DPR 725 (1912). For exampl
	Indeed, the guiding principle in granting an application for an injunction is the existence of a real threat of suffering some harm for which there is no adequate remedy in law. See Franco v. Oppenheimer, 40 DPR 153 (1929); Martinez v. P.R. Ry. Light & Power Co. 18 DPR 725 (1912). Although there is no definition of the concept of "adequate remedy in law," the Supreme Court has developed certain parameters to guide it. It is considered that there is no adequate remedy in law, if: 
	(1) the remedy provided for in the ordinary, judicial or administrative proceedings is not sufficiently prompt and adequate to prevent the granted remedy from being academic when the final judgment is rendered, Compaa Popular de Transporte v. Suárez, 52 DPR 250 (1937); (2) the remedy in damages cannot compensate the plaintiff because the latter is exposed to irreparable damages, Loíza Sugar Company v. Hernaiz y Albandoz, 32 DPR 903 1924); (3) the petitioner is exposed to a multiplicity of litigations -not t
	The determination of what constitutes an adequate remedy in law will depend on the facts and circumstances of each particular case. Auth. of Lands v. Moreno Dev. Corp. 174 DPR 409 (2008). The granting of an injunction rests on the exercise of sound judicial discretion that be exercised by weighing the needs and interests of all parties involved in the dispute. Mun. de Ponce v. Governor, 136 DPR 776 (1994). Since this is a remedy that in the ordinary procedure is not obtained until it is the plenary trial, i
	1975).
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	24 In that regard, in an opinion issued in 1830, Justice Baldwin expressed the following: 13 
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	There is no power the exercise of which is more delicate, which requires greater caution, deliberation, and sound discretion, or more dangerous in a doubtful case, than the issuing an injunction; it is the strong arm of equity, that never ought to be extended unless to cases of great injury, where courts of law cannot afford an adequate or commensurate remedy in damages. The right must be clear, the injury impending or threatened, so as to be averted only by the protecting preventive process of injunction: 
	It is known that in order for the party claiming to have suffered actual harm must prove it. Mere allegations are not sufficient to prove that an injury was suffered. Thus, it is a well-established rule in our jurisdiction that allegations do not constitute evidence. It is imperative that it be proven with reliable evidence that the person did in fact suffer an injury that impaired his/her rights. The plaintiff cannot merely rest on its allegations, but must put the court in a position to determine, without
	It is known that in order for the party claiming to have suffered actual harm it must so prove it. Mere allegations are not sufficient to prove that an injury was suffered. Thus, it is a well-established rule in our jurisdiction that allegations are not proof. It is imperative that it be proven with reliable evidence that the person did in fact suffer an injury that impaired his rights. The plaintiff cannot merely rest on its allegations, but must put the court in a position to determine, without having to 
	Finally, the permanent injunction is the remedy that is issued in "the final judgment rendered in the suit after the trial on the merits. See David Rivé Rivera, El injunction en Puerto Rico, 53 REV. JUR. UPR 341, 352, 354 (1984); see also, 11A Wright& Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2941 (3d ed.) ("A preliminary injunction is effective until a decision has been reached at a trial on the merits. A permanent injunction will be issued only after a right thereto has been established at a trial on the m
	[T]his is a resolution issued by the court before the trial is held on its merits and, usually, after a hearing in which the parties have the opportunity to present evidence in support of and against the issuance of the judgment. The main purpose of this resource is to maintain the current state of affairs until the trial is held on its merits. The purpose of 
	14 
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	this is to ensure that the defendant does not use his or her conduct to promote a situation that would make the court's final decision academic. Eventually, the applicable substantive law in question will be heard in a plenary trial, as in any other type of action. Next Step Medical v. Bromedicon, 190 DPR 474, 486 (2014). 
	On the other hand, the Supreme Court has been emphatic in stating that when the administrative 
	forum is not vested with legal authority to grant a remedy, the petitioner can go directly to the judicial 
	forum to present his claim. Guzmán et al. v. ELA, supra, at 715. For example, in the context of a claim 
	for damages, our highest judicial forum has stated that the award of damages by an administrative 
	agency must be specially recognized in its organic law or when the award constitutes a remedy that 
	promotes the public policy that the agency must implement. Id. 
	In accordance with the procedural rules set out above, the Court is in a position to rule on the 
	preliminary injunction application filed by the plaintiff 
	IV. 
	A. Active legitimation of a corporate entity and due process of law 
	As a matter of threshold, the defendant in this case argued that the plaintiff entities never came 
	to legal life, since the defects in their certificates of incorporation caused the incorporation itself of 
	these entities to constitute a legal event or business nulo ab initio. In that sense, the defendant argued 
	that the co-plaintiffs never existed as corporate entities and, therefore, argued that they lacked standing 
	or substantive constitutional rights to bring the claims of caption. Since it is the same approach aimed 
	at both challenging the active legal standing of the co-plaintiffs as well as to justify -on the merits 
	-

	the validity of the contested government actions, we will consider these issues together. 
	Certainly, the courts only have the authority to resolve cases and disputes that are justiciable. 
	"The doctrine of justiciability imposes certain limitations on our legal system’s exercise of judicial 
	power so that the courts can determine the appropriate moment for their intervention. Speaker of the 
	House v. Governor, 167 DPR 149, 157 (2006)." [A] case is not justiciable when the parties do not have 
	active standing, when the case is not mature, when a political question arises, or when the dispute has 
	become academic. Id. Thus, we must examine whether appropriate to dismiss the captioned case due 
	to the lack of standing of the co-plaintiffs, in accordance with the standard of adjudication applicable 
	under Rule 10.2 of Civil Procedure. 
	Standing "is the legal reason that assists the plaintiff to appear in court and obtain a binding 
	sentence". Rafael Hernández Col, Civil Procedural Law § 1002 (2010). This requirement seeks to 
	ensure "that the plaintiff is one whose interest is such that, in all likelihood, he will pursue his cause 
	of action vigorously and bring the issues in dispute to the attention of the court.” Hernández Agosto v. 
	Figure

	Romero Barcel, 112 DPR 407, 413 (1982). To satisfy the requirement of legitimate standing, a party 
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	must demonstrate that (1) it has suffered clear and palpable harm; (2) the harm is real, immediate, and 
	precise, not abstract or hypothetical; (3) there is a reasonable causal relationship between the action 
	being brought and the alleged harm; and (4) the cause of action must arise under some law or the 
	Constitution. Thus, in those lawsuits where there is no real dispute between the litigants, the courts 
	must immediately order the dismissal of the case. ELA v. Aguayo, 80 DPR 552, 562 (1958). 
	With respect to the legal provisions relevant to the creation of a corporation or legal entity in Puerto Rico, Article 1.01(C) of the General Corporations Act establishes that the incorporation of a corporate entity is materialized and becomes effective "by the filing with the Department of State of a certificate of incorporation to be granted, certified, filed and registered pursuant to Article 1.03" of the Act. LGC, 14 LPRA sec. 3503. In this regard, Article 1.03 of the Act establishes the form and requir
	Subparagraph (A) of this article establishes who must sign any corporate document filed with the Department of State. On the other hand, with respect to documents that the law requires to be certified for filing, subsection (B) provides the forms in which such certification must be made. Similarly, Section 1.03(C) clarifies the obligations that arise from any requirement under the General Corporation Law for a particular document to be filed with the Department of State. To that end, Section 1.03(C) provide
	Subparagraph (C)(4) of the aforementioned Article 1.03 allows the Secretary of State to register 
	a document at a later date and time, to the extent practical and if requested on or before filing. However, 
	it should be noted that the aforementioned subsection (C)(4) expressly prescribes the course of 
	action to be taken by the Secretary of State in the case with a document containing an error or 
	having any imperfection in its content. In such cases, according to said article 1.03(C)(4 ), the 
	Secretary may refuse to accept such defective document and may withhold it and keep it in 
	abeyance "until a new corrected document is filed within five (5) days after notice of the abeyance, 
	in which case the Secretary shall use the date and time of filing of the original document as 'the date 
	of filing.’” LGC, Sec. 1.03(C)(4), 14 LPRA sec. 3503 (emphasis supplied). This subsection further 16 
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	provides that "[t]he Department of State shall not issue a certificate of compliance while a corporation has any document on hold.” Id. To complement the above, subsection (F) of Article 1.03 allows for the correction of a document filed when it constitutes "an inaccurate report of the corresponding corporate action or was issued, stamped, or certified, erroneously or defectively.” Id. 
	Regulation 8688 reiterates this procedure to address and correct imperfections in documents filed before the Department of State. To that end, Article 11 of the referenced regulations allows the Secretary of State or designated official to refuse to register a document because it contains an error, omission or imperfection in its content. Reg. No. 8688, Art. 11. Note that both Article 1.03(F) of the General Corporations Law and Article 11(b) of Regulation 8688, provide that corrections of defective document
	As examined, the General Corporation Law does not provide authority to the Secretary of State to unilaterally cancel without prior notice a corporate entity after the Secretary himself issues the certificate of incorporation of such entity. The law also does not prescribe an administrative proceeding before the Department of State for the correction of any defect in a certificate of incorporation, subsequent to the issuance of the certificate by the Secretary of State, the outcome of which may result in the
	In fact, it should be noted that the General Corporations Law only empowers the Secretary of State to cancel or revoke the certificate of incorporation of a corporate entity after registration, inscription, and issuance of same by the Secretary when (1) the corporation does not appoint a new resident agent due to the resignation the previous resident agent, pursuant to Section 3.06 the Law, and when (2) the annual report required by law is not filed two consecutive years .LGC, Sections 3.06, 15.02, 14 LPRA 
	For example, with respect to the resignation and appointment of a resident agent, Section 15(b)(ii) of Regulation 8688 provides that, "[i]f the corporation designates a new resident agent within 
	thirty (30) days after the filing of the certificate of resignation of the resident agent, the Secretary shall 17 
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	void the Certificate of Incorporation … if it is a domestic entity.” Reg. No. 8688, sec. 15. Similarly, with respect to the failure to file annual reports, sec. 23 of the regulations provides that, in first place, when an entity fails to comply with the submission of the annual report, the Secretary may impose a fine. Id. Sec. 23(a). Second, the entity may request a payment plan to satisfy the fine imposed and the annual report filing fee. Id. Sec. 23(b)(i)(a). The Secretary shall evaluate the proposed plan
	However, in order to do so, the Secretary must first notify the corporation of the noncompliance and of the intention to cancel the certificate of incorporation or of authorization to do business in Puerto Rico. Id. Sec. 23(a)(b)(i)(d). This notification must be made by electronic mail to the resident agent’s last known address. If the digital file does not have the resident agent’s e-mail, the notification will be sent to the mailing address contained therein. The entity must become current with the paymen
	-

	On the other hand, it should noted that Article 9.13 of the General Corporations Law, 14 LPRA § 3713, gave the Superior Chamber of the Court of First Instance the power to revoke or cancel any certificate of incorporation by reason of abuse, misuse or disuse of corporate powers, privileges or franchises. That provision requires that such actions to seek such revocation or cancellation be brought in court by the Commonwealth .In addition to the above-mentioned statutory and regulatory provisions, the Court h
	through the Secretary of Justice
	through the Secretary of Justice

	25 

	Once the document has been registered, recorded and issued by the Secretary of State, by mandate of law, it is presumed that the incorporation of the legal entity organized by means of said certificate is valid and correct. Therefore, paragraph (a) of Article 1.5 of the General Corporations Law provides that "[o]nce the certificate of incorporation is granted, ... and the fees required by law are paid, the person or persons who associate themselves in this way ... shall constitute, as of the date of said fi
	Note that the epithet lawsuit is not the procedure referred to in the aforementioned Article 9.13 of the General Law on 
	25 

	Corporations, supra. 
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	since this provision expressly establishes that "[t]he issuance of the certificate of incorporation by the 
	Secretary of State shall constitute conclusive evidence that all the conditions required by this Law for 
	incorporation have been satisfied, except in proceedings initiated by the Commonwealth to cancel or 
	revoke the certificate of incorporation or to dissolve the corporation.” Id. Thus, the cited provision reiterates 
	what is established by Article 1.04 of the General Corporations Law, which states that "[t]he copy certified by 
	the Secretary of State of a certificate of incorporation or of any other certificate filed with the Department 
	of State, as required by this Act, shall be prima facie evidence of (1) grant and production; (2) 
	performance of all acts necessary to make the document effective; and (3) any other acts permitted or 
	required by the document. 14 LPRA § 3504. 
	In this case, the plaintiffs Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. were 
	registered with the Department of State on June 10, 2020 as domestic nonprofit corporations under the 
	laws of Puerto Rico, as evidenced by the Secretary of State's issuance of the corresponding certificates of 
	registration. Pursuant to aforementioned Articles 1.04 and 1.05 of the General Corporation Law, supra, the 
	certificates of incorporation -signed and stamped by the Secretary of State -are presumed to be valid and 
	correct. Once this occurred, a proprietary interest was generated in favor of the plaintiff foundations, 
	and any divestment of such proprietary interest must comply with due process of law.
	26 

	Undoubtedly, the proprietary interest or vested right that derives from a government certification-such 
	as the one issued by the then Secretary of State in this case -is analogous to that generated by a license, 
	authorization or permit issued by a government entity, after an application has been considered and approved. 
	As explained by the Supreme Court, "while an application for a building permit does not grant an acquired right 
	for approval, once said the permit has been issued and the applicant acts in accordance with the granted permit 
	and incurs substantial expenses, it has acquired a right." San Geronimo Caribe Project v. ARPE, 174 DPR 640, 
	659 (2008). 
	We are aware that in its motion to dismiss, the defendant minimized the importance on the legal effect 
	that the issuance of such certifications could have had in arguing that the plaintiffs “obtained a Certificate of 
	Registration by means of the Department of State’s electronic platform, knowing that their application did not 
	However, the fact is that said document is an official certification issued 
	comply with the legal requirements.
	27 

	under the signature and seal of the Secretary of State. 
	. 319 (1976), the U.S. Supreme Court established the criteria to be considered determining whether any protected rights exist and what process should be used prior to deprivation of such interests. These are: (1) the individual interest affected by must be determined; (2) the risk of an erroneous determination depriving the individual of the protected interest through the process used and the likely value of additional or different safeguards; and (3) the government interest protected summary action and the
	26 
	In Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S
	Figure
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	Regardless of the technical capabilities that the referenced electronic platform may have to discern whether a document filed by an applicant complies with the law or has deficiencies, the Court cannot ignore that the General Corporations Law requires that the referenced Certificates of Incorporation be presumed valid and as prima facie evidence that all the conditions required for incorporation have been satisfied, "except in proceedings initiated by the Commonwealth to cancel or revoke the certificate of 
	In such circumstances, "[a]ny time an individual's interest in liberty or property is at stake, it must be determined what process is due, which will depend on the circumstances, while safeguarding that it is a fair and impartial, non-arbitrary process. Almonte et al. v. Brito, 156 DPR 475, 481 (2002). Although the procedural due process standards are applied with greater flexibility in proceedings before administrative agencies, the relevance of competing interests has required extending to such procedural
	v. Shelvin, 407 U.S. 67, 81-82 (1972) ("If the right to notice and a hearing is to serve its full purpose, then, it is clear that it must be granted at a time when the deprivation can still be prevented. …. But no later hearing and no damage award can undo the fact that the arbitrary taking that was subject to the right of procedural due process has already occurred."). 
	Notwithstanding the foregoing, it arises from the findings of facts above that, without prior notice and without complying with any of the administrative procedures arising therefrom in accordance with the law and the regulations mentioned above, the respective registration certificates were cancelled on August 4, 2020 by the then Secretary of State. Likewise, it is an incontrovertible fact that the Department of State never officially notified the existence of defects in the documents filed for the registr
	heard or to request a revision of such administrative action. 20 
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	In short, it is evident that the injury to the constitutional rights of the plaintiff foundations in the face of the election processes -who had acquired a proprietary interest in doing business in Puerto Rico as set forth in the above findings of fact-, constitutes real, immediate, clear and concrete damage. The causes of action for declaratory judgment and the injunctive relief requested, under the constitutional provisions limiting the scope of government action, are reasonably related to the constitutio
	B. Freedom of speech and expression 
	The First Amendment to the United States Constitution and Section 4 of Article II of the 
	Constitution the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, LPRA Volume 1, establish the fundamental right to 
	freedom of expression and association. In fact, the Supreme Court of Puerto has emphasized that 
	Among the individual freedoms, freedom of expression is probably the most essential, once the right to life and physical liberty is guaranteed. It has as its foundation freedom of conscience, on which both freedom of religion and freedom of expression of thought are based, and involves the attempt to legally protect the free development of the personality through the most effective and habitual means of exteriorizing the contents of conscience. The New Constitution of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, U.P.R., 1954,
	p. 250. It is a guarantee aimed at protecting the right of individuals to express the contents of their conscience as they wish, while at the same time establishing the indispensable premise for the formation of public opinion, on whose regime the democratic government is founded. 
	To think and express thought freely, by the spoken or written word, is not only in human nature, but the unique means of human progress. The immediate consequence of the natural freedom of thought is that men come together for the purpose of public and private life, formulate their thoughts and express them freely seeking to persuade their fellows. 1 Diary of Sessions of the Constituent Convention 389 (1951), quoting Baldorioty. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educacin, 156 DPR 754, 766-69 (2002). 
	Undoubtedly, freedom of expression enjoys a particular primacy in our democratic constitutional order, and therefore requires its most zealous protection. Id.; Emp. Pur. Des., Inc. v. H.I.E.TEL., 150 DPR 924 (2000); Coss and U.P.R. v. C.E.E., 137 DPR 877, 886 (1995); Rodriguez v. Sec. de Instrucci, 109 DPR 251, (1979); Mari Bras v. Casas, 96 DPR 15 (1968). Although it is not an absolute right, any limitation or restriction on freedom of expression will be interpreted restrictively, so as not to encompass mo
	Certainly, in analyzing disputes arising under the right to freedom of expression, it is necessary to distinguish between regulations that address the content of expression and regulations of time, place 
	and manner of expression, which are content neutral. .Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educaci, supra 21 
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	(citing K. Sullivan and G. Gunther, First Amendment Law, New York, Ed. Foundation Press, 1999, p. 193; R. Serrano Geyls, Derecho Constitucional de Estados Unidos y Puerto Rico, San Juan, Ed. P.R., 1998, Vol. II, p. 1278 et seq). 
	On the one hand, regulation that is content-oriented or discriminates due to a point of view has to be subjected to strict judicial scrutiny. Whoever defends the regulation has the burden of proving that it is strictly necessary to advance a compelling state interest. Id.; Muz v. Admin. Deporte Eccuestre, supra. This would apply when a regulation limits the content of an expression or when it favors a certain expression over another, because of the ideas or points of view that are transmitted. Similarly, st
	On the other hand, when the regulation in dispute appears to be neutral, but limits the right to freedom of expression in terms of time, place and manner of expression, the applicable judicial scrutiny will depend on the forum to which it refers. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educaci, supra; Coss and 
	U.P.R. v. C.E.E., supra; Pacheco Fraticelli v. Cintron Antonsanti, 122 DPR 229 (1988). In such cases, strict scrutiny is applicable in traditional or designated public forums, or traditional or reasonableness scrutiny in non-traditional public forums. Id. 
	In the case at hand, it should be noted that the right to freedom of expression covers legal persons as well as individuals. Asoc. de Maestros v. Sec. de Educacin, supra, p. 766. In turn, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that this right is most relevant in the context of political expression related to an electoral campaign. Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010). In addition, the right to political expression held by corporations -and individuals -manifests itself in various way
	Finally, it should be noted that in the face of a claim of freedom of expression, the courts must examine with more rigor and haste the procedures established by the State that could have an impact on this fundamental right. Professor Henry Paul Monaghan explained in in an influential article on this subject published in the Harvard Law Review: "The first amendment due process cases have shown that first amendment rights are fragile and can be destroyed by insensitive procedures; in order to completely fulf
	procedural system which protects those rights". H. P. Monaghan, First Amendment "Due Process", 83 22 
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	Harv. L. Rev. 518, 551 (1970). 
	In this case, the plaintiff foundations are challenging the constitutionality of a government action that impacted their right to freedom of expression, but not of a particular regulation. Nevertheless, it is a clearly established rule of federal constitutional law that, if the government action in dispute was intended to or had the effect of suppressing, deterring or punishing political expression against the government, this is presumed to be unconstitutional and must be subject to strict scrutiny. See Ro
	Similarly, it is unconstitutional for the government to condition or revoke the issuance of government permits, licenses, or benefits for the purpose of punishing or intervening with the exercise of freedom of expression, particularly in the context of political expression. See Board of County Comm'rs v. Umbehr, 518 U.S. 668 (1996); Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U. S. 593 (1972). If it is concluded that the government action in dispute was in retaliation against the complainant for exercising his fundamental rig
	v. City of Somerville, 878 F.2d 513, 521 (1st Cir. 1989). 
	In view of this constitutional doctrine, it is pertinent to emphasize that it arises from the facts determined under Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, supra, that the action of the Secretary of State in canceling the registration of both plaintiff foundations had the effect of impeding them from continuing to exercise the right to freedom of expression in the political context of an electoral battle. By cancelling the government certifications that acknowledged them as legal entities, the Department of State prev
	United States and Section 4 of Article II of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. See 23 
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	also, Citizens United v. F.E.C., supra. 
	Moreover, it appears circumstantially and predominantly from the documents evaluated by the Court, as well as from the facts determined by the Court under Rule 57, that such government action was -in all likelihood -an act of retaliation for the content of the political message of the campaign ads financed by the plaintiff corporations against the Governor. Note that the Governor's campaign director, Mr. Jorge Davila, in his sworn complaint before the Federal Elections Commission on July 31, 2020 to denounc
	Undoubtedly, the plaintiff demonstrated a high probability of prevailing, in accordance with the 
	standards of Rule 57 of Civil Procedure, in its claim that the action of the then Secretary of State to cancel 
	the certificates of incorporation of the plaintiff foundations -without prior notice to the affected party-
	constituted a reprisal for the content of the political expression. Such action was clearly unconstitutional and 
	the public interest tilts the balance in favor of a preliminary injunction to restore the status quo in the next 
	stages of the case of caption. This becomes even more imperative in light of the allegation that it is the 
	intention of the plaintiff foundations to continue to exercise their right to political expression in the face of 
	the general elections to be held in the coming months, so that if a preliminary injunction is not granted, they 
	would suffer irreparable harm and the controversy could become academic. 
	In addition, there is no adequate remedy in law since no administrative mechanism to review the 
	government actions challenged by the plaintiff arises from the General Corporation Law or the Department 
	of State's current regulations. Note that none of the certifications by which the then Secretary of State canceled 
	the plaintiff foundations contain any warning of the availability of judicial review of those administrative 
	actions.
	actions.
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	 mind that the court has the power to relieve a petitioner from having to exhaust any or all of the administrative remedies provided when requiring their exhaustion would result in irreparable harm to the petitioner and the balance of interests does not justify the exhaustion of such remedies and when the substantial violation of constitutional rights is alleged, which merits prompt claim; among others. See Guzmán et al. v. ELA, 156 DPR 693, 711 (2002). 
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	In any case, it must be borne in
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	However, we emphasize that the defendant maintains that the plaintiff foundations have 
	another adequate remedy in law consisting in that they could be incorporated again. See Motion to 
	Dismiss Amended Complaint, p. 38. However, it is clear Citizens United v. Federal Election 
	Commission, supra. However, it is evident that this alternative does not provide an adequate remedy 
	given that it disregards the legal fiction of what constitutes a corporation under our current legal 
	framework. As a matter of law, the organization of other corporate entities with separate and distinct 
	legal personality does not constitute a remedy to the constitutional harm that has been brought upon 
	the plaintiff foundations, which are protected by the constitutional rights which were violated by the 
	government acts that give rise to this controversy. See Citizens United v. Federal Election 
	Commission, supra. 
	Finally, we reiterate that regardless of the deficiencies that could be identified in the certificates 
	of incorporation of the petitioning foundations, the then Secretary of State issued certificates of 
	incorporation by which he accredited that these corporations were duly organized under the laws of 
	Puerto Rico. Such certificates of incorporation were issued under the signature and seal of this public 
	official, thus generating a proprietary interest in favor of the petitioning foundations. It was precisely 
	by virtue of that government authorization that the petitioning entities made political donations and 
	participated in the debate of ideas in the context of a primary contest, acts that are protected by the 
	constitutional regulations mentioned above. 
	Therefore, once the existence of this proprietary interest was established in favor of the plaintiff, any attempt to divest that protected interest by cancellation had to meet the minimum requirements of due process of law. See San Geronimo Caribe Project v. ARPE, supra; Rivera Rodriguez & Co. v. Stowell Taylor, supra. In other words, it must notify the complainant of the adverse decision and the party must be provided with a real and meaningful opportunity to be heard before a determination to divest the c
	V. 
	In view of the foregoing, the present Resolution and Order issues the preliminary injunction requested by the plaintiff and the acting Secretary of State is ORDERED to immediately restore, under penalty of contempt, the certificates of registration of Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. while the remaining stages of the present case are tended to. Should [the Secretary of State] believe that there is a deficiency in the administrative record of such 
	corporate entities, it shall subsequently issue a notice and give them an opportunity to be heard, 
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	in accordance with the requirements of due process of law. 
	In compliance with Rule 57.4 of the Civil Procedure, supra, a bond of $500.00 is set for the plaintiff for the payment of costs and damages that may be incurred or suffered by any party during the term of the preliminary injunction issued in this case. 
	In turn, for the reasons set forth in this Resolution and Order, the motion of dismissal filed by the defendant on August 31, 2020 is hereby declared Denied. Consequently, we grant a term of 30 days to answer the amended complaint and order the continuation of the proceedings. 
	NOTIFY. 
	In San Juan, Puerto Rico, September 1, 2020. 
	s/ALFONSO S. MARTÍNEZ PIOVANETTI SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
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	 did not request another hearing, in accordance with what had been indicated to it that it could make this necessary in the Order of August 27, 2020. In any event, the arguments on the merits of the lawsuit included in this motion to dismiss are essentially the same as those that said party had already presented in its first motion and oral appearance at the hearing held on August 26, 2020. 
	 did not request another hearing, in accordance with what had been indicated to it that it could make this necessary in the Order of August 27, 2020. In any event, the arguments on the merits of the lawsuit included in this motion to dismiss are essentially the same as those that said party had already presented in its first motion and oral appearance at the hearing held on August 26, 2020. 
	3 We emphasize that the defendant


	Re: Supplemental Response MUR 7772 
	Re: Supplemental Response MUR 7772 
	Re: Supplemental Response MUR 7772 

	We represent Salvemos A Puerto Rico (“Salvemos”) and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, in his official capacity as Treasurer (collectively “the Respondents”) in the above-referenced matter.  We write this Response to provide additional information that will further assist the Commission in quickly resolving this matter. 
	Over the past two years, the Respondents were under investigation by the United States Department of Justice (“DOJ”) over activities conducted by the Respondents during the 2020 election. Part of DOJ’s investigation included allegations of coordination between Salvemos and Governor Pedro Pierluisi’s campaign committee, Comité Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, the exact allegation at issue in MUR 7772. The DOJ investigation ended on May 5, 2022 with the Respondents pleading guilty to one count of scheming to falsify a
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	Mr. Fuentes-Fernandez’s sentencing is scheduled for August 15, 2022.We presume that the Commission has been holding this matter in abeyance pending the close of DOJ’s investigation. As a result, we respectfully ask that the Commission close or resolve this matter prior to the sentencing date. 
	2 

	ARIZONA CALI FORNIA FLORIDA KENTUCKY MI CHIGAN NEVADA OHIO TENNESSEE TEXAS TORONTO WASH INGTON DC 
	While we recognize that it is unusual for the Commission to expedite the resolution of enforcement matters, we believe that the passage of time and the extraordinary circumstances in this matter warrant the Commission acting swiftly to resolve this matter.  More specifically, we ask that the Commission resolve this matter prior to Mr. Fuentes-Fernandez’s sentencing. 
	This matter has been with the Commission for almost two years.  We understand that your abeyance due to the DOJ investigation, as well as the Commission’s well-documented enforcement backlog,have caused understandable delays in making determinations on this matter. Nonetheless, we respectfully request that the Commission prioritize this matter for resolution.Given Mr. Fuentes-Fernandez’s upcoming sentencing, we request the Commission make the best efforts to resolve this matter before August 15. If you have
	3 
	4 
	 cspies@dickinson-wright.com
	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com
	Jonathan.Jacobson@usdoj.gov

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Charlie Spies Katie Reynolds 
	Counsel to Respondents 
	Brian Naylor, The Federal Election Commission Can Finally Meet Again. And It Has A Big Backlog, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO (Dec. 24, 2020); Karl Evers-Hillstrom, Senate Restores FEC As Agency Confronts Massive Backlog of Cases, OPENSECRETS (Dec. 9, 2020). We believe this should be an easy matter to resolve, as the Commission has, in past precedent, deferred to the Department of Justice’s conclusions. Statement of Reasons of Chairman Danny L. McDonald, Vice Chairman David M. Mason, and Commissioners Karl J. Sands
	3 
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	matters pending before the Commission, we exercised our prosecutorial discretion by not taking further action.”). See also, e.g., MUR 6865 (Jose Susumo Azano Matsura) (declining to further pursue Azano’s 52 U.S.C. §§ 30121 and 30122 knowing and willful violations after criminal prosecution for same activity, and sentence of three years’ 
	incarceration, assessment of $3,700, and additional restitution of $560,995); MUR 6761 (Kenneth A. Barfield) 
	(declining to further pursue Barfield’s knowing and willful violation of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102(b), 30102(c), 30114, 
	30116, 30122, and 30125(e), to further pursue action against Barfield, who had pleaded guilty to three criminal counts, including “Embezzlement of Funds Contributed to a Federal Candidate,” was sentenced to 87 months in federal prison, and was ordered to pay $2,940,821 in restitution); Factual & Legal Analysis at 1-2, MUR 7072 (Babulal Bera) (Jan. 4, 2017) (declining to pursue further action against perpetrator of conduit scheme “among the largest [ever] considered” after Bera pleaded guilty to one criminal
	and 30122 and was sentenced to a prison term of one year and one day, supervised release for a term of 36 months, 
	and a criminal fine of $100,000, while also noting statute of limitations concerns and respondent’s advanced age); 
	Factual & Legal Analysis at 2, 5, MUR 6231 (Glenn Marshall) (Nov. 17, 2009) (declining to further pursue action against Marshall, who had pleaded guilty to five criminal counts for knowing and willful violations of provisions now codified at 52 U.S.C. §§ 30118 and 30122 and was sentenced to 41 months in federal prison and ordered to pay restitution at 1, MUR 6232 (Gladwin Gill) (Nov. 17, 2009) (declining to further pursue action against Gill who had pleaded guilty to one criminal count of making contributio
	of $467,612.62); Factual & Legal Analysis 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	September 28, 2022 
	Alejandro Brito 
	San Juan, PR 00901 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Brito: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 


	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	 September 28, 2022 
	BAE FE, LLC Ave. Palma Real #2 Guaynabo, PR 00969 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Sir/Madam: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates BAE FE, LLC may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against BAE FE, LLC in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Andrew Keys Dorado, PR 00646 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Keys: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Richard Machado-Gonzalez PO Box 426 # 426 Bayamon, PR 00960 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Machado-Gonzalez: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	cc: Richard Machado-Gonzalez 
	Figure
	Dorado, PR 00646 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Augustus McCloskey Vega Alta, PR 00692 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. McCloskey: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	cc: Augustus McCloskey 
	Figure
	Demotte, IN 46310 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Michael McCloskey Dorado, PR 00646 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. McCloskey: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission. Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in th
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Essential Insurance Services, Inc. Maria Graziani, Business Contact 511 Calle Cesar Gonzalez San Juan, PR 00918 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Ms. Graziani: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Essential Insurance Services, Inc. may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Essential Insurance Services, Inc. in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	AP Engineering, Inc. Elvin Pagan, Registered Agent 1621 SW 119th Terrace Davie, FL 33325 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Pagan: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates AP Engineering, Inc. may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against AP Engineering, Inc. in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receip
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Jaap, LLC Elvin Pagan, Registered Agent 1621 SW 119th Terrace Davie, FL 33325 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Pagan: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Jaap, LLC may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Jaap, LLC in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this l
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	LAS Enterprises Lizzette Santiago, President 1250 Ave Ponce De Leon, Suite 600 San Juan, PR 00907 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Ms. Santiago: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates LAS Enterprises may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against LAS Enterprises in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Little Pictures Corp. Luis Ruiz, President Calle Mallorca #43 Floral Park San Juan, PR 00917 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Ruiz: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Little Pictures Corp may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Little Pictures Corp in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	cc: Pimienta Corp, Registered Agent Little Pictures Corp. Calle Mallorca #43 Floral Park San Juan, PR 00917 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	National Strategies Group, LLC Scott Keller, Executing Officer 1215 19Street, NW, Floor 3 Washington, DC 20036 
	th 

	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Keller: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates National Strategies Group, LLC may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against National Strategies Group, LLC in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	NGX Military Store Ricky Castro, Key Executive 2012 Ave Gilberto Monroig San Juan, PR 00912 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Castro: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates NGX Military Store may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against NGX Military Store in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	September 28, 2022 
	Northshore Management Frederico Stubbe, Sr., President 120 Carr 693 Dorado, PR 00646 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Stubbe: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Northshore Management may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Northshore Management in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of recei
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	 September 28, 2022 
	Beam Longest & Neff 14 Calle 2, Suite 402 Guaynabo, PR 00968 
	RE:  MUR 7772 
	Dear Sir/Madam: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Beam Longest & Neff may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”). A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7772.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Beam Longest & Neff in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’s Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at , the FEC has largely resumed normal mail operations, but please be advised that processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	resources/enforcement/complaints-process/how-to-file-complaint-with-fec/
	https://www.fec.gov/legal
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Roy Q. Luckett Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Salvemos’ campaign finance reports will be amended in consultation with Salvemos’ Reports and Analysis 
	Salvemos’ campaign finance reports will be amended in consultation with Salvemos’ Reports and Analysis 
	1 


	Division (RAD) Analyst. For additional information, please see DEPT. OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, Super PAC and its president Plead Guilty to Dark Money Scheme to File False Reports with the FEC (May 5, 2022), . 
	Division (RAD) Analyst. For additional information, please see DEPT. OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, Super PAC and its president Plead Guilty to Dark Money Scheme to File False Reports with the FEC (May 5, 2022), . 
	2 
	https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/super-pac-and-its-president-plead-guilty-dark-money-scheme-file-false-reports-fec




	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 

	EMAIL 
	cela@fec.gov

	 MUR 7772
	 MUR 7772
	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# _______________________ 
	Joseph M. Birkenstock
	Name of Counsel: _______________________________________________________________________ Firm:  _________________________________________________________________________________
	Sandler Reiff Lamb Rosenstein & Birkenstock, P.C. 
	1090 Vermont Ave., NW Suite 750 
	Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________
	202.479.1111 202.479.1115
	Office#: ___________________________ Fax#: ________________________________ 
	Mobile#: 
	E-mail: ________________________________________________________________________________
	birkenstock@sandlerreiff.com

	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	10/4/22 
	Figure
	Date (Signature - Respondent/Agent/Treasurer) Title 
	Figure

	Andrew Keys 
	(Name – Please Print) 


	: ________________________________________________________ 
	: ________________________________________________________ 
	RESPONDENT

	Andrew Keys
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please Print) 
	Dorado, PR 00646
	-
	Figure

	Figure
	Mailing Address: 
	Home#: ______________ Mobile#:  ____________________________ 
	Figure

	Office#: ____________________________ Fax#:  _______________________________ 
	E-mail: 
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A).  This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
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	RECEIVED By OGC-CELA at 2:54 pm, Oct 07, 2022 

	KENDYS PIMENTEL SOTO, Esq. 
	KENDYS PIMENTEL SOTO, Esq. 


	PO Box 270184 San Juan, PR, 00927-0184 Tel. (787) 370-0091 
	kendys@pimentelsoto.com 

	October 7, 2022 
	Via email -
	cela@fec.gov 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination 
	& Legal Administration Attn: Katlnyn Ross, Paralegal Washington, DC 20463 
	Matter No. MUR 7772 -Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	Essential fusurance Services, Inc., received copy of the complaint numbered as matter MUR 7772. The complaint alleges purported violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act by "Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.," and "Salvemos a Puelio Rico, PAC." These entities supposedly engaged in coordinated campaign effo1is when the Act prohibits such coordination by a candidate and a Super Pac, and "Salvemos a Pue1io Rico, PAC" allegedly did not disclose the origin of the contributions it received nor properly re
	Essential Insurance Services, Inc., did not incur in any violation of law or regulation and the complaint allegations do not imply any wrongdoing on its paii. Essential Insurance Services, Inc., had no pa1i in the administration or management of either "Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.," and "Salvemos a Pue1io Rico, PAC," nor any other named entity in the complaint. It had no authority or duty to repo1i contributions received by any of those entities, nor to repo1i their expenditures and disbursements. S
	Moreover, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., has a fundamental right to freedom of speech and association under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution. 
	See McCutcheon v. Federal Election Committee, 572 U.S. 185 (2014); Citizens United 
	v. Federal Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976);  v. Federal Election Committee, 599 F.3d 686 (DC Cir. 2010). As a corporate entity it has the right to participate in democracy through political contributions and the Constitution bans suppression of political speech on the basis of the speaker’s corporate identity. See Citizens United, 558 U.S. 310. Political contributions that flow through independent actors such as PACs and Super PACs, or any other so-called indepe
	SppechNow.org
	SppechNow.org

	If there are any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
	Cordially, 
	/s/ Kendys Pimentel-Soto 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
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	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
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	¢-=t--/____ Mobile#: E-mail: The above-named mdividual and/or firm is y: designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any 
	notifications and other communications frw..µ:,~J\-,'ommission and to act on my behalf before the Commission . (Si Title RESPONDENT: 
	Mailing Address: (l'lcosc Print) 
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	E-mail: 
	K.QO'l)t:>°@ f>i"~6Q5roµp.Cl)M / fs ®Pt'L?'\~.P.<.J.p~u _ 
	This form relates to a Federnl Election Commission matter that is subject lo the confidcmialily provisions of52 U.S.C. § 30109(aJ(l 2)(A). This scclion prohibits making public any notification or in~·cstigation condueted by the Federal Election Commission wi\hQut the c>.press written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2021 
	October 12, 2022 
	Federal Election Commission 
	Washington DC 
	MUR 7772 
	On October 5, 2022 we received communication dated September 28,2022 regarding MUR7772. It includes a Complaint wherein AP Engineering is not mentioned. Since you say that someone filed a complaint with an allegation that we may have violated a law, we would proceed to hire an attorney in order to respond properly. We would like to request 45 to 60 days extension to do so. 
	Figure
	Elvin Pagan Padilla 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 

	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 
	Annot

	Name of Counsel: 
	Firm: 
	Address: 
	Office#: Fax#: Mobile#: ____________ E-mail: 
	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	Annot

	Date ondent/Agentffreasurer) Title 
	Annot
	Annot
	Figure

	(Name -Please Print) 

	RESPONDENT: 
	RESPONDENT: 
	Annot

	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	Mailing Address: (Please Print) 
	Annot

	Home#: Mobile#: Office#: Fax#: 
	E-mail:-----------------------------------
	-

	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S. C. § 30 I 09( a)(l 2)(A). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev.2021 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 13, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL Elvin Pagan Padilla 
	AP Engineering, Inc. 1621 SW 119Ter Davie, FL 33325 
	th 

	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Padilla: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on October 12, 2022.  After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel has granted the requested extension.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 14, 2022.  You may contact me if you have any 
	questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	October 12, 2022 



	Federal Election Commission 
	Federal Election Commission 
	Washington DC 
	MUR 7772 
	On October 5, 2022 we received communication dated September 28,2022 regarding MUR7772. It includes a Complaint wherein JAAP, LLC is not mentioned. Since you say that someone filed a complaint with an allegation that we may have violated a law, we would proceed to hire an attorney in order to respond properly. We would like to request 45 to 60 days extension to do so. 
	Elvin Pagan Padilla 
	Figure
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 

	E-MAIL: 
	cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 
	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 
	Annot
	-----------
	-


	Name of Counsel: 
	Firm: 
	-------------------------------------
	Address: 
	-

	Office#: Fax#: 
	------------
	Mobile#: 
	-

	E-mail: 
	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	Annot

	Date ondent/Agent/Treasurer) Title 
	Annot
	Annot
	Figure

	(Name -Please Print) 
	Sect
	H4
	Annot
	RESPONDENT: 

	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 

	Mailing Address: -------------------------------(Please Print) 
	Annot

	Home#: _____________ Mobile#: _____________ 
	Office#: ----------------------------
	Fax#: 
	-

	--------------------------------------
	E-mail: 
	-

	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A).This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express 
	written consent ofthe person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2021 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 13, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	Elvin Pagan Padilla JAAP, LLC 1621 SW 119Ter Davie, FL 33325 
	th 

	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Padilla: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on October 12, 2022.  After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel has granted the requested extension.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 14, 2022.  You may contact me if you have any 
	questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 

	By OGC-CELA at 11:21 am, Oct 14, 2022 
	By OGC-CELA at 11:21 am, Oct 14, 2022 

	From: 
	From: 
	Joe Birkenstock 

	To: 
	To: 
	Aaron Rabinowitz 

	Subject: 
	Subject: 
	Extension request for response to complaint notification in MUR 7772 from Andrew Keys 

	Date: 
	Date: 
	Friday, October 14, 2022 10:07:57 AM 


	Good morning Aaron -I've consulted with my client and would like to request a 30 day extension for 
	the deadline to respond to the notification he received in connection with MUR 7772. It's my understanding that he received that notification on October 4, so if granted this extension would mean his response is due by November 18, 2022. 
	th

	Please let me know by email if the Commission can agree to this request, or if you'd like to connect to discuss. Much appreciated. 
	Best, Joe 
	Joseph M. Birkenstock Sandler Reiff Lamb Rosenstein & Birkenstock, P.C. 1090 Vermont Ave., NW, Suite 750 Washington, DC 20005 
	*also admitted to practice in CA 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 14, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	birkenstock@sandlerreiff.com 
	birkenstock@sandlerreiff.com 
	birkenstock@sandlerreiff.com 


	Joseph M. Birkenstock Sandler Reiff Lam Rosenstein & Birkenstock 1090 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 750 Washington, DC 20005 
	RE: MUR 7772 Andrew Keys 
	Dear Mr. Birkenstock: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on October 14, 2022.  The requested extension is granted.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 18, 2022.  You may 
	contact me if you have any questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA at 2:23 pm, Oct 14, 2022
	I 
	From: 
	Carlos.AndreuCollazo@gtlaw.com 

	To: CELA 
	Cc: 
	greenbergb@gtlaw.com
	; Orizondol @gtlaw.com 

	Subject: MUR# 7772 -Designation of Counsel and Request for Extension to File Response 
	Date: Friday, October 14, 2022 1:37:53 PM 
	Attachments: image001.png 
	MUR 7772 -Statement of Designation of Counsel.pdf 
	Good afternoon: 
	Please be advised that NGX Milita1y Store recently engaged our fnm to represent it in relation to the complaint filed under FEC/MUR 7772. I hereby attach a statement ofdesignation ofcounsel signed by Mr. Castro-011iz to those effects. As such, moving fo1ward, please direct any and all communications with regards to this case to the undersigned counsel, and not to NGX Militaiy Store nor to Mr. Castro-011iz. 
	Mr. Castro-01tiz received the FEC's notice ofcomplaint on October 5, 2022. As stated in the notice ofcomplaint, NGX Milita1y Store must file its response to the complaint within 15-days ofreceipt of the notice. Given that our fnm has only recently been retained by NGX Militaiy Store, we respectfully request an extension of45-days to submit a response to the complaint on behalfofNGX Milita1y Store. This request is not meant to delay the proceedings before the FEC, will allow counsel to properly confer with N
	Please advise as to whether the FEC agrees with the requested extension. 
	Cordially, 
	CarlosAndreu Collazo 
	Greenberg Traurig, PA 333 SE. 2nd Avenue I Miami, FL 33131 T +1 305.579.0649 I 
	Car1os.AndreuCollazo@gtlaw.com 
	www.gtlaw.com 







	GreenbergTraurig 
	GreenbergTraurig 
	Ii

	Albany. Amsterdam. Atlanta. Austin. Boston. Berlin*. Charlotte. Chicago. Dallas. Delaware. Denver. Fort Lauderdale. Houston. Las Vegas. London*. Long Island. Los Angeles. Mexico City*. Miami. Milan*. Minneapolis. NewJersey. New York. Northern Virginia. Orange County. Orlando. Philadelphia. Phoenix. Portland. Sacramento. Salt Lake City. San Francisco. Seoul*. Shanghai. Silicon Valley. Tallaliassee. Tampa. Tel Aviv*. Tokyo*. Warsaw*. Washington, D.C. West Palm Beach. Westchester County. 
	*Berlin: Greenberg Traurig's Berlin Office is operated by Greenberg Traurig Germany, an affiliate of Greenberg Traurig, PA and Greenberg Traurig, LLP.; London: Operates as a separate UK registered legal entity; Mexico City: Operates as Greenberg Traurig, S.C.; Milan: Greenberg Traurig's Milan office is operated by Greenberg Traurig Santa Maria, an affiliate of Greenberg Traurig, PA and Greenberg Traurig, LLP; Seoul: Operated by Greenberg Traurig LLP Foreign Legal Consultant Office; Tel Aviv: A branell of Gr
	Admitted to practice in Puerto Rico 
	If you are not an intended recipient ofconfidential and privileged infonnation in this email, please delete it, notify us immediately at and do not use or disseminate the info1mation. 
	postmaster@gtlaw.com, 

	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
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	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one fom1 fnr cach RespondenL'Witncss 
	E-MAIL: 
	E-MAIL: 
	ccla@fec:.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7772 
	Carlos J. Andreu CollazBenjamin G. Greenberg
	o and 

	Name of Counsel: Finn: Greenberg Traurig,, P.A. Address: 333-SE 2nd Avenue Suire 4400 
	Miami, Florida 33131 305-579-0717 
	Office#: ...-305-579-064"--9 _____ fllx#: Mobile#: E-mail: & --------Tiie above-named individual and/or firm is hereby dcsi8n1t1cd as my counsel and is authorized to receive m1y notifications and other communicutions from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	carlos.andreucollazo@gtlaw.com 
	greenbergb@gtlaw.com==--

	10/ 14/22 Executive 
	Figure

	Date 
	Date 
	Date 
	(Signature -Respondent/Agent/Treasurcrl Ricky Castro Ortiz --(Name Please l'rintl 
	-
	-

	Title 

	Rf:SPONDE 1'T: 
	Rf:SPONDE 1'T: 
	NGX Militaiy Store 


	(Please p
	rint C.ommill~e Namr/ Company Name/Jndlvldu11l Named in Nolificatlon Letter) 

	Mailing Address: 2012 Avenue Gilberto Monroig ( Please Print} San Juan, Pue1io Rico 00912 
	Home.#: ____ Mobile#: 
	Office#: ___________ f-11.x#: 
	E-mail: 
	·1 his form relates to a F.:dcral Election CommisMon 111a11.:r tha1 is iuhj,:d to lhi: cunfidcntiali1y prnvisioos of ;2 IJ.S.C. ~ )0l09(a)(l 2)(A). lhis scc1ion prohibit~ making puhlic miy no1ilia11ion or im·es1iga1ion condu~1c:d by 1hc: frdcr3.1 El.:ction Co,nmis.don wi1huu1 lhc t::'lp~ written conscn1 of1li,e pe™m under investigation. 
	Kev. 2021 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 14, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	carlos.andreucollazo@gtlaw.com 
	carlos.andreucollazo@gtlaw.com 
	carlos.andreucollazo@gtlaw.com 
	greenbergb@gtlaw.com 


	Carlos J. Andreu Collazo Benjamin G. Greenberg Greenberg Traurig, P.A. 333 SE 2Avenue, Suite 4400 Miami, FL 33131 
	nd 

	RE: MUR 7772 NGX Military Store 
	Dear Counsel: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on October 14, 2022.  The requested extension is granted.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 21, 2022.  You may 
	contact me if you have any questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 

	From: 
	From: 
	Guillermo R. Pico 
	By OGC-CELA at 10:38 pm, Oct 14, 2022 

	To: 
	To: 
	CELA 

	Subject: 
	Subject: 
	MUR 7772 

	Date: 
	Date: 
	Friday, October 14, 2022 5:35:52 PM 

	Attachments: 
	Attachments: 
	Michael J. McOoskey Letter to FEC 4870-1493-4329 v. 2.pdf 


	Ladies and gentlemen: 
	The undersigned is counsel to Mr. Michael Mccloskey, to whom the Federal Election Commission addressed certain correspondence, dated September 28, 2022, in connection with the above-referenced matter under review. Such correspondence was received at Mr. McCloskey's residence earlier this week and was forwarded to the undersigned for review on October 13, 2022. Per our client's request, we include herewith an initial response to such correspondence. 
	We expect to furnish a completed Statement of Designation of Counsel, in the form furnished to our client, next week In addition to this correspondence, we attempted to reach Ms. Kathryn Ross, Paralegal at the Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration, earlier today and left a recorded message in her voicemail. 
	Ifyou have any questions regarding this matter or need to direct additional communications to Mr. Mccloskey, please contact the undersigned at the numbers or email address set forth below. 
	Cordially, 
	Guillermo R. Pico PICO ADVISORS PO BOX 270445 SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00928 
	TELEPHONE NUMBER: (787) 999-9001 FACSIMILE NUMBER: (787) 999-9002 MOBILE NUMBER: E-MAIL ADDRESS: 
	GRPICO@PICOADVISORS.COM 

	CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This electronic message contains information belonging to Pico LLC, which is confidential or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this electronic mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediatel
	October 13, 2022 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination 
	& Legal Administration Attn: Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC  20463 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 


	RE: MUR 7772 
	Ladies and gentlemen: 
	This letter will serve as an acknowledgement of receipt of certain correspondence (the “FEC Letter”) from Roy Q. Luckett, Acting Assistant General Counsel -Complaints Examination & Legal Administration of the Federal Election Commission, dated September 28, 2022, regarding the above-referenced matter under review and as a response thereto within the 15-day period described in the FEC Letter. 
	The FEC Letter refers to “a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended” and includes a copy of a complaint filed in 2020 against several entities. I do not understand, however, why the FEC addressed the FEC Letter to me, since none of the entities named in the complaint is related to me and neither the FEC Letter nor the complaint alleges any improper or illegal activity on my part. 
	I have always endeavored to act within the boundaries of applicable law, including in connection with election campaign activities, and I am willing to address any proper, specific request for information of the FEC pertaining to my actions, if and when such request is made. 
	Cordially, 
	Michael J. McCloskey 
	From: To: Subject: MUR 7772 Ext. Req. Granted (Michael McCloskey) Date: Wednesday, October 19, 2022 6:19:20 PM Attachments: 
	Guillermo R. Pico 
	CELA 
	Statement of Designation of Counsel (Federal Election Commission)(Signed) 4864-9695-5962 v. 2.pdf 

	Good evening. 
	Per my prior correspondence in connection with the above-referenced matter under review, attached please find a completed Statement of Designation of Counsel, signed by our client, Mr. Michael McCloskey. 
	If you have any questions regarding this matter or need to direct additional communications to Mr. McCloskey, please contact the undersigned at the numbers or email address set forth below. 
	Cordially, 
	Guillermo R. PicPICÓ ADVISORS PO BOX 270445 SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00928 
	TELEPHONE NUMBER: (787) 999-9001 FACSIMILE NUMBER: (787) 999-9002 MOBILE NUMBER: E-MAIL ADDRESS: 
	Figure
	GRPICO@PICOADVISORS.COM 
	GRPICO@PICOADVISORS.COM 


	CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This electronic message contains information belonging to PicLLC, which is confidential or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this electronic mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure

	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one fonn for each Respondent/Witness 
	E-MAIL: 
	E-MAIL: 
	cela@fcc.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7772 Name of Counsel: Guillermo R. Pic6 
	Fi nn: Pic6 Advjso[S Address: 1550 Ave. Ponce de Le6n, 4th floor San Juan, Puerto Rico 00909 
	Fax#: 787-999-9002 
	Office#: 787-999-9001 Mobile#: E-mail: The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	grpjco@picoadvisors.com 
	authori7.ed 

	Date (Signature -Respondent/Agent/I'reasurer) Title 
	_____.Michael McCloskey 
	(Name -Please ?rint) 
	RESPONDENT: Michael Mccloskey (Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	Mailing Address _ _ _ ___ _ _ ___Dorado, Puerto Rico 00646 
	(Please Print) 
	Home#: _____ _______Mobile#: ___ _ _ _____ _ _ 
	Office#: _ _ _ _________Fax#: _____________ 
	E-mail: 
	This form relates to a federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the conlidentialily provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30 109(a){ 12)(A). This section prohibits making public DO)' notification 01 investigation conducted by the Federal Rlection Commission 11 ithout the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2021 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 14, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	grpico@picoadvisors.com 
	grpico@picoadvisors.com 
	grpico@picoadvisors.com 


	Guillermo R. Pico Pico Advisors PO Box 270445 San Juan, PR 00928 
	RE: MUR 7772 Michael McCloskey 
	Dear Mr. Pico: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received by phone on October 14, 2022.  The requested extension is granted.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 28, 2022.  You may 
	contact me if you have any questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA at 5:02 pm, Oct 17, 2022 

	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
	MUR-7772 V. CO MITE AMIGOS PEDRO PIERLUISI, INC. 
	CO MITE AMIGOS WANDA VAZQUEZ, 
	MOTION REQUESTING EXTENSION OF TIME TO THE HONORABLE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION: COMES NOW Northshore Management, Corporation, through the undersigned attorney, and ve1y respectfully STATES, ALLEGES and PRAYS, as follows: 
	On October 3, 2022 No1thshore Management, Inc. (NM) received a commlmication from the Federal Elections Commission (FEC) stating that it had received the complaint of reference which indicates that NM may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. On said communication, the FEC also info1med NM that it could submit factual or legal materials that may be relevant to the matter at hand, within 15 days ofreceipt of said letter. 
	rd

	As we ah-eady info1med, NM has retained the subscriber to assist in the matter. In order to investigate the matter and submit any relevant materials, we request a te1m of 45 days to this Honorable Commission. 
	WHEREFORE, NM respectfully requests that the Honorable Commission grant the requested extension. Respectfully Submitted, this October 17, 2022. S/Jose R. Olmo-Rodliguez Jose R. Olmo-Rodliguez USDC213405 500 Munoz Rivera Ave., El Centro I, suite 215, SJ, PR 00918 787.758.3570 
	th

	1 
	1 

	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	October 17, 2022 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	José R. Olmo-Rodriguez Olmo & Rodriguez Law Office, PSC 500 Muz Rivera Avenue El Centro I, Suite 215 San Juan, PR 00918 
	RE: MUR 7772 Northshore Management 
	Dear Mr. Olmo-Rodriguez: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we received on October 17, 2022.  After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel has granted the requested extension.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business November 17, 2022.  You may contact me if you have any 
	questions at cela@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	From: To: Cc: Subject: Designation of Counsel - MUR 7772 Date: Thursday, November 3, 2022 2:27:42 PM Attachments: 
	Morgan, Matthew 
	CELA 
	Jim Longest 
	image001.png 
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	2022.09.28


	To: FEC Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Re: MUR 7772 
	Please find attached a “Statement of Designation of Counsel” as signed by the President of Respondent, Beam Longest and Neff, LLC. 
	Additionally, we write to confirm the response due date. Beam Longest and Neff, LLC received the correspondence from the Commission (originally dated September 28, 2022) on October 31, 2022 due to an apparent misdelivery (dated October 26, 2022 within the attached letter from the FEC). Accordingly, Beam Longest and Neff, LLC expects to submit its response on or before November 15, 2022. We ask that Commission staff confirm the response deadline given the apparent misdelivery so as to avoid any confusion or 
	Thank you, 
	Matt Morgan 
	Matthew Morgan | Partner Barnes & Thornburg LLP 11 South Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46204 
	Visit our Subscription Center to sign up for legal insights and events. 
	Visit our Subscription Center to sign up for legal insights and events. 

	CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments arefor the exclusive and confidential use of the intended recipient. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please do not read, distributeor take action in reliance upon this message. If you have receivedthis in error, please notify us immediately by return email andpromptly delete this message and its attachments from yourcomputer system. We do not waive attorney-client or work productprivilege by the transmission of this message. 
	Direct: (317) 231-7258 | 
	Figure
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 




	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 

	EMAIL 
	EMAIL 
	cela@fec.gov 

	7772
	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# _______________________ 
	Matthew Morgan 
	Name of Counsel: _______________________________________________________________________ Firm:  _________________________________________________________________________________
	Barnes & Thornbug LLP 
	11 S. Meridian Street
	Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________ 
	Indianapolis, IN 46204 
	317-231-7258
	Office#: ___________________________ Fax#: ________________________________ 
	Mobile#: 
	E-mail: ________________________________________________________________________________
	mmorgan@btlaw.com 
	mmorgan@btlaw.com 

	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	Digitally signed by James B Longest 
	James B Longest 

	Date:  14:05:50 -04'00'
	2022.11.03

	11/3/22 President 
	Date (Signature - Respondent/Agent/Treasurer) Title 
	James B Longest 
	(Name – Please Print) 
	Beam Longest and Neff, LLC 


	: ________________________________________________________ 
	: ________________________________________________________ 
	RESPONDENT

	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	8320 Craig Street 
	Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________ (Please Print) 
	Indianapolis, IN 46250 
	Home#:  ____________________________ Mobile#:  ____________________________ 
	317-849-5832
	Office#: ____________________________ Fax#:  _______________________________ 
	_________________________________________________________________________________E-mail: 
	JLongest@B-L-N.com

	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A).  This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev. 20 

	RICHARD MACHADO-GONZA~~J~biCE 0JNSEL
	RICHARD MACHADO-GONZA~~J~biCE 0JNSEL
	0
	P.O. BOX426 ,j =,NCt AL C BAYAMON, P.R. 00960 
	1nn NO'/ -9 ~M : \ 
	7
	9 

	VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
	Federal Election Commission Office ofComplaints Examination & Legal Administration ATTN: Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mrs. Kathyrn Ross: 
	On October 11, 2022, we received a letter signed by Roy Q. Luckett, Acting Assistant General Counsel of the Complaints Examination & Legal Administration, stating that Richard Machado-Gonzalez might have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. After the careful review of the letter and all enclosed documents, including the complaint that was enclosed, we did not find any specific imputation against Richard Machado-Gonzalez. Thus, we understand that based on the information that was sent no actio
	Regards, 
	aug ter of Richard Machado-Gonzalez 
	POA 
	Figure
	11 S. Meridian Street Indianapolis, IN 46204-3535 U.S.A. (317) 236-1313 Fax (317) 231-7433 
	www.btlaw.com 
	www.btlaw.com 

	Matthew E. Morgan (317) 231-7258 
	mmorgan@btlaw.com 

	November 15, 2022 
	BY ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY: 
	BY ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY: 
	CELA@FEC.GOV 
	CELA@FEC.GOV 


	Roy Q. Luckett, Esq. Acting Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	RE: 
	MUR 7772 

	Dear Mr. Luckett, 
	I write on behalf of our client, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC (“BLN”), in response to the complaint by Jorge Davila (“Complainant”) dated August 5, 2020 (“Complaint”) filed with the Federal Election Commission (“FEC”) in MUR 7772.  
	Complainant alleges that the following persons committed violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA” or “Act”):  (1) Comité Amigo Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.; (2) Salvemos A Puerto Rico; (3) Foundation for Progress; (4) Foundaci Pro Igualdad; and (5) Joseph Fuentes.  Nowhere in the Complaint does Complainant allege that BLN violated the Act or any of the FEC’s regulations.   
	Nonetheless, the FEC sent BLN a letter dated September 28, 2022 claiming that the “complaint [] indicates Beam Longest & Neff may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.”Neither the FEC letter nor the Complaint provides any explanation for this claim; they instead place the burden on BLN to discern the allegation(s) against it. Indeed, because the Complaint does not specifically allege BLN violated the Act or FEC regulations, it comes nowhere close to including, as FEC regulatio
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	2
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	Figure
	November 15, 2022 Page 2 
	Upon receiving the FEC’s letter, BLN had our Firm search the campaign finance database on FEC.gov, and we discovered that Joseph Fuentes, on behalf of Salvemos A Puerto Rico as its Treasurer, filed an amended report with the FEC on August 19, 2022 listing all of the donors to the Foundation for Progress as the source of funds used by the Foundation for Progress to make contributions to Salvemos A Puerto Rico – an independent expenditure committee (i.e., “Super PAC”) registered with the FEC. BLN was listed a
	BLN confirmed to our Firm that it had no advance notice that the Foundation would use the funds it received to support federal election activities under the jurisdiction of the FEC.  On October 27, 2020, BLN made a lawful unrestricted donation to the Foundation for Progress, a social welfare organization presenting itself as a nonprofit corporation exempt from taxation under Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  Because BLN had no advance notice that the Foundation would use the funds it received
	BLN is well within its legal and associational rights to contribute to nonprofit organizations and expects those organizations to comply with the law when using unrestricted donations.  Corporations operating as 501(c)(4) organizations are permitted by law to contribute to Super PACs such as Salvemos A Puerto Rico. While such contributions may be controversial or unpopular, they are lawful and a constitutionally protected form of First Amendment activity. In short, (a) it is legal for BLN to contribute to a
	For these reasons, the Federal Election Commission should find no reason to believe that Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC violated the Act and should dismiss this matter. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Matthew E. Morgan Counsel to Respondent 
	Figure
	Figure
	November 15, 2022 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC did not receive the FEC letter, originally dated September 28, 2022, until October 31, 2022 due to the mailing being returned to the FEC on or around October 26, 2022. 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC did not receive the FEC letter, originally dated September 28, 2022, until October 31, 2022 due to the mailing being returned to the FEC on or around October 26, 2022. 
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	11 C.F.R. § 111.4(d)(3). 
	11 C.F.R. § 111.4(d)(3). 
	2 


	See 11 C.F.R. § 111.5(b) (“If a complaint does not comply with the requirements of 11 CFR 111.4, the General Counsel shall so notify the complainant … that no action shall be taken on the basis of that complaint.”). 
	See 11 C.F.R. § 111.5(b) (“If a complaint does not comply with the requirements of 11 CFR 111.4, the General Counsel shall so notify the complainant … that no action shall be taken on the basis of that complaint.”). 
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	BY EMAIL 
	BY EMAIL 
	BY EMAIL 

	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 

	Roy Q. LuckettActing Assistant General CounselGeneral Counsel’s Office Complaints Examination & Legal AdministrationFederal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington. D.C. 20463 
	Re: Federal Election Commission Matter Under Review 7772 
	Re: Federal Election Commission Matter Under Review 7772 
	Dear Mr. Luckett, 
	Enclosed please find the Response of AP Engineering, Inc., to the Complaint filed in this Matter Under Review 7772. 
	Please contact us if you have any comments or questions. 
	Sincerely, 
	Ferdinand Ocasio, Esq. 
	P.O. 
	Box 192536, San Juan, PR 00919-2536 | 787.710.7160 | info@ocasiolawfirm.com 

	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	COMITE AMIGOS WANDA VAZQUEZAve. Roosevelt 1127 
	Jorge DávilaAve. Roosevelt 1127 
	MUR No. 7772 
	COMITE AMIGO PEDRO PIERLUISI, INC.PO BOX 920485 
	San Juan, Puerto Rico 00917 
	San Juan, Puerto Rico 00917 
	San Juan, PR 06992 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, PAC1001 19th St. N Suite 1200 Arlington, VA 22209(571) 384-7941 
	FOUNDATION FOR PROGRESS PO BOX 10195 San Juan Puerto Rico 00908 
	Figure
	FOUNDACION PRO IGUALDAD PO BOX 10195 San Juan Puerto Rico 00908 
	Figure
	RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT 
	On behalf of AP Engineering, Inc. (“Respondent”), the undersigned counsel hereby responds to the Complaint filed with 
	1 
	the Federal Election Commission ("Commission") by Jorge Davila. This response is submitted pursuant to 2 U.S.C. § 437g(a)(1) and 11 C.F.R. § 111.6. 
	Respondent respectfully requests, for the reasons outlined below, that the Commission find no reason to believe that Respondent has violated or is likely to violate the Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended (the "Act”), and that the Commission take no action on the basis of the Complaint. Absent the existence of a violation of the Act, or facts indicating that a violation of the Act is likely to occur, the Commission should find no reason to believe that further proceedings are warranted in this matter.
	THE COMPLAINT 
	The Complaint alleges that Pedro Pierluisi Urrutia and the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemos a Puerto Rico” presumably violated the Act’s reporting requirements by laundering unlimited disbursements through “Salvemos a Puerto Rico”. 
	In particular, the Complaint mentions that “there is reason to believe” that “Foundation for Progress” and “Fundación Pro Igualdad” were created as IRC 501(c)(4) organizations with the purpose of promoting the common good and general welfare of the people of the community but that allegedly their only purpose was 
	2 
	to donate directly to “Salvemos a Puerto Rico” for spending on campaign ads in favor of Pedro Pierluisi, and against his opponent in the 2020 Puerto Rico primary elections. (Cmplt. ¶ 20-25). 
	The Complaint seems to imply that the mentioned nonprofit entities were required to itemize disbursements in excess of $200, together with the “purpose” of the disbursements, pursuant to 52 
	U.S.C. §§ 30104(b)(5), (b)(6)(B)(v), and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(b)(4)(i). 
	DISCUSSION 
	A. The complaint does not impute conduct to Respondent either directly or indirectly 
	A. The complaint does not impute conduct to Respondent either directly or indirectly 
	On its face, the Complaint does not mention or identify Respondent. The allegations in the Complaint are directed at supposed acts of the campaign committee “Comité Amigos Pedro Pierluisi”, the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemos a Puerto Rico”, and the nonprofit organizations “Foundation for Progress” and “Fundación Pro Igualdad”.  
	There are no facts or claims imputed to the conduct of Respondent nor is there any indication of improper action on its part. 
	This alone is enough to dismiss the present Complaint against Respondent. 
	3 

	B. The obligation to report contributions to the Commission does not fall on Respondent 
	B. The obligation to report contributions to the Commission does not fall on Respondent 
	The reporting requirements under the Act and Commission regulations are intended to ensure public disclosure of “where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent.” Buckley 
	v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 66 (1976) (Per Curiam). Disclosure requirements also “deter[] and help[] expose violations” of the Act and Commission regulations. v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 698 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (En Banc). 
	SpeechNow.org 

	The Act defines the term "political committee" to mean "any committee, club, association, or other group of persons which receives contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year." 2 U.S.C. § 431(4)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 100.5(a). Groups who meet the definition of a “political committee” have to comply with the reporting requirements set out in Section 30104, Title 52, of the United States Code. To implement th
	4 
	Furthermore, although not within the definition of a “political committee”, there are certain situations where other people need to comply with the reporting requirements of Section 30104. Specifically, the Act provides that every person (other than a political committee) who makes “independent expenditures” in an aggregate amount or value in excess of $250 during a calendar year must report those “independent expenditures”. 52 U.S.C. § 30104(c)(1). The Act and Commission regulations define an “independent 
	The Commission regulation found at 11 C.F.R. § 104.14(d) further provides that “[e]ach treasurer of a political committee, 
	5 
	and any other person required to file any report or statement under these regulations and under the Act, shall be personally responsible for the timely and complete filing of the report or statement and for the accuracy of any information or statement contained in it”. 
	In the case of Respondent, it is a person that did not solicit or receive contributions from others for purposes of political advocacy. Rather, Respondent is but a donor who made donations to third parties from its personal funds. Seeing as Respondent is neither a political committee nor is there an allegation that it directly made any “independent expenditure” from its own funds, Respondent falls outside the scope of the people having to meet any of the reporting requirements under the Act. 
	Donations that may have been made by Respondent were made to either political or non-political committees whose reporting duties regarding the receipt, disbursement, and use of funds rest with them and their treasurers. 
	Consequently, the cause of action presented by Claimant should be dismissed as it relates to Respondent. 
	C. Any donations made by Respondent to political committees, or to non-political organizations for purposes of furthering an “independent expenditure”, are a valid exercise of its First Amendment rights under the US Constitution 
	6 
	In further support of our request for dismissal of the Complaint, in this section we address the allegations concerning a supposed “coordinated expenditure contribution in the form of expenditures for specific advertising attacking candidate Wanda Vazquez Garced to air negative ads and support Pedro Rafael Pierluisi Urrutia campaign”. (Cmplt. ¶ 24). The Complainant implies that direct contribution limits are applicable to the expenditures made by the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemo
	The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech." Political Speech is an essential mechanism of democracy, for it is the means to hold officials accountable to the people. “The right of citizens to inquire, to hear, to speak, and to use information to reach consensus is a precondition to enlightened self-government and a necessary means to protect it. The First Amendment 'has its fullest and most urgent application' to speech uttered during a campaign for 
	7 
	In Citizens United v. FEC, supra, the U.S. Supreme Court decided that, under the First Amendment, corporate funding of independent political broadcasts in candidate elections cannot be limited. Therefore, independent-expenditure-only political committees are allowed to accept unlimited contributions. 
	Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Supreme Court upheld the ban on direct contributions to candidates from corporations and unions. In this respect, campaign finance law has long prohibited corporations from donating to campaigns. See FEC v. Beaumont, 539 
	U.S. 146, 152–53 (2003). In the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, Congress specified that any electioneering communication that a corporation makes in coordination with a campaign constitutes a prohibited donation. 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(C). This effectively bans "coordinated communications". 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). See Brown v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 386 F. Supp. 3d 16, 21 (D.D.C. 2019). As established in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a), “coordinated” means made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or 
	To determine whether a communication constitutes a “coordinated communication,” Commission regulations apply a three-prong test. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). Under that test, a communication must satisfy a “content prong,” a “conduct prong,” and a “payment 
	8 
	prong”. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a), (c), (d). The first prong of the “coordinated communication” test specifies that the communication is paid for by “a person other than that candidate [or] authorized committee.” 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a)(1). The second prong of the “coordinated communication” test is a “conduct standard” that focuses, in relevant part, on whether the candidate or the candidate’s agents “request or suggest” or are “materially involved” in the making and airing of a communication, or engage in “subs
	C.F.R. § 109.21(a)(2). Four types of communications satisfy the “content standard”: (1) a public communication that expressly advocates (or equivalent thereof) the election or defeat of a clearly identified Federal candidate (no matter when made); (2) a public communication that disseminates, distributes or republishes campaign materials (no matter when made); (3) electioneering communications; and (4) a public communication that refers to a political party or clearly identified Federal candidate that is di
	9 
	deemed a “coordinated communication.” See Advisory Opinion FEC 2005-07. 
	The Complaint currently before the Commission lacks any allegation or fact supported by personal knowledge of expenditures that were coordinated or communications that meet any of the three prongs mentioned above. 
	Furthermore, in this case there is no evidence, not even an allegation, of any fact that constitutes or may constitute a violation of the Act due to a coordinated expense between Respondent and any of the named entities in the present case. 
	CONCLUSION 
	For all the preceding reasons, Respondent requests that the Commission find that there is no reason to believe that a violation of the Act has occurred or will occur with respect to the allegations of the Complaint, and that it proceeds to close the file in this matter as it pertains to Respondent. 
	Respectfully submitted, 
	By: Ferdinand Ocasio, Esq.
	Ocasio Law Firm, LLC
	PO Box 192536 
	San Juan, PR 00919-2536
	Tel.: (787) 710-7160
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
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	Roy Q. LuckettActing Assistant General CounselGeneral Counsel’s Office Complaints Examination & Legal AdministrationFederal Election Commission 1050 First Street, NE Washington. D.C. 20463 
	Re: Federal Election Commission Matter Under Review 7772 
	Re: Federal Election Commission Matter Under Review 7772 
	Dear Mr. Luckett, 
	Enclosed please find the Response of Jaap, LLC, to the Complaint filed in this Matter Under Review 7772. 
	Please contact us if you have any comments or questions. 
	Sincerely, 
	Ferdinand Ocasio, Esq. 
	P.O. 
	Box 192536, San Juan, PR 00919-2536 | 787.710.7160 | info@ocasiolawfirm.com 
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	RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT 
	On behalf of Jaap, LLC (“Respondent”), the undersigned counsel hereby responds to the Complaint filed with the Federal 
	1 
	Election Commission ("Commission") by Jorge Davila. This response is submitted pursuant to 2 U.S.C. § 437g(a)(1) and 11 C.F.R. § 111.6. 
	Respondent respectfully requests, for the reasons outlined below, that the Commission find no reason to believe that Respondent has violated or is likely to violate the Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended (the "Act”), and that the Commission take no action on the basis of the Complaint. Absent the existence of a violation of the Act, or facts indicating that a violation of the Act is likely to occur, the Commission should find no reason to believe that further proceedings are warranted in this matter.
	THE COMPLAINT 
	The Complaint alleges that Pedro Pierluisi Urrutia and the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemos a Puerto Rico” presumably violated the Act’s reporting requirements by laundering unlimited disbursements through “Salvemos a Puerto Rico”. 
	In particular, the Complaint mentions that “there is reason to believe” that “Foundation for Progress” and “Fundación Pro Igualdad” were created as IRC 501(c)(4) organizations with the purpose of promoting the common good and general welfare of the people of the community but that allegedly their only purpose was 
	2 
	to donate directly to “Salvemos a Puerto Rico” for spending on campaign ads in favor of Pedro Pierluisi, and against his opponent in the 2020 Puerto Rico primary elections. (Cmplt. ¶ 20-25). 
	The Complaint seems to imply that the mentioned nonprofit entities were required to itemize disbursements in excess of $200, together with the “purpose” of the disbursements, pursuant to 52 
	U.S.C. §§ 30104(b)(5), (b)(6)(B)(v), and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(b)(4)(i). 
	DISCUSSION 
	A. The complaint does not impute conduct to Respondent either directly or indirectly 
	A. The complaint does not impute conduct to Respondent either directly or indirectly 
	On its face, the Complaint does not mention or identify Respondent. The allegations in the Complaint are directed at supposed acts of the campaign committee “Comité Amigos Pedro Pierluisi”, the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemos a Puerto Rico”, and the nonprofit organizations “Foundation for Progress” and “Fundación Pro Igualdad”.  
	There are no facts or claims imputed to the conduct of Respondent nor is there any indication of improper action on its part. 
	This alone is enough to dismiss the present Complaint against Respondent. 
	3 

	B. The obligation to report contributions to the Commission does not fall on Respondent 
	B. The obligation to report contributions to the Commission does not fall on Respondent 
	The reporting requirements under the Act and Commission regulations are intended to ensure public disclosure of “where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent.” Buckley 
	v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 66 (1976) (Per Curiam). Disclosure requirements also “deter[] and help[] expose violations” of the Act and Commission regulations. v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 698 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (En Banc). 
	SpeechNow.org 

	The Act defines the term "political committee" to mean "any committee, club, association, or other group of persons which receives contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year." 2 U.S.C. § 431(4)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 100.5(a). Groups who meet the definition of a “political committee” have to comply with the reporting requirements set out in Section 30104, Title 52, of the United States Code. To implement th
	4 
	Furthermore, although not within the definition of a “political committee”, there are certain situations where other people need to comply with the reporting requirements of Section 30104. Specifically, the Act provides that every person (other than a political committee) who makes “independent expenditures” in an aggregate amount or value in excess of $250 during a calendar year must report those “independent expenditures”. 52 U.S.C. § 30104(c)(1). The Act and Commission regulations define an “independent 
	The Commission regulation found at 11 C.F.R. § 104.14(d) further provides that “[e]ach treasurer of a political committee, 
	5 
	and any other person required to file any report or statement under these regulations and under the Act, shall be personally responsible for the timely and complete filing of the report or statement and for the accuracy of any information or statement contained in it”. 
	In the case of Respondent, it is a person that did not solicit or receive contributions from others for purposes of political advocacy. Rather, Respondent is but a donor who made donations to third parties from its personal funds. Seeing as Respondent is neither a political committee nor is there an allegation that it directly made any “independent expenditure” from its own funds, Respondent falls outside the scope of the people having to meet any of the reporting requirements under the Act. 
	Donations that may have been made by Respondent were made to either political or non-political committees whose reporting duties regarding the receipt, disbursement, and use of funds rest with them and their treasurers. 
	Consequently, the cause of action presented by Claimant should be dismissed as it relates to Respondent. 
	C. Any donations made by Respondent to political committees, or to non-political organizations for purposes of furthering an “independent expenditure”, are a valid exercise of its First Amendment rights under the US Constitution 
	6 
	In further support of our request for dismissal of the Complaint, in this section we address the allegations concerning a supposed “coordinated expenditure contribution in the form of expenditures for specific advertising attacking candidate Wanda Vazquez Garced to air negative ads and support Pedro Rafael Pierluisi Urrutia campaign”. (Cmplt. ¶ 24). The Complainant implies that direct contribution limits are applicable to the expenditures made by the independent-expenditure-only political committee “Salvemo
	The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech." Political Speech is an essential mechanism of democracy, for it is the means to hold officials accountable to the people. “The right of citizens to inquire, to hear, to speak, and to use information to reach consensus is a precondition to enlightened self-government and a necessary means to protect it. The First Amendment 'has its fullest and most urgent application' to speech uttered during a campaign for 
	7 
	In Citizens United v. FEC, supra, the U.S. Supreme Court decided that, under the First Amendment, corporate funding of independent political broadcasts in candidate elections cannot be limited. Therefore, independent-expenditure-only political committees are allowed to accept unlimited contributions. 
	Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Supreme Court upheld the ban on direct contributions to candidates from corporations and unions. In this respect, campaign finance law has long prohibited corporations from donating to campaigns. See FEC v. Beaumont, 539 
	U.S. 146, 152–53 (2003). In the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, Congress specified that any electioneering communication that a corporation makes in coordination with a campaign constitutes a prohibited donation. 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(C). This effectively bans "coordinated communications". 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). See Brown v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 386 F. Supp. 3d 16, 21 (D.D.C. 2019). As established in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a), “coordinated” means made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or 
	To determine whether a communication constitutes a “coordinated communication,” Commission regulations apply a three-prong test. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). Under that test, a communication must satisfy a “content prong,” a “conduct prong,” and a “payment 
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	prong”. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a), (c), (d). The first prong of the “coordinated communication” test specifies that the communication is paid for by “a person other than that candidate [or] authorized committee.” 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a)(1). The second prong of the “coordinated communication” test is a “conduct standard” that focuses, in relevant part, on whether the candidate or the candidate’s agents “request or suggest” or are “materially involved” in the making and airing of a communication, or engage in “subs
	C.F.R. § 109.21(a)(2). Four types of communications satisfy the “content standard”: (1) a public communication that expressly advocates (or equivalent thereof) the election or defeat of a clearly identified Federal candidate (no matter when made); (2) a public communication that disseminates, distributes or republishes campaign materials (no matter when made); (3) electioneering communications; and (4) a public communication that refers to a political party or clearly identified Federal candidate that is di
	9 
	deemed a “coordinated communication.” See Advisory Opinion FEC 2005-07. 
	The Complaint currently before the Commission lacks any allegation or fact supported by personal knowledge of expenditures that were coordinated or communications that meet any of the three prongs mentioned above. 
	Furthermore, in this case there is no evidence, not even an allegation, of any fact that constitutes or may constitute a violation of the Act due to a coordinated expense between Respondent and any of the named entities in the present case. 
	CONCLUSION 
	For all the preceding reasons, Respondent requests that the Commission find that there is no reason to believe that a violation of the Act has occurred or will occur with respect to the allegations of the Complaint, and that it proceeds to close the file in this matter as it pertains to Respondent. 
	Respectfully submitted, 
	By: Ferdinand Ocasio, Esq.
	Ocasio Law Firm, LLC
	PO Box 192536 
	San Juan, PR 00919-2536
	Tel.: (787) 710-7160
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 
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	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-Cl:LA at 11:56 am, Nov 18, 2022 
	1090 Vermont Ave NW, Suite 750 
	SANDLER REIFF Washington, D C 20005 
	www.sandlerreiff.com
	www.sandlerreiff.com

	SANDLER REIFF LAMB 
	T: 202-479-1111 
	ROSENSTEIN & BIRKENSTOCK, P.C. 
	November 18, 2022 
	Aaron Rabinowitz 
	Federal Election Commission 
	Office of the General Counsel 
	Attn: Katlnyn Ross, Paralegal 
	1050 First Street, NE 
	Washington, D.C. 20463 
	Via email to 
	cela@fec.gov 

	Re: MUR 7772 (Andrew Keys) 
	Dear Mr. Rabinowitz: 
	This letter, with attachments, responds on behalf of Andrew Keys to the Commission's notification ofa complaint alleging violations ofthe Federal Election Campaign Act in the course of ce1tain political activities in Pue1to Rico. 
	Nothing in the complaint nor in other info1mation available to us elsewhere suggests any reason to believe Mr. Keys should be responsible for any violations ofthe Act. As finther detailed in the attached declaration, Mr. Keys does recall contributing to Foundation for Progress in October of2020. He understood that group itself to be a PAC, but does not recall any details about its operations or specific plans. He has conducted a search ofhis financial records and related documentation, and rep01ts that he f
	In sum, based on the info1mation available to us it only appears that Mr. Keys made a garden variety political cont:Iibution to a group he understood to be a PAC, in an amount that would be pe1missible to a "traditional" PAC, and that he had nothing else to do with any ofthe events described in the complaint. Simply put Mr. Keys is at most a wimess in this matter, and through the attached declaration and check copy he is enclosing what he recalls and has been able to find about these circumstances together 
	We therefore respectfully urge the Commission to find that there is no reason to believe that Andrew Keys committed any violation ofthe Act, and close the file in this matter with respect to him. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Joseph M. Birkenstock Counsel for Andrew Keys Enc. 
	Figure
	11/17/2022 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	Attachment to the Declaration ofAndrew Keys 
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	From: 
	From: 
	Carlos.AndreuCollazo@gtlaw.com 
	By OGC-Cl:LA at 5:16 pm, Nov 18, 2022 

	To: 
	To: 
	CELA 

	Cc: 
	Cc: 
	greenbergb@gtlaw.com; Orizondol@gtlaw.com 

	Subject: 
	Subject: 
	MUR 7772 NGX Military Store 
	-


	Date: 
	Date: 
	Friday, November 18, 2022 4: 10:07 PM 

	Attachments: 
	Attachments: 
	image001.png 


	Dear Ms. Ross: 
	As you are aware, we represent NGX Militaiy Store and write regai·ding the FEC's letter received pertaining to MUR 7772. Thank you for providing us with a copy of these materials. 
	We note that neither NGX Militaiy Store nor its owners or employees, nor any ofits c01porate affiliates, are named or mentioned in any of the materials provided by the FEC. We also note that although NGX Militaiy Store donated to one of the entities listed in the 2020 document, it did so legally. Any controversy about the operations of the entities ai·e beyond our client's knowledge or responsibilities. 
	Nonetheless, please contact us if there are questions we can answer. 
	Best regai·ds, 
	Carlos Andreu Collazo 
	Carlos Andreu Collazo 
	Greenberg Traurig, PA 
	333 SE. 2nd Avenue I Miami, FL 33131 T +1 305.579.0649 I WfMI ouaw mm 
	Carlos 
	8ooreuco11aw@otlawr.om 


	GreenbergTraurig 
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	Albany. Amsterdam. Atlanta. Austin. Boston. Berlin*. Charlotte. Chicago. Dallas. Delaware. Denver. Fort Lauderdale. Houston. Las Vegas. London*. Long Island. Los Angeles. Mexico City*. Miami. Milan*. Minneapolis. NewJersey. New York. Northern Virginia. Orange County. Orlando. Philadelphia. Phoenix. Portland. Sacramento. Salt Lake City. San Francisco. Seoul*. Shanghai. Silicon Valley. Tallahassee. Tampa. Tel Aviv*. Tokyo*. Warsaw*. Washington, D.C. West Palm Beach. Westchester County. 
	*Berlin: Greenberg Traurig's Berlin Office is operated by Greenberg Traurig Germany, an affiliate of Greenberg Traurig, PA and Greenberg Traurig, LLP.; London: Operates as a separate UK registered legal entity; Mexico City: Operates as Greenberg Traurig, S.C.; Milan: Greenberg Traurig's Milan office is operated by Greenberg Traurig Santa Maria, an affiliate of Greenberg Traurig, PA and Greenberg Traurig, LLP; Seoul: Operated by Greenberg Traurig LLP Foreign Legal Consultant Office; Tel AviV: A branell of Gr
	Admitted to practice in Puerto Rico 
	If you are not an intended recipient of confidential and privileged infonnation in this email, please delete it, notify us immediately at , and do not use or disseminate the info1mation. 
	postmaster@gtlaw.com


	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA at 3:54 pm, Nov 28, 2022 
	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
	BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
	CO MITE AMIGOS WANDA VAZQUEZ, 
	MUR-7772 
	V. 
	COMITE AMIGOS PEDRO PIERLUISI, INC. 
	RESPONSE 

	TO THE HONORABLE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION: COMES NOW Northshore Management Corporation, through the undersigned attorney, and ve1y respectfully STATES, ALLEGES and PRAYS, as follows: 
	TO THE HONORABLE FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION: COMES NOW Northshore Management Corporation, through the undersigned attorney, and ve1y respectfully STATES, ALLEGES and PRAYS, as follows: 
	rd
	3

	, 2022 No1thshore Management Corporation (NM) received a communication from the Federal Elections Commission (FEC) stating that it had received the complaint ofreference which indicates that NM may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (Act). On said communication, the FEC also info1med NM that the Act affords NM the oppo1tunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against NM and submit factual or legal materials that may be relevant to the matter at hand. 
	On October 

	We have reviewed the complaint and find that it makes no reference to NM. Additionally, NM did not solicit or receive contributions from others for purposes of political advocacy and, therefore, no repo1ting requirements under the Act apply to NM. 
	1 
	1 

	WHEREFORE, NM respectfully requests that the Honorable Commission find that no action should be taken against NM in this matter. 
	Respectfully Submitted, this November 28, 2022. 
	th

	S/José R. Olmo-Rodríguez 
	S/José R. Olmo-Rodríguez 

	José R. Olmo-Rodríguez 
	USDC 213405 
	500 Muz Rivera Ave., El Centro I, suite 215, SJ, PR 00918 
	787.758.3570 
	Figure
	2 


	RECEIVED 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA at 9:52 am, Dec 08, 2022
	PIco· LLC 
	AOVJSORS 
	December 8, 2022 
	VIA ELECTRONIC CORRESPONDENCE 
	VIA ELECTRONIC CORRESPONDENCE 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination 
	& Legal Administration Attn: Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 
	I050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela:r✓: fec.!!O\ 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Ladies and gentlemen: 
	We are counsel to Michael J. Mccloskey, the addressee of certain correspondence from Roy Q. Luckett, Acting Assistant General Counsel -Complaints Examination & Legal Administration of the Federal Election Commission ("fEC"), dated September 28, 2022, regarding the above-referenced matter under review (the "FEC Letter"). This letter is addressed to you by the undersigned on Mr. McCloskey's behalf pursuant to that certain Statement of Designation of Counsel delivered to the FEC on October 19, 2022 (a copy of 
	The FEC Letter refers to "a complaint that indicates [Mr. McCloskey] may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended" and includes a copy of a complaint filed in 2020 against several entities. None ofthe entities named in the complaint is related to Mr. McCloskey, however, and neilher the FEC Letter nor the complaint alleges any improper or illegal activity on Mr. McCloskey's part. Consequently, we are unable to address any specific matter contained in the FEC Letter. 
	Notwithstanding the foregoing, based on a review of the materials accompanying the FEC Letter, Mr. McCloskey believes that no action should be taken against him in this matter, because his involvement in the events described in the materials was limited to making a contribution to a political action committee (Salvemos a Puerto Rico), which he understood (and still understands) to be within the boundaries of applicable law. Such contribution was solicited of a group of Puerto Rico resident investors that in
	Respectfully subm itt¢,._
	d ,
	-









	,, ;{);~? 
	,, ;{);~? 
	/ Guillermo R. Pico 
	c: Michael J. McCloskey 
	P.O. BOX 270445 • SAN JUAN , PUERTO RICO 00928 • 787.999.9001 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Figure
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one fonn for each Respondent/Witness 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 
	E-MAIL: cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 7772 Name of Counsel: Guillermo R. Pic6 
	Firm: Pica Adviso Address: 1550 Ave. Ponce de Le6n, 4th floor San Juan, Puerto Rico 00909 
	Title ichael McCI 
	Office#: 787-999-9001 rax#: 787-999-9002 Mobile#: E-mail: _grpico@ The above-named individual and/or Jinn is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	Office#: 787-999-9001 rax#: 787-999-9002 Mobile#: E-mail: _grpico@ The above-named individual and/or Jinn is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	icoadvisors.com 



	(Name
	(Name
	(Name
	-

	t) 

	RESPONDENT: 
	RESPONDENT: 
	Michael Mccloskey 

	TR
	(Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 

	Mai ling Address 
	Mai ling Address 
	Dorado, Puerto Rico 00646 

	(Please Print) 
	(Please Print) 


	Home#: _ ___________ Mobile#: 
	Office#: _________ ___ Fax#: ___ ___ ________ E-mail: 
	This form rclutcs to a Federal Election Commis.\ion matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 lJ.S.C § 30109(a)(12)(A), This section prohibits making public any notification 01 in,estigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission 111lhout the cxp1ess written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2021 
	From: Asuntos Leqales To: CELA Cc: Sarah Rodrfquez De Jesusj Suzette Binet Guerrero: Lisa Stevenson Subject: MUR No. 7772 
	Date: 
	Wednesday, September 23, 2020 1:49:S3 PM Determination OCE-0-2020-00S (Comite Pedro Pierluisi, Inc. & Salvemos a PR. Inc.)(9.18.2020) English version.pelf 
	Attachments: 
	O-2020-0S-Salvemos-A-Puerto Rico-lst-Reguirernent-of-Inforrnation.pdf Answer to OCE Info Requirement 8.13.20.pdf Wires Transaction History 6.2S.20.pdf 
	To whom it may concern: 
	As determined by the Election Comptroller of Puerto Rico, I hereby notify the Federal Election Commission ("FEC") with the official translation of the Determination issued on local case OCE-Q2020-005, which was dismissed due to lack of jurisdiction of the Office of the Election Comptroller ("OEC") on matters regarding a non connected committee registered before the Federal Election Commission. The complaint filed before the OEC is similar to a complaint filed by Jorge L. Davila Torres at the FEC, with case 
	-

	Also enclosed is a copy a Request of Information served by the OEC to Sa/vemos a Puerto Rico and the answers they provided, through its President Joseph Fuentes. 
	Should you need any information from the OEC or have any doubt of the referenced matters, feel free to contact us. Also, if you have any difficulty getting any information or public records from a local Governmental agency in Puerto Rico, we may be able to help. 
	Regards, 
	Angel Vargas Carcana 
	Abogado Asuntos Legales 
	E. T. 787-332-2050 ext. 2554 
	avargas@oce.pr.gov 

	Oficina del Contralor Electoral 
	Oficina del Contralor Electoral 
	Figure
	235 Ave. Arterial Hostos Edificio Capital Center Torre Norte Pisa 7 SanJuan,PR, 00918 
	. pr.gov 
	https://oce

	OFICINA DEL CONTRALOR ELECTORAL 
	OGE.GOV.PR 
	Figure
	Figure
	IN RE: 
	IN RE: 
	IN RE: 
	OCIE-Q-2020-005 

	Comite Pedro Pierluisi, Inc. 
	Comite Pedro Pierluisi, Inc. 
	MATTER: 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Inc. 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Inc. 
	Law 222-2011 


	DETERMINATION 
	I. Introduction and Procedural Background: 
	The Office of the Election Comptroller (hereinafter "OEC") investigated the Complaint of reference, filed on July 28, 2020 by Jorge L. Davila-Torres against the Comite Pedro Pierluisi, Inc. (hereinafter "Committee") and the independent expenditure committee Salvemos a Puerto Rico (hereinafter "SPR"). 
	111 the Complaint, the complainant claimed, in short, the following: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	By publication made on June 25, 2020, of the Center for Investigative Journalism expounded that the corporation Foundation for Progress, lrnc., was incorporated on June 10, 2020 and, seven minutes thereafter the Foundation Pro lgualdad, Inc. (hereinafter we will refer to both as "Corporations". The Corporations failed to establish their physical address, failed to identify their officers. Likewise, Foundation for Progress, Inc. provided a telephone number that belonged to a restaurant, while Fundaci6n Pro l

	2. 
	2. 
	The intention to incorporate the Corporations without the information described is to conceal information and lie. Due to the Corporations' lack of compliance with the General Act of Corporations, the Corporations must be canceled by the Department ofState. 

	3. 
	3. 
	SPR is registered with the Federal Elections Commission (hereinafter "FEC") as a Super PAC and its Statement ofOrganizaUon has suffered two amendments, one to change its name from PRP PAC to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and another to add a website, 
	www.salvemospr.com .. 


	4. 
	4. 
	In the Statement ofOrganization, SPR established that it intends to support or oppose one of the federal candidates. 

	5. 
	5. 
	No record or reports of income and expenses of SPR or PRP PAC were found in the OEC's electronic archives. 

	6. 
	6. 
	In the report submitted by SPR to the FEC for the period of May 19, 2020 and June 30, 2020 only two donations appear, one from Foundation for Progress and another from Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad; for $75,000 and $175;000, respectively, which were made on June 25, 2020; 

	7. 
	7. 
	The complainant requests the OEC to forbid that the money donated by the Corporations be expended in the elections in Puerto Rico because it would constitute an irreparable harm for that money to influence the voters in the Primary. 

	8. 
	8. 
	SPR's intention is to influence a local and non-federal electoral process, supporting the election of Pedro Pierluisi as a candidate for governor in the New Progressive Party primaries, reason why he had to register with the OEC and comply with the requirements of Law 2222011, as amended (hereinafter Law 222"). 
	-


	9. 
	9. 
	SPR registered with the FEC to evade the requirements of Law 222 that seek that voters be cognizant of who pays for advertisements that attempt to influence their vote, making it difficult for the OEC to oversee whether or not the Corporations are coordinating with the candidates they support. 


	Bird. Arterial Hostos 235, Capital Center Building, North Tower, Mailbox 1401, San Juan, PR 00918 Tel 787.332.2050 • email address • Web 
	lnfo@oce.pr.gov 
	oce.pr.gov 

	Figure
	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	From the examination of the SPR website it is deduced that it was created to support Pedro Pierluisi's candidacy for the governorship by the NPP. 

	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	In the past election cycle, Jose Fuentes-Fernandez, founder of SPR, registered the Super PAC 

	called PRP PAC, whose donors included Michael Pierluisi and Anthony Pierluisi; sons of Pedro Pierluisi. 

	12. 
	12. 
	The complainant requested the OEC to issue a cease-and-desist order against SPR to stop the posting of advertisements against Wanda Vazquez-Garced's candidacy for the NPP governance. 


	The Complaint was notified to the Committee and SPR. 
	Having examined primafacie the allegations of the Complaint, the OEC examined its records and corroborated that, in compliance with Article 6.000(d) of Law 222 and Circular Letter OCE-CC-2020-03, the committee on independent expenditures (known in English as Super PAC) SPR submitted a copy of its registration form before the FEC (known as "FEC Form 1") and a copy of the Report of Receipts and Disbursements (known as "FEC Form 3x") covering the period from May 19, 2020 to June 30, 2020. In said report, the O
	Since the claims brought forward by the Complainant against the Corporations were to be entertained by the Puerto Rico Department ofState, the entity responsible for maintaining the Corporate Registry, the OEC requested on July 30, 2020 to said instrumentality to evaluate the records of the aforementioned corporations and notify the OEC ofany action taken. On August 3, 2020, the Department of State notified the OEC that the Corporations would be canceled because they had been registered against the provisio
	1 

	Likewise, on August 3, 2020, the OEC required SPR to provide it with an accurate copy of the checks or any instrument of payment by the Corporations to make the donations reported to the FEC in the ReportofReceiptsand Disbursements for the period ofMay 19, 2020 toJune 30, 2020; name, address, telephone and email of the officers or representatives of the Corporations known to the President and Treasurer of SPR. Likewise, it was also required from SPR to provide the legal, regulatory, and juridical framework 
	In view of the Requirement, on August 13, 2020, SPR provided a copy of a screen print that presents electronic transfers made by the Corporations to gather the donations to the SPR and indicated that it does not know who are the non-natural persons that act as officers or representatives of the Corporati,ons.It further raised that SPR "[... ] is an Independent Expenditure-Only Committee and , as such, it was required to file a Statement of Organization (FEC Form 1) and check box S(f) as indicated by the FEC
	2 
	SpeechNow.org 
	SpeechNow.org 

	Subsequently, on August 20, 2020, the Committee submitted its response to the complaint requesting its dismissal alleging that itdoes not provide evidence ofits claims and merely alleges that SPR 
	That determination of the Department ofState was set aside by the Court of First Instance by virtue ofResolution and Order in Civil Case No. SJ2020CV04243 on September 1•t, 2020, which as of the date of this letter is not final, firm or unappealable. 
	1 

	In view o1f the Determination notified through this document, the OEC does not pass judgment on the credibility, if any, that slhould be given to the response provided by Salvemos a Puerto Rico as to the knowledge ofthe officers or representatives ofthe Corporations. 
	2 

	was created to support Pedro R. Pierluisi and request a cease and desist order against Salvemos a Puerto Rico, without presenting any allegation or evidence whatsoever against the Committee. The Committee submitted that the complaint did not include documents or evidence that demonstrate coordination of expenditures between SPR and the Committee, in accordance with Article 2.004{35) of Law 222: {i) requested by the committee or one of its representatives; (ii) the content has been coordinated with the commi
	II. Determination: 
	The allegations of the Complaint and the response provided by the Committee were examined by the Legal Affairs Division of the OEC in light ofSPR's response to the Request for Information issued by the OEC, files in the OEC archives, the income and expense reports submitted by SPR to the FEC and the OEC, the files of the Corporations with the Department of State, and the judicial file of case Civil No. SJ2020CV04243 filed by the Corporations against the Commonwealth. 
	As it arises from the Complaint and as corroborated by the OEC, SPR is an independent expenditure committee that was registered with the FEC on May 19, 2020 as the PRP PAC. Its founder, treasurer and custodian of records is Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez. Through amendment to the Declaration of Organization {FEC FORM 1) submitted on May 27, 2020, the PRP PAC became SPR. On June 23, 2020, SPR amended its organizational statement to add its website , which has the following content in its home page:
	salvemospr.com
	3 

	Figure
	Figure
	In its registration with the FEC, SPR marked the opt ion of Political Action Committee and under said option, the alternative of "This Committee supports/opposes more than one Federal candidate, and is not a separate segregated fund or party committee. {i.e. nonconnected committee)." {Emphasis ours). 1under "miscellaneous text": "This committee intends to make independent expenditures, and consistent with the U.S. Court of Appeals for Dist rict of Columbia Circuit decision in SpeechNow v. FEC, it therefore 
	Atthe end of FEC Form 1, Salvemos a Puerto Rico expressed 

	In its Report ofReceipts and Disbursements {known as"FEC Form 3x"), which covers the period from May 19, 2020 to June 30, 2020, SPR reported to the FEC that it had received a donation from the Foundation for Progress and another from Fundacion Pro lgualdad, for $75,000 and $175,000 respectively, on June 25, 2020. The Corporations were registered as non-profit with the Department of State of Puerto Rico on June 10, 2020, sharing the same postal address. Both Corporations identified their form of organization
	its resident agent and as incorporator the corporate entity created and only provided the [Postal address PO Box 10051, San Juan, PR 00908. 
	Figure
	Both corporate incorporation documents included the following text (one in English and one in Spanish), but both with identical content: 
	The Foundation is organized and will operate exclusively for charitable and/or educational 
	purposes, for the promotion of social welfare in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or any 
	purpose that allows the Foundation to qualify as an exempt of taxes organization under 
	the provisions of Section 1101.01(a)(2)(A) of2011 of the Internal Revenue Code for a New 
	Puerto Rico (the "Code PR") and/or 501 (c)(4} ofthe 1986 U.S. Internal Revenue Code (the 
	"U.S. Code"), according to these sections are [sic] periodically modified, or the equivalent 
	sections ofany law that may substitute or replace Code PR or the U.S. Code. 
	Taking into account all of the above, as well as the large expenditures with electioneering purposes made by SPR to pay electioneering communications against the aspirant to the governorship of Puerto Rico of the NPP Wanda Vazquez-Garced, and in favor of aspirant Pedro Pierluisi-Urrutia, which as of July 31, 2020 was around $140,000, as recorded in the media reports filed with the OEC by advertising and media agencies, it is clear that the main purpose of Salvemos a Puerto Rico, at least during the first 
	months of its existence, is to make expenditures with electoral purposes in Puerto Rico. 
	In view of the above, we examined the cases of Citizens United v. FEC, 558 US 310 (2010) and v. FEC,599 F3d 686 (DC Cir. 2010), cited by SPR as a legal ground to register itself as a committee with the FEC, a federal agency that regulates the financing of federal election campaigns, although its main purpose is to carry out campaign expendit ures in favor of and against state candidates in Puerto Rico. From our analysis it emerged that both cases allow that independent expenditure committees that support or
	Speechnow.org 
	4 

	Thus, it is for the FEC to pass judgment on whether SPR should have been registered with said federal agency, or not, and on what were the real reasons for Salvemos a Puerto Rico to register with the 
	FEC, even ifit had no intention ofmaking expenditures with electioneering purposes in favor of or against federal candidates. Likewise, it is for the FEC to pass judgment on the Corporations and other donors of SPR to determine whether the donations are legal, taking into account, among other factors, the 
	chronological proximity between the organization of SPR as a commit tee, the regist ration of the Corporations, and the date of the donations. It should also be determine what relationship, if any, SPR has with the complained Committee. 
	As a matter of fact, official knowledge is taken of the fact that the complainant in this case filed a complaint with the FEC on August 5, 2020, to which case number MUR No. 7772 was assigned to. 
	As to its allegations against the Committee, the complainant merely claims that SPR "[ ... ] was created to support the candidacy of Pedro R. Pierluisi [ ... ]" and that, by registering with the FEC, "[ ... ] places the OEC in a situation of not being able to oversee if in effect such corporations are coordinating or not with the candidates they support.[... ]." The complainant adds that "[d]uring the last election cycle Fuentes-Fernandez registered the Super PAC PRP and among its donors were Michael Pierlu
	5 

	Now, what is resolved in the disposition of this Complaint does not constitute an impediment for the OEC to take the appropriate measures under Law 222 if it finds evidence of coordination occurrences, either when conducting its audits or during any other investigation that is commenced upon receipt of authenticated documents and/or declarations from persons that have personal knowledge of facts that point to the coordination of expenditures between any natural or legal person, whether or not registered as 
	WHEREFORE, given that the OEC lacks jurisdiction to entertain a Complaint that mostly concerns a committee before the Federal Election Commissioin and siince no claims that constitute basis to sustain a complaint were found against the Comite Pedro Pierluisi, it was determined to dismiss the same in accordance with Section 4.5 of Regulation No. 13 regarding Adjudicative Proceedings before the Office of the Election Comptroller. It is also determined: 
	1. A copy of this Determination, duly translated, will be send to the Federal Election Commission, together with t he information provided by Salvemos a Puerto Rico to the OEC to be part of the MUR No. 7772 complaint filed with that federal agency. 
	REGISTER and NOTIFY. 
	In San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, September 1§., 2020. 
	Figure
	Walter Velez Martinez 
	Election Comptroller 
	4 of the 9 judges, the following was expressed in favor ofthe then in effect rule of law prior tothe decision ofCitizens United, supra: 
	The District Court that adjudicated the initial challenge to BCRA pored over this record. In careful analysis, Judge Kollar-Kotelly made numerous findings about the corrupting consequences of corporate and union independent expenditures in the years preceding BCRA's passage. See McConnell. 251 F. Supp. 2d. at 555-560, 622-625; see also Id. at 804-805, 813, n. 143 (Lion, J.l (indicating agreement). As summarized in her own words: 
	"lihe factual findings of the Court illustrate that corporations and labor unions routinely notify Members of Congress as soon as they air electioneering communications relevant to the Members' elections. The record also indicates that Members express appreciation to organizations for the airing of these electionrelated advertisements. Indeed, Members of Congress are particularly grateful when negative issue advertisements are run by these organizations, leaving the candidates free to run positive advertis
	"lfhe Findings also demonstrate that Members of Congress seek to have corporations and unions run these advertisements on their behalf. The Findings show that Members suggest that corporations or individuals make donations to interest groups with the understanding that the money contributed to these groups will assist the Member in a campaign. After the election, these organizations often seek credit for their support .... Finally, a large majority of Americans (80%) are of the view that corporations and ot
	United Citizens. supra, pp. 48-449. (Emphasis ours). However, even taking into account the above, the majority opinion in Citizens United, supra, did not consider that such situations constitute a situation that allows the limitation ofindependent expenditures (note that the situations described above do not constitute coordination), so it gave the green light to the realization of independent expenditures without limitations as to their amounts or the quantity of donations that can be obtained from natural
	I CERTIFY that a copy of this Determination was notified by email to: 
	Joseph Fuentes Fernandez 
	Joseph Fuentes Fernandez 
	Joseph Fuentes Fernandez 
	Attorney Juan R. Gonzalez Galarza, Attorney Pedro Pierluisi 

	President and Treasurer 
	President and Treasurer 
	Urrutia and Eduardo Ferrer Ramirez de Arellano 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	Comite Pedro Pierluisi 

	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	jgonzalez@gmlex.net 

	TR
	prpierluisi@gmail.com 

	TR
	empferrer@aol.com 

	Jorge L. Davila Torres 
	Jorge L. Davila Torres 

	jorgeldav@gmail.com 
	jorgeldav@gmail.com 


	In San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, September 18, 2020. 
	~(l.1 ~~ 
	Karla C. Fontanez Berrios 
	Secretary Office of the Election Comptroller 
	OFICINA DEL C0NTRAL0R ELECTORAL 
	OCE.GOV.PR 
	Figure
	IN RE: 
	OCE-NMA-2020-005 
	Comite Pedro Pierluisi, Inc.; 
	MATTER:
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	Act 222-2011, as amended 
	FIRST REQUIREMENT OF INFORMATION 
	To: Joseph Fuentes Fernandez 
	President and Treasurer, Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 

	Pursuant to Article 3.016 of Puerto Rico Act 222-2011, as amended, and Section 4.4 of Regulation No. 13, Reg/amento de Procedimientos Adjudicativos ante la Oficina de/ Contra/or Electoral, currently only available in Spanish at our webpage, , we require you to provide the following information regarding electioneering expenditures made by Salvemos a Puerto Rico related to the local Puerto Rico primary elections, as part of the investigation of the sworn complaint of reference: 
	www.oce.pr.gov

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Provide true and exact copies of all the checks or any other instrument of payment used by Foundation for Progress and Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad, to make monetary contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico up to today's date. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Provide the name, address, physical address, phone numbers and email addresses of the natural persons that act as officials and/ or representatives of Foundation for Progress and Fundaci6n Pro lgualdad known to you, as President and Treasurer of Salvemos a Puerto Rico. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Under the FEC 1 Form, Salvemos a Puerto Rico was registered as a political action committee, specifying that " [t]his Committee supports/ opposes more than one Federal candidate, and is not a separate segregated fundo or party committee. (i.e. nonconnected committee)." (Our emphasis). Provide the legal, regulatory, and juridical framework which allows Salvemos a Puerto Rico to register before the Federal Election Commission to mainly make electioneering expenditures related to local elections in Puerto Rico


	Required information shall be provided within ten (10) consecutive days counted from the day of notification of the requirement or, in the alternative, you may provide the information along with your answer to the sworn complaint. 
	Be advised that, if you fail to respond to this requirement, pursuant to Article 3.016 of Act 2222011, as amended, the Election Comptroller could seek an order from the Court with jurisdiction to make you comply and/ or impose an administrative fine of $to $for each itemized requirement with which you fail to comply, pursuant to Infraction 15 of Regulation No. 14, Reg/amento para la lmposicion de Multas Administrativas de la Oficina de/ Contra/or Electoral, currently available only in Spanish at our webpage
	-
	1,000.00 
	2,500.00 

	Required information can be sent via email to , providing the complaint number given above. 
	asuntoslegales@oce.pr.gov

	All information provided is subject to corroboration. You may be requested to provide additional information during this investigation or other related investigations conducted by the Office of the Election Comptroller. 
	In San Juan, Puerto Rico, today August 3, 2020. 
	rd 

	Last review to on September l 't, 20. 
	Last review to on September l 't, 20. 
	3 
	www.salvemospr.com 
	20


	It does not escape our attention that Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an independent expenditure committee, had it register with the OEC under the laws of Puerto Rico, the same rules as in the FEC would have applied to it, that is, they could have receive donations from corporations or natural persons with no limit whatsoever as to amounts. It should be noted that the complainant's argument may have had weight before the resolution of Citizens United. supra, which sat aside several provisions of the Federal Elec
	It does not escape our attention that Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an independent expenditure committee, had it register with the OEC under the laws of Puerto Rico, the same rules as in the FEC would have applied to it, that is, they could have receive donations from corporations or natural persons with no limit whatsoever as to amounts. It should be noted that the complainant's argument may have had weight before the resolution of Citizens United. supra, which sat aside several provisions of the Federal Elec
	4 
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	Attorney~• Legal Affairs Division 
	Ave. Arterial Hostos 235, Capital Center Building, Torre Norte, Buz6n 1401, San Juan, PR 00918 Tel 787.332.2050 • Fax 787.332.2065 • Email • Web 
	info@oce.pr.gov 
	oce.pr.gov 

	IN RE: OCE:NMA-2020-005 
	Comité Pedro Pierluisi, Inc. MATTER: 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Act 222-2011,  as amended 
	To: Ángel J. Vargas-Carcaa 
	Attorney at Law Legal Affairs Division Office of the Election Comptroller Email: 
	asuntoslegales@oce.pr.gov 

	From: Joseph A. Fuentes-Fernandez 
	Treasurer, Salvemos a Puerto Rico Email: 
	joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 

	Response to First Requirement of Information Dated August 3, 2020 
	rd

	1. Attached copy of two wires received on June 25, 2020 
	th

	2. I don’t know who the natural persons are acting as officials and/or representatives of Foundation for Progress and Fundacin Pro Igualdad.  
	3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico (SPR) is an Independent Expenditure-Only Committee and as such it was required to file a Statement of Organization (FEC Form 1) and check box 5(f) as indicated by the FEC. Therefore, the legal, regulatory, and juridical framework that allows Super PACs or SPR to exit are possible by two judicial decisions in 2010: and, two months later, . In addition, SPR clarified that the intent to function as a committee by including the following language on the FEC Form 1: “This committee inte
	Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission 
	SpeechNow.org v. FEC
	SpeechNow.org v. FEC

	Finally, on May 29SPR submitted by email to the OCE FEC Form 1 as required by Law 222 Section 6.000 Section (d), acknowledging receipt that same day the Legal Affairs Office, and on July 10, 2020 FEC Form 3X (Financial Report) for the quarter ended June 30, 2020.  
	th 
	th
	th

	Submitted today, August 13, 2020 
	th

	Figure
	Joseph A Fuentes-Fernandez, CPA Treasurer-Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	8/11/2020 Account Information -Citibank 
	cffi~ 
	Printed on: 2020-08-11 11:58:53 
	Account Details 
	Business Checking-
	Information for 
	PER1O0 2020-06-zs 
	Transaction History -

	-FILTER Credits 
	Results for: Jun 25, 2020 
	Date Description Debit Credit 
	Jun 25, 2020 
	Jun 25, 2020 
	Jun 25, 2020 
	INCOMING WIRE WIRE FROM FUNDACION PRO IG062520UALDAD INC 
	$175,000.00 

	Jun 25, 2020 
	Jun 25, 2020 
	INCOMING WIRE WIRE FROM FOUNDATION FOR P062520ROGRESS INC 
	$75,000.00 


	Account activity is provided for your information only and is subject to revisions. It is not a substitute for your periodic statement, which is the official record of your account. 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	July 27, 2023 
	VIA EMAIL 

	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com 
	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com 
	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com 
	cspies@dickinson-wright.com 


	Charles R. Spies Katherine N. Reynolds Dickinson Wright, PLLC 18251 I Street NW, Suite 900 Washington, DC 20006 
	RE:  P-MUR 668 Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes, Treasurer 
	Dear Mr. Spies and Ms. Reynolds: 
	The Federal Election Commission (“Commission”), has ascertained information in the normal course of carrying out its supervisory responsibilities indicating that your clients Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes in his official capacity as treasurer may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).Specifically, it appears that your clients may have misreported their source of contributions and violated coordinate communication standards. This misreporting and coordina
	1 

	The Act affords your clients the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken againstSalvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes in his official capacity as treasurer.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel’
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public. Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies, including the Department of Justice.While the matter remains open, it will remain confidential as set forth above.  A
	2 
	https://fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/notice2016-06.pdf
	https://fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/notice2016-06.pdf


	Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the referral until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in this matter.  See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 
	Notification of this referral is being provided to you pursuant to the Commission’s Agency Procedure for Notice to Respondents in Non-Complaint Generated Matters, as published in the Federal Register on August 4, 2009 (74 Fed. Reg. 38,617). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email, this Office will provide an electronic receipt by email): 
	Mail OR Email 
	Federal Eon Commission CEL.gov 
	lecti
	A@fec

	Office of Complaints Examination 
	and Legal Administration 
	Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal 
	1050 First Street, NE 
	Washington, DC 20463 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found https://www.fec.gov/resources/cmscontent/documents/status-of-fec-operations.pdflimited basis and, y be delayed. Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	-
	, the office’s mailroom is open on a 
	therefore, proceesing paper correspondence ma

	If you have any questions, please contact Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1519 or toll free at (800) 424-9530.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s preliminary procedures for processing submissions such as this. 
	Sin cerely, Wanda D. Brown 
	Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA ar 10:50 am, Aug 15, 2023 
	By OGC-CELA ar 10:50 am, Aug 15, 2023 

	INTER.NATIONAL SQUARE 
	1825 EYE STREET, NW, SUITE 900 
	WASHINGTON, DC 20006
	DICKINSON~RJ.GHT PLLC 
	TELEPHONE: 202-457-0160 FACSIMILE: 844-670-6009 
	http ://insonwright .com 
	www.dick 

	CHAR.LES R. SPIES CSp202.466.5964 
	ies@dickinsonwright.com 

	August 11, 2023 
	Wanda D. Brown, Esq. Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Federal Election Commission 1050 First Street NE Washington, DC 20463 
	VIA E-MAIL: 
	cela@fec.gov 

	Re: P-MUR 668 Response from Salyemos APuerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes 
	We represent Salvemos A Pue1io Rico ("Salvemos") and Joseph Fuentes ("Fuentes"), in his official capacity as Treasurer ( collectively "Respondents") in response to your conespondence numbered P-MUR 668 dated July 27, 2023 . The P-MUR vaguely references allegations that Respondents may have misrepo1ied their source of contributions and violated coordinate communication standards set fo1ih in the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("FECA" or "the Act"). We respectfully request that the Commissi
	By way ofrelevant background infonnation, a complaint was filed with the FEC on August 11, 2020 alleging that Respondents violated the Act and Commission regulations by coordinating communications with Comite Amigos Pedro Pierluisi, the campaign committee for Pedro Pierluisi's bid for Governor of Pue1io Rico.On September 23, 2020, Respondents submitted a response to the aforementioned complaint, ai·guing that the Commission lacked jurisdiction over the issue as the candidate involved was not a federal candi
	1 

	ARIZONA CALIFORNIA FLORIDA KENTUCKY MICHIGAN NEVADA OHIO TENNESSEE T EXAS TORONTO WASHINGTON DC 
	Shortly thereafter, the DOJ initiated an investigation into the activities conducted by Respondents during the 2020 election, including the allegations at issue in MUR 7772. Respondents ultimately pled guilty to one count of scheming to falsify and conceal material facts in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001.  campaign finance reports with the Commission.  See Exhibit C.  Fuentes was sentenced to fourteen months in prison.  On June 29, 2022, we submitted a supplemental response to MUR 7772 on behalf of Responden
	Salvemos agreed to pay a $150,000.00 fine and file amended 

	During the course of the DOJ investigation, Respondents filed amended reports with the FEC.  As evidenced by the email exchange between our firm and Jonathan Jacobson at the DOJ, Respondents filed the reports, as drafted, that the Commission appears to now be alleging contain information that violates the Act, in cooperation with DOJ. See Exhibit D.  To the extent that there was any “misreporting” by Respondents in 2022 or 2023, it was done as part of good faith cooperation with the DOJ and Respondents shou
	2

	Finally, the articles of termination were submitted on behalf of Salvemos A Puerto Rico, Inc. on January 18, 2023and January 19, 2023, and Salvemos has had no financial activity since said date. We, as counsel, have reached out to Commission staff multiple times to attempt to resolve and terminate Respondents’ issues with the Commission, and received no substantive response. Respondents have both already paid substantial prices through the criminal justice system for the matters at issue here.  Consequently
	3 
	4

	      Respectfully submitted, 
	Figure
	      Charles Spies       Elizabeth K. Lilienthal 
	      Counsel to Respondents 
	2 
	EXHIBIT A 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 49 Filed 08/26/22 Page 1 of 4 
	~ AO 245E (Rev. 12/03) Judgment in a Criminal Case for Organizational Defendants Sheet I 
	U NITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
	pleaded guilty to count(s) 
	JUDICIAL 
	JUDICIAL 
	JUDICIAL 
	District of 
	PUERTO 
	RICO 

	UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. 
	UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. 
	JUDGMENT IN A CRIMINAL CASE (For Organizational Defendants) 

	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, INC. 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, INC. 
	CASE NUMBER: 
	3:22-CR-00182-002 (JL) 

	TR
	Peter Koski, Joaquin Monserrate-Matienzo & Jose Aguayo 

	THE DEFENDANT ORGANIZATION: J one of Information. 
	THE DEFENDANT ORGANIZATION: J one of Information. 
	Defendant Organization's Attorney 


	~ 
	□ pleaded nolo contendere to count(s) 
	which was accepted by the court. D was found guilty on count(s) after a plea of not guilty. The organizational defendant is adjudicated guilty of these offenses: 
	which was accepted by the court. D was found guilty on count(s) after a plea of not guilty. The organizational defendant is adjudicated guilty of these offenses: 
	which was accepted by the court. D was found guilty on count(s) after a plea of not guilty. The organizational defendant is adjudicated guilty of these offenses: 

	Title & Section 
	Title & Section 
	Nature of Offense 
	Offense Ended 
	Count 

	18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) 
	18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) 
	Scheme to Falsity and Conceal Material Facts 
	11/2/2020 
	One 


	ofname, principal business address, or mailing address until all fines, restitution, costs, and special assessments imposed by this judgment 
	-
	-
	-

	The defendant organization is sentenced as provided in pages 2 through 
	The defendant organization is sentenced as provided in pages 2 through 
	4 
	ofthis judgment. 

	D 
	D 
	The defendant organization has been found not guilty on count(s) 

	D 
	D 
	Count(s) 
	Dis 
	Dare 
	dismissed on the motion of the United States. 

	TR
	It is ordered that the defendant organization must notifv the United States attorney for this district within 30 days of any change 


	are fully_paid. If o!(le~ed to pay restitution, the defendant organization must notify the court and United States attorney of material changes m econmmc c1rcums1ances. 
	Defendant Organization's _1
	81 503303 8/26/2022
	Federal Employer 1.0. No.: ____________ 
	Date oflmposition of Judgment Defendant Organization's Principal Business Address: 
	S/ Joseph N. Laplante
	1701 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Suite 200 
	Washington, DC 20006-5823 Signature ofJudge 
	Joseph N. Laplante Senior, U.S. District Judge Name ofJudge Title ofJudge 
	8/26/2022 Date Defendant Organization's Mailing Address: 1701 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Suite 200 Washington, DC 20006-5823 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 49 Filed 08/26/22 Page 2 of 4 
	AO 245E (Rev. 12/03) Judgment in a Criminal Case for Organizational Defendants Sheet 2 Probation 
	Judgment Page
	DEFENDANT ORGANIZATION: SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, INC. ---
	2 of 
	-

	CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-002 (JL) 
	PROBATION 
	The defendant organization is hereby sentenced to probation for a term of : 
	Three (3) years. 
	The defendant organization shall not commit another federal, state or local crime. 
	Ifthis judgment imposes a fine or a restitution obligation., it is a condition of probation that the defendant organization pay in accordance with the Schedule of Payments sheet of t:Iiis juogment. 
	The defendant organization must comply with the standard conditions that have been adopted by this court as well as with any additional conditions on tlie attached page (if mdicated below). 
	ST AND ARD CONDITIONS OF SUPERVISION 
	1) within thirty days from the date of this judgment, the defendant organization shall designate an official ofthe organization to act as the organizatmns's representative and to be the primary contact with the probation officer; 
	2) and follow the instructions of the probation officer; 
	the defendant organization shall answer truthfully all inquiries by the probation offic.er 

	3) the defendant organization shall notify the probation officer ten days prior to any change in principal business or mailing address; 
	4) to visit the organization at any of its operating business sites; 
	the defendant organization shall permit a probation offic.er 

	5) within seventy-two hours of any criminal prosecution, major civil litigation, or administrative proceeding agamst the organization; 
	the defendant organization shall notify the probation offic.er 

	6) the defendant o~anization shall not dissolve, change its name, or change the name under which it does business unless this judgment and all criminal monetary penalties imposeo by this court are eit:Iier fully satisfied or are equally enforc.eable against the defendant's successors or assignees; and 
	7) the defendant organization shall not waste, nor without permission of the probation officer, sell, assign, or transfer its assets. 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 49 Filed 08/26/22 Page 3 of 4 
	AO 245E (Rev. 12/03) Judgment in a Criminal Case for Organizational Defendants Sheet 3 Criminal Monetary Penalties 
	3 4
	of
	DEFENDANT ORGANIZATION: SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, INC. Judgment Page --
	-

	CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-002 (JL) 
	CRIMINAL MONETARY PENALTIES 
	The defendant organization must pay the following total criminal monetary penalties under the schedule ofpayments on Sheet 4. 
	Assessment Fine Restitution TOTALS $ 400.00 $ 
	150,000.00 
	$ 

	D The determination ofrestitution is deferred until An Amended Judgment in a Criminal Case (AO 245C) will be
	-----
	-----
	. 

	entered after such determination. 
	D The defendant organization shall make restitution (including community restitution) to the following payees in the amount listed below. 
	Ifthe defendant organization makes a partial payment, each payee shall receive an approximately proportioned payment, unless specified oth~isein the prioricy order orP.erceptage payment column below. However, pursuant to 18 U.S .C. § 3664(i), all nonfederal victims must be paid before tiie Umted States 1s paid. 
	Name of Payee Total Loss* Restitution Ordered Priority or Percentage 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	0.00 $ 0.00
	TOTALS $ 
	D Restitution amount ordered pursuant to plea agreement $ 
	D The defendant organization shall pay interest on restitution or a fine of more than $2,500, unless the restitution or fine is paid in full before the fifteenth day after the date ofthe judgment, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3612(f). All of the payment options on Sheet4 may be subject to penalties for delinquency and default, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3612(g). 
	D The court determined that the defendant organization does not have the ability to pay interest, and it is ordered that: D the interest requirement is waived for the D fine D restitution. D the interest requirement for the D fine D restitution is modified as follows: 
	* Findings for the total amountoflosses are required under Chapters 109A, 110, 1 lOA, and 113A ofTitle 18 for offenses committed on or after September 13, 1994, but before April 23, 1996. 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 49 Filed 08/26/22 Page 4 of 4 
	AO 245E (Rev. 12/03) Judgment in a Criminal Case for Organizational Defendants Sheet 4 Schedule ofPayments 
	Judgment Page _ __
	DEFENDANT ORGANIZATION: SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO, INC. CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-002 (J L) 
	4 
	of 
	4 

	SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS 
	Having assessed the organization's ability to pay, payment ofthe total criminal monetary penalties are due as follows: 
	A 
	A 
	A 
	l!1" 
	Lump sum payment of$ 
	1S0,400.00 
	due immediately, balance due 

	TR
	D 
	not later than 
	, or 

	TR
	D 
	in accordance with 
	D 
	C or 
	D 
	D below; or 

	B 
	B 
	D 
	Payment to begin immediately (may be combined with 
	DC or 
	D D below); or 

	C 
	C 
	D 
	Payment in _____ ( e.g., equal, weekly, monthly, quarterly) installments of$ ______over a period of 

	D 
	D 
	_____ ( e.g., months or years), to commence ____( e.g., 30 or 60 days) after the date of this judgment; or DSpecial instructions regarding the payment of criminal monetary penalties: 


	All criminal monetary penalties are made to the clerk of the court. The defendant organization shall receive credit for all payments previously made toward any criminal monetary penalties imposed. 
	D Joint and Several 
	Defendant and Co-Defendant Names and Case Numbers (including defendant number), Total Amount, Joint and Several Amount, and corresponding payee, if appropriate. 
	D 
	D 
	D 
	The defendant organization shall pay the cost ofprosecution. 

	D 
	D 
	The defendant organization shall pay the following court cost(s): 

	D 
	D 
	The defendant organization shall forfeit the defendant organization's interest in the following property to the United States: 


	Payments shall be applied in the following order: (1) assessment, (2) restitution principal, (3) restitution interest, (4) fine principal, 
	(5) fine interest, (6) community restitution, (7) penalties, and (8) costs, including cost ofprosecution and court costs. 
	Amen~~~E~~-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Pa~ ~:qUtifyChangeswithAsterisks(*)) Sheet 1 
	AO245C(Rev.09/ 17) 

	UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
	District of Puerto Rico UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) AMENDED JUDGMENT IN A CRIMINAL CASE 
	v. ) 
	)
	JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ 
	) )
	Date of Original Judgment: _8~!~26~!_20_2~2~-~~~
	-

	)
	(0r Date ofLastAmendedJudgment) 
	Reason for Amendment: 
	Correction ofSentence on Remand (18 U.S.C. 3742(f)(l) and (2)) Reduction ofSentence for Changed Circumstances (Fed. R. Crim. 
	D 
	D 

	P. 35(b)) Correction ofSentence by Sentencing Court (Fed. R. Crim. P. 35(a)) @ Correction ofSentence for Clerical Mistake (Fed. R. Crim. P. 36) 
	D 

	THE DEFENDANT: 
	@ pleaded guilty to count(s) 
	D 
	D 
	D 
	pleaded nolo contendere to count(s) 

	which was accepted by the court. 
	which was accepted by the court. 

	D 
	D 
	was found guilty on count(s) 

	after a plea ofnot guilty. 
	after a plea ofnot guilty. 

	The defendant is adjudicated guilty of these offenses: 
	The defendant is adjudicated guilty of these offenses: 

	Title & Section 
	Title & Section 
	Natm·e of Offense 
	Offense Ended 
	£2!!!!! 

	18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) 
	18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) 
	Scheme to Falsify and Conceal Material Facts. 
	11 /3/2020 
	One 


	) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
	Case Number: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) USM Number: 02391 -510 Peter Koski, Joaquin Monserrate-Matienzo & Jose Aguayo 
	Defendant's Attorney 
	Modification ofSupervision Conditions (18 U.S.C. §§ 3563(c) or 3583(e)) Modification ofImposed Term ofImprisonment for Extraordinary and Compelling Reasons (18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(!)) 
	D 
	D 

	Modification ofImposed Term ofImprisonment for Retroactive Amendment(s) to the Sentencing Guidelines (18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(2)) 
	D 

	Direct Motion to District Court Pursuant D 28 U.S.C. § 2255 or 18 U.S.C. § 3559(c)(7) 
	D 
	D 

	Modification ofRestitution Order (18 U.S.C. § 3664) 
	D 

	The defendant is sentenced as provided in pages 2 through 7 of this judgment. The sentence is imposed pw-suant to the Sentencing Refo1m Act of 1984. 
	D The defendant has been found not guilty on count(s) 
	D Count(s) -------------□ is Dare dismissed on the motion ofthe United States. 
	It is ordered that the defendant must notify the United States Attorney for this district within 30 days ofany change ofname, residence, or mailing address until all fines, restitution, costs, and special assessments imposed by this judgment are fully paid. Ifordered to pay restitution, the defen3ant must notify the cowt and United States attorney ofmaterial clianges in econonuc circumstances. 
	10/3/2022 
	Date oflmposition of Judgment 
	S/ Jay A. Garcia-Gregory 
	Sienatw·e ofJud2e 
	Jay A. Garcia-Gregory Senior, U.S. District Judge 
	Name and Title ofJudge 
	10/3/2022 
	Date 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 2 of 7 
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19)  Judgment in Criminal Case Sheet 2 — Imprisonment 
	Judgment — Page of 7 DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph Ant CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
	2 

	IMPRISONMENT 
	The defendant is hereby committed to the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons to be imprisoned for a total term of: 
	FOURTEEN (14) MONTHS. 
	G✔ The court makes the following recommendations to the Bureau of Prisons: 
	(*) The defendant be designated to FCI Morgantown, West Virginia family live nearby. 
	G The defendant is remanded to the custody of the United States Marshal. 
	G The defendant shall surrender to the United States Marshal for this district: G at G a.m. G p.m. on . G as notified by the United States Marshal. 
	G✔ The defendant shall surrender for service of sentence at the institution designated by the Bureau of Prisons:      
	G as notified by the United States Marshal. . 
	 
	G as notified by the Probation or Pretrial Services Office. 
	RETURN 
	I have executed this judgment as follows: 
	Defendant delivered on to 
	at , with a certified copy of this judgment. 
	UNITED STATES MARSHAL 
	By 
	DEPUTY UNITED STATES MARSHAL 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 3 of 7 
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19) Judgment in a Criminal Case Sheet 3 — Supervised Release 
	Judgment—Page of 7 DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph An CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
	3 

	SUPERVISED RELEASE 
	Upon release from imprisonment, you will be on supervised release for a term of: 
	THREE (3) YEARS. 
	MANDATORY CONDITIONS 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	You must not commit another federal, state or local crime. 

	2. 
	2. 
	You must not unlawfully possess a controlled substance. 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	You must refrain from any unlawful use of a controlled substance. You must submit to one drug test within 15 days of release from imprisonment and at least two periodic drug tests thereafter, as determined by the court. 

	G✔ The above drug testing condition is suspended, based on the court's determination that you pose a low risk of future substance abuse. (check if applicable) 

	4. 
	4. 
	G You must make restitution in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §§ 3663 and 3663A or any other statute authorizing a sentence of restitution. (check if applicable) 

	5. 
	5. 
	G✔ You must cooperate in the collection of DNA as directed by the probation officer. (check if applicable) 

	6. 
	6. 
	G You must comply with the requirements of the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (34 U.S.C. § 20901, et seq.) as directed by the probation officer, the Bureau of Prisons, or any state sex offender registration agency in the location where you reside, work, are a student, or were convicted of a qualifying offense. (check if applicable) 

	7. 
	7. 
	G You must participate in an approved program for domestic violence. (check if applicable) 


	You must comply with the standard conditions that have been adopted by this court as well as with any other conditions on the attached page. 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 4 of 7 
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19) Judgment in a Criminal Case Sheet 3A — Supervised Release 
	Judgment—Page 4 of 7 DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph An CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
	STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SUPERVISION 
	As part of your supervised release, you must comply with the following standard conditions of supervision.  These conditions are imposedbecause they establish the basic expectations for your behavior while on supervision and identify the minimum tools needed by probationofficers to keep informed, report to the court about, and bring about improvements in your conduct and condition. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	You must report to the probation office in the federal judicial district where you are authorized to reside within 72 hours of yourrelease from imprisonment, unless the probation officer instructs you to report to a different probation office or within a different timeframe. 

	2. 
	2. 
	After initially reporting to the probation office, you will receive instructions from the court or the probation officer about how andwhen you must report to the probation officer, and you must report to the probation officer as instructed. 

	3. 
	3. 
	You must not knowingly leave the federal judicial district where you are authorized to reside without first getting permission from thecourt or the probation officer.

	4. 
	4. 
	You must answer truthfully the questions asked by your probation officer. 

	5. 
	5. 
	You must live at a place approved by the probation officer. If you plan to change where you live or anything about your livingarrangements (such as the people you live with), you must notify the probation officer at least 10 days before the change. If notifyingthe probation officer in advance is not possible due to unanticipated circumstances, you must notify the probation officer within 72hours of becoming aware of a change or expected change. 

	6. 
	6. 
	You must allow the probation officer to visit you at any time at your home or elsewhere, and you must permit the probation officer totake any items prohibited by the conditions of your supervision that he or she observes in plain view. 

	7. 
	7. 
	You must work full time (at least 30 hours per week) at a lawful type of employment, unless the probation officer excuses you fromdoing so. If you do not have full-time employment you must try to find full-time employment, unless the probation officer excusesyou from doing so. If you plan to change where you work or anything about your work (such as your position or your jobresponsibilities), you must notify the probation officer at least 10 days before the change. If notifying the probation officer at leas

	8. 
	8. 
	You must not communicate or interact with someone you know is engaged in criminal activity.  If you know someone has beenconvicted of a felony, you must not knowingly communicate or interact with that person without first getting the permission of theprobation officer.

	9. 
	9. 
	If you are arrested or questioned by a law enforcement officer, you must notify the probation officer within 72 hours. 

	10. 
	10. 
	You must not own, possess, or have access to a firearm, ammunition, destructive device, or dangerous weapon (i.e., anything that wasdesigned, or was modified for, the specific purpose of causing bodily injury or death to another person such as nunchakus or tasers). 

	11. 
	11. 
	You must not act or make any agreement with a law enforcement agency to act as a confidential human source or informant withoutfirst getting the permission of the court. 

	12. 
	12. 
	If the probation officer determines that you pose a risk to another person (including an organization), the probation officer mayrequire you to notify the person about the risk and you must comply with that instruction.  The probation officer may contact the person and confirm that you have notified the person about the risk. 

	13. 
	13. 
	You must follow the instructions of the probation officer related to the conditions of supervision. 


	U.S. Probation Office Use Only 
	A U.S. probation officer has instructed me on the conditions specified by the court and has provided me with a written copy of thisjudgment containing these conditions. For further information regarding these conditions, see Overview of Probation and SupervisedRelease Conditions, available at: . 
	www.uscourts.gov
	www.uscourts.gov


	Defendant's Signature Date 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 5 of 7
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19) Judgment in a Criminal Case Sheet 3D — Supervised Release 
	Judgment—Page of 7 DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph An CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
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	SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SUPERVISION 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The defendant shall not commit another Federal, state, or local crime, and shall observe the standard conditions of supervised release recommended by the United States Sentencing Commission and adopted by this Court. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The defendant shall not unlawfully possess controlled substances. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The defendant shall refrain from possessing firearms, destructive devices, and other dangerous weapons. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The defendant shall provide the U.S. Probation Officer access to any financial information upon request. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The defendant shall pay the imposed fine as required by law during the period of supervision as directed by the Probation Officer and shall notify the U.S. Attorney's Office, as well as, the Probation Officer of any change of name or address that occurs before the full amount has been paid. 

	6. 
	6. 
	The defendant shall cooperate in the collection of a DNA sample as directed by the Probation Officer, pursuant to the Revised DNA Collection Requirements, and Title 18, U.S. Code Section 3563(a)(9). 

	7. 
	7. 
	Defendant shall submit his person, property, house, vehicle, papers, computers (as defined in 18 U.S.C. Section 1030 (e)(1)), other electronic communication or data storage devices, and media, to a search conducted by a United States Probation Officer at a reasonable time and in a reasonable manner, based upon reasonable suspicion of contraband or evidence of a violation of a condition of release. Failure to submit to a search may be grounds for revocation of release. The defendant shall warn any other occu


	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 6 of 7
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19) Judgment in a Criminal Case Sheet 5 — Criminal Monetary Penalties 
	Judgment — Page of 7 
	6 

	DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph Ant CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
	CRIMINAL MONETARY PENALTIES 
	The defendant must pay the total criminal monetary penalties under the schedule of payments on Sheet 6. 
	Assessment TOTALS $ 100.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 
	      

	before the United States is paid. 
	G 
	G 
	G 
	The determination of restitution is deferred until 
	. 
	An Amended Judgment in a Criminal Case (AO 245C) will be 

	TR
	entered after such determination. 

	G 
	G 
	The defendant must make restitution (including community restitution) to the following payees in the amount listed below. 

	TR
	If the defendant makes a partial payment, each payee shall receive an approximately proportioned payment, unless specified otherwise inthe priority order or percentage payment column below.  However, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3664(i), all nonfederal victims must be paid 


	Name of Payee 
	Name of Payee 
	Total Loss*** Restitution Ordered Priority or Percentage 

	TOTALS $ 0.00 $ 0.00 
	G 
	G 
	G 
	Restitution amount ordered pursuant to plea agreement  
	$ 

	G 
	G 
	The defendant must pay interest on restitution and a fine of more than $2,500, unless the restitution or fine is paid in full before the fifteenth day after the date of the judgment, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3612(f).  All of the payment options on Sheet 6 may be subject to penalties for delinquency and default, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3612(g). 

	G 
	G 
	The court determined that the defendant does not have the ability to pay interest and it is ordered that: 

	TR
	G 
	the interest requirement is waived for the 
	G 
	fine 
	G 
	restitution. 

	TR
	G 
	the interest requirement for the 
	G 
	fine 
	G 
	restitution is modified as follows: 


	* Amy, Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018, Pub. L. No. 115-299.** Justice for Victims of Trafficking Act of 2015, Pub. L. No. 114-22.*** Findings for the total amount of losses are required under Chapters 109A, 110, 110A, and 113A of Title 18 for offenses committed onor after September 13, 1994, but before April 23, 1996. 
	Case 3:22-cr-00182-JL Document 54 Filed 10/03/22 Page 7 of 7
	AO 245B (Rev. 09/19) Judgment in a Criminal Case Sheet 6 — Schedule of Payments 
	Judgment — Page of 7 DEFENDANT: JOSEPH FUENTES-FERNANDEZ T/N: Joseph Ant CASE NUMBER: 3:22-CR-00182-1 (JAG) 
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	SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS 
	Having assessed the defendant’s ability to pay, payment of the total criminal monetary penalties is due as follows: A G✔ Lump sum payment of $ 100.00 due immediately, balance due G not later than , or G in accordance with G C, G D, G E, or G F below; or B G Payment to begin immediately (may be combined with G C, G D, or G F below); or C G Payment in equal (e.g., weekly, monthly, quarterly) installments of  $ over a period of (e.g., m to commence (e.g., 30 or 60 days) afe of this judgment; or D G Payment in 
	onths or years),
	ter the dat
	onths or years),
	ter release
	term of supe
	ent of the def

	Unless the court has expressly ordered otherwise, if this judgment imposes imprisonment, payment of criminal monetary penalties is due duringthe period of imprisonment.  All criminal monetary penalties, except those payments made through the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ InmateFinancial Responsibility Program, are made to the clerk of the court. 
	The defendant shall receive credit for all payments previously made toward any criminal monetary penalties imposed. 
	G Joint and Several Case Number 
	Defendant and Co-Defendant Names Joint and Several Corresponding Payee,(including defendant number) Total Amount Amount if appropriate 
	G The defendant shall pay the cost of prosecution. G The defendant shall pay the following court cost(s): G The defendant shall forfeit the defendant’s interest in the following property to the United States: 
	Payments shall be applied in the following order: (1) assessment, (2) restitution principal, (3) restitution interest, (4) AVAA assessment,
	(5) fine principal, (6) fine interest, (7) community restitution, (8) JVTA assessment, (9) penalties, and (10) costs, including cost ofprosecution and court costs. 
	EXHIBIT B 
	EXHIBIT C 
	EXHIBIT D 
	Elizabeth K. Lilienthal 
	To: Jessica f. Bymers Subject: RE: EXTERNAL: FW: Salvemos A Puerto Rico Amended Reports 
	From: Jacobson, Jonathan (CRM) > Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2022 1:14 PM To: > Cc: Koski, Peter > Subject: RE: Salvemos A Puerto Rico Amended Reports 
	<Jonathan.Jacobson@usdoj.gov
	Katherine N. Reynolds <KReynolds@dickinson-wright.com
	<PKoski@cov.com

	(EXTERNAL! 
	Hi Katie-
	As long as you are transparent in your explanation with FEC about (1) and (2), that is fine with me. 
	Unfortunately, I cannot provide any further information on (3). I think you can just explain the circumstances to FEC and see how they wish to handle. 
	Thanks, 
	Jonathan 
	From: > Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 3:56 PM To: > Cc: Subject: [EXTERNAL] Salvemos A Puerto Rico Amended Reports 
	Katherine N. Reynolds <KReynolds@dickinson-wright.com
	Jacobson, Jonathan (CRM) <Jonathan.Jacobson@usdoj.gov
	Koski, Peter <PKoski@cov.com> 

	Jonathan
	-

	! am following up regarding Joey's requirement to file amended FEC reports with the true donor information for Salvemos A Puerto Rico, pursuant to his and Salvemos' plea agreement. Based on our review, the following reports will be amended. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	July Quarterly Report {2020) 

	2. 
	2. 
	Post-General Election Report {2020) 

	3. 
	3. 
	July Mid-Year Report (2021) 


	However, in filing these reports, we have a few follow-up questions. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	For many of these donors, Joey does not have the information required by the FEC to file these reports, including donor addresses and employer/occupation information, as this information was not provided to him. Legally speaking, in the event this information is missing, the FEC requires the committee to use its best efforts to obtain this information, which requires the committee to request this information from donors within thirty days ofreceiving the contribution. However, Salvemos undoubtedly has excee

	2. 
	2. 
	Fundacion Pro lgualdad and Foundation for Progress did not directly transfer all the funds it received to Salvemos. For example, on June 22, Fundacion received $200,000 from individual donors, but on June 25, 2020, Fundacion only transferred $175,000 to Salvemos. Because of that, we are reporting the amount contributed from each donor based on an allocation percentage formula. Below provides an example. We plan to proceed with this reporting unless we receive an objection from DOJ. 


	l 
	,
	6/22/2020 Jaap LLC Elvin Pagan $ 40,800 20% Luvian Rodriguez Robles/Evelyn and 
	,
	6/'12/2020 Essential Insurance Pereira Almestica/Marc Tacher 100,000 50% 
	,
	6/'12/2020 AP Engineering Inc. ~le.,, oa Em1:•1-unkon•:m Representative 59,200 30% 200,000 100% 
	6/25/2020 ➔ 
	3. There are a couple of contributions that were made anonymously. For example, there is one contribution made on 10/26/2020 that was made with the Cashiers Check, where the donor was not identified. Under FEC regulations, committees are prohibited from reporting contributions as anonymous. Do you or the FBI have any information on the identity of this donor that we can include In the amended FEC report? 
	Thank you for your help, and let us know if you have any questions. 
	Best, Katie 
	Katherine N. Reynolds Associate Attorney 
	International Square 
	International Square 
	Phone 202•659-6944 

	1825 Eye St N.W. 
	Fax 844-670-6009
	Suite900 Washington. D.C, 20006 Email ck1nsonwnght com 
	KReyn.9lds@d 

	PM!f J v.Glrd 
	OICKINSONWRIGHT1•1n 
	IJ.:t.ZCa,, ,1-(H{'.1\,";:~ •l<.-.i.:!pt. 1a1•;, :1•. ...!'-:, • • (..\11~1 h'~.:.t..{.,!rt 10.:.~ \\'.t.~q,:;,:-;J(.,fff: 1 1 4" ', 
	l he JOformatton contained in lh1s e-ma11 1ncltid111g ,my 1111c1chrncms s r.onhdcnt ;11 0111y I, ,1 1 ,, mI11cd rccIpienl(s) and may he legally poVJlegod ti you am not lhe ntenelcd recipient pleas(' delelf' tiw r.-111a11 and any Allacnnwms d,•st <:y any pru1tou1s !I,,? ye> 111Iay have made and notify us 1mmed atcly hy return C· mall 
	11\1('1I0<.cf 

	Neither this transmission nor any at1aci n,e111 shall he 1Jeeme<.1 for any prnposP lo be a signature 01 ·s,gned" 11n<1er any electronic transmission acts. unless otherwise specifically stated herein Thank you 
	The mfom1ahon co•itiuned in this e-mail incltid,ng any <1ilacl11mmts Is co11!1uen11aI ullended only lo th-, named rec,p,ent(s) and may be legally pr1vlfeged II you are not U1e intended recipient please delele thee Init11 .111 I any att<1ch111e111s t1estroy ,:1ny , tll<1r yot. nay have made and nohly us 1mmedialely by return ema,t 
	pnnto.Ib

	Neither this 1ransm1ssIon nor imy attacllment $l1aI1 he d<'cmro f.,r ,iI y pu1pos<1 to be a sIgnat 1 , o, 1nE>CI.. under any elecuon1c 1raos1russ1on acts unless otherwise S!)('r.ifrcal y SllltCd heram Th.ink YOl 
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	EXHIBIT E 
	Elizabeth K. Lilienthal 
	To: Elizabeth K. Lilienthal 
	Subject: RE: EXTERNAL: RE: Salvemos 
	From: Katherine N. Reynolds > Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 7:49 PM To: 
	<KReynolds@dickinson-wright.com
	Michael Beckman <MBeckman@fec.gov> 

	Subject: Re: EXTERNAL: RE: Salvemos 
	Thanks, Michael IThis is helpful. 
	If you don't mind, I'll give you a call tomorrow morning just to confirm what we need to do. 
	Katie 
	Sent from my iPhone 
	On Jan 18, 2023, at 5:30 PM, Michael Beckman > wrote: 
	<M8eckman@fec.gov

	Hello Katie, 
	While the matter involving Salvemos A Puerto Rico remains opened by the fEC's Office of General Counsel, the committee cannot be terminated. If the committee has no financial activity since its last filed report, the committee can file a statement of no activity which certifies on the public record that no additional financial activity has occurred during the applicable time period. If your law firm or the committee's designated agent has the ability to file reports electronically to the FEC, submitting the
	If your firm does not have the access or ability to file reports electronically on behalf of the committee, 
	the FEC may accept an emailed statement of no activity, which the FEC will post on the public record. 
	I have called and left a voicemail at your provided phone number this afternoon with this information. If you have further questions, please call me at 202-694-1185, as direct email communication is generally not accepted between committee representatives and Reports Analysis Division staff. 
	Thank you, 
	Michael Beckman 
	Senior Campaign Finance & Reviewing Analyst 
	Reports Analysis Division 
	Federal Election Commission 
	(202) 694-1185 
	From: Katherine N. > 
	Reynolds <KReynolds@dickinson-wright.com

	Sent: Friday, December 16, 2022 11:18 AM To: 
	Michael Beckman <MBeckman@fec.gov> 

	Subject: Salvemos 
	Good morning-
	I represent Salvemos A Puerto Rico. I am reaching out to see if there is any way we can terminate this committee early. While we recognize that there is an outstanding enforcement matter, the Treasurer, Joseph Fuentes, is currently serving time in prison, and therefore renders filing the necessary reports impossible. 
	The bank has also shut down the Salvemos account, and as such, is not receiving or spending any additional funds. We are happy to work with you to file a termination report. 
	Thanks, Katie 
	Katherine N. Reynolds Associate Attorney 
	International Square 1825 Eye St NW. Suite900 
	International Square 1825 Eye St NW. Suite900 
	International Square 1825 Eye St NW. Suite900 
	Phone 202-659-6944 Fax 844-670-6009 

	Washington, O.C. 20006 PtolM i ~rd 
	Washington, O.C. 20006 PtolM i ~rd 
	Email 
	KReyn olds@d1ckinsonwt,ght com 


	DICKINSON WRIGHT,:: 
	Figure
	The information contained in this e-mad. ,nclud1119 any ~ttachments, is conf,ctent,al, ,ntended only for the named recipient1s). and may be legally privileged lf you are not the i,1tencte<1 rec1p,,.,n1. pte;,se <Jel('le the e-maot an<t .-ny a11.ichll1ents. destroy any p,mtouts 1ha1 you may have made and notify us imme<J,alely l>y return t! mail 
	Ne.the< this lransmission nor ;iny :ittact1111e,,1 sh.iii be ocem<!d ior any putµose to be a "sigr1:11111c" or "signed" under a11y cl~-cJronic transtmssion acts unless othe1v11se sµecihc;illy s1J1<:c1 h,1ro,r, Tt,a,1K you 
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	EXHIBIT F 
	Figure
	INTERNATIONAL SQUARE 1825 EYE STREET ,NW, SUITE 900 WASHINGTON ,DC 20006 -5468 
	TELEPHONE : 202-457-0160 FACSIMILE : 844-670 -6009 
	.com 
	http://www.dickinsonwright 

	KATHERINE N. REYNOLDS 202 -659 -6944 
	KReynolds@dickinsonwright.com 

	January 31, 2023 
	Federal Election Commission Reports and Analysis Division 1050 First Street NE Washington, DC 20463 
	I am counsel for Salvemos A Puerto Rico (C00746594) and am writing to provide the Commission with confirmation that Salvemos A Puerto Rico has not received any contributions from October 1 to December 31, 2022.  They have made limited administrative disbursements during that period, and those transactions are attached to this letter. This coverage period covers both the 2022 Post General Report and the 2022 Year End Report. 
	Please also note that Salvemos A Puerto Rico will not be engaging in any future political activity in which it should receive contributions or make disbursements.  
	Should you have any questions, please contact me at . 
	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com
	kreynolds@dickinson-wright.com


	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Katherine N. Reynolds 
	Counsel to Salvemos A Puerto Rico 
	Figure
	12/16/22, 12:18 PM Account Information - Citibank 
	Figure
	Printed on: 2022-12-16 12:17:53 
	Account Details 
	Account Details 
	Account Details 

	Business Checking-
	Business Checking-

	Available Now $0.00 
	Available Now $0.00 
	On Deposit $0.00 


	- PERIOD 2022-09-01 - 2022-12-16 
	Transaction History 

	Results for: Sep 1, 2022 to Dec 16, 2022 
	Date Description Debit Credit 
	Dec 15, 2022 FEE-WIRE TRNFR -$17.00 
	Dec 15, 2022 FUNDS TRN OUT -$CBOL WIRE TO Dickinson Wright PLLC #38852 
	1,517.49 

	Dec 08, 2022 SERVICE CHARGE -$15.00 ACCT ANALYSIS DIRECT DB 
	Nov 08, 2022 SERVICE CHARGE -$15.00 ACCT ANALYSIS DIRECT DB 
	Oct 11, 2022 SERVICE CHARGE -$15.00 ACCT ANALYSIS DIRECT DB 
	Sep 08, 2022 SERVICE CHARGE -$15.00 ACCT ANALYSIS DIRECT DB 
	Account activity is provided for your information only and is subject to revisions. It is not a substitute for your periodic statement, which is the ofﬁcial record of your account. 
	1/1 
	EXHIBIT G 
	COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
	Office of the Clerk 
	Figure
	January 18, 2023 Joseph Fuentes Arlington, VA, 22209 
	RECEIPT 
	RE: 
	RE: 
	RE: 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC. 

	ID: 
	ID: 
	08014557 

	FILING NO: 
	FILING NO: 
	2301185396003 

	WORK ORDER NO: 
	WORK ORDER NO: 
	202301183440017 


	Dear Customer: 
	This is your receipt for $10.00 to cover the fee for filing articles of dissolution for a corporation with this office. The effective date of the certificate is January 18, 2023. If you have any questions, please call (804) 371-9733 or toll-free 1-866-722-2551 . 
	Sincerely, 
	f}.a1w ~..,___,,. 
	Bernard J. Logan Clerk of the Commission 
	Delivery Method: Email 
	TYLER BUILDING, 1300 EAST MAIN STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219-3630 ♦ WEBSITE: 
	scc.virginia.gov 

	COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
	AT RICHMOND, JANUARY 18, 2023 
	The State Corporation Commission has found the articles of dissolution submitted on behalf of 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC. 
	to comply with the requirements of law, and confirms payment of all required fees. Therefore, it is ORDERED that this 
	CERTIFICATE OF DISSOLUTION 
	be issued and admitted to record with the articles of dissolution in the Office of the Clerk of the Commission, effective January 18, 2023. 
	STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
	By 
	Jehmal T. Hudson Commissioner 
	EXHIBIT  
	[] 
	From: no_reply_email@flhst.com 
	mailto:no_reply_email@flhst.com

	Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2023 2:55 PM 
	To: joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 
	To: joey@fuentes-fernandez.com 

	Subject: Thank you for using the Puerto Rico Department of State On-line Corporation System 
	Government of Puerto Rico 
	Registry of Corporations and Entities 
	Withdrawal 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC. 
	Regarding Order: 28150297 Submitted on: 19-Jan-2023 
	Dear Joseph Fuentes, 
	The Puerto Rico Department of State would like to thank you for filing the Withdrawal for SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC .. You can view: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the Payment Receipt with this link: Payment Receipt 

	• 
	• 
	the Certificate of Withdrawal with this link: Certificate of Withdrawal 

	• 
	• 
	the Articles of Withdrawal with this link: Articles of Withdrawal 

	• 
	• 
	the uploaded supporting documents below: Corporate Resolution, Date Issued : 19-Jan-2023 


	DO NOT REPLY to this e-mail. If you have questions, please send a message to 
	support@estado.pr.gov 

	Best regards, 
	Puerto Rico Department of State San Jose Street, Old San Juan 
	Puerto Rico Department of State San Jose Street, Old San Juan 
	San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901 Tel. (787) 722-2121 ext. 4402,4404 
	estado.pr.gov 


	Disclaimer: This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secured or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The s
	support@estado.pr.gov 

	This request was initiated from user at host () 
	pool-173-73-153-59.washdc.fios.verizon.net 
	173.73.153.59

	Gobierno de Puerto Rico 
	Registro de Corporaciones y Entidades 
	Retiro 
	SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC. 
	Pedido: 28150297 Fecha: 19-ene-2023 
	Estimado(a) Joseph Fuentes, 
	El Departamento de Estado quiere agradecerle por haber radicado un/una Retiro para SALVEMOS A PUERTO RICO INC .. Usted puede ver: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	El Recibo de Pago a traves de este enlace: Recibo de Pago 

	• 
	• 
	El Certificado de Retiro a traves de este enlace: Certificado de Retiro 

	• 
	• 
	los Articulos de Retiro a traves de este enlace: Articulos de Retiro 

	• 
	• 
	Los documentos de apoyo subidos a continuaci6n: Resoluci6n Corporativa, Fecha de Emisi6n : 19-ene-2023 


	NO CONTESTE A este correo electr6nico. Si tiene alguna pregunta, favor enviar mensaje por correo electr6nico a 
	support@estado.pr.gov 

	 
	               
	     
	 
	 

	                                                                                                                   
	 

	       
	• 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	VIA EMAIL August 21, 2023 
	afigueroa@miramarg:roupllc.com 

	Alejandro J. Figueroa Miramar Law Group P. 0 . Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00907 
	RE: P-MUR 668 Foundation for Progress, Inc., and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, Inc. 
	Dear Mr. Figueroa: 
	The Federal Election Commission ("Commission") has asce1tained info1mation in the n01mal course ofcanying out its supe1viso1y responsibilities indicating that your clients Foundation for Progress, Inc., and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, Inc., may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). Specifically, it appears that your clients may have misrepo1ted their source of contiibutions and violated coordinate communication standards. This misrepo1ting and coordinate communication 
	1 

	The Act affords your clients the oppo1tunity to demonsti·ate in writing that no action should be taken against your clients Foundation for Progress, Inc., and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, Inc. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission's consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge. Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Off
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 30109(a)(l2)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public. Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose info1mation regarding an investigation to the public, it may share info1mation on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies, including the Deprutment ofJustice.While the matter remains open, it will remain confidential as set fo1th above. Aft
	2 

	Please note that you have a legal obligation to prese1ve all documents, records, and mate1ials relating to the subject matter of the refenal until such time as you ru·e notified that the Commission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 
	Notification of this refeITal is being provided to you pursuant to the Commission's Agency Procedure for Notice to Respondents in Non-Complaint Generated Matters, as published in the Federal Register on August 4, 2009 (74 Fed. Reg. 38,617). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email, this Office will provide an electronic receipt by email): 
	Mail OR Email 
	Federal Eon Commission CEL.gov 
	lecti
	A@fec

	Office of Complaints Examination 
	and Legal Administration 
	Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal 
	1050 First Street, NE 
	Washington, DC 20463 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found https://www.fec.gov/resources/cmscontent/documents/status-of-fec-operations.pdflimited basis and, y be delayed. Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	-
	, the office’s mailroom is open on a 
	therefore, processing paper correspondence ma

	If you have any questions, please contact Christal Dennis at (202) 694-1519.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission’s preliminary procedures for processing submissions such as this. 
	Sin cerely, Wanda D. Brown 
	Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	RECEIVED 
	By OGC-CELA ar4:02 pm, Sep 05, 2023 
	William L. Drake 2024295513 
	Steptoe
	wdrake@steptoe.com 
	wdrake@steptoe.com 

	1330 Connecticut Avenue NW Washington, DC 20036-1795 202 429 3000 main 
	www.steptoe.com 

	September 5, 2023 
	VIA E-Mail 
	Wanda D. Brown Assistant General Counsel Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination and Legal Administration Attn: Christal Dennis, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	CELA@fec.gov 

	Re: P-MUR 668 
	Dear Ms. Brown: 
	Our clients, Foundation for Progress, Inc., and Fundacion Pro Igualdad, Inc. ("the Foundations") confom receipt ofyour letter dated August 21, 2023 regarding P-MUR 668. 
	As an initial matter, we note that neither Foundation is a federal election political action committee or candidate committee. Both are non-profit organizations organized under the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and neither conducts electioneering activity related to any federal election. 
	Next, while the allegations included in your August 21, 2023 letter are non-specific, we believe they relate to a Department of Justice investigation of Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez and the Salvemos a Pue1io Rico Super PAC. Both Foundations cooperated fully in that investigation, which we understand has been resolved with no action taken against either Foundation. Mr. Fuentes-Fernandez pleaded guilty to one count of scheming to falsify and conceal material facts. Mr. Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced to 14 months
	BEIJING BRUSSELS CHICAGO HONGKONG LONDON LOS ANGELES NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO WASHNGTON 
	Wanda D. Brown September 5, 2023 Page2 
	Steptoe 

	Because these issues have been thoroughly investigated by the Depaiiment of Justice without any action taken against the Foundations, we believe that P-MUR 668 should be closed with no fmiher action taken by the Commission regarding either Foundation. 
	~mcere1y, 
	William L. Drake 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 

	2 
	2 

	3 
	3 
	FIRST GENERAL COUNSEL’S REPORT 

	4 
	4 

	TR
	Pre-MUR 668 

	6 
	6 
	DATES SUBMITTED:  January 21, 2021 

	7 
	7 
	DATE ACTIVATED:  July 20, 2023 

	8 
	8 

	9 
	9 
	EXPIRATION OF SOL: June 25, 2025-January 13, 

	TR
	2026 

	11 
	11 
	ELECTION CYCLE: 2020 

	12 
	12 

	13 
	13 
	SOURCE: 
	Office of the Election Comptroller of Puerto Rico 

	14 
	14 

	TR
	RESPONDENTS: 
	Foundation for Progress, Inc. 

	16 
	16 
	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 

	17 
	17 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes
	-


	18 
	18 
	Fernandez in his official capacity as Treasurer 

	19 
	19 

	TR
	MUR 7772 

	21 
	21 
	DATE COMPLAINT FILED: August 5, 2020 

	22 
	22 
	DATE OF NOTIFICATION: August 7, 2020; 

	23 
	23 
	September 28, 2022 

	24 
	24 
	LAST RESPONSE RECEIVED: December 8, 2022 

	TR
	DATE ACTIVATED:  August 5, 2020 

	26 
	26 

	27 
	27 

	28 
	28 
	EXPIRATION OF SOL: June 25, 2025-January 13, 

	29 
	29 
	2026 


	31 COMPLAINANTS: Comité Amigos Wanda Vazques 32 Jorge Dávila 33 34 RESPONDENTS: Foundation for Progress, Inc. 
	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 36 Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes37 Fernandez in his official capacity as Treasurer 38 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity39 Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta 
	-
	1 

	Andrew Keys 41 AP Engineering, Inc. 42 Augustos McCloskey 
	ELECTION CYCLE: 2020 
	MUR 7772, Pre-MUR 668 (Salvemos a Puerto Rico, et al.) 
	First General Counsel’s Report Page 2 of 32 
	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
	10 11 12 13 RELEVANT STATUTES 14 AND REGULATIONS: 15 16 17 18 19 INTERNAL REPORTS CHECKED: 20 21 FEDERAL AGENCIES CHECKED: 
	22 I. INTRODUCTION 
	BAE FE, LLC Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Essential Insurance Services, Inc. Jaap, LLC LAS Enterprises Little Pictures Corp. Michael McCloskey National Strategies Group, LLC NGX Military Store Northshore Management Corp. Richard Machado-Gonzalez 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b) 
	Disclosure Reports 
	Figure
	23 These matters stem from a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission and a 24 referral from Puerto Rico’s Oficina del Contralor Electoral alleging that at least $250,000 in 25 contributions in the name of another were made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci 26 Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to 27 Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and 28 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernan
	29 On30 
	MUR 7772, Pre-MUR 668 (Salvemos a Puerto Rico, et al.) 
	MUR 7772, Pre-MUR 668 (Salvemos a Puerto Rico, et al.) 
	MUR 7772, Pre-MUR 668 (Salvemos a Puerto Rico, et al.) 

	First General Counsel’s Report 
	First General Counsel’s Report 

	Page 3 of 32 
	Page 3 of 32 

	1 
	1 
	May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to violations of 

	2 
	2 
	18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false statements to the Commission about the true identities 

	3 
	3 
	of donors.3 
	Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement 

	4 
	4 
	 that he and others established the Foundations in order to 

	5 
	5 
	conceal the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and that the Foundations were 

	6 
	6 
	merely conduits for contributions from others.4 
	Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced on August 26, 

	7 
	7 
	2022, to 14 months in prison with three years of supervised release.5 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 

	8 
	8 
	the ultimate recipient IEOPC, was sentenced to three years of supervised probation, ordered to 

	9 
	9 
	pay a $150,000 fine, and required to file amended reports with the Commission.6 

	10 
	10 
	Fuentes-Fernandez subsequently filed amended reports with the Commission disclosing 

	11 
	11 
	the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions through the Foundations,7 and the 

	12 
	12 
	Commission later sent notifications to those contributors in relation to MUR 7772.8 
	Certain of 

	13 
	13 
	those Respondents submitted Responses following the notifications 


	14 The 
	Figure
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 
	3 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr00182-001 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	4 
	-

	5 
	5 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2. 
	6 
	6 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of $150,000 fine to United States District Court). 
	7 
	7 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	8 
	8 

	Compl. Notif. Letters (Sept. 28, 2022). 
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	available information as it relates to the knowledge and intent of the contributors is mixed, however, given the overall context of the scheme as relating to a nonfederal election and the lack of available information indicating that the contributors understood that the ultimate recipient of their money was a federal political committee.  
	We recommend that the Commission exercise its prosecutorial discretion, dismiss the allegations against Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, and issue a letter of admonishment to those Respondents, because the Commission’s interests as to these Respondents have been adequately vindicated by the criminal proceedings. Similarly, although it could choose to engage in further investigation to determine the extent to which the contributors understood the federal aspects of the straw-donor scheme, we nev
	Finally, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., and Foundation for Progress, Inc., which served distinct roles in the scheme and were not defendants in the criminal case, knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another.  We recommend that the Commission authorize pre-probable cause conciliation with the Foundations.  
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	1 
	1 
	II. 
	FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

	2 
	2 
	A. 
	Initial Complaints and Responses 

	3 
	3 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 

	4 
	4 
	2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez is its treasurer.9 

	5 
	5 
	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. are two nonprofit 

	6 
	6 
	501(c)(4) corporations organized under Puerto Rico law on June 10, 2020.10
	  The Foundations 

	7 
	7 
	represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 

	8 
	8 
	operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 

	9 
	9 
	such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 

	10 
	10 
	under Puerto Rico law and section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.11
	  The Foundations 

	11 
	11 
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other by Alvaro Pilar-Vilagran (“Pilar-


	Vilagran”) 
	13 .  The Foundations share the same physical address,which a 
	Figure
	12
	13 

	14 company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites 
	14

	15 or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	9 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation; 
	12 

	Figure
	Figure
	13 
	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	14 
	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual
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	1 activities other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal 2 case, or related litigation.  As of the date of this report, the Foundations do not appear on the 3 4 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 5 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and $75,000 from Foundation 6 for Progress, Inc. — to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Salvemos a Puerto Rico then made two 7 disbursements — $40,000 on July 9, 2020, and 
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	10 The Foundations maintain active status with the Puerto Rico Department of State and 
	11 filed Annual Reports with balance sheets in 2021 and 2022.  Foundation for Progress, Inc. 
	19

	12 reported $32,490 in current assets in 2021, and $7,752 in current assets in 2022.  Fundaci 
	20

	13 Pro Igualdad, Inc. reported $6,135 in current assets in 2021, and $1,134 in current assets in 2022. 
	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020). 
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	= processed&committee_id=C00746594&contributor_name=foundation&contributor_name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data_type


	Corporations Search, GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundaci Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”). 
	19 
	/ 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/search/results


	Corporation Information: Foundation for Progress Inc., GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) 
	20 
	. estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121 
	https://rceweb
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	1   Publicly available information does not indicate that the Foundations have engaged in any 2 activity other than the aforementioned contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  3 1. MUR 7772 Complaint 
	21

	4 The Complaint in MUR 7772 was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 5 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 6 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations and “failing to report the origin 7 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 8 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 9 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the 
	22
	23

	10 seven minutes apart and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations 11 and their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later as factors supporting its 12 13 Fuentes-Fernandez, Salvemos a Puerto Rico, and the Foundations submitted initial 14 Responses prior to DOJ’s filing of the criminal charges.  Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a 15 Puerto Rico asserted in their initial Response that the Commission lacks jurisdiction because 16 there is no federal candidate   The Fou
	allegations.
	24 
	involved.
	25

	Corporation Information: Fundacin Pro Igualdad Inc., GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	21 
	. estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121 
	https://rceweb


	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	22 
	&contributor_name=foundation&contributor_name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data_type=processed&committee_id=C00746594 


	Compl. at 4-5. 
	23 

	Id. at 3. 
	24 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Resp.at 2-3 (Sept. 20, 2020) (“Salvemos Resp.”). 
	25 
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	1 Response that the Commission lacks jurisdiction because the matter does not involve a federal 2 election and all funds collected by the Foundations and their donations to Salvemos a Puerto 3   The Foundations did not provide any 4 information regarding the provenance of their funds, who manages them, or whether they have 5 engaged in any activity other than the contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Salvemos a 6 Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez filed a joint supplemental Response following the 
	Rico were legally permissible and duly reported.
	26
	the guilty pleas.
	27 

	10 A week before they filed the Complaint in this matter, the Complainants in MUR 7772 11   OCE 12 issued a decision on September 23, 2020, finding that it did not have jurisdiction because 13 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is a federal political committee registered with the Commission and 14 On January 21, 15 2021, the Commission received the determination letter and supporting documentation, and it has 16 designated the referral Pre-MUR 668. The Commission sent notifications regarding the 17 referral to Salvemos
	raised similar issues before Puerto Rico’s Oficina del Contralor Electoral (“OCE”).
	28
	directing that a copy of its determination letter be sent to the Commission.
	29 
	Figure

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad Inc. & Foundation for Progress Inc. Resp. at 5-7 (Sep. 23, 2020) (“Foundations’ Resp.”). 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Supp. Resp. at 2 (June 29, 2022). 
	27 

	Oficina del Contralor Electoral, Determination, OCE-Q-2020-005 (Sept. 18, 2020), Pre-Mur 668 [hereinafter OCE Referral].  OCE is the agency responsible for investigating violations of Puerto Rico’s campaign finance laws. OFICINA DEL CONTRALOR ELECTORAL, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	28 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 


	OCE Referral at 5-6. 
	29 
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	1 
	1 
	Foundations on August 21, 2023.31 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Fuentes-Fernandez filed a joint 

	2 
	2 
	Response asking the Commission to exercise prosecutorial discretion and dismiss the matter 

	3 
	3 
	because the allegations had been reviewed and resolved by DOJ.32 
	The Response attached an 

	4 
	4 
	exhibit reflecting that Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Inc., is no longer an active corporation and has 

	5 
	5 
	been dissolved under Virginia law.  The Response further stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s 

	6 
	6 
	bank account was closed with a zero balance.33
	  Foundation for Progress, Inc. and Fundaci Pro 

	7 
	7 
	Igualdad, Inc. responded that the issues in Pre-MUR 668 were investigated and addressed by 

	8 
	8 
	DOJ and therefore the Commission should close Pre-MUR 668 without further action.34 

	9 
	9 
	B. 
	DOJ’s Criminal Investigation and Prosecution 


	Figure
	11 12 13 14 
	11 12 13 14 
	11 12 13 14 
	  On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at issue in these matters.36 Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced on August 26, 2022 to 14 months in prison 

	TR
	31 
	Notif. Letters (July 27, 2023, August 21, 2023), Pre-MUR 668. 

	TR
	32 33 34 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Resp. at 1-2 (Aug. 11, 2023), Pre-MUR 668. Id. at 2. Foundation for Progress, Inc. & Fundacin Pro Igualdad, Inc. Resp. at 2 (Sept. 5, 2023), Pre-MUR 668. 


	Figure
	36 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
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	1 with three years of supervised release. Salvemos a Puerto Rico was sentenced to three years of 2 supervised probation and a $150,000 fine, and ordered to file amended reports with the 3 
	37 
	Commission.
	38 

	4 1. Plea Agreement 
	Figure
	5 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	6 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	7 government of Puerto Rico.”Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 
	39 

	8 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group 
	9 of three entities — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a 10 Puerto Rico — designed to conceal the true identities of donors to 11 Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these donors were 12 anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 13 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of 14 Puerto Rico and the FEC of material information concerning the 15 “true source” of hundreds of thousands of dollars in political 16 spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto Ric
	40 

	17 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	18 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	19 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	20   The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to 
	for the funds.
	41

	21 donors explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third
	-

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2. Fuentes-Fernandez was released from confinement on July 10, 2023. See Find an Inmate, FED. BUR. OF PRISONS, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search last name: Fuentes-Fernandez, first name: Joseph). 
	37 
	https://www.bop.gov/mobile/find_inmate/byname.jsp 
	https://www.bop.gov/mobile/find_inmate/byname.jsp 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of the $150,000 fine to the United States District Court). 
	38 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. 
	39 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	40 

	Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. 
	41 
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	1 party The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes2 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 3 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a 
	entity.
	42 
	-
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	43 

	P
	Figure

	5 Puerto Rico contained the following chart depicting the “true donors who donated funds to Non6 profit-1 or Non-profit 2, some or all of which were transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and 7 which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”
	-
	44 

	8 9 10 
	42 
	42 
	42 
	Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 

	43 
	43 
	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. 

	44 
	44 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶ 30, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto 


	Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (District of Puerto Rico. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts]. 
	Figure
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	1 
	1 

	2 
	2 

	3 
	3 
	2. 
	Amended Repo1i s and Subsequent Notifications 

	4 
	4 

	5 
	5 
	On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 

	6 
	6 
	behalf ofSalvemos a Pue1io Rico disclosing the identities ofthose who made contributions in the 

	7 
	7 
	names ofthe Foundations, as depicted in the following tables. 66 


	Contributions Made Throu2h Fundacion Pro I• ,ualdad 
	Contributor 
	Amount 
	Date 
	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	$ 
	51,800.00 

	6/22/2020 
	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	$ 
	2,960.00 

	10/20/2020 
	Essential Insmance Services, Inc. 
	$ 87 500.00 
	6/22/2020 
	Essential Insmance Services, Inc. 
	$ 
	5,000.00 

	10/20/2020 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 
	35,700.00 

	6/22/2020 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 
	2,040.00 

	10/20/2020 
	Little Pictures Corp. 
	$ 
	16,667.00 

	10/20/2020 
	$ 33 333.00 
	NGX Militarv Store 
	10/20/2020 
	Total 
	$
	235,000.00 

	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 
	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 
	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 

	Contributor 
	Contributor 
	Amount 
	Date 

	Anonymous 
	Anonymous 
	$ 9,867.00 
	10/26/2020 

	AP Engineerin12. Inc. 
	AP Engineerin12. Inc. 
	$ 30,584.00 
	10/20/2020 

	BAEFE, LLC 
	BAEFE, LLC 
	$ 49,330.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC 
	$ 4,918.00 
	10/28/2020 

	Brito-ZubizaITeta, Alejandro 
	Brito-ZubizaITeta, Alejandro 
	$ 35,000.00 
	6/23/2020 

	Jaap, LLC 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 30,584.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Jason & Sondhi 
	Jason & Sondhi 
	$ 4,918.00 
	10/28/2020 

	Keys, Andrew 
	Keys, Andrew 
	$ 230.00 
	1/13/2021 

	Kevs, Andrew 
	Kevs, Andrew 
	$ 735.00 
	11/02/2020 

	LAS Enterorises 
	LAS Enterorises 
	$ 15,000.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	$ 36,765.00 
	11/02/2020 

	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	$ 11,490.00 
	1/13/2021 


	Salvemos a Pue1io Rico, Amended 2020 July Qua1terly Repo1i (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Qua1terly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Pue1i o Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Repo1t (Aug. 19, 2022); Amended 2021 Mid-Year Repo1t (Aug. 19, 2022). 
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	McCloskey, Augustos 
	McCloskey, Augustos 
	McCloskey, Augustos 
	$ 320.00 
	1/13/2021 

	McCloskey, Augustos 
	McCloskey, Augustos 
	$ 1,029.00 
	11/02/2020 

	McCloskey, Michael 
	McCloskey, Michael 
	$ 460.00 
	1/13/2021 

	McCloskey, Michael 
	McCloskey, Michael 
	$ 1,471.00 
	11/02/2020 

	National Strategies Group, LLC 
	National Strategies Group, LLC 
	$ 14,799.00 
	10/28/2020 

	Northshore Management Corp. 
	Northshore Management Corp. 
	$ 25,000.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Total 
	Total 
	$272,500.00 


	1 2 Notably, there is a $97,500 discrepancy between the total contributions on the amended 3 Salvemos a 4 Puerto Rico’s Response to the notification in Pre-MUR 668 included a copy of an email between 5 counsel and DOJ stating that the Foundations “did not directly transfer all the funds [they] 6 received to Salvemos,” and that an allocation percentage formula was used to determine the 7 8 On September 28, 2022, the Office of General Counsel notified the 15 individuals and 9 entities that were disclosed on t
	reports and the total contributions reflected in the chart in the plea agreement.
	67 
	amount to report.
	68 

	10   Nine of those 11 Respondents filed Responses.  Eight of the Responses do not substantively address Respondents’ 12 contributions to the Foundations but primarily assert that the Complaint does not contain any 13 allegations of improper action by Respondents, because they are not required to file disclosure 14 reports under the Act.
	Rico, displayed in the above tables, as additional Respondents in this matter.
	69
	70 

	The chart in the plea agreement reflects $605,000 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through the Foundations between June and October 2020, and the amended reports reflect $507,500 in contributions during the same period. See plea agreement and amended report charts, supra. 
	67 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Resp., Ex. D at 31 (August 11, 2023), Pre-Mur 668. 
	68 

	Compl. Notif. Letters (Sept. 28, 2022). 
	69 

	AP Eng’g, Inc. Resp. at 5-9 (Nov. 15, 2022); Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Resp. at 1 (Nov. 15, 2022); Essential Ins. Servs., Inc. Resp. at 1 (Oct. 7, 2022); Jaap, LLC Resp. at 5-9 (Nov. 15, 2022); Michael McCloskey Resp. at 2 (Oct. 13, 2022); NGX Mil. Store Resp. at 1 (Nov. 18, 2022); Northshore Mgmt. Resp. at 1 (Nov. 28, 2022); Richard Machado-Gonzalez Resp. at 1 (Nov. 9, 2022). 
	70 
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	1 
	1 
	One Respondent, Andrew Keys, confirmed in his Response that he contributed to 

	2 
	2 
	Foundation for Progress, but in the amount of $5,000 rather than the $965 that was reflected in 

	3 
	3 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s amended reports.71
	  He provided a signed declaration stating that he 

	4 
	4 
	thought Foundation for Progress was a PAC that would “work to re-elect the Governor,” and that 

	5 
	5 
	his name would be disclosed.72 


	6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
	Andrew Keys Resp. at 1-3 (Nov. 18, 2022). He also provided a copy of his $5,000 contribution check. Id. Id. 
	71 
	72 

	Figure
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	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
	9 
	9 
	9 
	III. 
	LEGAL ANALYSIS 

	10 
	10 

	11 
	11 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 

	12 
	12 
	contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 

	13 
	13 
	value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”84 
	The 

	14 
	14 
	term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 

	15 
	15 
	corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”85
	  The Act prohibits a person 

	16 
	16 
	from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 

	17 
	17 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.86 
	The 


	Figure
	84 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	85 
	Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
	86 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
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	1 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 2 contribution in the name of another: 3 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 
	4 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 5 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 6 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 7 time the contribution is made; or 
	8 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 9 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 10 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	87 

	11 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 12 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 13   Courts therefore have uniformly 14 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 15 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 16 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 17 merely transmitted
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	88
	89
	90
	 the resulting contribution.
	91 

	87 
	87 
	87 
	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)–(ii). 

	88 
	88 
	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 

	[§30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is 
	[§30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is 

	plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional 
	plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional 

	challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 

	89 
	89 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 

	90 
	90 
	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First 

	Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of 
	Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of 

	corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give 
	corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give 

	proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also 
	proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also 

	promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an extent other measures cannot.”). 
	promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an extent other measures cannot.”). 

	91 
	91 
	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to 

	be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis 
	be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis 
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	1 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 2 Because the concern of the law is the 3 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 4 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 5 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 6 Here, a number of individuals and entities provided funds to the Foundations for 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	92 

	10 however, are the original contributors who made contributions in the name of another in 
	11 violation of § 30122.  The Foundations, for their part, knowingly permitted their names to be 
	12 
	used to effect the contributions in the name of another, also in violation of § 30122.
	93 

	added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	92 

	See, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) at 9, MUR 7903 (Tomfoolery, LLC) (finding reason to believe that an LLC knowingly permitted its name to be used to effect a contribution in the name of another where the LLC’s single member provided funds and caused the LLC to send a contribution to an IEOPC); F&LA at 4, MUR 6920 (Am. Conservative Union, et al.) (finding reason to believe a 501(c)(4) social welfare organization made a contribution in the name of another where it represented that it received and “
	93 

	funds that it contributed to an IEOPC) 
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	1 A. The Commission Should Exercise Its Prosecutorial Discretion to Dismiss the 2 Allegations Against Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez 3 Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Fuentes-Fernandez pleaded guilty to criminal charges and 4 admitted in plea agreements that the Foundations were established with the purpose of 5 concealing contributor identities, and that they made false statements to the Commission about 6 the true identities of their donors.  Accordingly, there is sufficient information to
	these Respondents have been adequately vindicated by the criminal proceedings.
	94 
	matter; and the respondent received criminal punishment.
	95

	See Statement of Policy Regarding Commission Action in Matters at the Initial Stage in the Enforcement Process, 72 Fed. Reg. 12,545 (Mar. 16, 2007). 
	94 

	See, e.g., F&LA at 1-2, MUR 7072 (Babulal Bera) (declining to pursue further action against perpetrator of conduit scheme “among the largest [ever] considered” after Bera pleaded guilty to 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(1)(A) and 30122 and was sentenced to a prison term of one year and one day, supervised release for a term of 36 months, and a criminal fine of $100,000, while also noting statute of limitations concerns and respondent’s advanced age); MURs 7011, 7092 (HC4President, et al.) (declining to further pursu
	95 
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	1 taken further action, notwithstanding a criminal conviction, when the criminal conviction or plea 
	2 did not specifically vindicate the Act’s discrete civil enforcement interests, e.g., where the 
	3 criminal count(s) to which the respondent pleaded guilty or was convicted did not directly relate 
	4 to the facts of the civil matter under review, or did not directly relate to a federal campaign 
	5 
	finance law violation.
	96 

	6 Here, these Respondents pleaded guilty to making false statements to the Federal 
	7 Election Commission about the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, which 
	8 These Respondents have 
	encompasses the campaign finance violations at issue in this matter.
	97 

	9 also received substantial punishment.  Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced to 14 months in prison 
	10 Salvemos a Puerto Rico was sentenced to three years of 
	with three years of supervised release.
	98 

	11 supervised probation and ordered to pay a $150,000 fine and file amended reports with the 
	involved underlying facts that directly related to the enforcement matter); F&LA at 1, MUR 6232 (Gladwin Gill) (declining to further pursue action against respondent who had pleaded guilty to one count of making contributions in the name of another and was sentenced to one year and one day in federal prison, followed by three years of supervised release, and was fined $200,100); F&LA at 2, 5, MUR 6231 (Glenn Marshall) (declining to further pursue action against respondent, who had pleaded guilty to provisio
	30122 and was sentenced to 41 months in federal prison and ordered to pay restitution of $467,612.62); Statement of 

	See, e.g., Conciliation Agreement, MUR 7132 (Michael David Pitts) (Mar. 19, 2018) (conciliating with respondent who pleaded guilty to wire fraud, but the criminal charges did not address the funds the respondent took from the committee); Conciliation Agreement, MUR 6465 (John Junker) (Nov. 7, 2013) (conciliating penalties, including $25,000 civil penalty with respondent who would later plead guilty to one count of criminal conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. § 371, rather than campaign finance violation); Conciliati
	96 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	97 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2. 
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	1   Accordingly, under these circumstances, we recommend that the Commission 2 exercise its prosecutorial discretionto dismiss the allegations against Fuentes-Fernandez and 3 Salvemos a Puerto Rico with letters of admonishment.4 B. The Commission Should Exercise Its Prosecutorial Discretion to Dismiss the 
	Commission.
	99
	100 
	101 

	5 Allegations Against the Contributor Respondents 6 The amended disclosure reports, plea agreements 7 identified 15 individuals that made contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through the 8 Foundations.  Although there is significant information about the facts at issue, as it specifically 9 relates to the knowledge and intent of each of the contributors, the available information is 10 mixed.  While one of the contributors admitted that he wanted his donations to remain 
	Figure

	11 anonymous, others reported that they assumed that their names would be disclosed. Some 12 of the contributors expressed that they thought they were donating directly to a political 13 committee, while others maintained that they intended to donate to the Foundations.The 14 common thread in the available information is that the contributor Respondents likely understood 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	105 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of $150,000 fine to United States District Court). 
	99 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	100 

	This approach is consistent with prior Commission action. See, e.g., Admonishment Letter (Jan. 4, 2017), MUR 7072 (Babulal Bera) (admonishing respondent who had made contributions in the names of others where respondent had pleaded guilty to related charges in federal court); Admonishment Letter (July 27, 2023), MUR 7468 (Progressive Priorities PAC, et al.) (admonishing respondent who pleaded guilty to related criminal charges); Admonishment Letter (Sept. 5, 2023), MUR 8162 (Support American Leaders PAC) (a
	101 

	Figure
	105 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Resp. at 1; Essential Ins. Servs., Inc. Resp. at 1; Michael McCloskey Resp. at 1; NGX Mil. Store Resp. at 1. 
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	1 that the funds they provided to the Foundations would support the efforts of a gubernatorial 2 candidate. There is comparatively less information indicating that the contributors understood 3 that the ultimate recipient of their money was a federal political committee.  
	Figure

	4 5 6 
	Figure
	7 
	7 
	7 
	Given the resources that would be required and the available record’s overall indications that the 

	8 
	8 
	scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, we recommend that the Commission 

	9 
	9 
	exercise its prosecutorial discretion and dismiss the allegations against these Respondents.  

	10 
	10 
	C. 
	The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe That the Foundations 

	11 
	11 
	Knowingly and Willfully Violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 

	12 
	12 
	The available information supports finding reason to believe the Foundations knowingly 

	13 
	13 
	and willfully permitted their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another.  

	14 
	14 
	Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement

	15 
	15 
	others established the Foundations in order to conceal the true identities of donors to Salvemos a 

	16 
	16 
	Puerto Rico and that the Foundations were merely conduits for contributions from others. 108 

	17 
	17 
	Fuentes-Fernandez admitted that he sent text messages to donors explaining that the donors 

	18 
	18 
	could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party entity.109 
	The plea agreement 

	19 
	19 
	also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes-Fernandez and individuals associated 


	 that he and 
	106 
	See e.g. Andrew Keys Resp. at 1-3; Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Resp. at 2; 
	Figure
	Figure
	108 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19. 
	109 
	Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
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	1 with the Foundation exchanging information to facilitate donations to the Foundations and 2 coordinate subsequent transfers to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Pursuant to its own plea 3 agreement, Salvemos a Puerto Rico filed amended disclosure reports identifying the true sources 4 of the $507,500 in transfers to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations.5 Respondents emphasized in their initial Response that Salvemos a Puerto Rico engaged 6 in activity to influence an election for state office, rather than f
	110
	111 
	112 
	113 

	10 Salvemos a Puerto Rico did not indicate in any of its disclosure reports that the funds the 11 Foundations provided were encumbered such that they were unavailable for federal activity.  12 13 costs including bank charges, legal services, FEC administrative fines for reporting violations, 14 and the federal criminal fine.15 The available information reflects that the individuals who created and managed the 16 Foundations understood that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was a federal IEOPC registered with the 
	Notably, Salvemos a Puerto Rico reported that it spent $219,652.30 on federal administrative 
	114 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. 
	110 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	111 

	Foundations’ Resp. at 5. 
	112 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 July Quarterly Report; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 October Quarterly Report; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 Post-General Report. 
	113 

	FEC Disbursements: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s disbursements). 
	114 
	_ id=C00746594&two_year_transaction_period=2022&data_type=processed 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/disbursements/?committee
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	Commission.  
	1 2 3 4 
	Figure
	5 
	5 
	5 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s federal registration appears to have allowed it to avoid the 

	6 
	6 
	jurisdiction of Puerto Rico’s Office of the Electoral Comptroller,124 but, by the same token, 

	7 
	7 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico opted into the Act’s federal regulatory regime, pursuant to which the 

	8 
	8 
	funds it received and reported as federal contributions are treated as such and fall under the 

	9 
	9 
	Commission’s jurisdiction. 

	10 
	10 
	The overall record indicates that the Foundations were not the true source of the 

	11 
	11 
	$507,500 that they transferred to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, but instead acted as conduits to 

	12 
	12 
	convey the funds of another in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122.125  The record also supports a 

	13 
	13 
	finding that the Foundations’ violations were knowing and willful.  Such a finding does not 

	14 
	14 
	require proving knowledge of the specific statute or regulation the respondent allegedly 

	15 
	15 
	violated.126 Rather, it is sufficient to demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was 


	Figure
	OCE Referral, at 5. 
	124 

	125 
	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate.  To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.” (internal citations and quotation marks omit
	126 
	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 U.S. 184, 195 & n.23 (1998) (holding that, to establish a violation is willful, government needs to show only that defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of specific statutory provision violated)). 
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	1 aware that his conduct was unlawful.”  This may be shown by circumstantial evidence from 2 which the respondents’ unlawful intent reasonably may be inferred.For example, a person’s 3 awareness that an action is prohibited may be inferred from “the elaborate scheme for 4 disguising . . . political contributions.”5 Here, as described above, there is both direct and circumstantial evidence that the 6 Foundations engaged in a deliberate scheme to disguise the true identities of donors to Salvemos 7 a Puerto R
	127
	128 
	129 
	130
	131
	Figure

	10 the donors.”11 The Foundations played a distinct and essential role in the orchestration of this large12 scale scheme involving more than half a million dollars in straw contributions.  They were not 13 defendants in the criminal case and have faced no punishment.  Thus, civil enforcement against 14 the Foundations would properly vindicate the Commission’s interests.We therefore 
	132 
	-
	133 

	Id. (citing jury instructions in United States v. Edwards, No. 11-61 (M.D.N.C. 2012), United States v. Acevedo Vila, No. 108-36 (D.P.R. 2009), United States v. Feiger, No. 07-20414 (E.D. Mich. 2008), and United States v. Alford, No. 05-69 (N.D. Fla. 2005)). 
	127 

	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). 
	128 

	Hopkins, 916 F.2d. at 214-15. As the Hopkins court stated, “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
	129 

	Cf. F&LA at 14-15, MUR 8092 (Bashar Wali) (declining to make a knowing and willful finding where the information suggested the respondent did not know his actions were illegal and did not take actions to conceal the illegal activity); F&LA at 10, MUR 7949 (Crown Prods. & Servs.) (declining to find a knowing and willful violation where the respondents did not take actions to conceal the illegal activity). 
	130 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	131 

	Id. ¶ 13. 
	132 

	The Foundations’ minimal assets, as reported in their filings with the Puerto Rico Department of State, should not be a barrier to finding reason to believe in this matter.  It is not unexpected that shell organizations, created to serve as pass-through entities for making anonymous political contributions, would have minimal 
	133 
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	1 recommend that the Commission find reason to believe the Foundations knowingly and willfully 
	2 violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122.  
	3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
	Figure
	remaining assets after an election has ended.  Indeed, the available information about the Foundations’ financial status supports the conclusion that the Foundations were mere tools to mask the identities of Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s true contributors.  Notably, the Commission has conciliated against organizations with minimal or no resources. See e.g., Conciliation Agreement, MUR 7527 (News for Democracy) (Apr. 4, 2023) (reflecting conciliation with a 501(c)(4) organization that the Office of General Counse
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	18 V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
	19 
	19 
	19 
	1. Open a Matter Under Review with respect to Pre-MUR 668 and merge it into 20 MUR 7772.  

	21 
	21 
	2. Dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Salvemos a 22 Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his 23 official capacity as Treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting 
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	1 a contribution in the name of another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 
	2 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing inaccurate disclosure reports and issue 
	3 admonishment letters to Salvemos a Pueito Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandes; 
	4 3. Dismiss as an exercise ofprosecutorial discretion the allegations that Alejandro 5 Brito-Zubizaneta, Andrew Keys, AP Engineering, Inc., Augustos McCloskey, 6 BAE FE, LLC, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., 7 Jaap, LLC, LAS Ente1p rises, Little Pictures Co1p., Michael McCloskey, National 8 Strategies Group, LLC, NGX Militaiy Store, No1thshore Management Co1p., and 9 Richard Machado-Gonzalez violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution 
	10 in the name of another; 
	11 
	11 
	11 
	4. Find reason to believe that Fundaci6n Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 12 Progress, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully pennitting 13 their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another; 

	14 
	14 
	5. Enter into pre-probable cause conciliation with Fundaci6n Pro Igualdad, Inc. and 15 Foundation for Progress, Inc.; 

	16 
	16 
	6. Approve the attached conciliation agreement; 

	17 
	17 
	7. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses; 

	18 
	18 
	8. Approve the appropriate letters; and 

	19 
	19 
	9. Close the file as to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, Alejandro 20 Brito-ZubizaiTeta, Andrew Keys, AP Engineering, Inc., Augustos McCloskey, 21 BAE FE, LLC, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., 22 Jaap, LLC, LAS Ente1prises, Little Pictures C01p., Michael McCloskey, National 
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	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 3 
	Figure
	4 RESPONDENTS: Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. MUR: 7772 5 Foundation for Progress, Inc 6 7 I. INTRODUCTION 
	8 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 
	9 (the “Commission”) and a referral from Puerto Rico’s Oficina del Contralor Electoral alleging 10 that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were made through two nonprofit 11 corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. (collectively, the 12 “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent expenditure-only political committee 13 (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernandez”) in his official capacity as 14 treasurer. 15 On May 5, 202
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022) [hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [herein
	Attachment 1 Page 1 of 14 
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	Figure
	1 to 14 months in prison with three years of supervised release.Salvemos a Puerto Rico, the 2 ultimate recipient IEOPC, was sentenced to three years of supervised probation, ordered to pay a 3 $150,000 fine, and required to file amended reports with the Commission.Fuentes-Fernandez 4 subsequently filed amended reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 5 contributors who made contributions through the Foundations.6 The available information indicates that the Foundations were not the true s
	3 
	4 
	5 
	6

	10 § 30122 by permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another. 
	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint and Response 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	7

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of $150,000 fine to United States District Court). 
	4 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	5 

	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate. To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.”) (citations and quotation marks omitted). 
	6 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 A week before they filed the Complaint in this matter, the Complainants in MUR 7772 7 raised similar issues before Pue
	8
	9 
	subsequently referred the matter to the Commission.
	10 

	10 
	2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez is its treasurer.
	11 

	11 Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. are two nonprofit 
	12 501(c)(4) corporations organized under Puerto Rico law on June 10, 2020.  The Foundations 
	12

	13 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Oficina del Contralor Electoral, Determination, OCE-Q-2020-005 (Sept. 18, 2020), Pre-MUR 668 [hereinafter OCE Referral].  OCE is the agency responsible for investigating violations of Puerto Rico’s campaign finance laws. OFICINA DEL CONTRALOR ELECTORAL, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	10 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	11 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	12 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
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	Figure
	1 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 2 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 3 under Puerto Rico law and section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  The Foundations 4   The Foundations share the same 5 physical address,which a company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do 6 not appear to have websites or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches reve
	13
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other.
	14
	15 
	16
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	17 

	10 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 11 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and $75,000 from Foundation 12 for Progress, Inc. — to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Salvemos a Puerto Rico then made two 13 disbursements — $40,000 on July 9, 2020, and $100,000 on July 13, 2020 — for a nonfederal 14 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 15 
	18
	19
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	20 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, 
	13 
	14 
	15 
	16 
	. 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	(last visited Dec. 11, 2023). See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation 
	com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	17 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, 
	18 
	19 
	20 
	type= 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	(last visited 
	processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
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	Figure
	1 The Foundations maintain active status with the Puerto Rico Department of State and 2 filed Annual Reports with balance sheets in 2021 and 2022.  Foundation for Progress, Inc. 3 reported $32,490 in current assets in 2021, and $7,752 in current assets in 2022.  Fundaci 4 Pro Igualdad, Inc. reported $6,135 in current assets in 2021, and $1,134 in current assets in 2022. 5   Publicly available information does not indicate that the Foundations have engaged in any 6 activity other than the aforementioned cont
	21
	22
	23

	10 by the Foundations and their donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico were legally permissible and 11 duly   The Foundations did not provide any information regarding the provenance of 12 their funds, who manages them, or whether they have engaged in any activity other than the 13 contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.   14 B. DOJ’s Criminal Prosecution 
	reported.
	24

	15 16 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 17 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 18 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	Corporations Search, GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundaci Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”). 
	21 
	/ 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/search/results


	Corporation Information: Foundation for Progress Inc., GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	22 
	. estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121 
	https://rceweb


	Corporation Information: Fundacin Pro Igualdad Inc., GOV’T OF P.R. DEP’T OF STATE, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	23 
	. estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121 
	https://rceweb


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. & Foundation for Progress, Inc. Resp. at 5-7 (Sep. 23, 2020) (“Foundations’ Resp.”). 
	24 
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	Figure
	1 Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced on August 26, 2022 to 14 months in prison with three 
	issue.
	25 

	2 Salvemos a Puerto Rico was sentenced to three years of 
	years of supervised release.
	26 

	3 supervised probation and a $150,000 fine and ordered to file amended reports with the 
	4 
	Commission.
	27 


	5 1. 6 7 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 8 9 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 
	Plea Agreement 

	10 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 11 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 12 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 13 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 14 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 15 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 16 Rico.17 18 Fuentes-Fern
	28 

	19 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	20 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	21 
	for the funds.
	29 

	22 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	23 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	25 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2.  Fuentes-Fernandez was released from confinement on July 10, 2023. See Find an Inmate, FED. BUR. OF PRISONS, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search last name: Fuentes-Fernandez, first name: Joseph). 
	26 
	inmate/byname.jsp 
	https://www.bop.gov/mobile/find 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of the $150,000 fine to the United States District Court). 
	27 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	28 

	Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. 
	29 
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	Figure
	1 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes2 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 3 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 4   For example, on or about October 15, 2020, the Secretary of 5 the Foundations sent a group text message to Fuentes-Fernandez and others associated with 6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico, stating, “As soon as I have an accounting of (i) what has been or
	entity.
	30 
	-
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	31
	32

	10 “send me the bank account info for [the Foundations] so that [a potential contributor] and other 11 people who are donating can remain anonymous.”  The Secretary for the Foundations then 12 Fuentes-Fernandez sent the 13 Foundations’ bank account information to a potential donor with wiring instructions and texted, 14 “It’s totally anonymous in the accounts I gave you.”
	33
	responded with the bank information for the Foundations.
	34 
	35 

	Id. ¶¶ 21-24. Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Id. ¶ 21. Id. Id. Id. ¶ 24. 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
	35 
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained the 2 following chart depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all 3 of which were transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported 4 to the FEC”:
	36 

	Figure
	5 The Foundations submitted a second Response to the Commission after the criminal 6 prosecution contending that the issues in this matter were investigated and addressed by DOJ and 7 
	therefore the Commission should close the matter without further action.
	37 

	8 2. 
	Amended Reports 

	9 10 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 
	11 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 
	12 
	names of the Foundations, as depicted in the following tables.
	38 

	Id. ¶ 30. 
	36 

	Foundation for Progress, Inc. & Fundacin Pro Igualdad, Inc. Resp. at 2 (Sept. 5, 2023), Pre-MUR 668. 
	37 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	38 
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	Contributions Made Throu2h Fundacion Pro I• ,ualdad 
	Contributions Made Throu2h Fundacion Pro I• ,ualdad 
	Contributions Made Throu2h Fundacion Pro I• ,ualdad 

	Contributor 
	Contributor 
	Amount 
	Date 

	AP Engineerirnz Inc. 
	AP Engineerirnz Inc. 
	$ 51 800.00 
	6/22/2020 

	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	$ 2,960.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	$ 87 500.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	$ 5,000.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Jaap, LLC 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 35,700.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Jaap, LLC 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 2,040.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Little Pictures Corp. 
	Little Pictures Corp. 
	$ 16,667.00 
	10/20/2020 

	NGX Militarv Store 
	NGX Militarv Store 
	$ 33 333.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Total 
	Total 
	$235,000.00 


	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 
	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 
	Contributions Made Throueh Foundation for Proeress 

	Contributor 
	Contributor 
	Amount 
	Date 

	Anonymous 
	Anonymous 
	$ 9,867.00 
	10/26/2020 

	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	AP Engineering, Inc. 
	$ 30,584.00 
	10/20/2020 

	BAEFE, LLC 
	BAEFE, LLC 
	$ 49,330.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC 
	$ 4,918.00 
	10/28/2020 

	Brito-ZubizaITeta, Alejandro 
	Brito-ZubizaITeta, Alejandro 
	$ 35,000.00 
	6/23/2020 

	Jaap, LLC 
	Jaap, LLC 
	$ 30,584.00 
	10/20/2020 

	Jason & Sondhi 
	Jason & Sondhi 
	$ 4,918.00 
	10/28/2020 

	Keys, Andrew 
	Keys, Andrew 
	$ 230.00 
	1/13/2021 

	Kevs, Andrew 
	Kevs, Andrew 
	$ 735.00 
	11/02/2020 

	LAS Enterorises 
	LAS Enterorises 
	$ 15,000.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	Machado-Gonzalez, Richard 
	$ 36,765.00 
	11/02/2020 

	Machado-Gonzalez Richard 
	Machado-Gonzalez Richard 
	$ 11,490.00 
	1/13/2021 

	McCloskev, Ammstos 
	McCloskev, Ammstos 
	$ 320.00 
	1/13/2021 

	McCloskey, Augustos 
	McCloskey, Augustos 
	$ 1,029.00 
	11/02/2020 

	McCloskev, Michael 
	McCloskev, Michael 
	$ 460.00 
	1/13/2021 

	McCloskev, Michael 
	McCloskev, Michael 
	$ 1,471.00 
	11/02/2020 

	National Strntegies Group, LLC 
	National Strntegies Group, LLC 
	$ 14,799.00 
	10/28/2020 

	No1t hshore Management Corp. 
	No1t hshore Management Corp. 
	$ 25,000.00 
	6/22/2020 

	Total 
	Total 
	$272,500.00 


	3 
	3 
	3 

	4 
	4 
	III. 
	LEGAL ANALYSIS 

	5 
	5 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"), provides that a 

	6 
	6 
	contribution includes "any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit ofmoney or anything of 

	TR
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	TR
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	Figure
	1 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 2 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 3 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 4 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 5 The 6 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 7 contribution in the name of an
	39 
	40
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	41 

	9 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 10 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 11 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 12 time the contribution is made; or 
	13 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 14 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 15 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	42 

	16 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 17 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 18   Courts therefore have uniformly 19 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 20 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	43
	44

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	39 
	40 
	41 
	42 
	43 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	44 
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	1 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 2 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 3 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 4 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 5 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 6 Because the concern of the law is the 7 true source from which a contr
	45
	 the resulting contribution.
	46 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	47 

	10 The available information supports finding reason to believe the Foundations knowingly 11 and willfully permitted their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another in 12 violation of 52 U.S.C. §30122.  Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that he and 13 others established the Foundations in order to conceal the true identities of donors to Salvemos a 14 
	Puerto Rico and that the Foundations were merely conduits for contributions from others.
	48 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	45 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	46 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	47 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19. 
	48 
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	Figure
	1 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted that he sent text messages to donors explaining that the donors 2 The plea agreement 3 also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes-Fernandez and individuals associated 4 with the Foundation exchanging information to facilitate donations to the Foundations and 5 coordinate subsequent transfers to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Pursuant to its own plea 6 agreement, Salvemos a Puerto Rico filed amended disclosure reports identifying the true sources 7 8 The Foundations emphas
	could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party entity.
	49 
	50
	of the $507,500 in transfers to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations.
	51 
	engaged in activity to influence an election for state office, rather than federal office.
	52 

	10 does not change the fact that the Foundations’ payments to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, a federal 11 IEOPC, were contributions.  Salvemos a Puerto Rico registered with the Commission as a federal 12 13 Salvemos a Puerto Rico did not indicate in any of its disclosure reports that the funds the 14 Foundations provided were encumbered such that they were unavailable for federal activity.  15 16 costs including bank charges, legal services, FEC administrative fines for reporting violations, 
	political committee and reported the money from the Foundations as federal contributions.
	53 
	Notably, Salvemos a Puerto Rico reported that it spent $219,652.30 on federal administrative 

	Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	49 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. 
	50 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	51 

	Foundations’ Resp. at 5.  
	52 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Amended Statement of Organization at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 July Quarterly Report; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 October Quarterly Report; Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2020 Post-General Report. 
	53 
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	Figure
	1 and the federal criminal fine.  Additionally, the Commission is in possession of information 2 indicating that the individuals who created and managed the Foundations understood that 3 Salvemos a Puerto Rico was a federal IEOPC registered with the Commission. Salvemos a 4 Puerto Rico opted into the Act’s federal regulatory regime, pursuant to which the funds it 5 received through the Foundations and reported as federal contributions are treated as such and 6 fall under the Commission’s jurisdiction. 7 The
	54
	convey the funds of another in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30122.
	55

	10 finding that the Foundations’ violations were knowing and willful.  Such a finding does not 
	11 require proving knowledge of the specific statute or regulation the respondent allegedly 
	12 Rather, it is sufficient to demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was 
	violated.
	56 

	13 aware that his conduct was unlawful.”  This may be shown by circumstantial evidence from 
	57

	FEC Disbursements: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s disbursements). 
	54 
	id=C00746594&two year transaction period=2022&data type=processed 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/disbursements/?committee 


	See Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 952 F.3d 352, 354 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“As the Supreme Court has repeatedly declared, the electorate has an interest in knowing where political campaign money comes from and how it is spent by the candidate. To that end, the [Act] imposes disclosure requirements on those who give and spend money to influence elections. The straw donor provision, 52 U.S.C. § 30122, is designed to ensure accurate disclosure of contributor information.” (internal citations and quotation marks omitt
	55 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 U.S. 184, 195 & n.23 (1998) (holding that, to establish a violation is willful, government needs to show only that defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of specific statutory provision violated). 
	56 

	Id. (citing jury instructions in United States v. Edwards, No. 11-61 (M.D.N.C. 2012), United States v. Acevedo Vila, No. 108-36 (D.P.R. 2009), United States v. Feiger, No. 07-20414 (E.D. Mich. 2008), and United States v. Alford, No. 05-69 (N.D. Fla. 2005)). 
	57 
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	Figure
	1 which the respondents’For example, a person’s 2 awareness that an action is prohibited may be inferred from “the elaborate scheme for disguising 
	 unlawful intent reasonably may be inferred.
	58 

	3 . . . political contributions.”4 Here, as described above, there is both direct and circumstantial evidence that the 5 Foundations engaged in a deliberate scheme to disguise the true identities of donors to Salvemos 6 a Puerto Rico.  Most definitively, Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that the 7 Foundations were “designed to conceal the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto 8 Rico.”  The Foundations played a distinct and essential role in the orchestration of this large9 scale sch
	59 
	60
	61
	-

	10 defendants in the criminal case and have faced no punishment.  Thus, civil enforcement against 11 the Foundations would properly vindicate the Commission’s interests.  The Commission 12 therefore finds reason to believe the Foundations knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 13 § 30122. 
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). 
	58 

	Hopkins, 916 F.2d. at 214-15. As the Hopkins court stated, “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
	59 

	Cf. Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) at 14-15, MUR 8092 (Bashar Wali) (declining to make a knowing and willful finding where the information suggested the respondent did not know his actions were illegal and did not take actions to conceal the illegal activity); F&LA at 10, MUR 7949 (Crown Prod. & Serv.) (declining to find a knowing and willful violation where the respondents did not take actions to conceal the illegal activity). 
	60 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	61 
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	Figure
	2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	3 4 RESPONDENTS: Salvemos a Puerto Rico MUR: 7772 5 Joseph Fuentes -Fernandez 6 in his official capacity as Treasurer 7 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez 8 in his personal capacity9 
	1 

	10 I. INTRODUCTION 
	11 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 
	12 and a referral from Puerto Rico’s Oficina del Contralor Electoral alleging that at least $250,000 
	13 in contributions in the name of another were made through two nonprofit corporations, 
	14 Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), 
	15 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and 

	16 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. 
	16 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. 
	17 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 
	18 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false statements to the Commission about the 
	19 true identities of the donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea 
	2 

	20 agreement that he and others established the Foundations in order to conceal the true identities of 
	21 donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and that the Foundations were merely conduits for 
	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022) [hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [herein
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced on August 26, 2022, to 14 months 2 in prison with three years of supervised release.Salvemos a Puerto Rico, the ultimate recipient 3 IEOPC, was sentenced to three years of supervised probation, ordered to pay a $150,000 fine, 4 and required to file amended reports with the Commission.Fuentes-Fernandez subsequently 5 filed amended reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who 6 made contributions through the Foundation
	3 
	4 
	5 
	6 
	-

	10 § 30104(b)(3)(A).  The Commission finds, however, that its interests as to these Respondents 11 have been adequately vindicated by the criminal proceedings.  Salvemos a Puerto Rico and 12 Fuentes-Fernandez pleaded guilty to criminal charges that encompassed the campaign finance 13 violations at issue in this matter and received substantial punishment that included incarceration, 14 a criminal fine, and disclosure of the true sources of the contributions at issue.  Under these 
	7

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr00182-001 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 
	-

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	6 

	See Statement of Policy Regarding Commission Action in Matters at the Initial Stage in the Enforcement Process, 72 Fed. Reg. 12,545 (Mar. 16, 2007). 
	7 
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	1 circumstances, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion  and dismissing the 2 allegations against Salvemos a Puerto and Fuentes-Fernandez with a letter of admonishment. 3 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 4 A. Complaint 5 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 7 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 8 of the don
	8
	9

	10 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered 11 seven minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations 12 and their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 13   The Complaint made allegations as to Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his official 14 capacity as treasurer of Salvemos a Puerto Rico and in his personal capacity. 
	10
	allegations.
	11

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	8 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	9 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Id. at 4-5. 
	10 

	Id. at 3. 
	11 
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	1 A week before they filed the Complaint in this matter, the Complainants in MUR 7772 2 raised similar issues before Puerto Rico’s Oficina del Contralor Electoral (“OCE”), which 3 4 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 5 6 Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. are two nonprofit 7 501(c)(4) corporations incorporated under Puerto Rico law on June 10, 2020. 8 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 9 
	subsequently referred the matter to the Commission.
	12 
	2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez is its treasurer.
	13 

	10 for Progress, Inc. — to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  Salvemos a Puerto Rico then made two 
	14

	11 disbursements — $40,000 on July 9, 2020, and $100,000 on July 13, 2020 — for a nonfederal 
	12 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 
	15

	13 
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	16 

	Oficina del Contralor Electoral, Determination, OCE-Q-2020-005 (Sept. 18, 2020), Pre-MUR 668 [hereinafter OCE Referral].  OCE is the agency responsible for investigating violations of Puerto Rico’s campaign finance laws. OFICINA DEL CONTRALOR ELECTORAL, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	12 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 
	https://oce.pr.gov/sobre-nosotros/ 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	13 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	14 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	15 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	16 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico submitted an initial Response to this 
	2 matter asserting that that the Commission lacks jurisdiction because there is no federal candidate 
	3 
	involved.
	17 


	4 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 5 6 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 
	7 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 
	8 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	9 Fuentes-Fernandez was sentenced on August 26, 2022 to 14 months in prison with three 
	issue.
	18 

	10 Salvemos a Puerto Rico was sentenced to three years of 
	years of supervised release.
	19 

	11 supervised probation and a $150,000 fine and ordered to file amended reports with the 
	12 
	Commission.
	20 


	13 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 14 15 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 16 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 17 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 18 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 19 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 20 the FEC of material information concerni
	21 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Resp. at 2-3 (Sept. 20, 2020) (“Salvemos Resp.”). 
	17 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1, Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	18 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2.  Fuentes-Fernandez was released from confinement on July 10, 2023. See Find an Inmate, Fed. Bur. Of Prisons, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search last name: Fuentes-Fernandez, first name: Joseph). 
	19 
	inmate/byname.jsp 
	https://www.bop.gov/mobile/find 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of the $150,000 fine to the United States District Court). 
	20 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	21 
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	1 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 2 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 3 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 4 5 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 6 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 7 The plea agreement also contains examples of
	for the funds.
	22 
	entity.
	23 
	-

	10 11 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 12 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made the contributions in 13 14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez filed a supplemental Response 15 following the criminal charges and resulting pleas requesting that the Commission close the 16 
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	the names of the Foundations.
	25 
	matter in light of the guilty pleas.
	26 

	Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	22 
	23 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico & Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez Supp. Resp. at 2 (June 29, 2022). 
	26 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 3 The Act provides that a contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or 
	4 deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 5 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 6 regulations includes partnerships, corporations, and “any other organization or group of 7 persons.”  The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another 8 person, knowingly permitting his or her name to be used to effect such a contribution, or 9   The Commission has included in its regulations 
	27
	28
	knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	29

	10 illustrations of activities that constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 11 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 12 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 13 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 14 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 15 time the contribution is made; or 16 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 17 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 
	18 19 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 20 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 21   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	30 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	31

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	27 
	28 
	29 
	30 
	31 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
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	1 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 2 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 3 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 4 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 5 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 6 of contributing to a candidate or committee “make
	32
	33
	 the resulting contribution.
	34 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	35 

	10 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	11 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	12 Here, the available information indicates that a number of individuals and entities 
	13 provided funds to the Foundations for the purpose of making contributions to Salvemos a Puerto 
	14 Rico, which knowingly accepted the contributions in the name of another in violation of 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	32 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	33 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	34 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	35 
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	1 52 U.S.C. § 30122, and falsely disclosed the contributions as made by the Foundations in 
	2 violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A).  Nonetheless, the Commission is exercising its 
	3 prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Salvemos a Puerto and Fuentes
	-

	4 Fernandez with a letter of admonishment, because the Commission’s interests as to these 
	5 
	Respondents have been adequately vindicated by the criminal proceedings.
	36 

	6 The Commission has previously exercised its prosecutorial discretion and declined to 
	7 pursue matters where it determined that a related criminal conviction adequately vindicated its 
	8 civil enforcement interests under the Act.  The Commission has taken this approach within the 
	9 following parameters:  the respondent pleaded guilty or was convicted of at least one criminal 
	10 count directly relating to a federal campaign finance law violation; the facts in the civil matter 
	11 under review related to the count(s) to which the respondent pleaded guilty in the criminal 
	12   By contrast, the Commission has 
	matter; and the respondent received criminal punishment.
	37

	13 taken further action, notwithstanding a criminal conviction, when the criminal conviction or plea 
	See Statement of Policy Regarding Commission Action in Matters at the Initial Stage in the Enforcement Process, 72 Fed. Reg. 12,545 (Mar. 16, 2007). 
	36 

	See, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis (“F&LA”) at 1-2, MUR 7072 (Babulal Bera) (declining to pursue further action against perpetrator of conduit scheme “among the largest [ever] considered” after Bera pleaded guilty to 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(1)(A) and 30122 and was sentenced to a prison term of one year and one day, supervised release for a term of 36 months, and a criminal fine of $100,000, while also noting statute of limitations concerns and respondent’s advanced age); MURs 7011, 7092 (HC4President, et al.
	37 
	restitution of $467,612.62); Statement of Reasons (“SOR”), Comm’rs Cooksey & Trainor (Apr. 
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	1 did not specifically vindicate the Act’s discrete civil enforcement interests, e.g., where the 2 criminal count(s) to which the respondent pleaded guilty or was convicted did not directly relate 3 to the facts of the civil matter under review, or did not directly relate to a federal campaign 4 5 Here, Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Fuentes-Fernandez pleaded guilty to making false 6 statements to the Federal Election Commission about the true identities of donors to Salvemos a 7 These 8 Respondents have also r
	finance law violation.
	38 
	Puerto Rico, which encompasses the campaign finance violations at issue in this matter.
	39 
	months in prison with three years of supervised release.
	40 

	10 sentenced to three years of supervised probation and ordered to pay a $150,000 fine and file 
	11   Accordingly, under these circumstances, the 
	amended reports with the Commission.
	41

	12 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations that 
	42

	13 Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his 
	14 official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution 
	See, e.g., Conciliation Agreement, MUR 7132 (Michael David Pitts) (Mar. 19, 2018) (conciliating with respondent who pleaded guilty to wire fraud, but the criminal charges did not address the funds the respondent took from the committee); Conciliation Agreement, MUR 6465 (John Junker) (Nov. 7, 2013) (conciliating penalties, including $25,000 civil penalty with respondent who would later plead guilty to one count of criminal conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. § 371, rather than campaign finance violation); Conciliati
	38 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	39 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 2. 
	40 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1; see also Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 2022 July Quarterly Report at 6 (Aug. 19, 2022) (disclosing payment of $150,000 fine to United States District Court). 
	41 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	42 
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	1 in the name of another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing 2 inaccurate disclosure reports and issuing admonishment letters to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and 3 Joseph Fuentes-Fernandes. 
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	Figure
	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 3 
	4 RESPONDENT: Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundación Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that 13 Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta (“Brito-Zubizarreta”) made a $35,000 contribution to Salvemos a 14 Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 vi
	-
	1 
	2

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 
	1 
	contributions from others.3  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 

	2 
	2 
	reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 

	3 
	3 
	through the Foundations, which included Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta.4  The Commission 

	4 
	4 
	notified Brito-Zubizarreta in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of his name as a 

	5 
	5 
	person who made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, 

	6 
	6 
	Inc. 

	7 
	7 
	There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Brito
	-


	8 
	8 
	Zubizarreta understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that he gave to Foundation for 

	9 
	9 
	Progress was a federal political committee.  Additionally, the overall record reflects that the 

	10 
	10 
	scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves.  Under these circumstances, the 

	11 
	11 
	Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion5 and dismissing the allegations against 

	12 
	12 
	Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta. 

	13 
	13 
	II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

	14 
	14 
	A. Complaint 

	15 
	15 
	The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 

	16 
	16 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 

	17 
	17 
	“laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 

	18 
	18 
	of the donations.”6  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 

	TR
	3 Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶ ¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-

	TR
	Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 

	TR
	4 Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 

	TR
	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General 

	TR
	Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 

	TR
	5 Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 

	TR
	6 Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020). The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the 

	TR
	Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional 
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13 under Puerto Rico law   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 
	and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11

	contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV,  (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020.  Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020).  
	9 

	Fundación Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundación Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundación Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
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	1 
	minutes of each other.12
	  The Foundations share the same physical address,13 which a company 

	2 
	2 
	offers to rent as a “virtual office.”14
	  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 

	3 
	3 
	accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 

	4 
	4 
	other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 

	5 
	5 
	related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 

	6 
	6 
	nonprofit entities.15 

	7 
	7 
	On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 

	8 
	8 
	$250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fundación Pro Igualdad, Inc. and $75,000 from Foundation 

	9 
	9 
	for Progress, Inc. — to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.16
	  Salvemos a Puerto Rico then made two 

	10 
	10 
	disbursements — $40,000 on July 9, 2020, and $100,000 on July 13, 2020 — for a nonfederal 

	11 
	11 
	“media campaign.”17
	  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 

	12 
	12 
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.18 

	13 
	13 
	B. 
	Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 

	14 
	14 
	On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 

	15 
	15 
	organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 

	TR
	12 Fundación Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 13 Fundación Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 14 Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, https://www.davincivirtual. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 15 See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (s
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	1 
	1 
	statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 

	2 
	2 
	issue.19  The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 

	3 
	3 
	organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 

	4 
	4 
	government of Puerto Rico.”20 

	5 
	5 
	Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 

	6 
	6 

	7 
	7 
	[Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 

	8 
	8 
	— Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 

	9 
	9 
	the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 

	10 
	10 
	donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 

	11 
	11 
	schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 

	12 
	12 
	the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 

	13 
	13 
	thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 

	14 
	14 
	Rico.21 

	15 
	15 

	16 
	16 
	Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 

	17 
	17 
	Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 

	18 
	18 
	in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 

	19 
	19 
	for the funds.22 

	20 
	20 
	The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 

	21 
	21 
	explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 

	22 
	22 
	entity.23  The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	-


	23 
	23 
	Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 

	TR
	19 Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos 

	TR
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 

	TR
	20 Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. 

	TR
	21 Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 

	TR
	22 Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. 

	TR
	23 Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
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	Figure
	1 
	1 
	1 
	transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 

	2 
	2 
	facilitate anonymous donations.24 

	3 
	3 
	C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 

	4 
	4 
	The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 

	5 
	5 
	depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 

	6 
	6 
	transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”25 

	7 
	7 
	The chart reflected that on approximately June 23, 2020, Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta gave 

	8 
	8 
	approximately $50,000 to the Foundations for transfer to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.26 

	9 
	9 
	On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 

	10 
	10 
	behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 

	11 
	11 
	names of the Foundations.27  Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that Brito-Zubizarreta 

	12 
	12 
	contributed $35,000 through Foundation for Progress on June 23, 2020.28 

	13 
	13 
	Brito-Zubizarretta’s donation to Foundation for Progress was made less than two weeks 

	14 
	14 
	after the Foundation’s formation,29 and two days before the Foundation transferred $75,000 to 

	15 
	15 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico.30 

	TR
	24 Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. 

	TR
	25 Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts ¶ 30. 

	TR
	26 Id. 

	TR
	27 Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 

	TR
	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General 

	TR
	Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 

	TR
	28 Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 

	TR
	29 See Fundación Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 

	TR
	30 See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
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	Figure
	1 
	1 
	1 
	Brito-Zubizarreta has not filed a Response with the Commission with regard to this 

	2 
	2 
	matter. 

	3 
	3 
	III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

	4 
	4 

	5 
	5 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 

	6 
	6 
	contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 

	7 
	7 
	value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”31  The 

	8 
	8 
	term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 

	9 
	9 
	corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”32  The Act prohibits a person 

	10 
	10 
	from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 

	11 
	11 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.33  The 

	12 
	12 
	Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 

	13 
	13 
	contribution in the name of another: 

	14 
	14 
	(i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 

	15 
	15 
	was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 

	16 
	16 
	contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 

	17 
	17 
	thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 

	18 
	18 
	time the contribution is made; or 

	19 
	19 
	(ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 

	20 
	20 
	attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 

	21 
	21 
	34 another person when in fact the contributor is the source.

	22 
	22 
	The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 

	23 
	23 
	Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 

	TR
	31 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 

	TR
	32 Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 

	TR
	33 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 

	TR
	34 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
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	Figure
	1 committees of the political contributions they  Courts therefore have uniformly 
	 receive.
	35

	2 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	3 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	36

	4 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	5 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	37

	6 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	7 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes” the resulting   This is true 
	contribution.
	38

	8 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	9 promised as reimbursement of a  Because the concern of the law is the 
	 solicited contribution.
	39

	10 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	11 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	12 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure).  
	35 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	37 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	38 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	39 
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	Figure
	1 
	1 
	1 
	Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Brito
	-


	2 
	2 
	Zubizarreta understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that he gave to Foundation for 

	3 
	3 
	Progress was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession 

	4 
	4 
	indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the 

	5 
	5 
	resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 

	6 
	6 
	overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 

	7 
	7 
	Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion40 and dismissing the allegations against 

	8 
	8 
	Respondent Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta. 


	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: Andrew Keys MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included Andrew Keys.The Commission notified Keys in 4 relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of his name as a person who made a contribution 5 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determin
	3
	4 

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Andrew Keys. 
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶ ¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
	8 
	9 

	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 
	12 
	13 
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	Figure
	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 
	11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 
	12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 
	13 Rico.
	21 

	14 
	15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	19 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. 
	20 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	21 

	Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. 
	22 

	Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that Keys made two 7 contributions through Foundation for Progress: (1) $735 on November 2, 2020, and (2) $230 8 on January 13,
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26
	27 

	10 for Progress, Inc., but in the amount of $5,000 rather than the $965 that was reflected in 11 Keys provided a signed declaration stating that he 12 thought Foundation for Progress was a PAC that would “work to re-elect the Governor,” and that 13 14 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico’s amended reports.
	28 
	his name would be disclosed.
	29 

	15 16 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 17 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 18 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 
	30 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Andrew Keys Resp. at 1-3 (Nov. 18, 2022). He also provided a copy of his $5,000 contribution check. Id. Id. 
	26 
	27 
	28 
	29 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	30 
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	Figure
	1 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 2 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 3 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 4 The 5 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 6 contribution in the name of another: 7 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 
	31
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	32 

	8 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 
	9 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 10 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 11 time the contribution is made; or 
	12 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 13 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 14 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	33 

	15 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 16 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 17   Courts therefore have uniformly 18 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 19 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 20 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	34
	35

	Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). Attachment 4 Page 7 of 9 
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	1 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	36

	2 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	3 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	37 

	4 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	5 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	38 

	6 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	7 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	8 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	9 Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Keys 
	10 understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that he gave to Foundation for Progress was a 
	11 federal political committee.  Indeed, Keys indicated in his response that he intended to support a 
	12 gubernatorial candidate. Given the resources that would be required to further investigate this 
	13 point, and the available record’s overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the 
	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	36 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	37 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	38 
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	1 contributors themselves, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and 2 dismissing the allegations against Respondent Andrew Keys.  
	39

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: AP Engineering, Inc. MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that AP 13 Engineering, Inc. made $54,760 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci 14 Pro Igualdad, Inc., and $30,584 in contributions through Foundation for Progress.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Pu
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included AP Engineering, Inc.  The Commission notified AP 4 Engineering, Inc. in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that 5 made such contributions. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that AP Engineering 7 Inc. un
	3
	4

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against AP Engineering, 11 Inc. 12 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 13 A. Complaint 14 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 16 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 17 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two 
	5
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13 under Puerto Rico law and Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  The Foundations 14   The Foundations share the same 
	11
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other.
	12

	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
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	1 physical address,which a company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do 2 not appear to have websites or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed 3 no information about their activities other than articles discussing the allegations in the 4 Complaint, the federal criminal case, or related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fun
	13 
	14
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	13 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 
	11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 
	12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 
	13 Rico.
	21 

	14 
	15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
	19 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. 
	20 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. 
	21 

	Id. at ¶¶9, 19. 
	22 

	Id. at ¶¶ 21-24. 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”7 The chart reflected that AP Engineering, Inc. gave the Foundations m
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 
	26 

	10 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 11 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 12   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that AP Engineering, Inc. made 13 two contributions through Fundaci Pro Igualdad: (1) $51,800 on June 22, 2020, and (2) $2,960 14 on October 20, 2020; and one contribution through Foundation for Progress: $30,584 on  15 October 20, 2020.  Notably, the June 22, 2020 donation was made les
	names of the Foundations.
	27
	28

	Id. at ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts, ¶ 30. 
	24 
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	Id. 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
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	1 Fundaci Pro Igualdad’s s formation, and three days before it transferred $175,000 to 2 Salvemos a Puerto Rico.3 AP Engineering, Inc. filed a Response with the Commission contending that the 4 Complaint does not contain any allegations of improper action on its part, it does not have 5 reporting obligations under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), 6 7 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	29
	30 
	and any donations were protected First Amendment activity.
	31 

	8 9 The Act provides that a contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or 10 deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 11 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 12 regulations includes partnerships, corporations, and “any other organization or group of 13 persons.”  The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another 14 person, knowingly permitting his or her name to
	32
	33
	knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	34

	16 illustrations of activities that constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 17 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 18 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 19 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 20 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 21 time the contribution is made; or 
	See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). AP Eng’g, Inc. Resp. at 5-9 (Nov. 15, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
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	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
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	1 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 2 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 3 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	35 

	4 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	5 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	6   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	36

	7 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	8 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	37

	9 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	10 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	38

	11 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	12 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	39 

	13 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	14 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	40 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	35 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	36 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	37 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	38 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	39 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§3 0122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they 
	40 
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	1 
	1 
	true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 

	2 
	2 
	mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 

	3 
	3 
	and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 

	4 
	4 
	Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that AP 

	5 
	5 
	Engineering, Inc. understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to the 

	6 
	6 
	Foundations was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s 

	7 
	7 
	possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given 

	8 
	8 
	the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 

	9 
	9 
	overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 

	10 
	10 
	Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion41 and dismissing the allegations against 

	11 
	11 
	Respondent AP Engineering, Inc.  


	contribute the funds to a specific political committee, violated § 30122 because the source of the funds remained the individual who provided them to the putative contributors). 
	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: Augustos McCloskey MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that 13 Augustos McCloskey (“McCloskey”) made $1,349 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 14 through Foundation for Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U
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	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included Augustos McCloskey.  The Commission notified 4 McCloskey in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of his name as a person who made 5 a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available reco
	3
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	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Augustos 
	5

	11 McCloskey. 
	12 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	13 A. Complaint 
	14 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	16 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	17 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	minutes of each other.
	12
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	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16 

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Jutice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
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	20 
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	22 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that McCloskey made two 7 contributions through Foundation for Progress: (1) $1,029 on November 2, 2020, and (2) $320 8 on Janu
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26
	27 

	10 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 11 12 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 
	13 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 14 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 15 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 16 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 17 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 
	28 
	29

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
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	1 The 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	30 

	2 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 
	3 contribution in the name of another: 
	4 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 5 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 6 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 7 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 8 time the contribution is made; or 
	9 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 10 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 11 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	31 

	12 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	13 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	14   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	32

	15 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	16 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	33

	17 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	18 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	34

	19 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	30 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	31 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	32 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	33 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	34 
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	1 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 2 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 3 Because the concern of the law is the 4 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 5 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 6 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 7 Here, there is 
	 the resulting contribution.
	35 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	36 

	10 indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the 11 resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 12 overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 13 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 14 Respondent Augustos McCloskey. 
	37

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	35 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	36 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: BAE FE, LLC MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that BAE 13 FE, LLC made a $49,330 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for 14 Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included BAE FE, LLC.The Commission notified BAE FE, 4 LLC in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that made a 5 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to
	3
	4 

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against BAE FE, LLC. 
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
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	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
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	minutes of each other.
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	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
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	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
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	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	= processed&committee_id=C00746594&contributor_name=foundation&contributor_name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data_type
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
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	Figure
	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”7 The chart reflected that on approximately June 23, 2020, BAE FE, LLC
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 
	26 
	27

	10 $75,000 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.11 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 12 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 13   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that BAE FE, LLC contributed 14 $49,330 through Foundation for Progress on October 20, 2020.15 BAE FE, LLC has not filed a Response with the Commission with regard to this matter. 
	28 
	names of the Foundations.
	29
	30 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts ¶ 30. 
	24 
	25 

	Id. See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	26 
	27 
	28 
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	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 3 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 
	4 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 5 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 6 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 7 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 8 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 9 The 
	31 
	32
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	33 

	10 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 11 contribution in the name of another: 12 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 
	13 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 14 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 15 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 16 time the contribution is made; or 
	17 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 18 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 19 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	34 

	20 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 21 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 22   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	35

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
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	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is 
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	1 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	2 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	36

	3 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	4 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	37

	5 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	6 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	38 

	7 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	8 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	39 

	9 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	10 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	11 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	12 Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that BAE FE, 
	13 LLC understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Foundation for Progress, 
	plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	37 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	38 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	39 
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	Figure
	1 was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession indicates 2 that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the resources that 3 would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s overall indications 4 that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the Commission is exercising its 5 prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Respondent BAE FE, LLC. 
	40

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that Beam, 13 Longest and Neff, LLC (“BLN”) made a $4,918 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through 14 Foundation for Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included BLN.  The Commission notified BLN in relation to 4 MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that made a contribution to 5 Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine tha
	3
	4

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against BLN. 
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
	8 
	9 

	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” —identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9 Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that BLN contributed $4,918 7 through Foundation for Progress on October 28, 2020.8 BLN filed a Response with the Commission co
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26 

	10 would use the funds it received to support federal election activities under the jurisdiction of the 11 FEC.”12 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	27 

	13 14 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 15 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 16 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 17 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 18 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 
	28 
	29

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Resp. at 2 (Nov. 15, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
	26 
	27 
	28 
	29 
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	Figure
	1 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 
	2 The 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	30 

	3 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 
	4 contribution in the name of another: 
	5 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 6 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 7 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 8 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 9 time the contribution is made; or 
	10 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 11 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 12 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	31 

	13 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	14 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	15   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	32

	16 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	17 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	33

	18 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	19 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	34

	52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	30 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	31 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	32 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	33 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	34 
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	Figure
	1 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 2 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 3 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 4 Because the concern of the law is the 5 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 6 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 7 and the arrang
	 the resulting contribution.
	35 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	36 

	10 was a federal political committee.  Indeed, BLN indicated in its response that it did not have 11 notice that the Foundation would use the funds it received from BLN to support federal election 12   Given the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the 13 available record’s overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors 14 themselves, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the 15 allegations against Respondent BLN.
	activities.
	37
	38

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	35 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	36 

	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC Resp. at 2. 
	37 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	38 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: Essential Insurance Services, Inc. MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that 13 Essential Insurances Services, Inc. (“EIS”) made $92,500 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto 14 Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violation
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included EIS.  The Commission notified EIS in relation to 4 MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that made a contribution to 5 Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that E
	3
	4

	10 prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against EIS. 
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
	8 
	9 

	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 
	12 
	13 
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	Figure
	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16 

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”7 The chart reflected that on approximately June 18, 2020, EIS gave $1
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 
	26 

	10 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 11   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that EIS made two contributions 12 through Fundaci Pro Igualdad: (1) $87,500 on June 22, 2020, and (2) $5,000 on October 20, 13 2020.  Notably, the June 22, 2020 donation was made less than two weeks after the 14 Foundation’s formation, and three days before the Foundation transferred $175,000 to 15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico.
	names of the Foundations.
	27
	28
	29
	30 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts, ¶ 30. 
	24 
	25 

	Id. 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	27 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	28 

	See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	29 

	See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	30 
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	Figure
	1 EIS filed a Response with the Commission contending that the Complaint did not allege 2 any improper or illegal action on its part, and that its donations to Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 3 4 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	are protected speech.
	31 

	5 6 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 7 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 8 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 9 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 10 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 11 from making a contribution in the name of a
	32 
	33
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	34 

	14 contribution in the name of another: 15 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 16 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 17 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 18 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 19 time the contribution is made; or 
	20 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 21 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 22 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	35 

	Essential Ins. Servs., Inc. Resp. at 1-2 (Oct. 7, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
	35 
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	Figure
	1 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	2 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	3   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	36

	4 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	5 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	37

	6 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	7 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	38

	8 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	9 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	39 

	10 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	11 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	40 

	12 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	36 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	37 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	38 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	39 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	40 
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	Figure
	1 
	1 
	1 
	mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 

	2 
	2 
	and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 

	3 
	3 
	Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that EIS 

	4 
	4 
	understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 

	5 
	5 
	was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession indicates 

	6 
	6 
	that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the resources that 

	7 
	7 
	would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s overall indications 

	8 
	8 
	that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the Commission is exercising its 

	9 
	9 
	prosecutorial discretion41 and dismissing the allegations against Respondent Essential Insurance 

	10 
	10 
	Services, Inc. 


	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: Jaap, LLC MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that Jaap, 13 LLC made $37,740, in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, 14 Inc., and $30,584 in contributions through Foundation for Progress.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico 
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included Jaap, LLC.  The Commission notified Jaap, LLC in 4 relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that made such 5 contributions. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Jaap, LLC 7 understood that the ultimate reci
	3
	4

	10 prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Jaap, LLC.  
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-1 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
	8 
	9 

	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 
	12 
	13 
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9 Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”7 The chart reflected that Jaap, LLC gave the Foundations money to tra
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 
	26 

	10 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 11 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 12   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that Jaap, LLC made two 13 contributions through Fundaci Pro Igualdad: (1) $35,700 on June 22, 2020, and (2) $2,040 on 14 October 20, 2020; and one contribution through Foundation for Progress: $30,584 on       15 October 20, 2020.  Notably, the June 22, 2020 donation was made less than
	names of the Foundations.
	27
	28

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts, ¶ 30. 
	24 
	25 

	Id. 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	27 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	28 
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	1 Fundaci Pro Igualdad’s formation, and three days before it transferred $175,000 to Salvemos 2 a Puerto Rico.3 Jaap, LLC filed a Response with the Commission contending that the Complaint does not 4 contain any allegations of improper action on its part, it does not have reporting obligations 5 6 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	29
	30 
	under the Act, and any donations were protected First Amendment activity.
	31 

	7 8 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 9 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 10 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 11 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 12 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 13 from making a contribution in the name of
	32 
	33
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	34 

	16 contribution in the name of another: 17 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 18 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 19 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 20 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 21 time the contribution is made; or 
	See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). Jaap, LLC Resp. at 5-9 (Nov. 15, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	29 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
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	1 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 2 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 3 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	35 

	4 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	5 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	6   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	36

	7 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	8 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	37

	9 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	10 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	38

	11 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	12 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	39 

	13 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	14 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	40 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	35 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	36 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	37 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	38 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	39 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they 
	40 
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	1 
	1 
	1 
	true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 

	2 
	2 
	mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 

	3 
	3 
	and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 

	4 
	4 
	Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Jaap, LLC 

	5 
	5 
	understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to the Foundations was a federal 

	6 
	6 
	political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession indicates that 

	7 
	7 
	Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the resources that would 

	8 
	8 
	be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s overall indications that the 

	9 
	9 
	scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the Commission is exercising its 

	10 
	10 
	prosecutorial discretion41 and dismissing the allegations against Respondent Jaap, LLC. 


	contribute the funds to a specific political committee, violated § 30122 because the source of the funds remained the individual who provided them to the putative contributors). 
	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: LAS Enterprises, Inc. MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer.  Amended disclosure reports reflect that LAS 13 Enterprises, Inc. made a $15,000 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for 14 Progress.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(
	-
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	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included LAS Enterprises, Inc.  The Commission notified LAS 4 Enterprises, Inc. in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that 5 made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress. 6 There is insufficient information in the ava
	3
	4

	10 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 
	5

	11 LAS Enterprises, Inc. 
	12 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	13 A. Complaint 
	14 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	16 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	17 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], .. 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1,6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1,5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.” 7 The chart reflected that on approximately June 20, 2020, LAS Enterp
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 

	10 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 
	11   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that LAS Enterprises, Inc. 
	names of the Foundations.
	26

	12 contributed $15,000 through Foundation for Progress on June 22, 2020.  Notably, the donation 
	27

	13 was made less than two weeks after the Foundation’s formation, and three days before the 
	28

	14 Foundation transferred $75,000 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.
	29 

	15 LAS Enterprises, Inc. has not filed a Response with the Commission with regard to this 
	16 matter. 
	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Id. 
	24 
	25 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022). See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	27 
	28 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 3 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 
	4 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 5 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 6 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 7 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 8 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 9 The 
	30 
	31
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	32 

	10 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 11 contribution in the name of another: 12 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 
	13 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 14 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 15 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 16 time the contribution is made; or 
	17 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 18 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 19 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	33 

	20 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 21 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 22   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	34

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is 
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	1 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 2 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 3 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 4 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 5 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 6 of contributing to a candidate or committee “make
	35
	36
	 the resulting contribution.
	37 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	38 

	10 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	11 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	12 Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that LAS 
	13 Enterprises, Inc. understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Foundation 
	plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	35 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to Section 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	36 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	37 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
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	1 for Progress, Inc. was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s 2 possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given 3 the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 4 overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 5 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 6 Respondent LAS Enterprises,
	39

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: Little Pictures Corp. MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with Federal Election Commission (the 8 “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were made 9 through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, 
	10 Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent expenditure11 only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernandez”) in 12 his official capacity as treasurer.  Amended disclosure reports reflect that Little Pictures Corp. 13 contributed $16,667 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc.14 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 15 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false
	-
	1 
	2 
	3

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 through the Foundations, which included Little Pictures Corp.  The Commission notified Little 2 Pictures Corp. in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that 3 made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 4 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that Little Pictures 5 Corp. understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Fundaci Pro Igualdad, 6 Inc. was a federal political committee. Add
	4
	5

	10 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 11 A. Complaint 12 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 13 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 14 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 15 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 16 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a
	6

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 2 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 3 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 4 allegations.5 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 6 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez is its treasurer.7 Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. are two nonpro
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 11 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 12   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 13   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 14 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13
	14

	Compl. at 4-5. Id. at 3. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered 
	7 
	8 
	9 


	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a 
	Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, 
	11 
	12 
	13 
	14 
	. 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	(last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
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	1 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 2 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 3 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 4 5 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 6 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and $75,000 from Foundation 7 for Progress, Inc. — to Salvemos a 
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16
	17

	10 
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	11 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 
	12 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 
	13 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 
	14 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	15 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. 
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	1 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	2 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	3 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 4 5 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 6 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 7 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 8 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 9 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 
	10 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 11 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 12 Rico.13 14 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	15 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	16 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	17 
	for the funds.
	22 

	18 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	19 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	20 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	21 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	22 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 
	23 
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 

	Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id.¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
	24 
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	1 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 2 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 3 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 4 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.”5 The chart reflected that on approximately October 19, 2020, Little Pictures Corp. gave $25,000 6 to a Foundation for transfer to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.7 On August 
	25 
	26 
	names of the Foundations.
	27

	10 contributed $16,667 through Foundation for Progress on October 19, 2020.11 Little Pictures Corp. has not filed a Response with the Commission with regard to this 12 matter. 13 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	28 

	14 15 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 16 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 17 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 18 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 
	29 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico Stipulation of Facts, ¶ 30. 
	25 

	Id. 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	27 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	28 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	29 
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	1 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 2 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 3 The 4 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 5 contribution in the name of another: 6 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 
	30
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	31 

	7 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 8 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 9 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 
	10 time the contribution is made; or 11 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 
	12 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 13 14 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	32 

	15 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 16   Courts therefore have uniformly 17 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 18 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 19 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	33
	34

	Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	34 
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	1 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 2 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 3 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 4 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 5 Because the concern of the law is the 6 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 7 mechanism by which the 
	35
	 the resulting contribution.
	36 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	37 

	10 Pictures Corp. understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Fundaci Pro 
	11 Igualdad, Inc. was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s 
	12 possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given 
	13 the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 
	14 overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 
	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	35 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	37 
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	1 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 2 Respondent Little Pictures Corp. 
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	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	4 RESPONDENT: Michael McCloskey MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with Federal Election Commission (the 8 “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were made 9 through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, 
	10 Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent expenditure11 only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes-Fernandez”) in 12 his official capacity as treasurer.  Amended disclosure reports reflect that Michael McCloskey 13 (“McCloskey”) made $1,931 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for 14 Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 10
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included McCloskey.The Commission notified McCloskey in 4 relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of his name as a person who made a contribution 5 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to deter
	3
	4 

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Michael 
	5

	11 McCloskey. 
	12 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	13 A. Complaint 
	14 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	16 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	17 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 
	12 
	13 
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	1 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 2 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 3 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 4 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 fr
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16 

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that McCloskey made two 7 contributions through Foundation for Progress: (1) $1,471 on November 2, 2020, and (2) $460 8 on Janu
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26
	27 

	10 allege any improper or illegal action on his part.11 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	28 

	12 13 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 14 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 15 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 16 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 17 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 
	29 
	30

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Michael McCloskey Resp. at 2 (Oct. 13, 2022); Michael McCloskey Resp. at 1 (Dec. 8, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
	26 
	27 
	28 
	29 
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	1 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 
	2 The 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	31 

	3 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 
	4 contribution in the name of another: 
	5 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 6 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 7 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 8 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 9 time the contribution is made; or 
	10 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 11 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 12 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	32 

	13 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	14 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	15   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	33

	16 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	17 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	34

	18 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	19 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	35

	52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	31 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	32 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	33 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	34 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	35 
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	Figure
	1 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 2 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 3 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 4 Because the concern of the law is the 5 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 6 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 7 and the arrang
	 the resulting contribution.
	36 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	37 

	10 Progress, Inc. was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s 11 possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given 12 the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 13 overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 14 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 15 Respondent Michael McClos
	38

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	37 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	38 
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	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 3 
	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: National Strategies Group, LLC MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer.  Amended disclosure reports reflect that 13 National Strategies Group, LLC made a $14,799 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through 14 Foundation for Progress.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. §
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included National Strategies Group, LLC.  The Commission 4 notified National Strategies Group, LLC in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its 5 name as an entity that made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for 6 Progress. 7 There is insufficient i
	3
	4

	10 reflects that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves.  Under these 
	11 circumstances, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the 
	5

	12 allegations against National Strategies Group, LLC.  
	13 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	14 A. Complaint 
	15 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	16 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	17 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	18 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13   The Foundations were incorporated within seven 
	under Puerto Rico law and IRC 501(c)(4).
	11

	contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	9 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 
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	Figure
	1   The Foundations share the same physical address, which a company 2 offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do not appear to have websites or any 3 accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed no information about their activities 4 other than articles discussing the allegations in the Complaint, the federal criminal case, or 5 related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the Internal Revenue Service’s database of 6 7 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Founda
	minutes of each other.
	12
	13
	14
	nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 disbursements — $40,000 on July 9, 2020, and $100,000 on July 13, 2020 — for a nonfederal 11 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 12 13 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 14 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 15 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	12 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	13 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	2 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	3 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	4 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	5 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 6 7 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 8 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 9 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 
	10 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 11 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 12 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 13 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 14 Rico.15 16 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	17 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	18 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	19 
	for the funds.
	22 

	20 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	21 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	22 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	23 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9 Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	Figure
	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that National Strategies Group, 7 LLC contributed $14,799 through Foundation for Progress on October 28, 2020.8 National Strate
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26 

	10 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 11 12 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 
	13 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 14 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 15 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 16 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 17 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 18 The 
	27 
	28
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	29 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	26 
	27 
	28 
	29 
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	Figure
	1 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 
	2 contribution in the name of another: 
	3 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 4 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 5 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 6 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 7 time the contribution is made; or 
	8 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 9 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 
	10 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	30 

	11 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	12 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	13   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	31

	14 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	15 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	32

	16 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	17 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	33

	18 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	30 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	31 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	32 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	33 
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	Figure
	1 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 2 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 3 Because the concern of the law is the 4 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 5 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 6 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 7 Here, there is 
	 the resulting contribution.
	34 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	35 

	10 Commission’s possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial 11 candidate.  Given the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the 12 available record’s overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors 13 themselves, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the 14 allegations against Respondent National Strategies Group, LLC.    
	36

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	34 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	35 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	36 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: NGX Military Store MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that NGX 13 Military Store (“NGX”) made $33,333 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through 14 Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022) [hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [herein
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	Figure
	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included NGX.  The Commission notified NGX in relation to 4 MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its name as an entity that made a contribution to 5 Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available record to determine that N
	3
	4

	10 exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against NGX. 
	5

	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 A. Complaint 
	13 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	14 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	15 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	16 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6

	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea, Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 9, 19, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr00182-001 (D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts]. 
	3 
	-

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	4 

	Compl. at 2 (Aug. 5, 2020).  The Complaint only identified $250,000 in contributions as from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico; however, the Commission’s disclosure database shows additional contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	6 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13 under Puerto Rico law and section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  The Foundations 
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same 
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other.
	12

	Compl. at 4-5. 
	7 

	Compl. at 3. 
	8 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	9 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	11 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	12 
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	Figure
	1 physical address,which a company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do 2 not appear to have websites or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed 3 no information about their activities other than articles discussing the allegations in the 4 Complaint, the federal criminal case, or related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fun
	13 
	14
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	13 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1,6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Plea, Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.” 7 The chart reflected that on approximately October 19, 2020, NGX gav
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 

	10 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 11   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that NGX contributed $33,333 12 through Foundation for Progress on October 20, 2020.13 NGX filed a Response with the Commission contending that the Complaint did not 14 contain any allegations against it, and that its donation to Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. was made 15 16 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	names of the Foundations.
	26
	27 
	legally.
	28 

	17 18 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 19 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 
	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Id. 
	24 
	25 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	27 

	NGX Mil. Store Resp. at 1 (Nov. 18, 2022). 
	28 
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	1 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 2 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 3 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 4 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 5 The 6 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 7 contribution in the name of an
	29 
	30
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	31 

	9 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 10 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 11 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 12 time the contribution is made; or 
	13 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 14 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 15 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	32 

	16 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 17 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 18   Courts therefore have uniformly 19 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 20 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	33
	34

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind 
	29 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 

	[§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
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	1 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 2 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 3 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 4 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 5 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 6 Because the concern of the law is the 7 true source from which a contr
	35
	 the resulting contribution.
	36 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	37 

	10 Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that NGX 11 understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 12 was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession indicates 13 that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the resources that 14 would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s overall indications 15 that the scheme was 
	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	35 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	37 
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	1 prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against Respondent NGX Military 2 Store. 
	38

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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	Figure
	4 RESPONDENT: Northshore Management Corp. MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer.  Amended disclosure reports reflect that 13 Northshore Management Corp. made a $25,000 contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through 14 Foundation for Progress.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 10
	-
	1 
	2 

	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022)[hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereina
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included Northshore Management Corp.  The Commission 4 notified Northshore Management Corp. in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of its 5 name as an entity that made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for 6 Progress. 7 There is insufficient informat
	3
	4

	10 the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves.  Under these circumstances, the 
	11 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 
	5

	12 Northshore Management Corp.  
	13 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	14 A. Complaint 
	15 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	16 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	17 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	18 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13 under Puerto Rico law and Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  The Foundations 
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same 
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other.
	12

	contributions reported as being from the Foundations totaling $507,500. See id; FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
	9 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation], ; Foundation for Progress, Inc., Articles of Incorporation (June 10, 2020) [hereinafter Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation], . 
	10 
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445222-121

	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121
	https://rceweb.estado.pr.gov/en/entity-information?c=445221-121


	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
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	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
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	1 physical address,which a company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do 2 not appear to have websites or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed 3 no information about their activities other than articles discussing the allegations in the 4 Complaint, the federal criminal case, or related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fun
	13 
	14
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	13 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, October Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. ¶¶ 9, 19. Id. ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 The stipulated facts in the plea agreement for Salvemos a Puerto Rico contained a chart 5 depicting the “true donors who donated funds to [the Foundations], some or all of which were 6 transferred to [Salvemos a Puerto Rico], and which were not accurately reported to the FEC.” 7 The chart reflected that on approximately June 15, 2020, Northshore
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	25 

	10 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 11   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that Northshore Management 12 Corp. contributed $25,000 through Foundation for Progress on June 22, 2020.  Notably, the 13 donation was made less than two weeks after the Foundation’s formation,and three days 14 before the Foundation transferred $75,000 to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.
	names of the Foundations.
	26
	27
	28 
	29 

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Id. 
	24 
	25 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). 
	26 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022). See Fundacin Pro Igualdad Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. See Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	27 
	28 
	29 
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	1 Northshore Management Corp. filed a Response with the Commission asserting that the 2 Complaint did not contain allegations against it, as it does not have reporting obligations under 3 the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “4 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	Act”).
	30 

	5 6 The Act provides that a contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or 7 deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 8 election for Federal office.”  The term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission 9 regulations includes partnerships, corporations, and “any other organization or group of 10 persons.”  The Act prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name of another 11 person, knowingly permitting his or her name to be
	31
	32
	knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	33

	13 illustrations of activities that constitute making a contribution in the name of another: 14 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 15 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 16 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 17 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 18 time the contribution is made; or 
	19 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 20 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 21 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	34 

	22 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 23 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	Northshore Mgmt. Corp. Resp. at 1 (Nov. 28, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 52 U.S.C. § 30122. 11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	30 
	31 
	32 
	33 
	34 
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	1   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	35

	2 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	3 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	36

	4 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	5 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	37

	6 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 
	7 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 
	 the resulting contribution.
	38 

	8 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 
	9 Because the concern of the law is the 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	39 

	10 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 
	11 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 
	12 and the arrangement between the parties to determine who in fact, “made” a given contribution. 
	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	35 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	37 

	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	38 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	39 
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	1 
	1 
	1 
	Here, there is insufficient information in the available record to determine that 

	2 
	2 
	Northshore Management Corp. understood that the ultimate recipient of the money that it gave to 

	3 
	3 
	Foundation for Progress, Inc. was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the 

	4 
	4 
	Commission’s possession indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial 

	5 
	5 
	candidate.  Given the resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the 

	6 
	6 
	available record’s overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors 

	7 
	7 
	themselves, the Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion40 and dismissing the 

	8 
	8 
	allegations against Respondent Northshore Management Corp.    
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	4 RESPONDENT: Richard Machado-Gonzalez MUR: 7772 5 6 I. INTRODUCTION 
	7 This matter was generated by a Complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission 8 (the “Commission”) alleging that at least $250,000 in contributions in the name of another were 9 made through two nonprofit corporations, Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for 
	10 Progress, Inc. (collectively, the “Foundations”), to Salvemos a Puerto Rico, an independent 11 expenditure-only political committee (“IEOPC”), and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez (“Fuentes12 Fernandez”) in his official capacity as treasurer. Amended disclosure reports reflect that Richard 13 Machado-Gonzalez (“Machado-Gonzalez”) made $48,255 in contributions to Salvemos a Puerto 14 Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc.15 On May 5, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico pleaded guilty to 16 viol
	-
	1 
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	(D.P.R. May 3, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Plea]; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1, United States v. Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez, 3:22-cr-00182-001 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [hereinafter Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea Agreement ¶ 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 6, 2022) [hereinafter Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea]; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1, United States v. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 3:22-cr-00182-002 (D.P.R. Aug. 26, 2022) [herein
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	1 contributions from others.  Pursuant to the plea agreements, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended 2 reports with the Commission disclosing the identities of 15 contributors who made contributions 3 through the Foundations, which included Machado-Gonzalez.  The Commission notified 4 Machado-Gonzalez in relation to MUR 7772 following the disclosure of his name as a person 5 who made a contribution to Salvemos a Puerto Rico through Foundation for Progress, Inc. 6 There is insufficient information in the available
	3
	4
	-

	10 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 
	5

	11 Machado-Gonzalez. 
	12 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	13 A. Complaint 
	14 The Complaint in this matter was filed on August 5, 2020, and primarily alleges that 
	15 Salvemos a Puerto Rico “disguised” $250,000 worth of contributed campaign funds by 
	16 “laundering the funds” through the two nonprofit organizations, and “failing to report the origin 
	17 of the donations.”  The Complaint further alleges that the “only purpose of these two nonprofits 
	6
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	1 [was] to donate directly to Salvemos [a] Puerto Rico,” and “to put dark money to Salvemos [a] 2 Puerto Rico PAC.”  The Complaint points to the fact that the Foundations were registered seven 3 minutes apart, and the short period of time between the incorporation of the Foundations and 4 their first donations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 15 days later, as factors supporting its 5 allegations.6 Salvemos a Puerto Rico is an IEOPC that registered with the Commission on May 19, 7 2020, and Joseph Fuentes-Fernande
	7
	8 
	9 
	10

	10 represented in their certifications with the Puerto Rico Secretary of State that they would be 
	11 operated “for charitable and/or education purposes, for the promotion of social welfare . . . or 
	12 such other purposes which will allow the Foundation[s] to qualify as tax-exempt organization[s]” 
	13 under Puerto Rico law and Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.  The Foundations 
	11

	14   The Foundations share the same 
	were incorporated within seven minutes of each other.
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	Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	type=processed&committee id=C00746594 &contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
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	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Statement of Organization (May 19, 2020).  The committee originally registered under the name PRP PAC and changed its name to Salvemos a Puerto Rico on May 27, 2020. Id.; Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended Statement of Organization (May 27, 2020). 
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	Figure
	1 physical address,which a company offers to rent as a “virtual office.”  The Foundations do 2 not appear to have websites or any accounts on social media sites, and online searches revealed 3 no information about their activities other than articles discussing the allegations in the 4 Complaint, the federal criminal case, or related litigation.  The Foundations do not appear on the 5 6 On June 25, 2020, fifteen days after the Foundations’ formations, they contributed 7 $250,000 in total — $175,000 from Fun
	13 
	14
	Internal Revenue Service’s database of nonprofit entities.
	15 
	16 

	10 “media campaign.”  The Foundations subsequently made six additional contributions between 11 12 B. Department of Justice’s Criminal Prosecution 13 On May 5, 2022, both Fuentes-Fernandez and Salvemos a Puerto Rico, as an 14 organizational defendant, pleaded guilty to violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(1) for making false 15 statements to the Commission about the true identities of the donors of the contributions at 
	17
	October 2020 and January 2021, totaling $257,500.
	18 

	Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Articles of Incorporation; Foundation for Progress, Articles of Incorporation. 
	13 

	Reserve Your Virtual Office Address at Palmeras Office Center, DAVINCI, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023). 
	14 
	. com/loc/puerto-rico/san-juan-virtual-offices/facility-2235 
	https://www.davincivirtual


	See Tax Exempt Organization Search, IRS.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (search “Fundacin Pro Igualdad”); id. (search “Foundation for Progress”).  One entity with the name Foundation for Progress appears in the search results, but its tax-exempt status was revoked in 2013, and it does not appear to be related to the similarly named Respondent here. 
	15 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 
	https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos 


	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, July Quarterly Report at 6 (July 9, 2020). 
	16 

	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Oct. Quarterly Report at 7 (Oct. 13, 2020).  
	17 

	FEC Individual Contributions: Filtered Results, FEC.GOV, (last visited Dec. 11, 2023) (showing contributions to Salvemos a Puerto Rico from the Foundations). 
	18 
	type= processed&committee id=C00746594&contributor name=foundation&contributor name=fundacion 
	https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?data 
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	Figure
	1 The stipulated facts in the plea agreements stated that Salvemos a Puerto Rico was 
	issue.
	19 

	2 organized primarily to support the election of an “official in the executive branch of the 
	3 government of Puerto Rico.”
	20 

	4 Fuentes-Fernandez admitted in his plea agreement that: 5 6 [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others established an interlocking group of three entities 7 — Nonprofit-1, Nonprofit-2, and Salvemos a Puerto Rico — designed to conceal 8 the true identities of donors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico.  By ensuring that these 9 donors were anonymous [Fuentes-Fernandez] and others knowing and willfully 
	10 schemed to and did deprive the people of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and 11 the FEC of material information concerning the “true source” of hundreds of 12 thousands of dollars in political spending that was provided to Salvemos a Puerto 13 Rico.14 15 Fuentes-Fernandez further admitted in the plea agreement that he filed a report with the 
	21 

	16 Commission that listed contributions only from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico when 
	17 in fact he was aware that the money came from others and the Foundations were merely conduits 
	18 
	for the funds.
	22 

	19 The plea agreement referenced several text messages Fuentes-Fernandez sent to donors 
	20 explaining that the donors could remain anonymous if they contributed through a third-party 
	21 The plea agreement also contains examples of text messages between Fuentes
	entity.
	23 
	-

	22 Fernandez and “Individual 2” — identified as the Secretary of the Foundations — coordinating 
	Fuentes-Fernandez Plea ¶ 1; Fuentes-Fernandez Judgment at 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶ 1; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Judgment at 1. Fuentes-Fernandez Stipulation of Facts ¶¶ 1, 6; Salvemos a Puerto Rico Plea ¶¶ 1, 5. Fuentes-Fernandez Plea Agreement, Stipulation of Facts ¶ 9. Id. at ¶¶9, 19. Id. at ¶¶ 21-24. 
	19 
	20 
	21 
	22 
	23 
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	Figure
	1 transfers from the Foundations to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and exchanging bank information to 2 3 C. Disclosure of the True Contributors to Salvemos a Puerto Rico 4 On August 19, 2022, Fuentes-Fernandez filed amended reports with the Commission on 5 behalf of Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosing the identities of those who made contributions in the 6   Salvemos a Puerto Rico disclosed that Machado-Gonzalez made 7 two contributions through Foundation for Progress: (1) $36,765 on November 2, 2020, and    8 (2) $
	facilitate anonymous donations.
	24 
	names of the Foundations.
	25
	26
	27 

	10 did not contain any allegations against him.11 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	28 

	12 13 The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), provides that a 14 contribution includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of 15 value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”The 16 term “person” for purposes of the Act and Commission regulations includes partnerships, 17 corporations, and “any other organization or group of persons.”  The Act prohibits a person 
	29 
	30

	Id. ¶¶ 21, 23. Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 July Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, 
	24 
	25 

	Amended 2020 October Quarterly Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022); Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2020 Post-General Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Salvemos a Puerto Rico, Amended 2021 Mid-Year Report (Aug. 19, 2022). Richard Machado-Gonzalez Resp. at 2 (Nov. 9, 2022). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). Id. § 30101(11); 11 C.F.R. § 100.10. 
	26 
	27 
	28 
	29 
	30 
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	Figure
	1 from making a contribution in the name of another person, knowingly permitting his or her name 
	2 The 
	to be used to effect such a contribution, or knowingly accepting such a contribution.
	31 

	3 Commission has included in its regulations illustrations of activities that constitute making a 
	4 contribution in the name of another: 
	5 (i) Giving money or anything of value, all or part of which 6 was provided to the contributor by another person (the true 7 contributor) without disclosing the source of money or the 8 thing of value to the recipient candidate or committee at the 9 time the contribution is made; or 
	10 (ii) Making a contribution of money or anything of value and 11 attributing as the source of the money or thing of value 12 
	another person when in fact the contributor is the source.
	32 

	13 The requirement that a contribution be made in the name of its true source promotes 
	14 Congress’s objective of ensuring the complete and accurate disclosure by candidates and 
	15   Courts therefore have uniformly 
	committees of the political contributions they receive.
	33

	16 rejected the assertion that “only the person who actually transmits funds . . . makes the 
	17 contribution,” recognizing that “it is implausible that Congress, in seeking to promote 
	34

	18 transparency, would have understood the relevant contributor to be [an] intermediary who 
	19 merely transmitted the campaign gift.”  Consequently, both the Act and the Commission’s 
	35

	52 U.S.C. § 30122. 
	31 

	11 C.F.R. § 110.4(b)(2)(i)-(ii). 
	32 

	United States v. O’Donnell, 608 F.3d 546, 553 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he congressional purpose behind [§ 30122] — to ensure the complete and accurate disclosure of the contributors who finance federal elections — is plain.” (emphasis added)); Mariani v. United States, 212 F.3d 761, 775 (3d Cir. 2000) (rejecting constitutional challenge to § 30122 in light of compelling governmental interest in disclosure). 
	33 

	United States v. Boender, 649 F.3d 650, 660 (7th Cir. 2011). 
	34 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 554; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 371 (2010) (“The First Amendment protects political speech; and disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way.  This transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”); Doe v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 199 (2010) (“Public disclosure also promotes transparency and accountability in the electoral process to an 
	35 
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	Figure
	1 implementing regulations provide that a person who furnishes another with funds for the purpose 2 of contributing to a candidate or committee “makes”This is true 3 whether funds are advanced to another person to make a contribution in that person’s name or 4 Because the concern of the law is the 5 true source from which a contribution to a candidate or committee originates, regardless of the 6 mechanism by which the funds are transmitted, we examine the structure of the transaction itself 7 and the arrang
	 the resulting contribution.
	36 
	promised as reimbursement of a solicited contribution.
	37 
	-

	10 Progress was a federal political committee.  Indeed, information in the Commission’s possession 
	11 indicates that Respondent likely intended to support a gubernatorial candidate.  Given the 
	12 resources that would be required to further investigate this point, and the available record’s 
	13 overall indications that the scheme was not devised by the contributors themselves, the 
	14 Commission is exercising its prosecutorial discretion and dismissing the allegations against 
	38

	15 Respondent Richard Machado-Gonzalez. 
	See Boender, 649 F.3d at 660 (holding that to determine who made a contribution “we consider the giver to be the source of the gift, not any intermediary who simply conveys the gift from the donor to the donee.” (emphasis added)); O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 550; Goland v. United States, 903 F.2d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 1990) (“The Act prohibits the use of ‘conduits’ to circumvent [the Act’s reporting] restrictions.”). 
	36 

	O’Donnell, 608 F.3d at 555. Moreover, the “key issue . . . is the source of the funds” and, therefore, the legal status of the funds when conveyed from a conduit to the ultimate recipient is “irrelevant to a determination of who ‘made’ the contribution for the purposes of [§ 30122].” United States v. Whittemore, 776 F.3d 1074, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that defendant’s “unconditional gifts” to relatives and employees, along with suggestion they contribute the funds to a specific political committee, vio
	37 

	Heckler v. Cheney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
	38 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	) 

	TR
	) 
	MUR 7772 and Pre-MUR 668 

	Foundation for Progress, Inc.; Fundaci 
	Foundation for Progress, Inc.; Fundaci 
	) 

	Pro Igualdad, Inc.; Salvemos a Puerto 
	Pro Igualdad, Inc.; Salvemos a Puerto 
	) 

	Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in 
	Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in 
	) 

	his official capacity as Treasurer; Joseph 
	his official capacity as Treasurer; Joseph 
	) 

	Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal 
	Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal 
	) 

	capacity; Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta; 
	capacity; Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta; 
	) 

	Andrew Keys; AP Engineering, Inc.; 
	Andrew Keys; AP Engineering, Inc.; 
	) 

	Augustos McCloskey; BAE FE, LLC; 
	Augustos McCloskey; BAE FE, LLC; 
	) 

	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC; Essential 
	Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC; Essential 
	) 

	Insurance Services, Inc.; Jaap, LLC; LAS 
	Insurance Services, Inc.; Jaap, LLC; LAS 
	) 

	Enterprises; Little Pictures Corp.; 
	Enterprises; Little Pictures Corp.; 
	) 

	Michael McCloskey; National Strategies 
	Michael McCloskey; National Strategies 
	) 

	Group, LLC; NGX Military Store; 
	Group, LLC; NGX Military Store; 
	) 

	Northshore Management Corp.; Richard 
	Northshore Management Corp.; Richard 
	) 

	Machado-Gonzales 
	Machado-Gonzales 
	) 


	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Vicktoria J. Allen, recording secretary of the Federal Election Commission executive 
	session, do hereby certify that on January 23, 2024, the Commission took the following actions 
	in the above-captioned matter:  
	1. Failed by vote of 3-2 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Open a Matter Under Review with respect to Pre-MUR 668 and merge it into MUR 7772. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his official capacity as Treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution in the name of another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing inaccurate disclosure reports and issue admonishment letters to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandes. 
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	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	Dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta, Andrew Keys, AP Engineering, Inc., Augustos McCloskey, BAE FE, LLC, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., Jaap, LLC, LAS Enterprises, Little Pictures Corp., Michael McCloskey, National Strategies Group, LLC, NGX Military Store, Northshore Management Corp., and Richard Machado-Gonzalez violated 52 

	U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Approve the Factual and Legal Analyses, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 19, 2023, as regards those respondents. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Approve the appropriate letters as regards those respondents. 


	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor voted affirmatively for the motion.  
	Commissioners Broussard and Weintraub dissented.  Commissioner Lindenbaum was recused 
	and did not vote. 
	2. Failed by a vote of 0-3 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Find reason to believe that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Enter into pre-probable cause conciliation with Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Approve the attached conciliation agreement, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 19, 2023. 


	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor dissented.  Commissioners Broussard 
	and Weintraub abstained.  Commissioner Lindenbaum was recused and did not vote. 
	3. Failed by a vote of 3-2 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Open a Matter Under Review with respect to Pre-MUR 668 and merge it into MUR 7772. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Dismiss the allegation that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by 
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	knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another. 
	c. Issue a letter of admonishment to those entities. 
	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor voted affirmatively for the motion.  
	Commissioners Broussard and Weintraub dissented.  Commissioner Lindenbaum was recused 
	and did not vote. 
	4. Failed by a vote of 2-3 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Open a Matter Under Review with respect to Pre-MUR 668 and merge it into MUR 7772. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his official capacity as Treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution in the name of another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing inaccurate disclosure reports and issue admonishment letters to Salvemos a Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandes. 

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	Dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta, Andrew Keys, AP Engineering, Inc., Augustos McCloskey, BAE FE, LLC, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., Jaap, LLC, LAS Enterprises, Little Pictures Corp., Michael McCloskey, National Strategies Group, LLC, NGX Military Store, Northshore Management Corp., and Richard Machado-Gonzalez violated 52 

	U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Find reason to believe that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Enter into pre-probable cause conciliation with Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation for Progress, Inc. 

	f. 
	f. 
	Approve the attached conciliation agreement, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 19, 2023. 
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	J. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses, as 
	recommended in the First General Counsel's Repo1i dated December 19, 2023. 
	k. Approve the appropriate letters. 
	1. Close the file as to Salvemos a Pue1io Rico, Joseph FuentesFemandez, Alejandro Brito-ZubizaITeta, Andrew Keys, AP Engineering, Inc., Augustos McCloskey, BAE FE, LLC, Beam, Longest and Neff, LLC, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., Jaap, LLC, LAS Enterprises, Little Pictures Cmp., Michael McCloskey, National Strategies Group, LLC, NGX Milita1y Store, No1ihshore Management Corp., and Richard Machado-Gonzalez. 
	Commissioners Broussard and Weintraub voted affnmatively for the motion. 
	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor dissented. Commissioner Lindenbaum was 
	recused and did not vote. 
	5. Decided by a vote of 5-0 to: MUR8204 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Open a Matter Under Review with respect to Pre-MUR 668 and merge it into MUR 7772. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Close the file. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Send the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, and Weintraub voted affnmatively for the decision. Commissioner Lindenbaum was recused and did not vote. 
	Attest: 
	Figure

	Digitally signed byVicktoria J 
	Vicktoria JAllen ~~;::2024.01.251s:21:26 -05'00'
	Janua1y 25, 2024 Vicktoria J. Allen 
	Date 
	Deputy Secretaiy of the Commission 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL & CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
	VIA EMAIL & CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

	Jorge Davila, Campaign Manager Comite Amigos Wanda Varquez Ave. Roosevelt 1127 San Juan, PR 00917 
	wvgobernadora2020@gmail.com 

	RE: MUR 7772 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico, et al. 
	Dear Mr. Davila: 
	The Federal Election Commission has considered the allegations contained in your complaint dated August 5, 2020, but there was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another and an insufficient number of votes to dismiss the allegation that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, In
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). 
	MUR 7772 
	Jorge Davila, Campaign Manager 
	Page 2 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act allows a complainant to seek judicial review of the Commission’s dismissal of this action. See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8).  If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1314 or . 
	lbird@fec.gov

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL Alejandro Brito-Zubizarreta San Juan, PR 00901 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Brito-Zubizarreta: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint alleging that you had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that you violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016) One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	First Class Mail Augustus McCloskey. Vega Alta, PR 00692 
	February 1, 2024 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. McCloskey: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint alleging that you had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that you violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, Mark Allen 
	Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 

	BAE FE, LLC Ave. Palma Real #2 Guaynabo, PR 00969 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Sir/Madam: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint alleging that BAE FE, LLC had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that BAE FE, LLC violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, Mark Allen 
	Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 

	LAS Enterprises Lizzette Santiago, President 1250 Ave Ponce De Leon Suite 600 San Juan, PR 00907 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Ms. Santiago: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified LAS Enterprises of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that LAS Enterprises violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 

	Little Pictures Corp. Luis Ruiz, President Calle Mallorca #43 Floral Park San Juan, PR 00917 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Ruiz: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified Little Pictures Corp. you of a complaint alleging that Little Pictures Corp. had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Little Pictures Corp. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 

	National Strategies Group, LLC Scott Keller, Executing Officer 1215 19Street, NW Floor 3 Washington, DC 20036 
	th 

	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Keller: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint alleging that National Strategies Group, LLC, had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that National Strategies Group, LLC, violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another. Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure

	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	First Class Mail 
	First Class Mail 

	Richard Machado-Gonzalez P.O. Box 426 Bayamon, PR 00960 
	RE: MUR 7772 
	Dear Mr. Machado-Gonzalez: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint alleging that you had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that you violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 
	FIRST CLASS MAIL 

	Carlos J. Andreu Collazo Benjamin G. Greenberg Greenberg Traurig, P.A. 333 SE 2 Avenue Suite 4400 Miami, FL 33131 
	nd

	RE: MUR 7772 NGX Military Store 
	Dear Mr. Collazo: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, NGX Military Store, of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, Mark Allen 
	Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Ferdinand Ocasio Ocasio Law Firm, LLC P.O. Box 192536 San Juan, PR 00919 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 

	RE: MUR 7772 Jaap, Inc. 
	Dear Mr. Ocasio: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Jaap. Inc., of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	VIA EMAIL afigueroa@miramargroupllc.com 
	VIA EMAIL afigueroa@miramargroupllc.com 
	VIA EMAIL afigueroa@miramargroupllc.com 
	February 1, 2024 

	Alejandro J. Figueroa Miramar Law Group P. O. Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00907 
	Alejandro J. Figueroa Miramar Law Group P. O. Box 10051 San Juan, PR 00907 

	TR
	RE: 
	MURs 7772 and 8204 Foundation for Progress, Inc. and Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. 

	Dear Mr. Figueroa: 
	Dear Mr. Figueroa: 


	On August 7, 2020, the Federal Election Commission notified your clients, Foundation for Progress, Inc. and Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc., of a complaint in MUR 7772 alleging that your clients had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  On August 21, 2023, the Commission notified you it had ascertained information in the normal course of carrying out its supervisory responsibilities indicating that your clients may have violated the Act in Pre-MUR 668, n
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willfully permitting their names to be used to effect contributions in the name of another and an insufficient number of votes to dismiss the allegation that Fundaci Pro Igualdad, Inc. and Foundation For Progress, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly and willf
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
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	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Joseph M. Birkenstock Sandler Reiff Lamb Rosenstein 
	Birkenstock@sandlerreiff.com 

	   & Berkenstock, P.C. 1090 Vermont Avenue, NW Suite 750 Washington, DC 20005 
	RE: MUR 7772 Andrew Keys 
	Dear Mr. Birkenstock: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Andrew Keys, of a complaint alleging that he had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure

	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Charlie Spies Dickinson Wright PLLC International Square 1825 Eye Street, NW Suite 900 Washington, DC 20006 
	cspies@dickinson-wright.com 

	RE: MURs 7772 and 8204 
	Salvemos a Puerto Rico and  
	Joseph Fuetes in his official 
	capacity as treasurer 
	Dear Mr. Spies: 
	On August 7, 2020, the Federal Election Commission notified your clients, Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his official capacity as Treasurer, of a complaint in MUR 7772 alleging that your clients had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  On July 27, 2023, the Commission notified you it had ascertained information in the normal course of carrying out its supervisory responsibilities indicating that 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that Salvemos A Puerto Rico and Joseph Fuentes-Fernandez in his personal capacity and in his official capacity as Treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by knowingly accepting a contribution in the name of another and violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4) by filing inaccurate disclosure reports.  Accordingly, the Co
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016).  One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
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	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Ferdinand Ocasio Ocasio Law Firm, LLC P.O. Box 192536 San Juan, PR 00919 
	focasio@ocasiolawfirm.com 

	RE: MUR 7772 AP Engineering, Inc. 
	Dear Mr. Ocasio: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, AP Engineering, Inc., of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
	VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

	Matthew Morgan, Esq. Barnes & Thornbug LLP 11 S. Meridian Street Indianapolis, IN 46204 
	mmorgan@btlaw.com 

	RE: MUR 7772 Beam Longest & Neff LLC 
	Dear Mr. Morgan: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Beam Longest & Neff LLC, of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	VIA EMAIL kendys@pimentelsoto.com 
	February 1, 2024 
	Kendys Pimentel-Soto, Esq. Kendys Pimentel-Soto Law Office LLC PO Box 270184 San Juan, PR 00928 
	RE: MUR 7772 Essential Insurance Services, Inc. 
	Dear Ms. Pimentel-Soto: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Essential Insurance Services, Inc., of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, Mark Allen 
	Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Guillermo R. Pico, Esq. Pico Advisors 1550 Avenue Ponce de Leon 4 floor San Juan, PR 00909 
	grpico@picoadvisors.com 
	th

	RE: MUR 7772 Michael McCloskey 
	Dear Mr. Pico: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Michael McCloskey, of a complaint alleging that he had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	VIA EMAIL 
	February 1, 2024 
	Jose R. Olmo-Rodriguez Olmo & Rodriguez-Matias Law Office 500 Munoz Rivera Avenue El Centro I Suite 215 San Juan, PR 00918 
	RE: MUR 7772 Northshore Management Corp. 
	Dear Mr. Olmo-Rodriguez: 
	On September 28, 2022, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, Northshore Management Corp., of a complaint alleging that it had violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 
	On January 23, 2024, the Commission considered the complaint but there was an insufficient number of votes to dismiss as an exercise of prosecutorial discretion the allegations that your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30122 by making a contribution in the name of another.   Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission's decision will follow. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this 
	matter, at (202) 694-1314 or lbird@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	Mark Allen Assistant General Counsel 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 
	February 1, 2024 
	VIA EMAIL & CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
	VIA EMAIL & CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

	Angel Vargas Carcana Oficina del Contralor Electoral 235 Ave. Arterial Hostos Edificio Capital Center Torre Norte Piso 7 San Juan, PR 00918 
	avargas@oce.pr.gov 

	RE: MUR 8204 (Pre-MUR 668) 
	Dear Mr. Carcana: 
	This is in reference to the matter involving alleged violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, by Salvemos a Puerto Rico, a political committee registered with the Federal Election Commission (“Commission”), and other persons, which your office referred to the Commission on January 21, 2021.  On January 23, 2024, the Commission reviewed the information contained in the referral and decided to open a Matter Under Review (MUR).  The Commission considered the allegations contained in
	MUR 8204 (Pre-MUR 668) Angel Vargas Carcana Page 2 
	Corp.; and Richard Machado-Gonzalez.  Accordingly, on January 23, 2024, the Commission closed the file in this matter. One or more Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission’s decision will follow. 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702  (Aug. 2, 2016). 
	We appreciate your cooperation in helping the Commission meet its enforcement responsibilities under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.  If you have any questions, please contact Lindsay Bird, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1314 or . 
	lbird@fec.gov

	Sincerely, 
	Lisa J. Stevenson Acting General Counsel 
	By: Charles Kitcher 
	Associate General Counsel for Enforcement 
	The Commission numbered the matter MUR 7772. 
	The Commission numbered the matter MUR 7772. 
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	See Statement of Policy Regarding Treasurers Subject to Enforcement Proceedings, 70 Fed. Reg. 3 (Jan. 3, 2005) (explaining that treasurers may, in certain matters, be notified in both their official and personal capacities and that, in such matters, the Commission will make findings as to the committee and the treasurer in both their official and personal capacities). 
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